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ABSTRACT
This article calls for a renewed investigation of the world-system position—inequality link. We
begin by outlining two general types of causal mechanisms through which a country’s position in
the world-system should impact the distribution of income within it. The first type impacts
inequality indirectly by conditioning the developmental process, and call for conceptual and
empirical models of inequality that account for the link between world-system position and
economic development. The second type impacts inequality directly through processes that are
more or less unobservable because they change over time or belie cross-nationally comparative
indicators, and can thereby be captured by direct measurements of world-system position itself
that stand in for varying or unobservable causal processes. We then analyze five measures of
world-system position to identify which, if any, provides the most useful association with income
inequality. Our findings suggest that the classic measure of Snyder and Kick (1979) provides the
strongest association. We conclude by suggesting fruitful directions for future research.

INTRODUCTION
General sociological theories of within country inequality can be roughly divided into two types.
The first type begins with independent nation-states as the unit of analysis, between which
differential stages along a relatively homogenous developmental path explain differences in
within-country inequality. The second type begins with an interdependent international division
of labor and anarchic world-polity as the appropriate unit of analysis, within which cross-national
differences in income inequality are a function of positional variation in the hierarchically
ordered world-system. Both schools of thought have produced a large body of empirical work in
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sociology. Within this body of work, developmental processes have been shown to bear fairly
robust relationships with income inequality (Nielsen 1994; Nielsen and Alderson 1995; Lee
2005). On the other hand, the association between world-system position and various forms of
dependency have been much disputed, and empirical tests of the world-systems perspective have
become infrequent (e.g. Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Beer and Boswell 2002; Lee et al. 2007;
Nolan 1983; Weede and Kummer 1985).
Yet, our review of the literature suggests that a renewed investigation of the worldsystem position—inequality link is warranted, and this article builds a foundation for such an
endeavor by accomplishing two goals. One of our immediate goals is to re-introduce worldsystemic dynamics as a principal explanation for cross-national variation in within-country
inequality. Answering the call for world-systems scholars to pay better attention to the country
level processes through which world-system dynamics impact inequality (Alderson and Nielsen
1999), our review of the literature suggests two general causal pathways in which a country’s
position in the world-system should impact its level of income inequality. In the first causal
pathway, world-system dynamics increase inequality indirectly through their impacts on
developmental processes, suggesting the need for conceptual and empirical models of inequality
that account for the link between world-systems position and the development path. In the
second pathway, world-system dynamics increase inequality directly via processes that are more
or less unobservable, either because the precise mechanisms change over time in concert with the
evolution of the world-system or they belie the collection of cross-nationally comparative data,
which suggests that direct measures of world-system position can stand in for a number of
unobservable processes.
Our second main goal is empirical. We review the literature on the world-system
position—inequality link and find that the results are at best mixed on this topic and almost
exclusively focused on a single measure of world-system position. We then discuss two broad
approaches to the measurement of positionality in the world-system—those based on relational
data and network analysis and those based on various country attributes—and identify five
different measures that become the focus of the empirical investigations that follow. We then
select these five operationalizations as representatives of the most recent and refined indicators
from the research programs initiated by Snyder and Kick (1979), Nemeth and Smith (1985),
Clark and Beckfield (2009), Arrighi and Drangel (1984) and Kentor (2000) in order to identify
the measurement strategy that produces the most theoretically consistent and “robust” association
with income inequality as a foundation of future inquiry.
The empirical core of the paper compares the five measures of world-system position
with respect to their ability to estimate world-systemic variation in income inequality in a manner
that is consistent with the theory. As such, we present evidence based on bivariate descriptive
statistics and model-based estimates that control for economic development across 5 sets of
sample restrictions designed to deal with the differences in both country and temporal coverage
between measures. Our results suggest rather definitively that (1) world-system dynamics do
seem to matter for income inequality though (2) network based approaches are somewhat
stronger predictors than are attribute based approaches, and (3) the Snyder and Kick (1979)
version that was subsequently updated (Bollen 1983; Bollen and Appold 1993) may provide the
best starting point for future causal investigations of the world-system position—inequality link.
We close by calling for a renewed inquiry into the world-system position—inequality link and
suggest fruitful ways to pursue it.
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THE WORLD-SYSTEM POSITION—INEQUALITY LINK
World-system explanations for cross-national variation in income inequality begin with the
notion that the whole world-system “is the basic unit of analysis and the entity whose properties
ultimately explain outcomes” for the smaller units that make up the system (Mahoney 2004: 461;
see Chase-Dunn 1998; Wallerstein 1989 and critique by Skocpol 1977). At the highest level of
abstraction, variation in inequality across zones of the world-system is thought to reflect the
working of the system itself, which functions as an interdependent international division of labor
governed by an anarchic state-centric polity (e.g. Wallerstein 1989). In short, levels of income
inequality in one particular country are not independent of those in others, they are related
through system level mechanisms that create varied outcomes across world-system positions.
Yet, identifying the precise mechanisms that produce variation in the level of inequality
across world-system positions has been a particularly vexing problem for scholars of inequality.
As two prominent scholars note, world-system analysts should do a better job at “drawing out the
causal links between external factors [world-system position] and internal outcomes [income
inequality] in a more systematic fashion (Alderson and Nielsen 1999: 627). Our review of the
literature on the relationship between world-system position and income inequality suggests two
types of discernable mechanisms. The first type includes indirect mechanisms that work through
economic development: world-system position  development  inequality. The second type
includes political-economic processes that are more or less unobservable in any systematic way,
including capitalist class alliances between countries, overt and covert state-originated political
interventions between core and periphery, and the entrenchment of outward oriented economic
interests in peripheral countries. As we discuss below, some of these mechanisms are
unobservable because their specific spatio-temporal content varies over time in concert with the
evolution of the system itself, while others are unobservable due to inherent difficulty in
compiling cross-nationally comparative data for them. In what follows, we review both types of
mechanisms in order to demonstrate that cross-national variation in world-system positionality
should matter for the same variation in income inequality, at least in theory.
World-System Dynamics and Economic Development
Variables capturing dimensions of the concept of economic development are among the most
established correlates of income inequality in cross-national analyses. The pioneering work of
Simon Kuznets (1955) postulated a curvilinear link between development and inequality that is
explained primarily by wage differences that exist between a country’s agricultural and modern
sectors. In particular, Kuznets noted that countries at lower stages of development typically have
relatively large segments of the labor force in the agricultural sector, where wages are both low
and homogenous. The slow process of industrialization increases inequality at first through
sector dualism: inequality arising from the higher relative wages in the manufacturing vis-à-vis
the agricultural sector, and because inequality is less equally distributed within the manufacturing
sector.
However, once a significant portion of the labor force migrates to the manufacturing
sector, inequality begins to fall as a higher relative proportion of the labor force enters into the
manufacturing sector, homogenizing the sectoral composition of the labor force and gradually
negating the wage gap between the agricultural and manufacturing sectors. In addition to sector
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dualism, Kuznets and others highlight the role of education and the demographic transition as
explanations for the development  inequality link: as countries develop from traditional
(agricultural) to modern (industrial) economies, education enrollment rates and life expectancy
increases while fertility declines (Nielsen 1994). The spread of education tends to reduce the
wage premium to skilled labor, while the demographic transition slows the growth of the nonworking age population and is often associated with an increase in the status of women.
While Kuznets’ model is premised on the development of the modern (or manufacturing)
sector, world-system theorists suggest that the sectoral composition of the national economy is a
function of its position in the world-economy (e.g. Arrighi and Drangel 1984; Arrighi et al. 2003;
Chase-Dunn 1998; Wallerstein 1974; cf. Bollen and Appold 1993). That is, the world-system
perspective suggests that a country’s developmental process is conditioned by the position it
occupies in the world-system as core countries contain the industries and production processes
that are at the leading edge of the capitalist world-economy. While the concrete forms of these
economic activities change over time—i.e. mechanized textile manufacturing was once at the
leading edge but has now become “peripheralized”—the key point is that advanced economic
activities remain in the core, where “…organizational forms of production are much more
complex” (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985: 127). In terms of the dynamics highlighted by
Kuznets and others, core countries are more likely to possess a modern sector capable of
absorbing the bulk of the labor force, both because of greater organizational complexity and
greater dynamism in the long term (e.g. Arrighi and Drangel 1984; Chase-Dunn and Grimes
1995).
The counterpart to this historical dynamic is that activities contained within the
boundaries of the periphery of the world-system are the least advanced. Modern sectors that do
develop in peripheral societies are often subject to extended periods of crisis and contraction, if
not outright subjugation (O’Hearn 1994). Thus, extended periods of either contraction or
subjugation are likely to inhibit the modern sector’s ability to absorb a significant proportion of
the labor force, potentially resulting in structural underemployment and large reserves of surplus
labor. As a result, differences in the composition of the labor market between core and periphery
can remain fixed in the long-term (with fluctuations in the short-term: Arrighi and Drangel 1984),
creating differences in income inequality therefore (cf. Firebaugh 2003).
Education and the demographic transition tend to decrease inequality in the long run, but
they are also patterned by world-system dynamics, at least in theory. For example, increases in
education are in part a function of state capacity, where enrollment rates are higher in countries
where states have enough internal stability to manage a national educational system and the
resources to do so. Moreover, the extent to which countries contain a “stable set of authority
relations which give rights of the regulation and control of activities of its population to the state”
varies tremendously across positions in the world-system (e.g. Rubinson 1976: 641-2; Bollen
1983). Likewise, the demographic transition is also in part a function of world-system dynamics,
since the demographic transition occurs as countries grow and growth is impacted by worldsystem dynamics (e.g. Snyder and Kick 1979). As two prominent world-systems theorists
propose by way of summary, “it is not a low level of development that creates high inequality,
but rather peripherality in the world division of labor…” (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985: 23).
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World-System Dynamics and Unobservables
Another type of causal pathway for the world-system position—inequality link involves
processes that are more or less unobservable, particularly with extant cross-nationally
comparative data. As articulated in a seminal article by Mahoney, unobservables constitute the
“original movers or ‘ultimate causes’” for general theory (2004: 461). In the rubric of worldsystems theory, interstate capitalist competition is the primary mover of outcomes, but the
concrete form in which this struggle manifests varies over time at the level of the system and
across the tripartite zones of the world-system structure. In other words, capitalist classes are
spatially embedded in states and compete for gains from the capitalist mode of production, but
these classes and states have unequal amounts of resources at their disposal and differential
material bases on which to compete. Furthermore, insofar as the concrete forms in which the
gains from capitalist production can be reaped changes over time, many world-system
mechanisms must be “empirically underspecified, exist outside specific spatial and temporal
boundaries, and cannot be directly observed,” at least until after the fact (Mahoney 2004: 461).
One example is alliances between ruling classes in core and non-core countries. These
alliances impact the structure of the economy, and thereby the developmental processes outlined
above. For example, Rubinson (1976) notes that economic choices in non-core societies are
made by a small “elite whose predominant interests have been tied to foreign economic actors
through mutual interests in the control of production for export,” which leads to the decline of
indigenous economic actors and thereby restricts the size of the modern sector (643; also see
Chase-Dunn 1998; O’Hearn 1994).
Moreover, inter-societal class relations can also impact the redistribute capacity of the
nation-state and levels of democracy in non-core countries. While core countries tended to
experience rising levels of participatory democracy over the course of economic development,
world-system scholars believe that elites in peripheral countries are able to quell efforts to
mobilize for political integration among lower classes and “successfully resist demands for
redistribution” (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985: 23; also see Rubinson 1976; Rubinson and
Quinlan 1977). Successful efforts to redistribute that do emerge in peripheral countries may be
shallow or transitory. On one hand, as the events surrounding the 2004 removal of Jean-Bertrand
Aristide in Haiti illustrate, peripheral states are weak vis-à-vis international institutions and
stronger states in the core (Farmer 2004). On the other hand, the fragmented class structure of
peripheral states limits the domestic legitimacy of any regime, which increases the likelihood of
instability (Chase-Dunn 1998; McMichael 1996; Rubinson 1976). Thus, while democratic
societies give voice to lower classes and thereby generate more equal distributions of income (e.g.
Hewitt 1977; Muller 1988; c.f. Lee 2005; Simpson 1990), non-core countries are less likely to
develop the capacity for sustained redistributive policies and democratic institutions than core
countries (Bollen 1983; 1987).
Finally, one prominent argument for persistent variation in the distribution of income
between zones of the world-system is a political one that is logically equivalent to structural
functionalist explanations in that the existence of subordinated world-system zones—and the
higher levels of inequality within them—is necessary for the reproduction of capitalist social
relations at the system level (e.g. Chase-Dunn 1998). In the first case, the extra surplus value
extracted from peripheral countries gets distributed among core workers and capitalists, and
thereby decreases inequality and the probability of class-based political conflict in the core. In
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the second case, competitive rivalries over access to peripheral areas reproduce both a multicentric core zone (rather than an imperial core-wide state) as well as a subordinated periphery.
Both inter-core capitalist competition and a peripheral zone are regarded as “necessary structural
bases of capitalism,” suggesting in turn that persistent differences in income inequality between
zones are a natural outcome of this structure (Chase-Dunn 1998: 248).
In all these cases, the primary causal process for variation in income inequality between
core and periphery involves either political intervention or economic exploitation by the core.
One of the primary ways that world-system scholars have historically attempted to operationalize
this mechanism has been with direct measures of foreign capital penetration under the assumption
that one or more of these mechanisms was operative in non-core countries with a significant
presence of foreign capital. Yet, the nature of FDI has changed significantly over the latter part
of the 20th century, where the bulk of FDI now flows between core countries and informal
subcontracting relationships now supplement or supplant the proprietary capitalistic relations
inherent to FDI flows into peripheral countries (eg. Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Kollmeyer 2009;
Mahutga 2011).
Moreover, the set of peripheral countries selected for political intervention and/or
exploitation by core states varies over time with shifts in the economic sectors that constitute the
productive frontier. In the early 19th century, textile production was the leading edge of the
capitalist world economy so that sites of cotton cultivation and textile production were often
targets of political and economic interference by core states (e.g. O’Hearn 1994). Yet, by the
early 20th century, mineral deposits including metals and carbon based fuels became the focal
points of economic expansion which again shifted to labor intensive manufacturing by the late
20th century. In this way, the set of peripheral countries at the center of core interventions—and
the form these interventions took—changed over time (e.g. Bunker and Ciccantell 2000). Thus,
many operationalizations of world-system dynamics with measures of “dependency,” including
foreign capital penetration and concentration, vertical trade, raw material exports, commodity
concentration, trade partner concentration, etc., can at best capture specific spatio-temporal
moments of the spatially uneven capitalist competition and exploitation that are the prime movers
of the variation in income inequality across zones of the world-system.
In sum, world-system dynamics matter for cross-national differences in income
inequality, at least in theory. These dynamics impact inequality through at least two causal
pathways. First, world-system dynamics create persistent cross-national differences in levels of
economic development, including levels of income and domestic economic structure, which in
turn create divergent levels of income inequality. Second, world-system dynamics impact
inequality directly through processes that are more or less unobservable and/or vary over time. In
what follows, we review previous findings on the world-system position—inequality link in order
to make our case that a renewed inquiry is warranted, and take the initial step of identifying
which among the many operationalizations of world-system position generates the most
theoretically consistent and robust association with income inequality.

PREVIOUS FINDINGS AND OUR APPROACH
Extended derivations of a theoretical proposition relating world-system dynamics to income
inequality are limited in the literature (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985; Nolan 1983).
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Bornshcier and Chase-Dunn (1985) provide the most succinct proposition that is in direct
conversation with Kuznets (126-129). Bornshchier and Chase-Dunn suggest that world-system
position bears a negative association with income inequality with the caveat that fully integrated
peripheral countries should have higher inequality than horticultural and simple or advanced
agrarian countries that are not fully integrated into the world-system. Empirical results for the
relationship between world-system position and income inequality have been mixed. Yet, a
review of the literature suggests it is difficult to assess the extent to which this is a function of the
weakness of the theory or rather the great number of ways it has been operationalized and the
tendency to conflate various measures of “dependency” with position in the world-system (see
Beer and Boswell 2002; Bollen 1987; Bornschier et al. 1979; 1978; Bornschier and Chase-Dunn
1985; Lee et al. 2007; Nolan 1983; Rubinson 1976; Weede and Kummer 1985).
For example, Rubinson (1976) draws compelling arguments for the world-system
position—inequality link related to class formation, the organization of production/occupational
structure and class relations. The empirical evidence presented by Rubinson largely confirms the
hypothesis, but world-system positionality is operationalized as government revenue to GDP.
Likewise, the foreign capital penetration (PEN) literature tends to find that PEN increases income
inequality (e.g. Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Beer and Boswell 2002; Bornschier et al. 1978; 1979;
Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985). Yet, while PEN dynamics might clearly be implicated in
world-system dynamics, they are not identical (e.g. Evans 1979; Snyder and Kick 1979).
Moreover, initial investigations of PEN were based primarily on its ability to proxy for
“peripherality” in the world-system (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985), and we have already
suggested that various forms of dependency represent temporally fleeting means by which to
capture world-system mechanisms. Thus, it is difficult to assess the direct effects of worldsystem position from studies that evoke either “dependency” covariates or indirect proxies for
world-system position (also see Beer and Boswell 2002). 1
Studies that assess the world-system position—inequality link directly tend to find a
negative linear association between inequality and world-system position—core countries have
the lowest inequality, followed by semiperipheral and peripheral countries, but these results are
often fragile or disputed. One of the first studies (Nolan 1983) found significant and linear
differences between the core, semiperiphery and periphery in bivariate regressions, but the
association became insignificantly curvilinear after controlling for economic development 2, and
even this was challenged on methodological grounds (Weede and Kummer 1985) but then
rebutted (Bollen 1987). An even larger number of studies find that world-system position bears a
negative linear association that becomes null after controlling for level of economic development
or other variables that capture some of the developmental processes outlined above (Lee 2005;
Lee et al. 2007), though one only included an indicator of core status (Alderson and Nielsen
1999).

1

Still, as our initial discussion of the world-system position  development link implies, it is clear that
FDI penetration might play a role in explaining some of the variation in inequality between world-system
zones, and was precisely articulated as such in earlier work (e.g. Chase-Dunn 1998: 236-7). We return to
this discussion in the conclusion.
2
The semiperiphery had an insignificantly lower level of inequality than the core, contrary to expectations
that might be consistent with Kuznets, while the peripheral inequality remained significantly higher than
the core in the full models.
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One explanation for the fragility of previous findings might be the chosen indicator of
world-system position. Published tests of the world-system position—inequality link almost
uniformly use a version of the Snyder and Kick’s (1979) network based world-system measure
that was subsequently updated (Bollen 1983; Bollen and Appold 1993), but there are currently
many more available indicators of world-system position. Thus, the circumscribed goal of the
present research is to identify which among the multiple available measures of world-system
position seems to provide the most theoretically consistent and strongest association with income
inequality, even when levels of economic development are at least partially controlled.
One of the major dividing lines between types of world-system indicators is that between
measures based on country attributes (e.g. Arrighi and Drangel 1986; Babones 2009; Kentor
2000) and those based on international relationships (e.g. Boyd et al. 2010; Clark and Beckfield
2009; Mahutga 2006; Mahutga and Smith 2011; Nemeth and Smith 1985; Snyder and Kick
1979). Indeed, an important middle range debate within the world-system community revolves
around the appropriateness of one type over another. For example, it is clear that one of the more
widely accepted aspects of the world-system perspective is that it presupposes a shift “from a
concern with the attributive characteristics of states to concern with the relational characteristics
of states” (Wallerstein 1989:xi). Thus, one side of this debate has argued that social-network
based measures are superior because “attribute data measure select consequences of structural
pattern…but they are neither descriptions nor analyses of the structure itself” (White and Breiger
1975:68). While such claims are not infrequent, others suggest “the contention that network
measures are superior to attribute measures has been argued but not demonstrated” (Chase-Dunn
and Grimes 1995: 398). Thus, we hope to bring some empirical evidence to bear on this
methodological issue by comparing the association between world-system position and inequality
across the attribute/network-based divide.
Network Types
Network analyses of the world-system are becoming more frequent, and have been discussed at
length in Lloyd et al. (2009). We refer the interested reader to that article for a more detailed
discussion. The first effort to take seriously the notion that the world-systems perspective is a
fundamentally relational theory was that of Snyder and Kick (1979), who analyzed four
relations—international trade, military interventions, diplomatic exchanges and conjoint treaty
memberships—with data from the early 1960s. Snyder and Kick (1979) used a role and position
analysis based on structural equivalence to identify the global structure and the individual
positions countries occupy within that structure for 118 countries. Later updates increased the
sample size to 127 countries (Bollen 1983 and Bollen and Appold 1993). As noted above, this is
the most often analyzed measure of world-system position (e.g. Alderson and Nielson 1999; Lee
2005; Lee et al. 2007).
After Snyder and Kick, Nemeth and Smith (1985) initiated another line of research
designed to identify the world-system structure and the individual position that countries occupy
within it. Three major features distinguish the work owing to Nemeth and Smith (1985). First,
they analyze multiple trade relationships in which each individual relation represented different
types of commodities. Second, this line of research was also based on the analysis of roles and
positions from SNA, but eventually integrated a more general type of equivalence—regular
equivalence (Smith and White 1992; Mahutga 2006). Third, this line of research is longitudinal,
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initially covering a period of 1965-1980 and more recently through 2000. The most recent
research expanded a rather small sample size from Smith and White (1992) and Mahutga (2006)
to produce a measure of the overall structure and country positions for 94 countries at five points
in time, from 1965 to 2000 (Mahutga and Smith 20111). Unlike the other two network based
measures, Mahutga and Smith (2011) produce both categorical and continuous measures of
world-system position.
The most recent network based measurement strategy is that of Clark and Beckfield
(2009). Unlike Snyder and Kick (1979) and the line owing to Nemeth and Smith (1985), Clark
and Beckfield combine Borgatti and Everett’s (1999) continuous measure of “coreness” with a
categorical analysis in which a block model was constructed by (1) permuting the rows and
columns of a matrix of dichotomized total trade according to the rank order of continuous
coreness and (2) identifying the categorical position of core as consisting of the group of
countries with above average interaction, the semiperipheral position as consisting of a group of
countries with exactly average interaction and the peripheral group as consisting of the group of
countries with below average interaction, where average was a function of the matrix as a whole.
Using average trade flows from 1980-1990, Clark and Beckfield generate a time-invariant
trichotomous measure of world-system position on 140 countries. 3
Attributional Types
Within the community of world-system analysts, Arrighi and Drangel’s (1986) classification of
world-system position based on GNP per capita is classic. Recently, Salvatore Babones refined
3

One reviewer noted that there are a number of network based measures of world-system position that are
omitted from our analysis, including the work of Van Rossem (1996), Smith and White (1992), Mahutga
(2006), the original version of Snyder and Kick (1979), Nemeth and Smith (1985), Kick et al. (2001) and
Clark (2010). Our omission of many of these was strategic, and involved considerations of (1) the fact that
many of these measures are iterations of a single methodological approach from which we selected the
most recent/refined iteration and/or (2) some of them do not provide a sufficient number of yearly
observations. Thus, for example, the positions identified by Nemeth and Smith (1985) (NS), Smith and
White (1992) (SW) and Mahutga (2006) (M06) were based on the same multi-relational data as Mahutga
and Smith (2011) (MS). However, MS used a significantly larger sample size than any of the previous
publications (both NS and SW only analyze data from 1965 to 1980 on just over 70 cases, M06 covers the
whole period but on only 52 cases), and is based on a more theoretically justifiable equivalence criterion
than is NS (see Lloyd et al. 2009). Likewise, Kick’s (2001) measure is a reiteration of the same CONCOR
based structural equivalence measure of Snyder and Kick (1979), which was subsequently improved upon
by Bollen (1983) and Bollen and Appold (1993). Van Rossem’s measure was based on data collected in
the late 1990s, and thus would preclude well over 80 percent of the Gini observations from analysis. Thus,
our omission of Van Rossem and selection of the expanded and updated measure seems to allow us to
represent that lineage with the most refined variable. Finally, Clark’s (2010) measure was published after
the initial submission of this article and the pattern of missing cases between it and the 52 models estimated
here would require the estimation of entirely new sample restrictions. Thus, we simply estimated
unreported versions of the common sample restriction (restriction B) adjusted to account for the missing
data in Clark (2010). These results were substantively identical to those reported below in terms of the
overall strength of world-system position—inequality association. The continuous measure of Clark (2010)
was significantly negative and slightly larger than the other two continuous measures, but the fit was not as
high as that of SK. Like Clark and Beckfield (2009), it only covers the period since 1980.
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this study and extended it forward in time to create a trichotomous measure of world-system
position for up to 181 countries from 1960 to 2000 (Babones 2009). In Babones (2009), the
distribution of GNP per capita is distinctly trimodal, where core countries are located in the
richest mode, semiperipheral countries are located in the intermediate mode, and peripheral
countries are located in the poorest mode.
Another classic approach is that of Kentor (2000). Kentor creates a continuous index of
coreness based on two indicators of economic power (GDP and GNP pc) and one measure of
coercive power (total military expenditures). These variables are first Z-score standardized and
then summed to measure a country’s position in the global hierarchy. Because this measure of
position is based on Z-scores, overtime comparisons are only possible if the sample of countries
on which it is based remains unchanged. Thus, in order to maximize the temporal variation, we
used a recently compiled data set that covers 60 countries from 1965 to 2005 (Kentor et al. 2010).
Below we discuss other sources of data and methodological issues that bear on the analyses
presented here.

DATA
Gini Coefficient
Previous studies recognize issues of comparability in available estimates of income inequality.
Many earlier studies used the Deininger and Squire (1996) “high quality” database, which
includes a maximum of 682 (those deemed as acceptable by Deininger and Squire) Gini
observations that differ on the reference unit (e.g. household or individual) and the definition of
income (e.g. gross or net income) and on the overall quality of measurement. Differences in
definition can have a substantial impact on the estimate of income inequality (Deininger and
Squire 1996). As a result, researchers face a dilemma: restricting the observations to those with
high quality and comparable Ginis substantially reduces the sample size, and including larger
number of Ginis reduces comparability and/or quality. Thus, earlier studies resolve this by
analyzing only high quality estimates and correct for differences in definition by including
carefully constructed dummy variables for the various categories on which income estimates
differ, which then essentially control for variation in inequality that is a function of fixed
differences in definitions (e.g. Alderson and Nielson 1999; Lee 2005; Nielson and Alderson
1995). In other words, these dummy variables control for variation in Gini estimates by category
under the assumption that those differences are invariant from country to country and year to
year. 4 More recent approaches to data comparability have instead attempted to pre-standardize
the data by adjusting Gini coefficients in different categories for country-to-country and time
invariant differences in income and reference unit (e.g. Babones and Alvarez-Rivadulla 2007;
4

Another possible data set is the World Income Inequality Database (WIID), which has a total of 5,314
observations (UNU-WIDER 2008). However, this number drops to 508 observations on 71 countries if
researches want to maximize comparability, and they are therefore forced to engage in some form of
country and time invariant adjustments to increase the sample size (see Lee et al. 2007). Moreover, the
SWIID data used here are a standardized version of the WIID data in that the standardization routine begins
with WIID and standardizes them against the LIS Gini coefficients, and other variables.
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Galbraith and Kum 2005). Like the dummy variable approach discussed above, these
standardization techniques address differences in measurement strategy with adjustments that are
constant from country to country and year to year.
Yet, many note that it is likely that differences in Gini estimates owing to measurement
strategy are not constant across countries or years (e.g. Bradley et al. 2003; Bergh 2005). For
example, gross income and net income differ by the redistributive policy within a given nationstate at a given time, and such policies are anything but country and time invariant. Thus,
“constant adjustments fail to capture the substantial variation across countries and over time in
the differences between one income definition or reference unit and another” (Solt 2009: 234). In
short, scholars of income inequality are faced with a trade off between comparability and sample
size, and have attempted to overcome this with various methods that adjust for country and time
invariant differences between the various definitions of the Gini coefficient. Thus, we obtain our
Gini coefficients from the standardized world income inequality database (SWIID) (Solt 2009).
Unlike previous approaches, the SWIID makes adjustments in which differences owing to
definitions of income or reference unit are allowed to vary both across countries and over time.
Our utilization of SWIID Gini coefficients express inequality in terms of net household
disposable income, and thereby maximizes comparability for the broadest possible set of
countries and years—up to 3,331 country-year observations on 153 countries from 1960 to 2008
(see Solt 2009).
GDP per capita
As noted above, economic development is the most common explanation for cross-national
differences in income inequality. While there are many specific development processes that have
been modeled in quantitative research, we control for GDP per capita and it squared term because
this variable captures the general narrative associated with Kuznets and is the most common
indicator of development (Heston, Summers and Ata 2006).
World-System Position
Table 1. Coverage of Five World-System Position Measures
Measure
Babones (2009)
Clark and Beckfield (2009)
Kentor et al. (2010)
Mahutga and Smith (2011)
Snyder and Kick (1979)*

Countries
102-181
144
60
94
127*

Unique Time Periods
1960-2000
Average, 1980-1990
Five year intervals, 1965-2005
1965, 1980, 2000
Circa 1960

Notes: *Update by Bollen 1983 and Bollen and Appold (1993)

Table 1 gives the sources for our measures of world-system position, the number of countries
included in these measures and the time periods covered.
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METHODS
These data consist of repeated (over time) observations of countries, and thereby call for
statistical approaches that can deal with various types of auto-correlation. Time-series crosssection data are almost always serially correlated unless panels are severely unbalanced and
unequally spaced.
Moreover, the repeated observations are likely to produce spatial
contemporaneous auto correlation within panels. Thus, we deal with both these processes by
estimating and adjusting for a first-order auto regressive AR(1) process with Prais-Winston
regression, and adjusting the standard errors with a sandwich estimator clustered on countries, or
“Rogers” standard errors (Rogers 1993; Prais and Winston 1954). We also include T-1 yearly
time dummies to sweep away unit-invariant time specific factors that might impact the estimates. 5
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and Sources for Variables Used in the Analysis
Mean SD
% SSE between cases Source
GINI
37.490 10.497 88.0
Solt (2008)
GDPpc (log)
3.600 0.493 92.6
Penn World Tables
Snyder and Kick (1979),
Snyder and Kick
1.500 0.720 100.0
Bollen (1983); Bollen and
Appold (1993)
Clark and Beckfield
1.760 0.894 100.0
Clark and Beckfield (2009)
Mahutga and Smith (cat) 1.540 0.687 94.8
Mahutga and Smith (2011)
Mahutga and Smith (con) -0.004 0.133 96.1
Mahutga and Smith (2011)
Babones
1.807 0.824 90.6
Babones (2008)
Kentor
0.000 3.361 98.5
Kentor (2009)
While this approach effectively deals with biases owing to serial and spatially
contemporaneous autocorrelation, it does not address the problem of unobserved unit (country)
specific heterogeneity bias in the coefficient estimates. Unit specific heterogeneity occurs when
unobserved time-invariant factors specific to a given unit (country) impact both right and left
hand side variables, giving rise to (omitted variable) biased estimates of the coefficients.
However, there is no straightforward way to deal with this bias because the vast majority of the
variation in the variables on both sides of the equation lies between cases rather than within cases
(over-time). Indeed, as Table 2 shows, the variation between cases ranges from 88 percent of the
sum of squared errors (SSE) in the Gini coefficient to 100 percent for the Snyder and Kick’s and
Clark and Beckfield’s world-system position measures. In such cases, the most conservative
approach to unit-specific heterogeneity (the fixed effects model, or FEM) is either incapable of
5

One reviewer wondered if the inclusion of T-1 time dummies had an effect on our results. In unreported
analyses, the results for the WSP variables are stronger when either a linear time trend or no time
adjustments are made. Since the main argument against time dummies (which are more conservative since
they fully control for unmeasured case-invariant period effects) is about degrees of freedom (Green 2000)
and our degrees of freedom are so great, we see no reason to employ less conservative approaches to the
time dimension.
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producing parameter estimates (when variables are time invariant) or provides extremely
inefficient and therefore unreliable parameter estimates (when variables are slowly changing over
time) (Plumper and Troeger 2007). The alternative approach (the random effects model, or
REM) provides more efficient estimates than the FEM approach, but yields biased coefficient
estimates if the unit-specific error term—the parameter that addresses unit-specific
heterogeneity—is correlated with any of the right hand side variables, which is typically the case
when the variation between cases is so much larger than that within (Halaby 2004; Plumper and
Troeger 2007).
In other words, both of the standard approaches for dealing with unit-specific
heterogeneity are inappropriate for these data because either (1) they are unable to identify
coefficients on time-invariant (or nearly invariant) variables or (2) the assumption on which they
are based is violated. 6 Moreover, while addressing heterogeneity bias in panel data is most
appropriate for causal inference, we are not currently trying to make causal inferences. Rather,
we are trying to assess which among several measures of world-system position provide the
strongest association with income inequality under the assumption that world-system position is a
more or less time invariant (or nearly invariant) attribute that varies across countries. Thus, we
rely on pooled OLS estimates that adjust for serial and spatial-contemporaneous auto correlation
in order to identify the world-system indicator that provides the most empirically consistent
relationship to income inequality.
One difficulty in comparing measures of world-system position is that they vary widely
on both country and year coverage (see Tables 1 and 2). Thus, it is important to compare
estimates of income inequality produced by these measures on common samples in order to
minimize sampling effects. In order to draw these comparisons, we produce estimates of zonal
income inequality (both descriptive statistics and model based estimates) across five sample
restrictions. Sample (A) is unrestricted so that the countries/years included are entirely a function
of the intersection between the countries included in a given measure of world-system position
and the availability of Gini coefficients in SWIDD and GDP per capita. Sample restriction (B) is
a common sample in which a country-year appears if and only if it is not missing any data on any
measure of world-system position. Sample restriction (C) includes all country-years that are nonmissing for every world-system measure except Kentor et al. 2010, because their measure
produced the fewest country observations. Sample restriction (D) includes all country-years that
are non-missing for every world-system measure except Clark and Beckfield (2009), because
their measure produced the fewest yearly observations. Sample restriction (E) includes all
country-years that are non-missing for every world-system measure except Kentor et al. (2010)
and Clark and Beckfield (2009), which thereby balances both data availability and comparability.

6

One astute reviewer requested that we conduct Hausman tests to assess the validity of the REM
assumption. It is impossible to compare the REM estimates with those of the FEM model—the basis of the
Hausman test—on the key variable of interest in this study (world-system position) when it is time
invariant because the latter cannot produce parameter estimates to compare, but the test did reject the null
hypothesis of a zero correlation between world-system position and the unit specific random error term—or
rather zero difference in the REM and FEM estimates of the coefficients—in cases where the covariate was
nearly time invariant.
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RESULTS
Table 3 reports several sets of descriptive statistics for the association between income inequality
and world-system position across (1) sample restrictions and (2) different measurements of the
world-system. These measurements of world-system position provide very different coverage,
ranging from 2719 country-year observations on 141 countries for Babones down to 1552
country-year observations on 58 countries for Kentor. These descriptive statistics give a sense of
which world-system position indicators bear the strongest association to income inequality at the
bivariate level. The categorical measures can be evaluated on the extent to which they give the
most theoretically consistent estimates of zonal mean income inequality, both in an absolute sense
and relative to other zones, while the continuous measures can be evaluated in terms of which has
the strongest negative association with income inequality. The differences reported in columns 57 of Table 3 are flagged for significance based on a one-way analysis of variance adjusted for
multiple comparisons with a Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni 1936).
A natural place to begin the comparisons is with the estimates based on no sample
restrictions as these comparisons maximize the case numbers for any given measure of worldsystem position, and thus provide the best sense of its power. The updated Snyder and Kick (SK)
measure yields the lowest absolute estimate of income inequality for the core zone, while Clark
and Beckfield’s (CB) measure yields the highest estimate for the peripheral zone. Mahutga and
Smith’s (MS) measure yields the largest estimate of the relative difference in income inequality
between the core and the periphery and the semiperiphery and periphery, while Babones’ measure
yields the largest estimate for the core/semiperiphery comparison. Turning to the two continuous
measures, both Kentor and MS’ estimates are significant and in the expected direction, though
MS’ is larger in size.
Panel B in Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics that result from a “least-common
denominator” sample, which is decreased primarily by the small number of countries in Kentor
and the shorter time-span in CB. The absolute estimates of zonal income inequality do not
change much—SK’s estimate of inequality in the core remains the lowest and doesn’t change
much in size, while CB’s estimate of peripheral inequality remains the highest but increases in
size by roughly 3 Gini points. The relative comparisons change more: Babones’ measure
produces the largest core/semiperiphery difference, while SK produces the largest core/periphery
difference and MS produces the largest semiperiphery/periphery difference. Moreover, Kentor’s
continuous measure is now the larger of the two continuous measures. Panels C-D repeat the
exercise by relaxing the sample restrictions. In panel C, sample size is larger because the
restrictions implied by Kentor’s measure are excluded. In panel D, the restrictions implied by
CB’s measure are excluded, and in panel E, the restrictions implied by both Kentor and CB’s
measure are excluded. The only noticeable change in Panels C-E is that MS’s continuous
measure again shows the larger bivariate association with income inequality.
It is also natural to compare the four network measures with the two attribute measures.
It turns out that both the smallest estimate of core inequality and the largest estimate of peripheral
inequality are produced by network measures (SK and CB, respectively). The largest relative
difference between the core/periphery accrues to a network measure (SK) and in fact all of the
network estimates of the core/periphery difference are larger than the attribute measure
(Babones). Likewise, the largest estimate of the difference between the semiperiphery/periphery
also accrues to network measures, which are all larger than the attribute measure.
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Table 3. Bivariate Descriptive Statistics for Association Between World-System Position
and Gini by Sample Restriction and World-System Indicator
Zonal Means

Zonal Difference

r

Core

Semiperiphery

Periphery

Snyder and Kick

28.25 (582)

37.09 (737)

44.32 (1210)

---

Clark and Beckfield

32.19 (955)

43.77 (324)

45.98 (713)

Mahutga and Smith

28.59 (352)

35.25 (899)

---

---

30.47 (879)

42.26 (807)

43.09 (1033)

---

---

---

Snyder and Kick

28.17 (339)

35.93 (348)

44.64 (378)

Clark and Beckfield

32.46 (732)

43.61 (211)

48.87 (122)

Mahutga and Smith

28.61 (207)

35.31 (563)

44.48 (295)

---

---

---

28.82 (479)

44.08 (304)

41.56 (282)

---

---

---

Snyder and Kick

28.08 (362)

36.64 (442)

Clark and Beckfield

32.69 (822)

Mahutga and Smith

Coverage

C-SP

C-P

SP-P

Countries

N

T

-16.07***

-7.23***

114

2529

1960 +

---

-8.84***
11.58***

-13.79***

114

1992

1980 +

45.64 (741)

---

-6.66***

-17.05***

-2.21***
10.39***

82

1992

1965 +

---

-.684***

---

---

82

1992

1965 +

---

--11.79***

-12.62***

-0.83

141

2719

1960 +

-.597***

---

---

---

58

1552

1965 +

51

1065

1980 +

---

-16.47***

-8.71***

---

---

---

-7.76***
11.15***

-16.41***

-5.26***

---

---

---

-6.70***

-15.87***

-9.16***

---

---

-.632***

---

---

---

---

---

--15.26***

-12.74***

2.52***

---

---

-.640***

---

---

---

---

---

76

1448

45.70 (644)

---

-17.62***

-9.06***

---

---

43.77 (262)

47.95 (364)

---

-8.56***
11.08***

-15.26***

-4.18***

---

---

28.43 (230)

35.41 (630)

45.51 (588)

---

-7.27***

-17.09***

-9.80***

---

---

---

---

---

-.687***

---

---

---

---

29.24 (543)

44.12 (456)

44.10 (449)

---

--14.88***

-14.86***

0.02

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

(A) No Restrictions

Mahutga and Smith Continuous
Babones
Kentor
(B) Common Sample

Mahutga and Smith Continuous
Babones
Kentor
(C) Common Sample (Except
Kentor)

Mahutga and Smith Continuous
Babones
Kentor (same as B)

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are number of country, year observations per zone. Bold figures
indicate most favorable world-system estimate within sample restriction. Interzonal comparisons
made with a one-way analysis of variance with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons. Continuous associations are correlation coefficients. *** p < .001
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Table 3. Bivariate Descriptive Statistics for Association Between World-System Position
and Gini by Sample Restriction and World-System Indicator (Continued)
Zonal Means

Zonal Difference

Core

Semiperiphery

Periphery

r

C-SP

28.27 (472)

35.49 (426)

44.67 (462)

---

---

---

---

28.67 (307)

35.32 (723)

Coverage

C-P

SP-P

Countries

N

T

-7.22***

-16.39***

-9.18***

51

1360

1965 +

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

44.76 (330)

---

-6.65***

-16.06***

-9.41***

---

---

-.625***

---

---

-14.70***

-12.72***

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

79

1876

(D) Common Sample (Except
Clark & Beckfield)
Snyder and Kick
Clark and Beckfield (same as B)
Mahutga and Smith
Mahutga and Smith Continuous
Babones
Kentor

---

---

---

28.91 (648)

43.61 (367)

41.63 (345)

---

---

---

-.621***

1.98***
---

(E) Common Sample (Except
Kentor and Clark & Beckfield)
Snyder and Kick
Clark and Beckfield (same as C)
Mahutga and Smith
Mahutga and Smith Continuous
Babones
Kentor (same as D)

28.20 (500)

36.26 (566)

45.62 (810)

---

-8.06***

-17.42***

-9.36***

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

28.52 (335)

35.61 (842)

45.83 (699)

---

-7.09***

-17.31***

-10.22***

---

---

---

---

---

-.696***

---

---

---

---

---

29.78 (767)

44.12 (553)

43.77 (556)

---

-14.34***

-13.99***

0.34

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are number of country, year observations per zone. Bold figures
indicate most favorable world-system estimate within sample restriction. Interzonal comparisons
made with a one-way analysis of variance with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons. Continuous associations are correlation coefficients. *** p < .001
However, the Babones measure produces the largest core/semiperiphery difference across all
sample restrictions, and this in turn reflects the fact that the association between Babones and
inequality is curvilinear in four out of five sample restrictions. While this might be unsurprising
since the Babones measure is derived from per capita output, it is noteworthy that all of the zonal
differences in column 5-7 are statistically significant except for two of the four Babones
semiperiphery-periphery differences that imply a curvilinear association. Turning to the
continuous measures, MS produces the strongest negative bivariate association in all sample
restrictions except panel B, where Kentor’s sample is the least common denominator.
Table 4 reports partial results of 52 regression models in which income inequality is
regressed on T-1 yearly dummy variables, world-system position and a development quadratic
after estimating and adjusting for a first order-auto regressive process. We estimated 26 models
with the core as the excluded category, and re-estimated them with the periphery as the excluded
category, allowing us to assess the significance of each relevant zonal comparison. The second
through fourth columns in Table 4 report the estimated mean difference between the core and the

1965 +
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two non-core zones as well as the semiperiphery and periphery, respectively, and flag significant
differences conventionally. The fifth column reports the estimated unstandardized coefficient on
continuous world-system position with conventional significance flags. Columns six and seven
indicate if either the linear or quadratic term for development (GDP per capita) is significant net
of world-system position. Finally, column eight reports the estimate of the AR(1) term and
column nine reports the R2 for each model. 7
The first-order auto-regressive signal is exceptionally strong in these data—the estimated
AR(1) term ranges from a low of .975 to a high of .986. The F statistic in Table 5 tests the null
hypothesis that the AR(1) term is zero, which is rejected in all replications. Moreover, worldsystem and development dynamics (plus time dummies) explain an exceptionally high amount of
the variation in income inequality, with R2 values ranging from .702 to .803. 8
The rows in Table 4 are sorted first on the measures of world-system position and then on
sample restrictions in order to make measure-to-measure comparisons easier to decipher. Of
interest is whether or not (1) the positional comparisons/continuous associations are statistically
significant and (2) whether or not the development term is significant net of world-system
position. The most robust measure by this criterion is SK, in which the mean differences between
each zone are significant, while the development quadratic is not significant in any replication.
Following SK, the continuous version of MS is significant in each model, but the development
quadratic is at least marginally significant in two of the five models. CB’s measure shows a
significant difference between the core and non-core zones in all three unique models estimated,
but a significant difference between the semiperiphery and periphery only in sample restriction B.
Moreover, the development quadratic is at least marginally significant in two of the three models.

7

The reader should note that the AR(1) term, R2 value and estimates of the quadratic term are naturally the
same regardless of which world-system zone is the excluded category, and therefore only need to be
reported once.
8
The R2 values range from .669 to .768 in models with no sample restrictions that do not include time
dummies. .
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Table 4. Summary of 52 Regressions of Gini on World-System Position and
Development Quadratic
Categorical
PeripheryCore

SemiPCore

Snyder and Kick
(A) Unrestricted: C =107; N =
2390

16.045***

9.662***

(B) Common

15.294***

7.066**

(C) Common no Kentor

14.446***

7.056***

(D) Common no C & B
(E) Common no C & B or
Kentor

17.977***

Cont.
Periphery
-SemiP

GDPpc
Linear

Quadratic
Term

ρ

F

R2

6.384*

---

---

.979

136.3***

.791

8.228***

---

---

.984

292.7***

.708

7.390***

---

---

.977

186.5***

.719

5.856*

12.121***

---

---

.986

25.4***

.757

b

17.370***

6.623**

1.747***

---

---

.982

73***

.769

Clark and Beckfield
(A) Unrestricted: C =108; N =
1870

9.787***

9.283***

.504

---

†

.974

392.97***

.702

(B) Common

13.884***

8.560***

5.324*

†

*

.98

279.8***

.74

(C) Common no Kentor

1.461***

7.699***

2.762

---

---

.977

193.1***

.716

(D) Common no C & B
(E) Common no C & B or
Kentor
Mahutga and Smith
(A) Unrestricted: C =79; N =
1903
(B) Common

Same as (B)
Same as (C)

4.469**
2.976

2.641†

1.828*

---

---

.978

7.45****

.778

1.198

†

1.778

*

*

.981

292.92***

.722

†

†

(C) Common no Kentor

3.156**

1.581

---

---

.976

186.4***

.711

(D) Common no C & B
(E) Common no C & B or
Kentor

3.506**

1.685†

1.575

1.820†

---

†

.978

23.6***

.797

4.183**

2.416†

1.767*

---

---

.979

69.4***

.769

Notes: AR(1) term denoted by ρ. F statistic based on Wooldridge test for serial correlation in
panel data, where the null hypothesis is zero autocorrelation (Wooldridge 2002). Significance of
coefficients based on standard errors adjusted for spatial contemporaneous autocorrelation with
the clustered sandwich estimator (Rogers 1993). Models also include T-1 yearly dummy
variables. Sample sizes: (B) C = 51, N = 1065; (C) C = 76, N = 1448; (D) C = 51, N = 1358; C
= 79, N = 1874; † p < .10; * p < .05; **p < .01; *** p < .001
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Table 4. Summary of 52 Regressions of Gini on World-System Position and
Development Quadratic Continued
Categorical
PeripheryCore

SemiPCore

Cont.
Periphery
-SemiP

GDPpc
b

Linear

Quadratic
Term

ρ

F

R2

(A) Unrestricted: C =79; N = 1903

-17.663***

---

---

.979

7.54***

.774

(B) Common

Mahutga and Smith Continuous

-15.291***

*

*

.982

298.9***

.711

(C) Common no Kentor

-11.339*

---

---

.977

187.1***

.703

(D) Common no C & B

-16.036***

†

*

.978

23.6***

.795

(E) Common no C & B or Kentor

-16.991***

---

---

.981

69.5***

.764

Babones
(A) Unrestricted: C =138; N = 2672

1.291**

1.236**

.055

---

†

.978

173.6***

.768

(B) Common

.926*

.964**

-.038

*

*

.98

334.9***

.729

(C) Common no Kentor

.815**

.885***

-.07

---

---

.975

192.8***

.715

(D) Common no C & B

1.735**

1.617**

.118

†

*

.976

26***

.803

(E) Common no C & B or Kentor

1.695***

1.586***

.103

---

---

.979

75.3***

.769

Kentor
(A) Unrestricted: C =58; N = 1501

-.046

*

**

.978

49.6***

.777

(B) Common

-.600*

*

**

.98

293.3***

.725

*

.997

23.6***

.798

(C) Common no Kentor
(D) Common no C & B
(E) Common no C & B or Kentor

Same as (B)
-.637*

†

Same as (D)

Notes: AR(1) term denoted by ρ. F statistic based on Wooldridge test for serial correlation in
panel data, where the null hypothesis is zero autocorrelation (Wooldridge 2002). Significance of
coefficients based on standard errors adjusted for spatial contemporaneous autocorrelation with
the clustered sandwich estimator (Rogers 1993). Models also include T-1 yearly dummy
variables. Sample sizes: (B) C = 51, N = 1065; (C) C = 76, N = 1448; (D) C = 51, N = 1358; C
= 79, N = 1874; † p < .10; * p < .05; **p < .01; *** p < .001
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MS’s categorical measure shows at least marginally significant differences between each zone in
four of the five models, while the development quadratic is significant in one of the five models,
and marginally significant in another. The Babones measure shows a significant difference
between the core and both non-core zones in each model, but the semiperiphery-periphery
comparison is not significant in any model and the development quadratic is at least marginally
significant in three of the five models. Finally, Kentor’s measure produces a significant effect in
two of the three models, and the development quadratic is significant in all three models. 9
Comparing the network and attribute measures as a group suggests that the network
measures are somewhat better predictors of inequality than are attribute measures. There are 39
possible significant zonal differences for the models with the categorical world-system position
measures. Of these 39, 35 or 89.7% are at least marginally significant. There are only 15
possible significant zonal differences for the attribute measures, of which 10 or 66.67% are
significant. Moreover, five of the five possible continuous network measures are significant
while only two out of three possible continuous attribute measures are significant, and the
development quadratic remains significant in only two of five continuous network models but all
of the continuous attribute models. Overall, network based measures of world-system position
explain away the development quadratic in two thirds (12 of 18) of the replications, while the
attribute measures do so in only one quarter (2 of 8) of the replications. While this analysis can in
no way resolve the debate over the superiority of network based measures of the world-system
over attribute based ones, it does lend some empirical support to the network side. That being
said, even the attribute measures of world-system position are more often significant predictors of
income inequality than not.10 Future work could unpack these comparisons by identifying if there
are systematic differences in the categorization of particular countries across the relational and
attribute based approaches, and the extent to which such disagreements speak to the theoretical
validity of one approach over the other.
The somewhat surprising outcome of the analyses in Tables 3 and 4 is that the updated
Snyder and Kick measure seems to be the superior measure of world-system position as an
estimate of income inequality. This is surprising because previous research has found this
measure to be fragile (e.g. Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Lee 2005; Lee et al. 2007; Weede and
Kummer 1985; c.f. Nolan 1983; Bollen 1987). Yet, previous work differs from these analyses in
a number of ways. One major difference is the choice of Gini coefficients as discussed above,
which not only made assumptions about the invariance of definitional Gini differences across
9

One particularly astute reviewer pointed out that the CB measure does provide the largest measure of fit
(R2) in sample restriction B (the common panels), and that by this criterion is stronger than Snyder and
Kick even though CB’s SP/P comparison is only significant at the .05 level. Thus, we checked the BIC
statistic for these two models and found the SK model yields a 28 point reduction in BIC vis-à-vis the CB
model. This result, coupled with the highly significant zonal differences in SK that are invariant to sample
restrictions and the smaller time period covered by CB leads us to the conclusion that SK has an edge over
all measures of WSP, even though the CB measure is also a strong predictor of inequality.
10
One reviewer was curious about whether or not there is evidence for a curvilinear relationship between
income inequality and world-system position. We found such evidence for the Babones measure, which is
unsurprising given the pattern of results in Tables 3 and 4 and that it is based on per capita output. Beyond
that, there was only very weak evidence for a curvilinear association in both the Clark (2010) measure and
MS according to BIC statistics and the significance of the squared term, and even this weak evidence was
fragile to sample selection.
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countries and time periods, but also yields much smaller data sets. A second major difference is
that previous tests of the world-system position—inequality link used two primary
methodologies—cross-sectional ordinary least squares regression (e.g. Nielsen 1994; Nolan
1983) and panel models with random effects (Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Lee 2005; Lee et al.
2007). The former exacerbate problems of small sample size, while the latter did not include
adjustments for serial correlation.11 Finally, a third major difference is that the cited panel studies
also controlled for what has become a standard baseline inequality model—the internal
development model—that includes the percent of the labor force in agriculture, sector dualism,
the natural rate of population increase and secondary education enrollment (e.g. Alderson and
Nielsen 1999; 2002; Lee 2005; Lee et al. 2007; Nielsen 1994).
Thus, we present one final series of models to see if the updated Snyder and Kick
measure is robust to the inclusion of random effects and the internal development model. Like
previous work, we control for the percent of the labor force in agriculture (FAOUN 2006), sector
dualism (the percent of the labor force in agriculture minus the share of GDP in agriculture), the
percent of the relevant school aged population enrolled in secondary education and the natural
rate of population increase (birth rate minus death rate). These data come from the World Bank
(2003) unless otherwise noted. We regress the Gini coefficient on indicators for semiperiphery
and periphery from the updated Snyder and Kick (1979) measure, along with GDP per capita and
the internal development model. In order to compare with previous work, we estimated GLS
random effects models. However, we also estimate and adjust for a first-order auto regressive
process because of the exceptionally high AR(1) signal in these data and also include T-1 yearly
dummy variables.
Table 5 reports estimates of these models. Much like the estimates reported in Table 4,
the AR(1) signal is exceptionally high in these models, ranging from .883 to .889. Model 1
shows that the Snyder and Kick measure is robust to the inclusion of the random effects. Model 2
shows that it is robust to inclusion of the development quadratic along with the random effects.
Model 3 shows that it is robust to the internal development model and random effects, but also
that the size of the zonal differences attenuate when the core development model is included,
which could suggest that part of the explanation for difference in income inequality between
world-system zones is differences in levels of economic development. On the other hand, model
4 shows that all the coefficients on the development covariates except for sector dualism are
either in the expected direction (the GDP pc quadratic) or larger in size when world-system
position is not controlled, suggesting in turn that world-system dynamics explain some of the link
11

Two reviewers highlighted this important difference between our work and previous work. One correctly
pointed out that it is likely that earlier panels models would have had less serial correlation to adjust for
because there were fewer over time observations, while the other suggested that our results may not provide
“apples-to-apples” comparisons with earlier work because our models approach first difference models as ρ
approaches 1. While we believe that failing to account for the significant AR(1) process in these data
would decrease confidence in our results and provide less conservative estimates of the association
between world-system position and income inequality, we nevertheless estimated both OLS and REM
models without an AR(1) correction for the unrestricted and common sample panels (A and B) at the
reviewer’s request. These results were substantively identical to those presented in terms of the relative
comparison of the association between world-system position and inequality across measures of worldsystem position. In most cases the association between WSP and inequality was larger than that reported
here.
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between development and income inequality. Finally, model 5 shows that world-system position
is robust to the random effects as well as all of the conventional development covariates.
Compared to model 1, the inter-zonal inequality differences remain attenuated but are slightly
larger than those in model 3. Compared to model 4, all the coefficients on the development
model except for dualism are either smaller or opposite the expected direction. Consistent with
the theoretical discussion outlined above, there are clearly either indirect effects of world-system
position that work through development and/or a significant degree of redundancy between these
models. 12 In tandem, these reinforce the suggestion that the association between world-system
position and development dynamics is an important topic for future research.
Table 5. AR(1) Corrected Random Effects Regression of Income Inequality on WorldSystem Position and Economic Development
1

2

3

4

5

8.965***

9.302***

7.118***

---

7.572***

(2.334)

(2.215)

(1.920)

16.952***

17.412***

13.116***

---

13.741***

(2.039)

(2.215)

(1.944)

-2.707

---

World-System Position
Semiperiphery
Periphery

(1.961)
(2.025)

Economic Development
GDP pc

---

(7.040)
GDP pc sq

---

.427

---

(.989)
% Laborforce in Agriculture
Sector Dualism
Secondary Education
Natural Rate of Population Increase
Constant
ρ
R

2

---------

---------

11.021

1.305

(7.091)

(7.203)

-1.538

.043

(.976)

(1.000)

.027

.096***

.043†

(.023)

(.025)

(.026)

.034*

.029†

.032*

(.015)

(.015)

(.015)

-.007

-.009†

-.007

(.005)

(.005)

(.005)

.059†

.109**

.065†

(.036)

(.035)

(.036)

30.962***

34.851**

30.962***

15.301

22.967†

(1.872)

(12.634)

(1.872)

(13.313)

(13.231)

.889

.887

.886

.883

.883

.408

.403

.466

.405

.465

Notes: Coefficients are unstandardized AR(1) corrected random effects regression coefficients.
T-1 yearly dummy variables were included but not reported. Numbers in parentheses are
standard errors. AR(1) term denoted by ρ. † p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
Estimates include 2216 observations on 103 countries in all models.

12

Uncentered variance inflation factors are above 10 for each of the development covariates in model 5.
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CONCLUSION
The world-systems perspective suggests that the distribution of income within countries is at least
in part a function of their position in the world-system. World-system dynamics should matter
for income inequality, at least in theory. Yet, the quantitative macro-comparative literature on
income inequality suggests only weak support for the world-system position—inequality link.
One potential explanation for this is that direct tests of this link uniformly rely upon the updated
version of the classic measure of Snyder and Kick (1979) as the basis for assigning countries to
world-system positions, but there now exist a number of world-system position measures that
differ by their use of either country attributes (Babones 2009; Kentor et al. 2010) or international
relationships (Clark and Beckfield 2009; Mahutga and Smith 2011; Snyder and Kick 1979).
Thus, our immediate goal in this paper was to identify the most robust measure of world-system
position as an initial step toward reinvigorating empirical investigations of the role of worldsystem dynamics as determinants of income inequality. Secondarily, we also brought evidence to
bear on an internal debate among world-systems analysts regarding the appropriateness of
relational measures of world-system dynamics relative to attribute based ones.
Our results suggest that the majority of world-system measures bore relationships with
income inequality that were theoretically consistent with the world-system perspective, but varied
in terms of the strength of the association. While the relational measures seemed generally
stronger than attribute based ones, the strongest measure of world-system position was the
updated version of Snyder and Kick (1979), in which mean differences between each zone of the
world-system were significantly different net of economic development, T-1 dummy variables,
adjustments for autocorrelation across five different sample restrictions, as well as additional
development covariates and random effects. While the coefficients reported in Table 5 show that
Snyder and Kick remained significant net of the core developmental model, they also leave open
a number of substantive questions regarding the prime mover cross-national variation in income
inequality. 13
Two primary means by which the utility of general theory can be evaluated is the extent
to which it leads to explicit hypotheses and integrates existing findings from empirical work
(Mahoney 2004: 465-468). Arguably, our review of the literature on cross-national variation in
income inequality suggests two general theories. One prioritizes economic development, and
contends that individual nation-states are the appropriate unit of analysis, and further that a more
or less cross-nationally homogenous developmental path is the primary mover of variation in
income inequality. Contrarily, world-system analysts contend that the whole world-system is the
appropriate unit of analysis, that levels of income inequality in one zone are not independent of
those in others and that historically evolving forms of inter-state capitalist competition constitute
the mechanisms that govern relative levels of inequality across world-system zones.

13

One reviewer pointed to the merits of including the full development controls for all of the world-system
position covariates to see if our conclusions remain the same. Thus, we ran the full model in Table 5 for all
of the world-system position measures in both the unrestricted samples and the common panel samples
(panels A and B in Table 4). The results were substantively identical in terms of the comparative strength
of the world-system position effects and in that the size of the zonal differences attenuated when the
development controls were included across all world-system position measures.
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Thus, one way to juxtapose world-systemic and developmental perspectives on income
inequality is to regard them as explanations for levels of income inequality that operate at
different levels of analysis. To the extent that theories of development can identify
developmental processes that bear directly on income inequality in any particular country, for
example, world-system analysts can identify macro-level processes that lead to different levels of
development across world-system zones.
In fact, our discussion above suggests two particular types of hypotheses: those in which
world-system position has an indirect effect on inequality that works through known
developmental processes and those in which world-system position has a direct effect on income
inequality through mechanisms that are more or less unobservable because they change over time
or belie cross-nationally comparative data.
Thus, a potentially fruitful next step involves
untangling the direct and indirect effects of world-system position. The amount of variation in
income inequality attributable to unobservable world-system mechanisms can be identified in
statistical models that incorporate a robust set of control variables that have been shown to
correlate with income inequality (e.g. Alderson and Nielsen 1999). Above and beyond the
internal development model highlighted above, such models should include the role of
institutions and particularly levels of democracy and the ideological orientation of nation states.14
Moreover, “dependency” mechanisms—including covariates such as foreign capital penetration
and concentration, commodity and trade partner concentration, etc.—should be included to parcel
out world-systemic processes owing to observable dependency relations from those owing to
unobservables (eg. Lee et al. 2007). 15 In such a model, variation in income inequality owing to
world-systemic unobservables should be that accruing to coefficients on world-system position
net of a robust set of control variables.
For those mechanisms in which the causal sequence is world-system position 
development  inequality, scholars must test for the effect of world-system position on the
development processes highlighted in the current literature. Such an analysis could involve the
use of structural equation modeling (SEM) approaches that can deal with complex departures
from strict variable exogeneity. While the use of SEMs in the context of panel data is
uncommon, the methodological literature is now developing ways to deal with time-invariant unit
effects with SEMs (Bollen and Brand 2010). An alternative identification strategy would involve
more carefully designed “hybrid” panel models that can deal with the problem of time-invariant
unit-specific heterogeneity in order to handle time invariant or rarely changing variables, as well
as incorporate simultaneous equations (see Alison 2005; Plumper and Troeger 2007). In either
case, the indirect effects of world-system position can be identified with coefficients from worldsystem position to developmental or institutional covariates while holding constant the direct
14

Indeed, the precise association between income inequality and democracy has been explored (and
contested) to such an extent that it probably belongs in any serious baseline model (Hewitt 1977; Muller
1988; c.f. Lee 2005; Simpson 1990). Moreover, former socialist societies that were not particularly
democratic still experienced comparatively low levels of income inequality precisely because of the
ideological orientation of the communist state, as have a number of Western European states (Alderson and
Nielsen 1999; Bandelj and Mahutga 2010; Rueda and Pontusson 2000).
15
Moreover, because one of the central claims of world-system scholars is that the evolution of the worldsystem produces varying manifestations of competition and exploitation across time and space, care should
be taken to assess whether or not dependency effects vary over time and/or across zones of the worldsystem.
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effects of world-system position, development, dependency and institutional factors (see
Kollmeyer 2009 for an application of simultaneous equations in a recent model of
deindustrialization to estimate the direct and indirect effects of globalization).16 Ultimately, then,
the total effect of world-system position would be the sum of the direct and indirect effects in
models with a robust set of control variables that can identify both direct and indirect worldsystem effects.
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ABSTRACT
This article links key findings from two major research literatures within contemporary
development and globalization studies: global commodity/value chains, and world income
inequalities. Forging this missing link exposes what I call the “upgrading paradox” within
commodity and value chain analysis. The paradox hinges on the disconnect between the global
commodity/value chain literature’s focus on the potential for firms and nations to “upgrade”
their position within chains and the roots of the global commodity chain construct in worldsystems analysis, a theoretical framework that rejects the potential for widespread and
generalizable developmental progress. Findings from the world income inequalities literature do
indeed confirm the paradoxical nature of the upgrading discourse, so I conclude by discussing
two potential paths for a “post-paradox” commodity chain analysis.

INTRODUCTION
The primary aim of this article is to forge an important, yet basically overlooked, link between
two of the most prominent active research literatures within globalization studies – those of
“global commodity/value chains” (or GCCs) and “global income inequalities.” 1 They have much
in common, as both literatures have experienced an enviable efflorescence since the mid 1990s.
Indeed, the global commodity/value chain perspective might now be considered one of the
leading paradigmatic frames for defining and analyzing the causes and consequences of the
global division of labor. Meanwhile, the measurement and evaluation of cross-national and/or
global inequalities – within which income features centrally amongst different forms of social
inequality – has enjoyed a renaissance over this same time with articles appearing in some of
sociology’s most prestigious generalist journals. This concurrent expansion in both fields is
certainly not coincidental, for both bodies of work have taken up – albeit from different angles of
vision and toward different ends – the same fundamental question: how have the (purportedly)
massive changes in the structure and operation of the world economy associated with so-called
globalization impacted the global (mal)distribution of wealth (a key dimension of what has

1

There is something of a divide in the literature between the “commodity chain” and “value chain”
monikers. For our purposes here this distinction is essentially moot, although I will primarily use the GCC
terminology, or both in tandem.
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usually been called “development”) across the world’s peoples and nations during the last forty
years?
Yet, their shared timing and empirical agenda notwithstanding, findings from these
literatures are rarely, if ever, explicitly connected by analysts working in either domain. This
“missing link” is both puzzling and problematic for a number of reasons, not the least of which is
that forging the missing link casts into relief what I call the “upgrading paradox” within global
commodity chain analysis. As we shall see, the concept of “upgrading” – the idea that astute and
rigorous analysis of commodity chains can illuminate opportunities for upgrading the competitive
position of particular chain participants and lead to positive developmental outcomes – motivates
much of commodity/value chain analysis. This faith in “development” – even if partial and
contingent – is not particularly surprising; after all, a broader discourse of “production networks”
circulates widely within the domain of contemporary development studies. What is paradoxical,
however, is that commodity chain analysis is itself the intellectual offspring of a larger theoretical
perspective – world-systems analysis – that has long hypothesized a persistent, unequal global
distribution of wealth as a structural “fact” of a capitalist world-economy. Ironically, commodity
chain analysis, with its emphasis on “upgrading,” was first constructed as a means of illustrating
precisely why general developmental progress is, at best, highly unlikely within the institutional
structures of the capitalist world-system.
This theoretical paradox or disconnect within GCC/GVC analysis is made particularly
apparent once the “missing link” to the world income inequalities literature is forged for, as we
shall also see, evidence from the latter undermines the foundational assumption (often implicit)
within the former that upgrading can lead to generalized national developmental progress. Indeed,
some recent, and not-so-recent, findings from the most relevant measures of world income
inequality support the basic world-systems hypothesis that the structure of income distribution
across the capitalist world-economy remains quite stable over time – even if the positions of
individual nations within that hierarchy (can) shift over time as a result of either upgrading or
downgrading.
As such, the “upgrading paradox” poses a profound question for the commodity/value
chains literature, namely: what value is the foundational concept of “upgrading” if the assumption
that fostering more of it can create development turns out to be negated empirically? I argue that
acknowledging the upgrading paradox in the light of the world income inequality literature does
indeed seriously undermine the validity, and therefore the utility, of the “upgrading” frame. This
negation, however, does not warrant an outright rejection of the commodity chain framework, for
a theoretically reconfigured GCC analysis may well be one of the most useful and productive
analytical optics through which ongoing changes in the global division of labor can be observed.
Indeed, I argue that continued research from the commodity chains perspective is certainly worth
undertaking, but that much greater attention must be paid to the links between industry-level
changes, national-level upgrading and the broader world-historical contexts of power and
inequality within which such changes are made. Commodity chain analysts must, in other words,
no longer assume that upgrading within individual chains on the part of various firms and, by
turn, nations will “add up” to significant shifts in global income inequalities. Shorn of the
explanatory burden imposed by the upgrading frame, I believe future GCC/GVC analysis might
proceed along either or both of two basic paths, one focused on more formalized/formalistic
theory building, the other involving a more conscious return to the GCC framework’s origins
from world-systems analysis. Ultimately commodity/value chain analysis offers much insight into
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the dynamics of a global economy; I aim not to invalidate this approach but rather to critically
clarify its theoretical underpinnings toward the goal of refining and improving these insights.

PART I – THE GLOBAL COMMODITY/VALUE CHAINS PROJECT
Since the mid-1990s the “global commodity chains” research perspective has gained significant
influence amongst scholars of the global system and the political economy of development. The
attraction has been primarily methodological, for GCC analysis offers tools for describing the
structure and operation of the world economy in ways that move beyond the long dominant
country-specific orthodoxy in development studies. The GCC approach does so by substituting
the “commodity chain” for the nation-state as the unit of analysis within studies of development.
The commodity chain denotes all of the various activities, processes and actors that are linked
together to produce any given good or service, from initial inputs of raw materials, through
manufacturing, transportation and distribution, and on to marketing, retailing, consumption and
final disposal. 2 So, rather than take the spatial boundaries of nation-states as a given starting point
for analysis, the GCC perspective first identifies the functional steps within a given line of
economic activity and then describes the particular geographical diffusion and organization of
those activities as they cut across state boundaries.
As originally articulated in a 1994 volume edited by Gary Gereffi and Miguel
Korzeniewicz, the analysis of a given commodity chain essentially proceeds across three
dimensions: the technical and geographical dimension (the technical division of labor within a
given chain, and the physical, social and political geography of that division of labor); the
dimension of governance and power (how power is distributed across the social and technical
division of labor within the chain); and the historical and institutional dimension (how the
particular commodity chain “fits” into the broader world-economic context and interacts with
broader world-historical dynamics). 3 Cutting across these dimensions – or, really, pulling them
together – is a general focus on the concept of so-called commodity chain “upgrading.” In
stylized form, the assumption within the literature has been that detailed empirical investigation
and careful analysis of the geographical dispersion, governance structure and institutional context
of a given commodity chain can help illuminate the ways in which the most powerful actors and
agencies within the chain have been able to “drive” the organization of that chain to, above all
else, their own benefit. As such, it has been assumed, or at least hoped, that GCC/GVC analysis
could help to identify opportunities for commodity chain participants to “upgrade” the quality
and/or intensity of their engagement with the chain in ways that should lead to developmental
progress; this has been the primary policy appeal as well. Simply put, the GCC/GVC framework
has generally seen “upgrading” as a primary goal and/or outcome of effective governance within
a commodity chain as it is embedded within a particular historical/institutional context.

2

Given its relative maturity, I will assume at least a minimal degree of familiarity with the GCC
framework. For more detailed summaries, see: Bair 2005; Gereffi et al. 1994; Gibbon, Bair and Ponte
2008; Gibbon and Ponte 2005.
3
In fact, the “institutional” dimension was elaborated a bit later (Gereffi 1995).
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The Uneasy Position of “Upgrading” in the GCC/GVC Project
Although arriving from different theoretical angles and empirical foci, a recent spate of review
pieces on the utility and future direction of GCC/GVC analysis (for example: Bair 2005, 2008;
Dussel Peters 2008; Gibbon and Ponte 2005; and special issues of Competition & Change and
Economy & Society) elaborate a coherent set of critical concerns emerging from within the
perspective. These tensions come most directly to the fore through the discussion of so-called
commodity/value chain “upgrading.” According to Bair, “at the most basic level, the value chain
literature defines upgrading as improving a firm’s position within the chain, and this is generally
associated with increased competitiveness that allows for the capture of greater value-added
through the production process.”(2005: 165) Translating this conceptual understanding of
upgrading down to detailed empirical analysis presents a number of difficulties.
For one, there is the deceptively tricky question of operationalizing upgrading in practice,
given the necessary constraints of any kind of “real-time” investigation into specific commodity
chains as they evolve over time and across space. 4 This is an issue of distinguishing between the
means of upgrading with the ultimate end of upgrading. To paraphrase Bair, there are potentially
many means by which a firm might “improve its position within [a] chain,” but the primary end
or goal of any such means is the “capture of greater value-added.” As I discuss below, one of the
theoretical strengths of the GCC construct in world-systems analysis has been its sensitivity to the
notion that the particular activities comprising the global division of labor might shift both in
their content and geographical dispersion even while the distribution of rewards for those
activities might remain relatively stable. The challenge this presents for analysts focused on a
single chain over a necessarily limited amount of time is in charting the “upgrading” efforts while
simultaneously tracking the efficacy of such efforts in capturing greater value-added - that is in
avoiding the potential for reification of activities or organizational forms as inherently
“upgrading” or wealth-producing in their own right.
Secondly, even with upgrading clearly operationalized at the level of specific commodity
chains and firms there remains the question: who, and in what proportion, benefits from the
upgrading process? Many critics (Bair 2005; Bernstein & Campling 2006 a,b; Collins 2005;
Dussel Peters 2008; Palpacuer 2008) have noted the relative dearth of attention paid to questions
of wealth distribution within commodity chain nodes or firms as they are grounded in specific
places, with working conditions and labor relations 5, or how such issues dovetail with racialized
and gendered forms of social inequality and exclusion. In this regard – and in light of a few
decades of work in the massive literature(s) on gender and development and, more recently, the
ecological dimensions of economic development – it is not difficult to imagine how firm-level
GCC upgrading might be completely divorced from meaningful gains in benefits captured by the
majority of workers or other GCC participants at the comparatively local scale or at the point of
production.
Finally, there remains the seemingly intractable problem of moving from individual chain
analysis to the bigger picture of development at larger scales of analysis. As posed by Bair, “how
4

I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pushing me to more clearly articulate this section on the
means and ends of upgrading.
5
An exception to this is the adoption of GCC analysis by activist organizations and agents (see, for
instance, Quan 2008 and the contributions by Raworth and Kidder, and Guthman in Bair 2009).
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does one translate the process of upgrading at the level of the firm into its implications for the
larger units that are traditionally regarded as the spaces or containers of development, such as the
national or regional economy? Put differently, how do we aggregate up and out from the firm
level?”(2005: 166) This is really a question of both intra and inter chain dynamics, as well as the
broader temporal frame for analysis. Within a given commodity chain we face the
aforementioned issue of connecting meaningful improvements in the capture of value-added to
upgrading strategies pursued by agencies in the chain. And, developmental progress at larger
scales hinges not just on successful upgrading at the level of the firm, but indeed successful
upgrading across firms and commodity chains within a given territory. In both cases, the
temporal dimension is equally important - after all, comparatively short-term gains in valueadded generated by seemingly successful upgrading strategies might, in the longer run, diminish
in the face of growing competition brought on by the earlier success of the strategy itself.
Obviously all temporal frames are ultimately limited (and the relevant frame is not somehow, a
priori, immediately clear); this is only to highlight the difficulties of aggregating not just across
space but also over time. Nevertheless, absent the means of analyzing this more generalized
upgrading at the level of the “forest,” GCC analysis may well leave us overwhelmed by the
“trees” of individual chains or nodes within them.
A Theoretical Re-Grounding of the GCC Project
As we can see, upgrading causes trouble for GVC/GCC analysis – even while, at the same time,
serving as a core organizing concern for the framework. However, placed in the broader
intellectual context from which commodity chain analysis emerged, the trouble is perhaps more
understandable. Indeed, this trouble with upgrading derives from a contradiction - which I call the
“upgrading paradox” - introduced by the shift from the more explicitly world-systems variant of
commodity chain analysis to the GCC focus of the 1990s. Indeed, the expansion of the upgrading
discourse within GCC/GVC analysis is arguably the primary and most significant way in which
this literature broke with its world-systems roots, for this latter mode of analysis has been
profoundly pessimistic in its evaluation of the chances for the majority of the world’s population
to “develop” and attain core standards of wealth. The paradox, then, is that we have a
contemporary research program that is focused on unlocking the keys to successful commodity
chain upgrading, but which is itself an offshoot of a theoretical framework that views “national
development” as an “illusion.”(Wallerstein 1991) More precisely, much of the GCC/GVC
upgrading discourse presumes, whether explicitly or implicitly, that significant income increases
(and the particular upgrading strategies presumably leading to them) can not only be achieved by
some developing countries or regions, but can be achieved, in theory, by most or all of these
places through a generalized set of upgrading strategies. In the light of this theoretical divergence,
reconsideration of the function of the commodity chain construct within the world-systems
framework is in order.
Terence Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein (1977) introduced the “commodity chain”
terminology as part of their efforts to articulate the methodology and theoretical dimensions of
their program for “world-systems analysis.” In speaking of commodity chains they sought to
move beyond the strictures of orthodox development studies, most fundamentally by rejecting the
standard focus on national development as a distinct process that could be explained in relative
isolation from broader, supposedly exogenous, world-economic dynamics. In Wallerstein’s
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explication of social change, the world-system – which is to say a social system spatially
integrated through a division of labor such that it functions as a world unto itself (Wallerstein
1974, 2004: 16-17) – is the fundamental unit of analysis, not the state-controlled jurisdictions by
which the modern world-system has been parsed out politically. As such, the commodity chain
terminology was of a piece with this larger advocacy for a shift in the unit of analysis for
development studies, from the nation-state or specific “national” industries to the various
commodity chains that, taken in total, comprised a world-economy.
Conceptually, the entire world division of labor consists of the sum total of all
commodity chain nodes and linkages at a given time. If this is the structure of the world-economy
looking synchronically, what of the diachronic dynamics within this division of labor that cause it
to change over time and to create or reinforce inequalities in wealth? In Wallerstein’s view the
distinct and specific nature of capitalist competition within and across commodity chains leads to
polarization – such that, “the total surplus extracted in these commodity chains was at no point in
time distributed evenly in terms of the geographical location of the creation of the
surplus.”(Wallerstein 1991: 109) As elaborated by Arrighi and Drangel, “the nodes or economic
activities of each and every commodity chain tend to become polarized into positions from which
the pressure of competition has been transferred elsewhere (core-like activities) and positions to
which such pressure has been transferred (peripheral activities).”(1986: 17) Thus, the degree of
competition within the commodity chain nodes determines their levels of remuneration, not some
inherent, essential quality of the activity itself, for “no particular activity…is inherently core-like
or periphery-like. Any activity can become at a particular point in time core-like or peripherylike, but each has that characteristic for a limited period.” 6(Ibid.: 18)
How does this translate back down the level of nation-states, development and crossnational variations in income? Countries, for this purpose, can be seen as containers holding a
huge array of different commodity chain nodes and activities – some of which are relatively
profitable (Arrighi and Drangel’s “core-like” activities) and some of which are not (“peripherylike”). All countries contain a variety of activities; wealthy countries still contain an assortment of
low-yield activities while poor countries nevertheless contain some high-yield activities. The
difference lies in the mix of such activities contained by a given country – within wealthy/core
countries the relative proportion of high-yield activities is much higher than in poor/peripheral
countries. For a number of reasons, these proportional balances are predicted to remain relatively
stable over time. Although such reasons in their full complexity lie beyond the scope of the
current article, they have mainly to do with state formation, political power, and the role of state
power and violence as they overlay the global division of labor and the distribution and
maintenance of higher-value GCC nodes (Arrighi & Drangel 1986; Arrighi, Silver & Brewer
2003; Wallerstein 2004, 2009)
Here we reach the distinguishing characteristic of the world-systemic understanding of
global inequality. The particular mix of activities predominant within the core regions of the
world-economy can, and most certainly does, change quite significantly across time (e.g. the
major shifts in the “leading sectors” of the world economy over the past few centuries). Yet,
while the mix of activities predominant in the core is expected to be dynamic and fluid, the overall
distribution of wealth generated by those activities should remain essentially the same over time.
Thus, the commodity chain concept within world-systems analysis was created, first and
6

For a similar treatment, but phrased in the terminology of rents, see Kaplinsky (2005: 57-84).
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foremost, as a means of explaining the polarized distribution of wealth within the modern
capitalist world-system. The central world-systems “hypothesis” in this regard is that a durable,
three-tiered (or trimodal) distribution of world income will be a persistent structural reality within
the modern world-system, even if there is mobility on the part of individual countries or groups of
people within them. Reframed in the terms of commodity chain analysis, upgrading may be
possible for some people, firms or countries, but so too is downgrading also possible; over the
long run, these will tend to balance each other out such that a roughly similar world-systemic
distribution of wealth is maintained over time. For this reason, Wallerstein can therefore assert
that national development is illusory for it is not available to all even if it is, and obviously has
been, available to some.
From this brief exegesis we can see how the upgrading discourse within GCC analysis
introduces a potentially powerful contradiction into the theoretical framework guiding such work.
The notion of generalizable upgrading runs directly counter to the world-systems claims about
the structure of global income inequality. Of course, this is fundamentally an empirical question.
If the structure of cross-national income over time resembles the distinctly trimodal distribution
implied by world-systems analysis, this is evidence that “upgrading” is indeed paradoxical and in
need of theoretical reconsideration. We therefore turn next to the global income inequalities
research literature.

PART II – GLOBAL INCOME INEQUALITIES & THE UPGRADING PARADOX
Parallel to the emergence of the global commodity chains literature across the 1990s has been a
resurgence of interest in the measurement of how wealth is distributed across countries, regions,
and individuals in the global system.(Babones 2002, 2005; Firebaugh 1999, 2000, 2003;
Firebaugh & Goesling 2004; Goesling & Baker 2008; Korzeniewicz & Moran 1997, 2000; Mann
and Riley 2007; Milanovic 2005; Mills 2008; Sutcliffe 2004; Wade 2004 a,b) In this section I
offer not a detailed analysis or critique of the global income inequalities literature in its entirety,
but rather an abbreviated summary of salient debates within as they pertain to the upgrading
paradox in GCC/GVC analysis. Without overstating the certainty of any results derived from
existing data (all of which involve their own compromises and limitations), I will argue that the
most relevant income inequality research does in fact support my notion of the upgrading paradox
within GCC/GVC analysis.
The world income inequality literature is voluminous and contentious. While
comprehensively reviewing this work may have driven Bob Sutcliffe to ultimately conclude that
it “is futile to summarize anything as complicated as world inequality in a single figure,”(2004:
33) we might find a bit more encouragement from Robert Wade’s response to the question, “what
is the trend of world income distribution?” - that being, “it depends.”(2004a: 166) The degree to
which “it depends” hinges primarily on the particular theoretical concerns guiding data selection
and data analytic techniques. More concretely, one’s conclusions about world income inequality
will be most strongly influenced by a few key decisions: whether and how to weight national
income data by population, whether to compare income data across countries using foreign
exchange or purchasing power parity adjustments, and whether one includes China and/or India
in the analysis (and, by turn, the analyst’s confidence in the validity of the income data from both
countries).(Babones 2002; Mills 2009; Moran 2003; Sutcliffe 2004; Wade 2004 a,b) While the
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question of population weighting is driven almost solely by conceptual concerns, these last two
questions hinge just as much on pragmatic data concerns as theoretical and conceptual issues.
Income data adjustments attempt to account for the differences in purchasing power
produced in local markets by equal amounts of the currency used for cross-national comparison
(e.g. a dollar’s purchasing power is greater in Brazzaville than in Baltimore). Debates in the
literature have mainly focused on the conceptual issue of whether income conversions based on
foreign exchange (FX) ratios or purchasing power parity (PPP) estimates more effectively
measure welfare and poverty as they are experienced on the ground. The prevailing consensus
concludes that FX figures best capture comparative command over world resources while PPP
figures more accurately capture welfare and comparative living standards.(Firebaugh and
Goesling 2004: 291) However, often overlooked in such discussions are the serious data quality
problems that plague the PPP project in particular.(Dowrick and Akmal 2005; Korzeniewicz et al.
2004; Wade 2004 a,b) What is more, the unreliability of PPP adjustments as well as the
imprecision of data on intra-country income distribution, is most pronounced in the case of China
- which, due to both its size and particular developmental trajectory, turns out to be the
determining case for virtually all measures of global income inequality. Simply put, most every
conclusion to be drawn about the distribution of world income hinges on the influence of the
demographic giants of China and India, yet these are the cases with some of the most problematic
data. 7
For what concerns our inquiry, the conclusion to be drawn from the debates in the world
income inequality literature is, first and foremost, that data selection must be attuned to our
theoretical questions and concerns. Secondly, we must recognize the large degree of uncertainty
in all such measures. With respect to our theoretical concerns, GCC/GVC upgrading, as we have
seen, is most often framed in terms of comparative performance in capturing a greater proportion
of the total value-added along the chain, or what amounts to a zero-sum game in which upgrading
for some comes, to some degree, at the expense of others. The operational definition of
upgrading, and the presumed way in which upgrading might lead to developmental progress
within the literature, assumes that firms and states are embedded within a competitive, global
market space in which Northern standards of developmental success set the bar by which
Southern participants must compete and judge their own success. And while the GCC/GVC
construct is fundamentally grounded in firms, industries and chains, the broader notion of
upgrading ultimately reconnects to country-level changes as the proper unit in which
developmental gains can be observed. Given our focus on “catching-up” through upgrading
within global commodity chains we are here most interested in comparative or relative measures
of cross-national income inequality.

7

Dowrick and Akmal, for instance, argue “that all international comparisons of average real income for
China are based on estimates, not on direct price measurement,” and that, “until the publication of the 2004
ICP [International Comparison Project] survey, which for the first time includes both India and China, all
methods of calculating purchasing power parities have to resort to imprecise estimates of real income for
more than one third of the world’s population.”(2005: 219, 226) Likewise, Robert Wade argues the PPP
adjustment for China is “based on guestimates [sic] from small, ad hoc price surveys in a few cities,
adjusted by rules of thumb to take account of the huge price differences between urban and rural areas and
between eastern and western regions...The price comparisons for India are extrapolations from 1985
qualified by later ad hoc price surveys.”(2004a: 572)
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Turning to a review of the findings, I will first consider the strand of the world income
inequality literature that is most explicitly attuned to the particular world-systems claims about
the structure or shape of the world income distribution. Giovanni Arrighi, Beverly Silver and
Benjamin Brewer have shown that, as a proportion of First World (or Northern) national incomes,
Third World (or Southern) incomes remained virtually locked in place from 1960-1999 hovering at about 4.5% of First World GNP per capita.(2003: 13) While Arrighi et al.
demonstrate a distinct lack of “catching up” for the Third World/Global South as a whole –
lending credence to the world-systems claim that the stratification of the world-system remains
quite stable over time – a few other studies have measured state and individual level mobility in
finer detail. In fact, these all follow the trail initially opened up by Arrighi and Drangel in their
1986 paper in which they sought to measure the distribution of world population by income level
(also addressed by Arrighi 1990). Arrighi and Drangel found that the Wallersteinian specification
of the core, semi-periphery and periphery corresponded quite well to the data during much of the
twentieth century – or, putting aside the world-systems terminology – that the global income
distribution was distinctly trimodal. What is more, their analysis of country-level mobility
showed some notable instances of upward and downward mobility, but that over the long-run of
the study (rather than smaller periods within) mobility was certainly the exception rather than the
rule.
Miguel Korzeniewicz and William Martin (1994) first updated and extended this
analysis, adding newer data and more time points, and coming to essentially the same conclusion
as Arrighi and Drangel. Then, after a pause of close to twenty years, a few articles have appeared
more recently that take the original Arrighi and Drangel piece as their starting point, two of which
are most germane to our argument. Salvatore Babones’ (2005) update and replication of the
Arrighi and Drangel analysis closely adheres to the conceptual underpinnings guiding that paper.
Babones extends this work, however, by developing a far more refined and systematic method for
distinguishing zonal/regional divides within the overall income distribution. His findings are
unambiguous, and they directly reinforce Arrighi and Drangel’s claims. Specifically, he notes
“the existence of a tri-modal distribution of countries (weighted by population) in the distribution
of national incomes is unmistakable,” and that “the structure of the world-economy has been very
stable over time, with little mobility across boundaries of its three zones.”(Babones 2005: 47; 51)
Along these same lines, Raymond Dezzani has also directly examined Wallerstein’s trimodal distribution claim. Methodologically, Dezzani’s approach diverges from the Arrighi and
Drangel lineage, relying instead on a form of analysis that measures the relative stability of the
zonal groupings of countries over time. His conclusions are almost exactly the same both
Babones and Arrighi and Drangel:
“Thus, although the developmental hypothesis that countries are upwardly mobile
has merit, empirical results suggest that very little impact is observed in the worldsystem because countries moving upward in the world-economy region sequence are
nearly balanced by countries moving down the sequence.”(Dezzani 2002: 595)
Moving beyond the relatively small, world-systems derived “structure of world income
inequality” strand of the literature, we can find further evidence in support of the upgrading
paradox. Again the key is in focusing on the measures most germane to our inquiry and, yet
again, we must account for the data limitations affecting all such measures. Especially within the
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mainstream of the world income inequalities literature in sociology, one particular
conceptualization and measure of inequality has predominated: population-weighted, PPP
adjusted, so-called global income inequality. In this calculation, within-country income inequality
measures are combined with between-country income inequality to estimate the total global
individual level distribution of income. 8 Conceptualized and measured this way, most every study
has indicated either that global income inequality has been gradually diminishing since the 1970s
or 1980s or that it has remained stable.(Firebaugh and Goesling 2004; Goesling and Baker 2008;
Sutcliffe 2004: 25)
To be sure, this “standard” measure is useful in estimating the total distribution of income
across humanity, and in trying to measure that income in terms of the welfare it provides.
However, this does not mean it is the only, nor even the most important, measure of income
inequality. For one, questions of the quality of the PPP data remain, and a dataset of truly
comparable within-country inequality data is not easily constructed.9 In seeking evidence most
appropriate to the upgrading paradox, global income inequality - even if perfectly measured - can
also disguise cross-national differences in income distribution that are equally, if not more,
relevant to the concept of upgrading and catching up. In fact, synthesizing from the literature, it
seems that world income inequality has remained unchanged or has intensified when measured
by virtually any other combination of data sources, operationalizations of inequality, and
population weighting schemes, beyond population-weighted, PPP adjusted data. Remove China
from the analysis, and the trend of lessening inequality essentially disappears, even using the
same data and methods. To be sure, no comprehensive summary of trends in world income
distribution that ignored China could, or should, be taken seriously; however, China’s
demographic weight is such that this country’s trajectory largely determines our conclusions
about world-scale trends.
In fact, for what concerns the upgrading paradox, the case could actually be made that
unweighted measures of between-country inequality are most appropriate, for upgrading is not an
individual level outcome - nor, in the bigger picture, even a single firm-level outcome. If, to be a
meaningful concept in development studies, “upgrading” as a process must ultimately translate up
and out to a broader regional or national context, we must compare the relative developmental
performance of countries alongside the distribution of income by individuals worldwide. The
trend in unweighted, between-country inequality seems as clear as things can be in this literature:
“there is little or no evidence for persistent convergence between countries.”(Sutcliffe 2004: 20;
see also Goesling and Baker 2008: 185, for similar results) Although humankind in toto might
have seen a lessening of global inequality through China’s national-level average income
improvements, the benefits of this development were and are, of course, not available to citizens
of other countries - even putting aside the issue of whether the benefits accruing to (some of)
China’s citizens came at the expense of those living elsewhere. What is more, China’s impact on
global income inequality has been mainly to level the middle of that distribution; an impact that is
8

More specifically, information on each country’s internal distribution of income is combined with average
national income data to estimate (by population quintile, for instance) the household or individual level
distribution of incomes.
9
For instance, reliable internal income distribution data on China are difficult find. Yet, given that a single
quintile of China’s population is almost equal to the total population of the entire United States, any
definitive answer on global income inequality hinges on the quality of the within-country inequality
estimates for China.
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most pronounced in integrated measures of distribution (e.g. the Gini coefficient) rather than
measures of polarization or differences in the extremes of the distribution.
Looking at these relative or comparative measures of polarization and the ratios of
incomes (which was the focus of the already-discussed Arrighi et al. 2003 article), what becomes
apparent is a trend of increasing polarization the more extreme the proportions of the distribution
one compares. Although the ratio of the average income of the top 50% to the bottom 50% may
have fallen since 1980, the same ratio for the top 1% to the bottom 1% has grown by close 100%
over this same time (Sutcliffe 2004: 28, Table 5). As before, I am not arguing that any one such
measure captures “real” inequality while the other ignores it, for all such measures provide
insight into aspects of the phenomena at hand. Looking across all of these various measures,
though, a story emerges in which large-scale income improvements in large countries (China and
India, to a lesser extent) - moving from the low end toward the middle of the distribution - flatten
the individual-level distribution of world income while cross-national and ratio-of-extremes
forms of income inequality remain unchanged or even increase.
In sum, then, a series of recent contributions to the world income inequalities literature –
studies, it must be emphasized again, that have focused on the particular conceptualization of
relative poverty and “catching up” implied by much of the GCC upgrading discourse – all
reinforce the core claim about the stratification of the world-economy made by the world-systems
perspective. While the strand of the world income inequality literature that is most tailored to the
specifically world-systems predictions directly supports the upgrading paradox, a large body of
evidence from the broader and more mainstream income inequality literature also reinforces this
conclusion. 10 It therefore appears that the kind of generalized, or, more precisely, generalizable,
developmental possibilities implied by the GCC upgrading discourse are not borne out by the
empirical evidence of the past forty years that we have available. As such, what I have called the
“upgrading paradox” within GCC/GVC analysis does in fact challenge some of the core tenets of
the GCC framework. In light of this verification of the paradox, in the final section of this essay
we shall draw out the different implications this has for the future directions of GCC analysis.

PART III – TOWARD A POST-PARADOX GCC ANALYSIS?
What does it mean for GCC/GVC analysis to acknowledge the paradox at the heart of the
framework’s reliance on “upgrading” as a fundamental explanandum? There is no single answer
to this question, for it depends on the theoretical purposes toward which the commodity chain
framework is applied. Most certainly, though, the upgrading paradox does not somehow
invalidate GCC/GVC analysis as a whole, for acknowledgement of the paradox demands only
that analysts rethink, and ultimately make more explicit, the particular thrust of their work. In this
respect, closer attention to the movement across analytical and spatial scales is needed. The
10

Space constraints preclude further discussion in this paper, but it is noteworthy that Sutcliffe’s
comprehensive review of the income inequalities field closes with the conjecture that the “shape” of world
income distribution may be equally important as absolute incomes and their global distribution. He goes so
far as to say a bi- or tri- modal distribution would imply a different political and economic reality than a
uni-modal distribution (2004: 36), but seems to be unaware of the world-systems strand of the literature
that is focused primarily on this very question!
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Wallersteinian critique of the developmentalist framework hinged on the disconnect between
observable increases in national wealth (development) in some formerly less-developed locations
and a broader structural reality in which, it was argued, such opportunities were not possible for
all less-developed areas. As such, successful upgrading strategies identified by GCC/GVC
analysis of specific chains as they are connected to specific places at specific times cannot, by
definition, be broadly adopted by other actors (e.g. firms, states) to yield similar results. The
paradox therefore resides in this disconnect between “sub-systemic” units of activity (and lessons
drawn from the study of such units) and durable, “systemic” distribution patterns. In short, there
is an “adding up” problem (Arrighi and Drangel 1986), or a “fallacy of composition” (Kaplinsky
2005).
Thus, upgrading, even as defined by the GCC/GVC literature and even in the light of the
empirical evidence provided by the world income inequalities literature, is not ruled out
theoretically at the level of individual firms – nor even at the level of nation-states or world
regions. This is because none of these forms or levels of upgrading, taken in relative isolation,
speak to the broader issue of systemic and global income inequality. Yet, it is precisely this issue
that has long animated so much of the “development” discourse, whether phrased in the terms of
“catching up” through modernization, the “convergence” of mainstream economics, or in today’s
concern with the “North-South Divide.”
As a brief aside, it is worth noting the almost complete exclusion of non-income and non
profit-oriented conceptualizations of “development” from the GCC/GVC literature. Indeed,
conspicuous in their absence are most all such welfare-oriented conceptualizations of poverty,
whether framed in terms of “basic needs,” the Human Development Index, “physical quality of
life” (Morris 1979), or a “capabilities” approach (Sen 1999). Given the immense scope and
variety of such critiques of the developmentalist presumption that income and/or wealth serve as
useful and robust proxies for well-being and welfare 11, this additional “missing link” between
GCC analysis and the poverty and well-being literature is certainly worthy of attention; it is also
certainly beyond the purview of the present article. Suffice it to say, however, that GCC analysis
need not remain silent on the issue, for the commodity chain construct is well suited to highlight
the interface between the global division of labor and local conditions, social structures and
inequalities. As such, it is not difficult to envision how commodity chain analysis could be used
to demonstrate why and how firm-level growth has, and has not, improved welfare or well-being
in different places, at different times, and by other measures. In other words, one future path for
GCC analysis might explicitly focus on “upgrading” defined in terms other than income, or, by
fixing the analysis in space, examine the connection between instances of income upgrading
within particular GCC nodes and associated welfare upgrading as they may or may not have
followed “on the ground.”
Two Paths for GCC/GVC Analysis
Presuming that comparative income performance will remain a (if not the) guiding concern for
GCC/GVC analysis, we still face the existential challenge to the perspective generated by the
upgrading paradox – that is, why undertake GCC/GVC analysis if upgrading turns out to be a
11

See Brady, Kaya and Beckfield (2007) for a recent empirical unpacking of what they call the “growth
consensus” presumption that income naturally conveys well-being.
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“mirage” of sorts? I believe there are likely two distinct, but not mutually exclusive, paths: the
first of these working toward a more formalistic program of theory building; the second toward a
return to GCC analysis’ world-systems roots through a renewed emphasis on the structure of
social inequality within the world-system and the mechanisms by which such inequalities are
reproduced within the global division of labor. Let us consider each in turn.
Formalistic theory building. The strongest example of the turn toward more formalistic theorybuilding agenda within the value chains stream is a programmatic piece by Gereffi, Humphrey
and Sturgeon that appeared in 2005. In this article, Gereffi et al. make a first stab at specifying a
more generic theory of value chain governance by focusing on various product, firm and
transaction attributes and how they combine in different ways to yield different organizational
and governance forms observed within value chains. What Gereffi et al. sketch out is a form of
GVC analysis in which the organizational structure of value chains serves as the core dependent
variable, variations within which can be predicted by a series of three dichotomous independent
variables: the complexity of transactions, the ability for transactions to be codified, and the
underlying capabilities or skill level of suppliers. Undoubtedly, Gereffi, et al.’s article is the most
formalized attempt within the GCC/GVC literature to construct an industry-neutral theory of
economic organization, and it represents an impressive first step in the “theory-building”
direction for the value chain literature.
As Sturgeon clarifies in his own reconsideration, this piece was not intended to be “a
grand theory of globalization or economic development.” Rather, the 2005 article represented for
its authors “a more modest theory of linkages, or, perhaps better, a theory that seeks to explain
and predict how nodes of value-adding activity are linked in the spatial economy.”(Sturgeon
2009:123) Sturgeon has in mind a “modular” and primarily inductive program of theory building
for value chain analysis (Ibid.: 111, 133-135) in which particular causal mechanisms are isolated
and explained in order to, eventually, be plugged back in to other such explanatory modules for a
more general theory. There is no reason such a direction for value chain analysis cannot also
coexist with the upgrading paradox. For one, its inter- and intra-firm focus is essentially agnostic
about the broader context of global income inequalities. And, as a practical matter, this form of
value-chain theory building could even inform firm or state-level policy interventions under the
rubric of upgrading – although this could only be justified theoretically via the caveat that
generalized “lessons” for upgrading could not be gleaned from such an exercise.
Alternatively, this form of value chain theory building might sidestep the upgrading
paradox by adopting a more abstract perspective centered on the identification and explanation of
different forms of economic organization as its outcome of interest, or explanandum. After all,
this is precisely what is implied by treating “organizational form” as dependent variable, and as a
mode of analysis there is no reason this would be more or less useful. Commodity chain analysis
from this perspective would be considered a useful addition to the general analytical toolbox for
an economic sociology of production network formation. Most important in all this would be a
more clearly specified reason for pursuing chain analysis of whatever sort. The upgrading
paradox cuts to the heart of one of the more popular such “hooks” guiding the current literature,
but clearly there are ways around this, as just discussed. However, so long as upgrading returns as
the ultimate justification/hook for value chain analysis, the paradox remains. And, while
upgrading may not be explicitly at the center of this more formalistic branch of value chain
theorizing (in the sense that a measure of upgrading itself is not taken as the dependent variable),
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the broader upgrading frame nonetheless remains deeply embedded, implicitly, in this work. To
wit, we need only refer to the opening lines of this same piece by Sturgeon, in which he states,
“recent changes in the global economy…have rendered static notions of permanent dependency
and underdevelopment obsolete. Regions, countries, and individual localities can improve their
relative position in the global economy. The much-debated question is: How?”(Ibid.: 110,
emphasis mine) While upgrading itself may not be the immediate outcome of interest to be
explained by this form of theory building, the broader enterprise is still justified through the
upgrading rubric.
World-historical reproduction of inequality. A second path would involve jettisoning the
“upgrading” frame outright and focusing future commodity chain analysis instead on the
identification and explication of particular mechanisms by which the broad patterns of durable
income inequality have been reproduced across the space and time of the capitalist worldeconomy. In effect, this would make the reproduction and reorganization of global income
inequality – and not necessarily its lessening – the “hook” for GCC analysis. Shorn of the
analytical burden imposed by the upgrading discourse, GCC analysis would fall back on its
original strength – namely, offering a structural and systematic, but also holistic, way to describe
and analyze shifting patterns within the global division of labor. What is more, this approach need
not preclude a systematic form of typology building and theory construction, even if this would
differ from the more formalistic form of theory construction charted by the first path. Indeed,
synthesis from the substantial (and steadily expanding) base of empirically-grounded GCC/GVC
studies would likely already yield a set of more generic mechanisms by which reorganization in
the global division of labor has reproduced, or transformed, the distribution of world income.
To be clear, this second path for GCC analysis would not simply focus on “proving” that
“development” is an illusion - that is, some kind of Sisyphean task of demonstrating perpetual
stasis in the modern world-system. To the contrary, I see this path directed toward elaborating,
contextualizing and clarifying a foundational theoretical claim within world-systems analysis that
is germane to all of development studies. This claim about both the possibility for, but systemic
limitations to, upward mobility within the structure of income stratification of the capitalist
world-system, challenges the orthodoxy of both (neo)classical or modernization perspectives as
well as the conventional reading of the dependency framework. For this very reason,
Wallerstein’s argument about the structure of income inequality in the capitalist world-system
remains under-recognized and under-analyzed – in spite of the renaissance in the cross-national
and global inequalities research literatures. In returning to this theoretical pillar of world-systems
analysis, GCC analysis would also address one of the major criticisms leveled at Wallerstein’s
perspective – that being its alleged tendency toward a functionalist, deterministic or teleological
mode of explanation. In the case of global income inequality more specifically, the critique
normally runs that Wallerstein makes a general system-level claim without ever specifying the
causal pathways by which such systemic outcomes are actually created.12 Without further
specification or explanation, the assertion of a trimodal income distribution risks a functionalist
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For a recent and cogent example of this critique, see Herman Schwartz’s (2007, particularly pp. 119-121)
intervention in an ongoing debate within Studies in Comparative International Development initiated by the
publication of Arrighi et al.’s (2003) piece in the same journal.
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inflection in so far as this particular distribution allegedly fulfills some kind of systemic “need” –
even if there is no single, “systemic” agency to express or demand such a need.13
To date, the most extensive elaboration of a distinctively “commodity chains” theory of
the reproduction of world income inequalities has been the 1986 article by Arrighi and Drangel
cited above. This piece started from a forceful critique of much of Wallerstein’s writings on
commodity chains and world-systemic inequality, advancing GCC analysis beyond Hopkins’ and
Wallerstein’s fairly stylized and loose notion of commodity chains. However, while Arrighi and
Drangel articulated a more systematic theory of world-systemic stratification using the
commodity chain terminology, the piece nonetheless had its limitations in guiding the more
grounded empirical work that would subsequently be undertaken by the first generation of GCC
analysts. In fact, the great strength of this piece, for its intended analytical purposes, turns into its
weakness for chain-level research - this being the authors’ intentional abstraction from the
specific activities comprising the world division of labor and their reorganization over time.
As we have seen, Arrighi and Drangel argue that these activities are subjected to
emulation and competition such that high-return activities over time tend to diminish toward
lower returns. Rather than focus on these activities and the ways in which “core” regions succeed
in (temporarily) monopolizing high-return activities or generating new such activities, Arrighi
and Drangel assume that, over the long run, this dynamic will result in a stable polarized
distribution of world income with few instances of mobility across the zones of the distribution.
To the extent that their empirical analysis of world income inequality demonstrates this sort of
long-run stability, their presumption, that dynamic shifts in the “mix” of activities occurring in
the zones of the world-system have not added up to significant changes in the remuneration
attached to those activities (in the aggregate), seems reasonable. Nonetheless, by effectively
operationalizing the degree of competition within commodity chain nodes and activities as the
measure of income distribution itself, Arrighi and Drangel unfortunately provide only circular
explanation for those seeking insight into commodity chains as they are situated in specific places
and times.
The tautology at the heart of Arrighi and Drangel is as such: “core” activities (a
comparatively high proportion of which are grounded in core countries) yield high value-added
returns because they are sheltered from competition...and we infer they are sheltered/core-like
because core countries are engaged in them! Obviously this does not suffice as an explanation for
how particular activities and chains are sheltered from/subjected to the forces of competition, nor
does it even offer much insight into broad trends in the leading, “core-like” activities in the
medium run of a few years or a decade. One way out of this bind was, in fact, already being
worked through by Korzeniewicz and Martin in their rarely cited contribution to the original 1994
GCC edited volume. Their solution was to work in reverse – that is, they first empirically
identified the “zones” of the world-system using income data and then parsed out national
commodity production data by zone. In this way, Korzeniewicz and Martin were able to
construct, for each commodity, indices of “core-ness” and “peripheral-ness” and identify changes
in these indices over time. Yet, the kind of cross-nationally comparable commodity production
data employed by Korzeniewicz and Martin are tremendously limited. To the extent that they can
be collated, they are only available at a high level of aggregation (meaning they pertain to
13

I thank an anonymous reviewer for helping me to better articulate my argument in relation to Arrighi and
Drangel in this next section.
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relatively generic commodity categories), and the various classification systems developed by
international and national data collection agencies lag – not surprisingly – quite far behind actual
changes within the world-economy. It would appear that only Raphael Kaplinsky (2005), using
commodity pricing data from the European Union, and Gary Hamilton, in conjunction with both
Gary Gereffi (2009) as well as Richard Feenstra (2006) and using previously unavailable U.S.
trade and customs data, have advanced a more nuanced and valid assessment of precise product
category production and exchange relationships. However, all of these authors acknowledge the
limitations of such data, mainly because they lack coverage of many important dimensions and
geographical regions of the global division of labor.
The other way out of Arrighi and Drangel’s tautological bind corresponds to the lacuna
that I believe a “post paradox” GCC analysis is best suited to fill, and that is a more systematic
effort to move “up and out” from analysis within chains to comparisons and linkages across
chains. The major strengths of the GCC framework remain its capacity to illuminate firm and
network-level dynamics with a granularity that cannot be achieved by cross-national quantitative
data, as well as its abiding concern with governance and power effected through varying
organizational and institutional frameworks. Upgrading, as a general organizing schema, has
drawn attention toward increasingly detailed within-chain analysis; even when engaged in acrosschain analysis, it remains grounded in comparisons of relatively small segments of these chains
and narrowly delimited aspects of organization and governance therein. Thus, the revised path for
which I am advocating does not constitute a new branch of GCC/GVC analysis so much as a shift
in the schema used to organize and aggregate these insights from across chain-specific studies.
Focusing more attention on whether, and how, changes within GCCs may or may not ultimately
“add up” to country-level gains in wealth and development - and whether such gains persist over
time - would position GCC/GVC analysis to make a far larger contribution to contemporary
development and globalization studies. What is more, a broader review of the GCC/GVC
literature, both from those working explicitly within the perspective as well as those skirting the
edges of the field (exemplified by, but in no way limited to: Gibbon 2008; Gibbon and Ponte
2005; Kaplinsky 2005; O’Hearn 1994; Ponte and Ewert 2009; Schrank 2004) already reveals a
good deal of work that undermines the upgrading discourse both empirically and theoretically.
The challenge therefore has more to do with retraining our sights on the broader, cross-chain
mechanisms and forces by which challenges to the global hierarchy of wealth may or may not
have succeeded.

CONCLUSION
The fact that the GCC/GVC framework faces a “mid-life crisis” of sorts is in fact a testament to
the vitality of the perspective; after all, a substantial research literature reflects the enduring
intellectual appeal of this project. Thus, I would like to conclude by emphasizing what I believe
to be the perspective’s great strengths for those interested in charting ongoing changes in the
global division of labor. In making the case for a “post-paradox” GCC analysis – one, that is, for
which elucidating the mechanisms by which a durable trimodal distribution of global income has
been reproduced during the twentieth century and into the twenty-first is the central explanandum
– I have potentially risked reformulating, but nonetheless reproducing, the very critique of worldsystems analysis discussed above: functionalism. By emphasizing the stability of the global
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distribution of income and its connection to the claims of world-systems analysis, I by no means
want to imply that this “fact” reflects some trans-historical, time-invariant structural property of
the world-system. To the contrary, much of Wallerstein’s writings for at least the past 20 years
have focused on the anticipated breakdown and dissolution of the modern capitalist world-system
and its particular global division of labor. And, as Arrighi’s (1994, 2008) world-historical
analysis even more powerfully demonstrates, the key to understanding capitalism as an historical
social system is in accounting for its repeated reconstitution under new social, political, economic
and ecological arrangements in successive cycles of world-scale accumulation.
The point here is not to judge the veracity or accuracy of Wallerstein’s predictions in this
respect, but merely to counter the misperception that world-systems analysis presumes a state of
permanent stasis in the capitalist world-system or some such. From the start, GCC analysis has
helped to clarify how this process of reorganization and reconstitution has proceeded, particularly
in East Asia in the latter half of the twentieth century. A revived, “post-paradox” GCC analysis
should have much more to contribute if, as many argue, even larger-scale shifts in the locus and
organization of world-scale capital accumulation are currently underway. If this is the case – that
is, if the capitalist world-economy is in the process of another such major reorganization – it may
well be that the distinctly trimodal distribution of world income will be transformed as well. As
such, my argument above should not be read as a justification for doing GCC analysis only to
show how this system-level distribution of income has not changed. To the contrary, I take the
GCC optic as highly attuned to the identification of whether, and how, such transformations
occur, if trained on the correct phenomena. Such a focus can only be achieved, however, by
casting aside the “upgrading” frame and the analytical contradictions it introduced, and
committing to a renewed, “post-paradox” GCC analysis.
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ABSTRACT
We conduct the first cross-national study to consider the impact of the World Bank’s
International Finance Corporation loans on forests. In doing so, we analyze data for a sample of
sixty-one low and middle income nations for the period of 1990 to 2005. We find substantial
support for dependency theory that low and middle income nations that receive an International
Finance Corporation loan tend to have higher rates of deforestation than low and middle income
nations that do not receive such a loan. We also find that other aspects of World Bank lending
affect forest loss including structural adjustment and investment lending. We conclude with a
discussion of the findings, theoretical implications, methodological implications, policy
implications, and possible directions for future research.

INTRODUCTION
The "debt crisis" of the 1980s highlighted the inability of many low and middle income nations to
generate enough revenue to make payments on their mounting foreign debts (Peet 2003). This
was brought on by the sudden increase in the price of oil coupled with low and middle income
nations borrowing large amounts of money from the World Bank in order to finance massive
agriculture, forestry, mining, and infrastructure projects (Barbosa 2001). The World Bank
responded to the debt crisis by rescheduling loan payments and providing new loans (McMichael
2004). These new loans, known as structural adjustment, are designed to resolve balance of
payment issues by requiring indebted nations to institute a variety of economic policy reforms in
order to receive the money (Peet 2003). The economic policy reforms include devaluing
currency, reducing government spending, liberalizing trade, and privatizing government assets
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(Clapp and Dauvergne 2005). The underlying logic behind structural adjustment is an attempt to
generate hard currency for debt repayment by boosting exports and cutting government spending
(Glover 1995).
While this "earn more" and "spend less" model of structural adjustment may facilitate
debt repayment, dependency theory predicts that structural adjustment increases forest loss
(George 1992)--see below for a brief discussion of dependency theory. The World Bank
investment loans, which in part contributed to the debt crisis, are also hypothesized to increase
deforestation. The harmful impact of these loans may be due to several factors. First, the World
Bank often requires nations to increase agricultural and natural resource exports, liberalizing
trade in extractive industries, and cut government spending for conservation, to receive a
structural adjustment loan (George 1992). Second, the World Bank tends to make investment
loans for projects in agriculture, forestry, mining, and infrastructure (Rich 1994). Third,
structural adjustment and investment loans exacerbate poverty, which forces people to clear
forests in order to grow subsistence crops for survival (Rudel 1993). Accordingly, there has been
a substantial amount of research published that finds support for these dependency theory
hypotheses. For example, Barbosa (2001) and Rich (1994) describe how World Bank investment
loans for projects in agriculture, forestry, and road building led to immense forest loss in Brazil,
India, and Indonesia. Hurst (1990) describes how the World Bank investment and structural
adjustment lending increased deforestation in Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Thailand, and
Vietnam.
The impact of the World Bank's investment and structural adjustment loans on the natural
environment clearly has been the subject of extensive study. However, there has been very little
attention devoted to other aspects of World Bank lending. In 1956, the World Bank’s
International Finance Corporation (IFC) was established in order to increase private sector
investment in low and middle income countries (Peet 2003). The IFC does this by providing loans
to companies undertaking projects in low and middle income nations (Karliner 1997). It also
offers government leaders and officials technical training and advisory services to better promote
private sector investment (Peet 2003). See below for a complete description of the amounts,
sectoral allocation, and geographical distribution of the IFC's lending portfolio.
Despite the lengthy history, there has been no cross-national research that examines how
the IFC affects forests. This is somewhat surprising for a couple of reasons. First, some
anecdotal evidence has been published by journalists and non-governmental organizations that
documents how IFC loans to companies in the agriculture, forestry, mining, and infrastructure
sectors increase deforestation (e.g., Friedman 2009). Second, data are available on IFC loans to
companies in these extractive sectors (e.g., Findley et al. 2010). We elaborate upon these ideas in
detail below and seek to address this gap in the literature by conducting a cross-national study
that assesses the impact of IFC lending on forest loss.
We now turn to a brief discussion of dependency theory, the cross-national research on
forest loss that corresponds with this perspective, and how the IFC fits into this theoretical
framework. We then discuss the structure of the IFC and highlight the limited qualitative
evidence that has been published by journalists and non-governmental organizations, which helps
to describe how IFC loans may be contributing to forest loss. We then briefly elaborate upon
why we include other theoretically relevant variables drawn from previous cross-national
research in our discussion of the independent variables. Accordingly, our approach involves
respecifying cross-national models of deforestation to include a measure of IFC lending. We
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conclude with a discussion of the methodology, sample, findings, theoretical implications,
methodological implications, policy suggestions, and possible directions for future research.

DEPENDENCY THEORY AND THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
According to dependency theory, economic relationships between high, middle, and low income
nations are structurally detrimental for the middle and low income nations because of the inherent
dynamics of international capitalism (Evans 1979; Amin 1976). The high income nations become
wealthy by exploiting surplus labor and natural resources from low and middle income nations
(Frank 1969). Consequently, low and middle income nations suffer a range of problems.
This exploitation tends to take three distinct forms. During the 1970s, dependency
theorists explained how exports (e.g., export composition, commodity concentration, export
partner concentration, etc.) affected low and middle income nations (Amin 1974). Accordingly,
Shandra (2007a) finds that higher levels of forest exports, commodity concentration, and export
partner concentration are associated with higher rates of forest loss—see also Austin (2010). In
the 1980s, dependency theory became concerned with the detrimental impact of multinational
corporations in low and middle income nations (Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985; Evans 1979).
Recently, Jorgenson (2008) finds that higher levels of multinational corporate investment are
associated with higher rates of deforestation. The debt crisis shifted the focus of dependency
theorists to the effects of debt repayment and concomitant structural adjustment loans in low and
middle nations during the 1980s (Magdoff 1986). For instance, Rudel and Roper (1997) find that
higher levels of debt repayment correspond with higher rates of forest loss. Shandra, Shandra,
and London (2008) find that higher levels of International Monetary Fund structural adjustment
are associated with more deforestation.
We use dependency theory to inform our study of the IFC for a couple of reasons. First,
the World Bank operates the IFC and other aspects of World Bank lending have been the subject
of extensive study by scholars working in this theoretical tradition. Second, the IFC provides
loans directly to multinational corporations, which have been shown to adversely affect forests in
low and middle income nations. We now turn to a discussion of IFC operations and go on to
elaborate upon why they may well increase forest loss.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION LENDING AND ADVISORY SERVICES
The IFC offers several different financial products to accomplish its goal of facilitating private
sector investment in low and middle income nations. The largest portion of its portfolio includes
loans made directly to companies operating in low and middle income nations. The amounts of
the loans tend to range between $1 million to $100 million, carry market interest rates, and have
maturities of 5 to 7 years at origination (International Finance Corporation 2010). The IFC
usually limits its financing for a new project to 25 percent of the total estimated cost. It will
finance up to 50 percent of the projected costs to expand an existing project (International
Finance Corporation 2010). The IFC does so to ensure participation by other private sector
investors. These loans differ from World Bank project loans that fund large scale infrastructure
projects and are made on a concessional basis (i.e., longer repayment schedule and below market
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interest rates) (McMichael 2001). They differ from World Bank structural adjustment loans,
which tend to be repaid over three to five year periods and require governments to implement
macro-economic policy reforms in return for the money (Peet 2003).
Similarly, the IFC provides syndicated loans in order to increase private sector
investment in low and middle income nations. A syndicated loan involves a group of lenders
who work together to provide funds to a company (International Finance Corporation 2005). The
International Finance Corporation puts up the largest share of a syndicated loan and performs
duties that include dispersing cash and administrative tasks. The remaining portions of the loan
come from commercial banks, hedge funds, pension funds, and mutual funds. A syndicated loan
allows the IFC to raise a significantly larger amount of capital than that represented by its own
exposure. The commercial banks, hedge funds, and mutual funds benefit because they are able to
make investments in projects considered too risky without IFC support (International Finance
Corporation 2008).
This is the case for a few reasons. First, the World Bank’s Multilateral Guarantee
Agency offers risk insurance at discounted rates to participants in IFC syndicated loans (Karliner
1997). Second, syndicated loan participants may also be exempt from holding currency reserves
to cover losses that may occur from investing in certain countries (International Finance
Corporation 2010). Third, the IFC enjoys "Preferred Creditor Status," which means that
governments grant the IFC preferential access to foreign currency in the event that a country
experiences a foreign exchange crisis (International Finance Corporation 2009). This status
mitigates transfer and convertibility risk for the IFC and its partners involved in a syndicated
loan.
The IFC has made $12,627,000,000 worth of loans to companies for projects in low and
middle income nations during 2010. These loans include loans made directly to businesses and
syndicated loans (International Finance Corporation 2010). Of this total, approximately four
percent, or $536,000,000, funded projects in the agricultural and forestry sectors. Eight percent,
or $1,053,000,000, funded projects are in the mining sector. About twelve percent, or
$1,578,000,000, are funded infrastructure projects (International Finance Corporation 2010). The
sectoral distribution of the IFC's total lending portfolio is slightly higher than their sectoral
allocation levels for 2010. Six percent of the IFC’s overall portfolio funds agriculture and
forestry, nine percent funds mining, and sixteen percent funds infrastructure (International
Finance Corporation 2010). See below for the types of projects for which the IFC tends to loan
money to companies in each sector. The loans are also disbursed fairly evenly across
geographical regions, with twenty-four percent of the loans financing projects in Latin America,
twenty-three percent financing projects in Eastern Europe, twenty percent financing projects in
Asia, nineteen percent financing projects in Sub-Saharan Africa, and twelve percent financing
projects in the Middle East (International Finance Corporation 2010).
The IFC encourages government involvement in its lending in several ways. In the
1950s, the World Bank often required governments to create development parastatals or semiautonomous government agencies (e.g., development boards, electricity generating companies,
water authorities, etc.), charged with the task of promoting economic growth in order to receive a
World Bank loan (McMichael 2001). The World Bank and these newly created agencies engaged
in a mutually rewarding pattern of interaction. The parastatals borrowed heavily from the World
Bank in order to expand their mandate, which, in turn, created a continuous demand for World
Bank loans (Bryant and Bailey 1997). This process continues to play out today. The IFC
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encourages these parastatals to invest in syndicated loans (International Finance Corporation
2007). Similarly, the IFC lends to companies that seek to enter into partnerships with
governments in low and middle income nations. These partnerships tend to involve companies
paying a government to lease property or other assets (e.g., forest, mine, pipeline, etc.) for a
specified time period (International Finance Corporation 2010). While the leases provide
governments with revenue, governments provide companies with financial incentives (e.g., tax
holidays) and regulatory concessions (e.g., environmental law exemptions) to help the companies
increase profits (International Finance Corporation 2010). It is important to highlight that
Karliner (1997) notes many low and middle income nations have already put into place
regulations that create a "good business climate" for corporations. This is because many nations
are recipients of World Bank or International Monetary Fund structural adjustment loans, which
require governments to institute a variety of economic policy reforms (e.g., tax breaks,
environmental law exemptions, minimum wage elimination, and outlawing strikes, protests, and
unions) in return for the money (Peet 2003). For instance, in 1990, forty percent of low and
middle income nations that received an IFC loan were under World Bank structural adjustment
loans (World Bank 2010).
Additionally, the IFC provides advisory services and technical training, which help to
create additional demand for its loans (International Finance Corporation 2010). In this regard,
the IFC establishes "trust funds" for low and middle income nations that offer training courses in
the theory and practice of "development" for government officials. This training is predicated
upon private sector involvement when building infrastructure and increasing exports of natural
resource and agricultural goods (International Finance Corporation 2009). There is also a focus
on how a government can create a "good business climate" by offering financial incentives and
regulatory concessions to companies investing in a country. The IFC does this in a few ways. In
one program, it collects, summarizes, and analyzes data on "best practice" investment reform
efforts (International Finance Corporation 2005). The results are distributed to government
officials in a manual to use when deciding which reforms to undertake. The IFC also offers more
practical instruction, which includes techniques for successfully applying for IFC loans and
preparing environmental impact assessments for loans (International Finance Corporation 2007).
The IFC also works with governments to simplify the licensing, permitting, and inspecting of
businesses in order to reduce cost of compliance for companies. This involves collecting data on
business regulations and enforcement at the national and municipal levels. The IFC then prepares
reports for government officials that highlight regulatory bottlenecks and how governments can
eliminate them (International Finance Corporation 2010).

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION OPERATIONS AND FOREST LOSS
The IFC maintains that by facilitating private sector investment via its loans and advisory services
it helps stimulate economic growth and alleviate poverty in low and middle income nations
(International Finance Corporation 2010). However, its operations may adversely affect the
natural environment. Some anecdotal evidence from newspaper accounts and experiences
observed by members of non-governmental organizations suggest that IFC projects are increasing
forest loss in low and middle income nations (Lilley 2004). This is because it provides loans to
companies carrying out projects in extractive sectors that include agriculture, forestry, natural
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gas, oil, and mining projects. Let us now turn to a discussion of the qualitative evidence to
illustrate this point.
The IFC provided two $30 million loans to Amaggi Exportai e Importai Limitada in order
to increase exports of soy from Brazil (Lilley 2004). The majority of the soy exported is grown
in the Amazon and is destined for the United States and Europe where it will be used as cattle
feed (Austin 2010). The money was to help the company expand its processing, storage, and
distribution facilities. It was also to be used to supply 900 medium sized farmers from whom the
company buys the majority of soy it sells with low interest loans to acquire seeds, pesticides, and
fertilizers (Lilley 2004).
While the IFC determined that the loans would have limited environmental impacts,
Fearnside (2007) argues that the loans have increased forest loss in a few ways. First, soy
farmers increased the amount of land under cultivation due to the access to the low interest loans
for seeds, pesticides, and fertilizers. This involved the clearing of forests via slash-and-burn
techniques. Second, soy farmers began cultivating savannah and transitional forests, which
pushed cattle ranchers and subsistence farmers to clear areas deeper in the jungle. Third, the
IFC’s involvement led several commercial banks to lend Amaggi Exportai e Importai Limitada an
additional $230 million (Lilley 2004). These loans helped to fund the construction of BR-163
from Cuiaba to the deep-water port in Santarem in order to facilitate soy exports. According to
the Amazonian Institute for Environmental Research, however, this 1,600-kilometer road resulted
in the clearance of 10 million hectares of forest and opening up additional forests to colonization
(Lilley 2004).
The IFC has also provided loans for companies in the forestry sector, which have resulted
increased deforestation. For example, the IFC provided a $10 million loan during the 1980s to
Congolese Industrielle des Bois, which is a subsidiary of Hinrich Feldmeyer based in Germany
(World Rainforest Movement 2005). The money was to be used to increase exports of logs on a
480,000 hectare tract in the Pokola region of the Congo. The logging concession is located just
outside of N'doki national park, a region the size of Belgium, which contains the largest intact
ebony, sipo, and sapelli forests. According to World Rainforest Movement, Congolese
Industrielle des Bois have been clear cutting portions of the park in search of these highly valued
tree species, using chemicals to camouflage the trees to prevent identification by forestry
officials, and transporting them across the border to Cameroon where the logs are exported to
Asia (World Rainforest Movement 2005).
The IFC has not limited its forestry sector lending to only logging. The IFC began
lending money to several companies in Indonesia to increase palm oil exports. The biggest loans
were given to Wilmar International Limited, which received approximately $100 million between
2003 and 2007 (Gilbert 2010). The loans were used to finance land acquisition for new
plantations, construction of processing facilities, and building of infrastructure to facilitate refined
palm oil exports (Forest Peoples Program 2007). The money was also used to buy additional
palm fruits from small-scale farmers.
Nevertheless, the World Bank’s Office of the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman has
found that the IFC helped to finance forest loss in Indonesia. This occurred for several reasons.
First, much of money was used to build infrastructure, especially roads. However, the roads led
to large areas of forest being cleared during the construction process (Friedman 2009). They also
precipitated migration to previously inaccessible areas where settlers cleared forests to grow
subsistence crops. However, it was the IFC’s classification of its loans as "Category C" (i.e., a
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listing signifying that a project has little or no adverse environmental impact) that led to
substantial forest loss. This is because Wilmar International Limited and its subsidiaries did not
have to carry out an environmental impact assessment. As a result, the company engaged in
practices that minimized production costs but accelerated forest loss (Friedman 2009). These
practices included using slash and burn techniques to clear forests, clearing natural forests,
clearing trees in protected areas, clearing peat forests, and appropriating indigenous people’s land
without compensation or due process (Friedman 2009).
The IFC has funded projects in the natural gas and oil sectors, which may also increase
forest loss. For example, Basic Petroleum International received two IFC loans in 1994 totaling
$44 million for its operations in Guatemala (Bowles et al. 1999). The loans were to increase
production from the oil field 8,500 to 20,000 barrels daily by building a 234 kilometer pipeline
and maintenance road to transport the oil from Xan to the company’s refinery in La Libertad.
The pipeline was intended to save Basic Petroleum International about $5 million annually by
decreasing transport costs associated with tanker trucks from $4 per barrel to $1.63 per barrel.
However, Bowles et al. (1999) estimate that project will contribute to extensive forest loss in the
region. The pipeline follows an existing road for approximately 20 kilometers but then splits
apart from the road and enters Laguna del Tigre National Park. The building of the pipeline has
led to the clearing of previously undisturbed forests in the park (Bowles et al. 1999). When the
pipeline exits Laguna del Tigre National Park, 80 kilometers of road were built to connect the
pipeline with the refinery. The project contributed directly to forest loss when trees were cut
down to make way for the pipeline. However, Bowles et al. (1999) estimates that between 400
and 2,400 hectares of forest will be cleared for every kilometer of road built. This will be the
result of an influx of colonists and the expansion of slash and burn agriculture along the road
from Laguna del Tigre National Park to La Libertad to support the migrants.
The qualitative evidence clearly indicates that IFC lending should be associated with
increased forest loss. This is because the IFC supports projects in sectors that lead to
deforestation (e.g., agriculture, logging, oil exploration, and mining). At the same time, IFC
projects often lead to roads being built into previously forested areas, allowing for an influx of
migrants that clear forests. Despite these claims, there has been no cross-national research that
empirically evaluates this relationship. We seek to address this large gap in the literature here. In
the process, we must also take into account other factors that have been shown to influence
deforestation in previous research. We draw upon earlier cross-national studies on the topic to
inform our model specifications. We turn to a discussion of these factors after talking about the
dependent variable.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
The dependent variable for our analysis is the average annual percentage change in natural forest
area from 1990 to 2005.1 Please note that deforestation is signified by a positive value for

1 Jorgenson, Austin, and Dick (2009) use a panel regression design (i.e., ordinary least squares regression
with fixed effects) to analyze cross-national data on forest loss from 1970 to 2000. The authors find that
primary sector exports from poorer to wealthier nations tend to increase forest loss. We choose not to use
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interpretation purposes. The data may be obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization
(2005). This measure includes land greater than half a hectare in size with trees higher than five
meters and a canopy cover of more than ten percent. A natural forest consists only of native
forest species with the possible exception of small areas of natural regeneration or assisted natural
regeneration. This measure excludes forest plantations, which are areas established through
planting or seeding (Food and Agricultural Organization 2005). Most cross-national research
(e.g., Shandra 2007a; Jorgenson 2006) examines the average annual percentage change in total
forest area, which includes natural forest areas as well as forest plantations. A forest plantation
often involves relative homogeneity in the types of species grown for commercial purposes (Food
and Agriculture Organizations 2005). We use natural forest area data because we are interested
in the effect of World Bank lending on land that is not already being intensively managed for
commercial production (e.g., forest plantations). We provide descriptive statistics and a bivariate
correlation matrix in Table 1. All data come from the World Bank (2003) unless otherwise noted.
(Table 1 goes about here.)

WORLD BANK INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
International Finance Corporation Loan
The main independent variable is whether a low and middle income nation has a project financed
by the IFC in 1990. This is a dummy variable where we code nations that have an IFC loan in the
agriculture, forestry, and mining sectors with a value of one. We obtain the data from AidData
(Findley et a. 2010). All other low and middle income nations serve as the reference category
and are coded with a value of zero. We hypothesize that low and middle income nations that
have a project financed by the IFC should have higher rates of deforestation than low and middle
income nations that do not have an IFC loan in place.
Structural Adjustment Loan
The second independent variable is whether a low and middle income nation has been under
World Bank structural adjustment for at least one year by 1990. This is a dummy variable where
we code nations that were undergoing adjustment in the areas of agriculture, forestry, or mining
with a value of one. The World Bank’s Projects and Operations Database identifies the major
sectors of all its loans (e.g., forestry, agriculture, and mining) (World Bank 2010). All other
nations serve as the reference category and are coded with a value of zero. According to
dependency theory, we hypothesize that low and middle income nations undergoing World Bank
structural adjustment in the primary sector should have higher rates of deforestation than low and
middle income nations not undergoing World Bank adjustment in this sector. As noted above,
this is because the policy reforms that must be adopted to receive a structural adjustment loan
include increasing exports of natural resources, reducing government spending for environmental
protection, and liberalizing trade in extractive industries, which all have been linked to increased
such an approach because the IFC did not make a large percentage of loans in the agriculture, forestry, and
mining sectors prior to the 1990.
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deforestation (Rich 1994). Shandra, Shircliff, and London (2010) find support for this line of
reasoning.
Investment Loan
The third independent variable is whether a low and middle income nation had implemented a
World Bank investment loan for at least one year by 1990. This is a dummy variable where low
and middle income nations that have implemented an investment loan in the agriculture, forestry,
and mining sectors are coded with a value of one. All other low and middle income nations serve
as the reference category and are coded with a value of zero. These data may be obtained online
from the World Bank’s Projects and Operations Database (World Bank 2010). According to
dependency theory, low and middle income nations that implement a World Bank investment
loan in these sectors should have higher rates of deforestation than low and middle income
nations that have not implemented one of these loans. This is because World Bank investment
loans often fund large scale agricultural or infrastructure projects that lead to forest loss (Bryant
and Bailey 1997).
We use dummy variables to operationalize our World Bank variables rather than an
interval-ratio measure for a few reasons. First, there is incomplete data on amount of World Bank
loans disbursed. The World Bank reports data on the amount it initially agrees to lend to a low
and middle income nation. In some instances, however, a nation does not receive all of the
money allocated (Abouharb and Cingranelli 2009). In other instances, a nation receives more
money than originally allocated. Second, the World Bank often disburses money over several
years. However, data on the amount dispersed in any one year as part of a loan are not available.
Third, Tockman (2001) conducts an analysis of World Bank and International Monetary Fund
structural adjustment loan documents and finds that macro-economic policy reforms attached to
these loans are similar across low and middle income nations despite the size of the loan. Fourth,
the use of a dummy variable allows us to estimate two stage treatment effects models to ensure
that selection bias is not a problem in the analysis. This is imperative to ensure that the
relationship between World Bank lending and forest loss is not due to selection bias. We
describe this procedure in endnote two.

OTHER RELEVANT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Debt Service Ratio
In addition to the pressure to adjust their economies while under a structural adjustment loan, low
and middle income nations must continually service their foreign debts. Therefore, we include
the sum of principal and interest payments to multilateral lenders in foreign currency, goods, or
services on long-term public and publicly guaranteed private debt with maturity of one year or
longer as a percentage of goods and services exports in 1990. We hypothesize that higher levels
of debt service should be associated with higher rates of deforestation because indebted nations
increase exports of logs, minerals, and agricultural goods in order to generate revenue to make
interest and principal payments (Marquart-Pyatt 2004). Shandra, Shandra, and London (2008)
and Marquart-Pyatt (2004) find support for this hypothesis.
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Non-Governmental Organizations
We also consider how non-governmental organizations impact forest loss by including the
number of international non-governmental organizations working on "environmental" and
"animal rights" issues in a nation per capita for 1990. The data were collected by Smith and
Wiest (2005) from the Yearbook of International Associations. It is important to note that the
data exclude labor unions, institutes, and foundations (Smith and Wiest 2005). Shandra (2007a)
and Schofer and Hironaka (2005) find that higher levels of non-governmental organizations are
associated with lower rates of deforestation. This may be the case because non-governmental
organizations finance local conservation projects, support social movement activity around
environmental issues, shape the language of environmental agreements, and write codes of
conduct for business (Schofer and Hironaka 2005).
Environmental Ministry
We also include a dummy variable that measures whether or not a nation had an environmental
ministry. We code nations that had an environmental ministry in 1990 with a value of one. All
other nations are coded with a value of zero. The data may be obtained from Frank (1999). We
hypothesize that nations with an environmental ministry should have lower rates of deforestation
than nations without an environmental ministry. This is because environmental ministries tend to
implement programs that may reduce deforestation (e.g., demarcating protected areas or
monitoring of forests for illegal logging) (Frank, Hironaka, and Schofer 2000).
Democracy
We use the average of Freedom House's (1997) political rights and civil liberties scales to
measure democracy. Political rights reflect the degree to which a nation is governed by
democratically elected representatives and has fair, open, and inclusive elections. Civil liberties
reflect whether within a nation there is freedom of press, freedom of assembly, general personal
freedom, freedom of private organizations, and freedom of private property. Both variables have
a seven-point scale with the following codes: free (1-2), partially free (3-5), and not free (6-7).
We multiply our index by negative one so that high scores correspond with high levels of
democracy. We hypothesize that higher levels of democracy should correspond with lower rates
of deforestation. This is because democratic nations tend to have higher levels of activism than
repressive nations because they provide their citizens ways to engage in public dialogue (Paxton
2002). This often occurs by granting the freedoms of speech, press, and assembly (Midlarsky
1998). Further, democratic nations must be more responsive to political activism because of
electoral accountability (Ehrhardt-Martinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins 2002). The responsiveness
of leaders in a democracy is partially based upon the need for public officials to win popular
elections to maintain their positions. The officials, who fail to address the needs of citizens or
give the impression of concern, face the risk of losing a subsequent election. In this regard, Li
and Reuveny (2006) find support for this hypothesis.
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Gross Domestic Product
As is standard in such analyses, it is incumbent on us to take into account the size of a nation's
economy in order to make sure that any effects discovered are independent of a nation’s level of
wealth. In this regard, we employ a measure of gross domestic product per capita in constant
2000 United States dollars. We log this variable to correct for its skewed distribution. Burns,
Kick, and Davis (2003) find that higher levels of economic development are associated with
lower rates of deforestation. They attribute this finding to wealthier nations "externalizing" their
environmental costs by importing natural resources from poorer nations—see also Jorgenson
(2006).
Economic Growth
We also include the average annual economic growth rate from 1980 to 1990. It is thought that
economic growth should be associated with higher rates of deforestation. This is because there
are large amounts of capital available for investment in activities that accelerate forest loss during
periods of economic expansion (Rudel 1989). Jorgenson (2006) and Rudel (1989) find support
for this hypothesis.
Agricultural and Forestry Based Economic Activity
It is also important to include a measure of domestic economy structure (Ehrhardt-Martinez,
Crenshaw, and Jenkins 2002). Therefore, we include value added from agriculture and forestry
as a percentage of gross domestic products for 1990. We expect this measure should be
associated with higher rates of deforestation because these types of economic activities (e.g.,
forestry, agriculture, and mining) are presumed to put greater pressure on forests than services or
manufacturing. Shandra, Shandra, and London (2008) find that higher levels of agricultural and
forestry based economic activity are associated with higher rates of forest loss.
Total Population Growth
We also include the average annual percentage change in total population growth from 1980 to
1990 in the analysis. It is thought that population growth should be associated with increased
forest loss because the "geometric" growth in population outstrips "arithmetic" growth in the
means of subsistence, leading to "carrying capacity" problems including deforestation (Rudel
1989). Ehrhardt-Martinez (1998) and Rudel (1989) find that higher rates of total population
growth are associated with higher rates of forest loss.
Rural and Urban Population Growth
York, Rosa, and Dietz (2003) argue that it is important to "decompose" demographic factors in
cross-national research. That is, scholars should examine not only overall growth rates per se but
also population growth in different contexts. Jorgenson and Burns (2007) find that higher rates of
rural population growth are associated with increased deforestation while higher rates of urban
population growth are associated with lower rates of deforestation. They argue that expanding
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urban centers often create economic opportunities other than agricultural ones, which attract
people to cities and relieve pressure on forest. Ehrhardt-Martinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins (2002)
find that higher rates of rural population growth are associated with higher rates of deforestation.
Thus, we examine the differential effects of rural and urban population growth here. To do so,
we include the average annual percentage changes in rural and urban populations from 1980 to
1990 in the models. The data are based upon changes in the percentage rural and urban rather
than change in total numbers of people living in rural or urban areas. 2
Tropical Land Area
We also include the amount of land area within a nation that is classified as tropical (York, Rosa,
and Dietz 2003). The World Resources Institute (2005) classifies land area as "tropical" if it has
a mean monthly temperature that exceeds eighteen degrees Celsius. We hypothesize that low and
middle income nations with more tropical land area should have higher rates of deforestation
because these nations tend to have more valuable tree species that are in demand on the world
market (Rudel 1989). Shandra, Shircliff, and London (2010) and Shandra, Leckband, and
London (2009) find support for this line of reasoning
Data Quality
We also take into account the data quality of the deforestation estimates. The data may be
obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization (2005). We classify forestry statistics as
being highly reliable if they are based upon remote sensing surveys or current national field
sampling estimates (Shandra 2007b). We classify forestry statistics as having low reliability if
they are based upon expert estimates, which often involves extrapolation from an outdated
national inventory. As such, we include a dummy variable to measure the reliability of the
deforestation data, identifying those nations in which forest cover measures are based upon
remote sensing surveys or current national field sampling estimates and should, therefore, be of
higher quality (1 = high data quality). The reference category includes nations whose forestry
estimates are based upon expert estimates or an outdated inventory. Shandra (2007b) and
Jorgenson (2006) find that it is important to include a measure of data quality in cross-national
analyses of forest loss.

2 Ehrhardt-Martinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins (2002) employ a novel measure of rural-to-urban migration in
their cross-national study of forest loss by subtracting the rural population growth from the urban
population growth rate. They argue that because fertility tends to be high in rural areas then a positive
value for urban population growth above the rate for rural areas should attributed to rural-to-urban
migration. Initially, Ehrhardt-Martinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins (2002) find no support that this measure is
associated with forest loss. However, they include an interaction term between rural-to-urban migration
and rural population growth. The coefficients for the interaction term are statistically significant, indicating
that rural-to-urban migration mitigates the harmful effects of rural population growth. We test this
hypothesis in our analysis but do not find support for it. This may be because of the different time period
under examination.
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Natural Forest Stocks
It is necessary to include a measure that controls for the potentially biasing effects of relative
abundance or scarcity of forest resources (Rudel 1989). Therefore, we include natural forest area
in a nation for 1990. We log this variable to control for its skewed distribution. The data may be
obtained from the Food and Agricultural Organization (2005). Austin (2010), Jorgenson (2006),
Ehrhardt-Martinez (1998), and Rudel (1989), include a forest stock variable in their analyses.

METHODOLOGY
We use ordinary least squares regression to examine the impact of the IFC’s loans on forest loss.
In doing so, it is imperative to check for potential violations of regression assumptions. First, we
calculate and present the mean and highest variance inflation factor scores for each of the models
in order to determine if multicollinearity is a problem in the analysis. The highest and mean
variance inflation factor scores do not exceed a value of five for any model, indicating
multicollinearity should not be a problem (York, Rosa, and Dietz 2003). Second, we follow the
standard practice regarding the identification influential cases and outliers from the analysis.
There do not appear to be any potential problems with influential cases based upon Cooks d or
outliers based upon standardized residuals.

SAMPLE
We include all nations that are classified as "low" and "middle" income according to the World
Bank's (2003) income classification system. 3 We do not include nations formed following the
collapse of the Soviet Union because there are no data for them in 1990. This yields a sample of
sixty-one nations for which complete data are available. We exclude high income nations from
the sample because they are not recipients of IFC loans. 4

3

The following sixty-one nations are included in the analysis. They include Albania, Algeria, Angola,
Argentina, Bangladesh, Benin, Bolivia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile,
China, Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Cote D'Ivoire, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Gabon Gambia,
Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Jamaica, Kenya,
Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, Mozambique, Nepal, Nigeria, Panama, Papua
New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad, Turkey, Uruguay, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
4 It is not possible to conduct separate analyses for low and middle income nations for a couple of reasons.
First, there are not enough cases in either sample if we divide the sample into two groups. Second, Peet
(2003) finds that the macro-economic policy reforms attached to World Bank structural adjustment loans
are the same for low and middle income and middle income nations. All of the loans included indebted
nations to (1) increase exports, (2) cut government spending, and (3) liberalize trade among others. We
have no reason to suspect that IFC loans are different for low and middle income nations.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Correlation Matrix for Deforestation Analysis
(N = 61)

(1) Deforestation, 1990-2005
(2) International Finance Corporation Loan, 1990
(3) Structural Adjustment Loan, 1990
(4) Investment Loan, 1990
(5) Debt Service, 1990
(6) Non-Governmental Organizations, 1990
(7) Democracy, 1990
(8) Environmental Ministry, 1990
(9) Gross Domestic Product, 1990
(10) Economic Growth Rate, 1980-1990
(11) Agricultural and Forestry Economic Activity, 1990
(12) Total Population Growth Rate, 1980-1990
(13) Rural Population Growth, 1980-1990
(14) Urban Population Growth Rate, 1980-1990
(15) Tropical Land Area, 1990
(16) Data Quality, 1990
(17) Natural Forest Stocks, 1990

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

(1)
.156
.167
.233
-.020
-.209
-.094
.029
-.307
.118
.288
.238
.235
.200
.402
.156
-.070

Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

.064
.245
.295
.639
19.432
1.012
-4.187
'.377
7.618
2.239
24.42
1.120
1.054
3.781
79.060
.404
8.645

1.020
.434
.459
.484
12.262
1.369
1.653
.488
.796
4.373
12.800
.312
1.460
1.633
38.077
.492
2.187

-1.652
0
0
0
0
0
-7
0
6.041
-10
3
0
-2.654
0.3
0.693
0
0

4.442
1
1
1
64.73
6.604
-1
1
9.113
11
61
4
3.923
7.141
13.154
1
100

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

-.035
-.191
.114
-.124
.007
.184
.065
.178
-.145
-.048
-.185
-.088
-.025
-.070
.147

.186
.235
.047
.074
.090
-.079
.202
-.015
-.194
.016
-.108
.002
.067
-.063

.398
-.130
-.117
.091
-.266
.047
.170
-.065
.007
.164
.073
.115
.117

-.159
.269
-.210
.012
.179
-.016
-.004
-.044
.181
-.049
-.096
.134

.389
.110
.203
.214
.141
.039
.160
-.072
.128
-.129
-.537

.006
.647
.126
-.565
-.236
-.350
-.357
-.080
-.306
-.084

.097
-.122
-.108
-.170
-.067
.001
-.050
.135
-.014

-.050
-.775
-.409
-.587
-.582
-.342
-.152
-.069

-.096
.246
.130
.307
.227
-.226
-.104

.386
.518
.381
.109
.073
.026

.552
.688
.464
.134
.153

.437
.249
.110
-.046

.210
.110
.080

-.036
-.075

.041
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Table 2. Estimates of Deforestation, 1990-2005

International Finance Corporation
Loan,
1990 (1 = Yes)

Equation
(2.1)

Equation
(2.2)

Equation
(2.3)

Equation
(2.4)

Equation
(2.5)

Equation
(2.6)

.481**
.223
(.276)

.546**
.248
(.277)

.525**
.205
(.270)

.582**
.232
(.270)

.460**
.195
(.268)

.516**
.220
(.264)

.489**
.220
(.259)

.499**
.224
(.258)

.495**
.223
(.254)

.498**
.224
(.250)

.456**
.216
(.269)

.510**
.240
(.263)

Structural Adjustment Loan,
1990 (1 = Yes)

Investment Loan, 1990
(1 = Yes)

Debt Service, 1990

-.018*
-.205
(.010)

-.016*
-.202
(.010)

-.022**
-.265
(.010)

-.023**
-.283
(.011)

-.030***
-.365
(.011)

-.033***
-.406
(.011)

International Non-Governmental
Organizations, 1990

-.331***
-.445
(.116)

-.384****
-.515
(.119)

-.359***
-.482
(.114)

-408****
-.548
(.117)

-.379****
-.509
(.112)

-.435****
-.585
(.114)

Democracy, 1990

.296***
.480
(.111)

.307***
.498
(.110)

.288***
.467
(.109)

.303***
.491
(.107)

.303***
.491
(.106)

.323***
.523
(.105)

Environmental Ministry, 1990
(1 = Yes)

.011
.005
(.251)

.029
.013
(.244)

-.031
-.014
(.246)

-.061
-.029
(.242)

-.082
-.039
(.243)

-.150
-.072
(.239)

Gross Domestic Product,
1990

.147
.092
(.251)

.130
.101
(.298)

.139
.109
(.274)

.278
.217
(.299)

.225
.176
(.273)

.420
.327
(.300)

Economic Growth Rate,
1980-1990

.038
.161
(.029)

.035
.151
(.030)

.035
.151
(.029)

.031
.134
(.029)

.034
.149
(.028)

.030
.129
(.028)

.040***
.508
(.014)

.037***
.475
(.014)

.042***
.528
(.013)

.041***
.508
(.014)

.042***
.527
(.014)

.041***
.516
(.014)

Agriculture and Forestry Based
Economic Activity, 1990
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Table 2 Continued From Previous Page
Equation
(2.1)

Total Population Growth,
1980-1990

Equation
(2.2)

-.023
-.007
(.465)

Equation
(2.3)

Equation
(2.4)

.227
.069
(.472)

Equation
(2.5)

Equation
(2.6)

.425
.130
(.478)

Rural Population Growth
Rate, 1980-1990

.144*
.206
(.103)

.150*
.214
(.100)

.185**
.262
(.099)

Urban Population Growth
Rate, 1980-1990

-.030
-.048
(.093)

.024
.039
(.095)

.050
.080
(.093)

Tropical Land Area,
1990

.011***
.418
(.003)

.011****
.415
(.003)

.011***
.406
(.003)

.011****
.426
(.003)

.010***
.383
(.003)

.011****
.422
(.003)

High Data Quality, 1990
(1= Yes)

-.547**
-.264
(.251)

-.527**
-.254
(.245)

-.490**
-.236
(.247)

-.483**
-.233
(.239)

-.431**
-.208
(.245)

-.431**
-.208
(.234)

Natural Forest Stocks, 1990

-.044
-.095
(.064)

-.055
-.119
(.061)

-.055
-.118
(.062)

-.059
-0.127
(.059)

-.067
-.144
(.062)

-.068
-.140
(.058)

Constant

.931
(2.832)

.372
(2.953)

-1.150
(2.808)

-1.027
(2.961)

-.929
(2.792)

-2.167
(2.935)

.439
.299
61
4.000
1.933

.461
.312
61
4.732
2.014

.478
.334
61
4.138
1.943

.502
.351
61
5.064
2.020

.509
.359
61
4.287
1.957

.541
.387
61
5.380
2.055

R-Square
Adjusted R-Square
Number of Cases
Highest VIF
Mean VIF
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FINDINGS
In Table 2, we present ordinary least square estimates of deforestation. 5 In every equation, we
include debt service, non-governmental organizations, democracy, environmental ministry
presence, gross domestic product per capita, economic growth, agriculture and forestry based
economic activity, tropical land area, data quality, and natural forest stocks. In equations (2.1)
and (2.2), we examine only the impact of IFC lending. In equations (2.3) and (2.4), we add
World Bank structural adjustment to the models. In equations (2.5) and (2.6), we add World
Bank investment lending to the models. We consider the impact of total population growth in

5 According to Abouharb and Cingranelli (2009), selection bias may be a problem when examining the
impact of World Bank lending in cross-national research. To determine if it is a problem in this analysis,
we estimate two stage treatment effects models (Maddala 1986). In the first stage of the analysis, a
selection equation is estimated using a probit model. The dependent variable in the selection equation is a
dichotomous variable that indicates whether a nation has received an IFC loan. The independent variables
are the factors hypothesized to influence whether or not a nation has received an IFC loan. We draw upon
Abouhard and Cingranelli (2009) to specify independent variables included in the the first stage probit
model. The independent variables are gross domestic product per capita, debt service, economic growth,
foreign currency reserves, exchange rate value, international trade, alliance with the United States, and
respect for worker rights. See Abouhard and Cingranelli (2009) for a discussion of these variables. The
residuals of the probit analysis are saved and then used to construct a selection bias control factor
commonly referred to as lambda. The lambda variable captures the effects of characteristics related to
whether or not a nation receives a loan for independent variables not included in the model. In the second
stage, a substantive equation is estimated using ordinary least squares regression. The dependent variable
in the substantive equation of this analysis is deforestation. In this stage, lambda is included as an
independent variable along with the dummy variable representing if a nation has received a loan. Because
the coefficient for lambda reflects the effect of the variance unexplained by the predictors in the first stage
of the model, we are controlling for the effects of the variables that predict whether a nation has been a
recipient of an IFC loan. When selection bias is negligible, lambda is not statistically significant, and the
least squares estimates of the substantive parameters have optimal properties. A statistically significant
coefficient for lambda indicates that non-negligible sample selection bias exists in the model. The
specifications for the deforestation model are the same as Table 2. The coefficients for the lambda
coefficients are not statistically significant, indicating that selection bias should not be a problem in this
analysis and the ordinary least squares estimates have optimal properties. The two-stage model we employ
has been criticized by some because the first and second stage equations often have the same independent
variables (Puhani 2000). According to Maddala (1986), if a linear probablity model is used in stage one for
determining the inverse Mill's ration, potential problems with multicollinearity may emerge between
lambda and other independent variables included in the second stage. This methodological issue has been
addressed by Greene (2000), Maddala (1986), and Olsen (1980), who find that two stage treatment effects
that use a probit model in stage one and a linear model in stage two do not suffer from identification
problems even when a similar set of independent variables are used in both stages. Rivera, de Leon, and
Koerber (2006) write, "This is because the probit models involves a non-linear function of its independent
variables and, thus, the Mill's ratio calculated from it is a non-linear function of the exogenous variables in
the model" (205). We confirm this assertion by calculating variance inflation factors scores for models
including both lambda and find that they are in an acceptable range (e.g., less than five). This is most
likely the case because we do include several identifying variables in the probit model that are correlated
with receiving an IFC loan but not with forest loss in stage two (i.e., foreign currency reserves, alliance
with the United Sates, etc.).
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odd numbered equations. We decompose this measure into rural and urban population growth
rates in the even numbered equations.
We organize our analysis in this way for a few reasons. First, we want to establish that
IFC loans impact forest loss and ensure that the effect is not "explained away" by World Bank
structural adjustment and investment lending. Second, we want to avoid potential problems with
excessive multicollinearity, which occurs when we include the various population growth
measures in the same equations. Third, the sequential use of "cognate" but "distinct" indicators of
more than one independent variable should shed considerable light on the complexity of
dynamics involving the issue under investigation (Shandra, Shandra, and London 2008). If the
population growth variables maintain similar effects on forest loss, for instance, then confidence
in the findings regarding their harmful impact on the environment is enhanced. If they maintain
different effects, then we demonstrate the utility of decomposing demographic factors in crossnational research. Fourth, multiple indicators help guard against potential problems associated
with measurement error because one indicator may be imperfect but several measures are less
likely to have the same error (Paxton 2002).
(Table 2 goes about here.)
Let us begin by discussing the findings pertaining to IFC lending and the other World
Bank variables. We find substantial support that lending from the IFC adversely affects the
natural environment. In equations (2.1) and (2.2), we find that the coefficients for this variable
are positive and significant. In equations (2.3) and (2.4), the coefficients for International
Finance Corporate lending remain positive and significant despite including World Bank
structural adjustment lending. However, we also observe that World Bank structural adjustment
is associated with increased forest loss in low and middle income nations. The coefficients for
this variable are positive and significant in equations (2.3) and (2.4). In equations (2.5) and (2.6),
the IFC variable coefficients are again positive and significant when we add World Bank
investment lending to the models. In equations (2.5) and (2.6), we also find that World Bank
investment lending is also associated with higher rates of deforestation. The coefficients for this
variable are positive and significant in these two equations. Taken together, the findings clearly
indicate that low and middle income nations that receive an IFC loan tend to have higher rates of
forest loss than low and middle income nations that do not receive such a loan. Similarly, we find
other aspects of World Bank lending, notably structural adjustment and investment loans, are
associated with higher rates of deforestation.
A number of other factors also help to explain forest loss. First, we find support for the
idea pertaining to the beneficial impacts of non-governmental organizations on the natural
environment. The coefficients for this variable are negative and significant in every equation of
Table 2. Second, we find that higher levels of debt service are associated with lower rates of
deforestation. The coefficients for this variable are negative and significant in every equation of
Table 2. Third, we find that higher levels of democracy are correlated with higher rates of
deforestation. The coefficients for this variable are positive and significant in every equation of
Table 2. Fourth, we also find that it is important to take into account the domestic economy
structure of a nation. The coefficients for the agriculture and forestry based economic activity are
positive and significant in all equations.6 Fifth, we find that it is important to decompose
6 We consider how other aspects of a country’s domestic economy structure impact forest loss. It is
thought that low and middle income nations with larger service and manufacturing economies may have
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population growth in cross-national research. We find that higher rates of rural population
growth are associated with higher deforestation rates. The coefficients for this variable are
positive and significant in the even numbered equations. Sixth, we find that it is important to
include a couple of biophysical control variables. The coefficients for the tropical land area
variable are positive and significant in every equation. The coefficients for the data quality
variable are negative and significant in every equation.7
There are a number of non-significant findings that also deserve to be mentioned. First,
we do not find support for the hypothesis that the presence of an environmental ministry is
associated with less forest loss. The coefficients for this variable are not statistically significant in
any equation of Table 2. Second, we do not find support for the idea that economic development
or economic growth is related to deforestation. These variables fail to explain any significant
variation in forest loss. 8 Third, we do not find that nations with higher rates of total population
growth are associated with higher rates of deforestation. In equations (2.1), (2.3), and (2.5), the
coefficients for this variable are not statistically significant. Similarly, the coefficients for urban
population growth are not statistically significant in the even numbered equations. Fourth, we do
not find that it is important to account for the relative abundance or scarcity of forest resources.
The coefficients for the forest stock variable are negative but not significant. 9

lower rates of deforestation because these types of activities put less pressure on forests (EhrhardtMartinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins 2002). Therefore, we examine the impact of service-based economic
activity and manufacturing-based economic activity in our models. The coefficients for both of these
variables fail to reach a level of statistical significance.
7 We include dummy variables for the region of the world in which a nation is located to deal with
findings that may arise out of geographical circumstances, which cannot be accounted for by the
independent variables in the model (Shandra 2007c). The coefficients for the geographical control
variables fail to predict any significant variation in deforestation. The other findings remain similar to the
results reported in Table 2. We also seek to determine if the effects of IFC lending varies by geographical
location. We test this hypothesis by including interaction terms between IFC lending and each regional
dummy variable. The coefficients for the interaction terms do not reach a level of statistical significance,
indicating no support for this hypothesis. This is not surprising given IFC loans are allocated fairly evenly
by region, which we describe previously (International Finance Corporation 2010).
8 Ehrhardt-Martinez, Crenshaw, and Jenkins (2002) find an inverted u-shaped relationship exists between
gross domestic product per capita and deforestation. We test this hypothesis using a quadratic polynomial
equation in which the gross domestic product per capita and its square are entered into the same model. If
this relationship exists, the sign of the coefficient for the linear term should be positive and the sign for the
coefficient for the squared term should be negative and statistically significant. To reduce problems of
multicollinearity, we begin by centering the linear term on its mean. We then square the centered term.
Finally, we include the centered linear term and squared term in our models (York, Rosa, and Dietz, 2003).
The coefficients for the squared term fail to achieve statistical significance.
9 We rerun the analysis weighting the regression estimates by forest size because the effects of IFC
lending may be more pronounced in countries with larger rather than smaller forests (Rudel 1989). The
findings are similar to the results of Table 2.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study expands our understanding of forest loss in a novel way. We begin by providing a
review of the IFC and its operations. We go on to discuss a bit of qualitative evidence that
highlights how IFC lending may increase deforestation. However, there is no cross-national
research that empirically assesses this relationship. We begin to address this gap in the literature
here by carrying out the first cross-national study that examines the impact of IFC lending on
forest loss. We find substantial support for the idea that low and middle income nations that have
received an IFC loan tend to have higher rates of deforestation than low and middle income
nations that have not received a loan. We attempt to increase the reliability of the findings by
demonstrating their statistical significance across several alternative model specifications and
statistical techniques. 10
The other findings deserve additional discussion as well. First, we find that World Bank
structural adjustment and investment lending are associated with higher rates of forest loss. The
coefficients for these variables are positive and significant in every equation in which they are
included. This is most likely due to World Bank structural adjustment and investment loans
tending to focus on boosting agricultural and forestry exports (Rich 1994). Accordingly, we find
that the coefficients for the agricultural and forestry economic activity variable are positive and
significant in every equation of Table 2. Further, structural adjustment lending may also be
related to higher rates of forest loss because it often requires low and middle income nations to
cut government spending in return for the loan (Peet 2003). This is supported by the fact that the
coefficients for the environmental ministry variable fail to reach a level of statistical significance
in any equation of Table 2.
Second, we find that rural population growth is associated with higher rates of forest loss.
The coefficients for this variable are positive and significant in every equation in which it is
included. However, other demographic measures are not associated with significant changes in
forests. The coefficients for total population growth and urban population growth fail to reach a
level of statistical significance in Table 2. This supports arguments by York, Rosa, and Dietz
(2003) and confirmed by Jorgenson and Burns (2007) concerning the need to "decompose"
demographic variables in cross-national research. The findings clearly demonstrate that it is
important for researchers to examine not only overall growth rates but also population growth in
different contexts, especially rural population growth, when conducting a study on deforestation.
10 As a last reliability check, we replicate the analysis using newly available satellite-based data available
from DeFries et al. (2010). The results indicate that low and middle income nations that have received an
IFC loan tend to have higher rates of forest loss than low and middle income nations that have not received
such a loan. This analysis lends additional support to our main findings. However, we urge caution when
comparing these findings to our original models. There are two factors may complicate such comparisons.
First, the sample size in this supplementary analysis is much smaller than our original sample size. The
satellite-derived data are available for only forty-one nations and, after listwise deletion of missing data on
the independent variables, our sample is reduced to twenty-six nations. Such a small size reduces the
efficiency of tests of statistical significance and calls into question the comparisons that can be made to the
larger sample. Second, the satellite-derived data are only available for the period of 2000 to 2005. We
examine a more expansive period of 1990 to 2005.
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Third, we observe some findings that contradict some initial hypotheses. In this regard,
we find that higher levels of democracy are associated with higher rates of forest loss. This
finding contradicts our hypothesis concerning the beneficial impact of democracy for the natural
environment observed by Li and Reuveny (2006). Marquart-Pyatt (2004) finds the same result in
her cross-national study of forest loss. She suggests that it is the due to the influence of money
from business in politics of low and middle income nations as well as government leaders in these
nations having to meet competing interests (e.g., business versus environment). We also observe
that higher levels of debt service correspond with lower rates of deforestation, which contradicts
Shandra, Shandra, and London's (2008) findings. Nevertheless, Capistrano (1994) finds that debt
service has a similar effect on forest loss in her cross-national study. She attributes this finding to
higher fossil fuel prices, which not only prompts countries to borrow money to maintain an
adequate supply of imports but also raises the cost of running logging and agricultural operations,
reducing expansion of such activities and, in turn, forest loss.
There are some theoretical implications that correspond with the main findings of our
study. We note in the introduction that cross-national research on the natural environment
informed by dependency theory tends to focus on the impact of World Bank structural adjustment
loans (e.g., Shandra, Shircliff, and London 2010). There is also an extensive cross-national
literature that finds foreign investment has a harmful impact on the environment (e.g., Jorgenson
2008). Nevertheless, dependency theory has very little to say about the impact of loans directly
to foreign investors by multilateral institutions on the environment--see Karliner (1997) as a
notable exception. We attempt to fill in this gap in dependency theory by showing how the IFC
works and demonstrating that its lending in extractive sectors is associated with increased forest
loss.
We should also comment on the methodological implications of the study. The results
correspond with ideas put forth by Jorgenson (2008), who "decomposes" foreign investment into
different sectors (i.e., primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors) and examines their impact on
forest loss. In doing so, the author finds that higher levels of primary sector foreign investment
(e.g., logging, agriculture, mining, etc.) are associated with higher rates of deforestation. We
extend this line of reasoning here but in two different ways. First, we decompose World Bank
lending by sector and demonstrate that low and middle income nations that receive a World Bank
IFC loan in the primary sector tend to have higher rates of forest loss than low and middle income
nations that have not received such a loan. We also find that structural adjustment and
investment loans in the agriculture, forestry, and mining sectors are associated with higher rates
of deforestation. Second, we decompose World Bank lending by type and examine how IFC
loans, structural adjustment loans, and investment loans affect the natural environment. Thus, we
contend that it is necessary to move beyond examining just the impact of whether or not a nation
has received a loan from the World Bank. Rather, cross-national researchers should use newly
available data on the specific sectors in which a loan has been given. Further, they should also
consider how different types of World Bank lending affect forests. In doing so, scholars can
conduct more nuanced and accurate empirical evaluations of how the World Bank influences the
natural environment. This will also allow for more accurate policy suggestions to deal with the
causes of forest loss.
Accordingly, it may serve non-governmental organizations, social movements, and
concerned citizens well to monitor and publicize the environmental impacts of the IFC’s lending
to corporations (Park 2005). Further, non-governmental organizations, social movements, and
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environmentalists should lobby the World Bank leaders to change their lending policies to
include better environmental safeguards. However, these groups may be best served by focusing
their attention on the lawmakers in the nations that fund the World Bank (Goldman 2005).
This was the approach taken by the National Wildlife Federation and Environmental
Policy Institute against the World Bank to stop the financing of a resettlement project generating
massive forest loss in the Brazilian Amazon during the 1980s (Rich 1994). While protests
directed by the non-governmental organizations at the World Bank achieved little, a well
publicized media campaign in the United States Congress forced the World Bank to stop
remaining loan disbursements "pending the preparation and carrying out of emergency
environmental and Indian lands protection measures by the Brazilian government" (Rich 1994:
126). This media campaign involved working with non-governmental organizations in Brazil to
document how forest loss was affecting local people and then publicizing the findings in the
media (Bryant and Bailey 1997). These non-governmental organizations also brought people
affected by the deforestation to tell their stories before the Unites States Congress (Barbosa
2001). Such an approach may prove to be effective in bringing about changes at the IFC (Park
2005).
We conclude with some possible directions for future research. First, we note above that
the World Bank’s Multilateral Guarantee Agency often provides insurance to foreign investors
that participate in IFC loans (Karliner 1997). However, there has been no cross-national research
to our knowledge that examines how the Multilateral Guarantee Agency's operations affect the
natural environment. Second, we use cross-national data over a span of fifteen years (i.e., 19902005) to examine how the IFC affects forests. Unfortunately, comparable data on deforestation
are limited to this time period due to changes in collection methodologies (Food and Agriculture
Organization 2005). However, it may well be that macro-structural changes occur over longer
periods of time. When longitudinal data become available panel regression techniques should be
used to analyze forest loss. Further, cross-national research should be supplemented with
fieldwork or case study analysis.
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ABSTRACT
This article explores the relationship between neoliberalism and democratization in Mexico. For
decades the Mexican state maintained the one-party rule of the PRI (Partido Revolucionario
Institucional) through a complex arrangement involving corporatist and clientelist practices. The
onset of neoliberalism – including the 1982 peso crisis and the imposition of structural
adjustment policies – realigned state policies with the result that the Mexican state transformed
from a populist provider for many Mexicans to the instrument of their severe hardships. The state
did little to protect people from nation-wide declines in wages and increases in unemployment,
while withdrawing a range of subsidies necessary for daily survival. The size, scope and density
of the resulting hardships, in turn, united a multi-class coalition that for the first time was able to
work together to demand political change. Multiple demands emerged, corresponding to different
sectors of society and different hardships, but in the end the demand for democracy became the
unifying strategy. A decade after the end of one-party rule in Mexico, we can evaluate how
hardships united people to demand change, even as that change has been more procedural than
substantive.

INTRODUCTION
The year 2000 marked a momentous transition in Mexican politics. President Vicente Fox’s
election ended the longest running rule of one political party in modern times. Like most
important political changes, the democratization of Mexico was the culmination of long-standing
efforts by a variety of social actors. It was also part of a global trend. Democratization struggles
increased dramatically after World War II, as post-colonial independence movements achieved
national autonomy. By 1990, 70% of all nations were democratic. In Latin America, the
democratic wave was even stronger, as 80% of all nations in the region were deemed democratic
by 1990 (Przeworski et al 2000). Following the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of
communist regimes in Europe after 1991, the majority of states are now democracies, with 30
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percent of them becoming so in recent decades (Diamond 2003; Tumber and Webster 2007). The
democratic form of governance is now numerically dominant and normatively desirable, to the
point that democracy is the most “universally acceptable form of government” (Delanty and
Rumford 2007: 414). 1
Just as democracy has become a pervasive institution worldwide, so has neoliberalism.
Emerging from critiques of Keynesian and welfare state policies by von Hayek, von Mises, and
Friedman, neoliberalism re-asserts market logic above all others in economic and political life. In
the contemporary context of the world-system, neoliberalism represents the dismantling of
previous developmental states by drastically reducing state intervention in the economy
(McMichael 1996a). Beginning in the late 1970s, international financial agencies such as the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), implemented neoliberal policies in
order to harmonize a wide range of fiscal, monetary, industrial and commercial policies.
Concretely, this has meant that states open their national economies to the world market by
liberalizing trade and financial policy, deregulating businesses, reducing or eliminating state
subsidies and social programs and privatizing key domains of the public sphere, such as stateowned enterprises (Haggard and Kaufman 1992; Portes 2001; Robinson 2001). Neoliberalism is
not monolithic, as it is applied to various degrees and in different ways across the world-system,
but its common thrust is to make states much more responsive to the needs of capital rather than
to a variety of other constituents (Harvey 2005).
The market-oriented policies associated with neoliberalism were adopted throughout the
developing world. Between 1978 and 1992, more than 70 countries undertook 566 stabilization
and structural adjustment programs imposed by the IMF and the World Bank (Robinson 2001:
185). In the past 25 years, virtually every Latin American country has undergone structural
adjustment (López Montaño 2003). Unfortunately, wholesale privatization, deregulation, trade
liberalization and financial integration have not brought prosperity to the developing world
(Hershberg and Rosen 2006). Instead, they have elicited wide-spread immiseration (Hoffman and
Centeno 2003) and social protest (Burdick, Oxhorn and Roberts 2009; Hite and Roberts 2007;
Walton and Seddon 1994). Nowhere in the world have these protests reached such intensity as in
Latin America (Almeida and Johnston 2006). Protests against neoliberalism have been
widespread and have opposed economic adjustment policies in general and privatization policies
in particular (Almeida 2007, 2008). In the case of Mexico, anti-neoliberal protests occurred
throughout the 1980s and the 1990s (Shefner, Pasdirtz, and Blad 2006).
We argue that the convergence of democratization, neoliberalism and social protest is
more causal than coincidental. As Almeida and Johnston note, at least in Latin America, there
seems to be a strong relationship between democracy and foreign debt. Beginning with the 1980s,
the region had a very low democratization average, but by the late 1990s and early 2000s, “the
region was high in the democracy index, with an average of around 8. Latin America’s foreign
debt has also clearly sustained an upward trend since the regional economic meltdown in the
1

For the purpose of this discussion, we employ a widely-used definition which suggests that
democratization is demonstrated by crucial hallmarks: genuine, regular, and non-coerced competition
among individuals and organizations for power through legitimate elections; “inclusive political
participation in selection of leaders and policies” and a level of civil and political freedoms such that the
previous elements can be truly meaningful (Diamond, Hartlyn, and Linz 1999: ix). Note that we employ
this definition without endorsing it.
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early 1980s” (Almeida and Johnston 2006: 13). While the motivations for the imposition of
neoliberalism are varied, growing foreign debt is a principal precipitator for the imposition of
neoliberal reforms. Although our argument about the relationship between neoliberalism and
democratization seems to echo the positions of theorists who equate democracies and ‘free
markets’ (Lipset 1959; Diamond, Hart, and Linz 1999), we suggest it is instead the hardships
driven by neoliberal policy that energizes democratizing forces to press the state for change.
Accordingly, what may appear as a convergence of democratization, neoliberalism and social
protest, is actually a causal sequence, beginning with neoliberalism, leading to social protest and
ending with democratization. Importantly, as the Mexican transition to political democratization
demonstrates, more open politics is not necessarily a cure for longstanding ills of economic
inequality.
In summary, we argue that neoliberalism imposed increasing hardships on the Mexican
citizenry, disrupting a long-standing semi-inclusive political economy managed by the PRI. As
state strategies of clientelism and corporatism failed, multi-class coalitions pursued a variety of
struggles, ultimately choosing electoral democratization as the unifying strategy. Thus it was not
market-friendly governments that paved the way for democratization, as neoliberals and others
suggest, but the pain of unmoderated capitalist markets that created the resistance leading to
democratization. In a Polanyian double movement fashion, the neoliberal policies which began in
Mexico in the early 1980s produced extensive hardships that simultaneously eroded state
legitimacy and contributed to demands for political change. Electoral democratization, however,
has not addressed the needs of those suffering from neoliberal-induced hardships.
We develop our argument in six sections. First, we place the Mexican transition in the
larger context of neoliberalism. Contemporary discussions have highlighted two competing
relationships between neoliberalism and democracy. We propose a third view, arguing that these
accounts have overlooked a key relationship: how the proliferation of widespread and deep
material hardships triggers demands for democratic change. The next section explains what
hardships are and how to measure them. To better understand those hardships and demands for
change, discussion then turns to the Mexican case study and explains the range of data which
contributed to this analysis. The fourth section details the history of neoliberal-generated
hardships, the social responses, and how the demand for democracy became the goal for the
multi-class coalition that developed over two decades. This section includes data from an
extended field study into a Mexican community organization as an exemplar of Mexican social
movements and its focus on democratization. The next section explores how the differential
hardships people experienced shaped four well-known features of mobilization: grievance
interpretation, resource accumulation, strategic decision-making and interaction with authorities.
The final section concludes by discussing how a more structural approach to mobilization may
illuminate other cases of hardship-drive political dissent. It also raises the specter of the type of
democracy that is possible under globalization, one that is consistent with exclusionary economic
policies such as neoliberalism.

NEOLIBERALISM AND DEMOCRATIZATION
The emergence, variety, and savage outcomes of neoliberalism are well known, especially as the
process has affected Latin America (Havey 2005, Portes and Hoffman 2003; SAPRIN 2004;
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Burdick, Oxhorn, and Roberts 2009; Dello Buono and Bell Lara 2007; Hershberg and Rosen
2006). Debates concerning the political consequences of neoliberalism have revolved around the
changing capacity, accountability and functions of the state. These discussions get to the heart of
our inquiry about the relationship between neoliberalism and democratization. To what degree is
there a connection between democratization – the opening of a polity, combined with more
competitive elections and the creation of new channels for grievance articulation and remediation
– and neoliberal policy that polarizes wealth and inequality? To answer this question, we discuss
these crucial features of the state and link them back to indicators of democracy.
Various scholars have highlighted a crucial change in state functions under neoliberalism:
from managing national economies to managing global economies. McMichael (1996a, 1996b)
documents how the “globalization project” replaced the “development project,” thereby
transforming the primary economic function of the state so that the goal became managing global
economic growth and maintaining participation in the global economy over national concerns. In
this way, as Robinson has argued, the state’s transnational regulatory functions follow a global
logic; states become agents of global rather than national capitalism (Robinson 2001). This
change, of course, was not an organic one. It flowed from the growing influence of previously
mentioned international agencies such as the World Bank and the IMF. These changes also reflect
the growing influence of the transnational capitalist class; globalizing state bureaucrats and
politicians number among the four different factions that constitute it. Their primary role is to
help create the political conditions needed for the uninterrupted flow of cross-border production
and trade, and in this way, most often serve the interests of transnational corporations (Sklair
2002).
Scholars disagree about how this market-friendly shift has affected the possibility of
democratic governance. There are those who find an elective affinity between the two processes
and those who see neoliberalism as diminishing democratic forms of governance. On one hand,
proponents of various versions of modernization theory argue that market liberalization will lead
to economic development, which in turn will enhance a nation’s prospect to embrace and sustain
democracy. They would uncritically endorse Lipset’s traditional belief that more well-to-do
nations have a greater probability of sustaining democracy (Lipset 1959). In essence, this stems
from a view that sees material prosperity and an open political culture as mutually reinforcing
(Almond and Verba 1963). Linz and Stepan (1996) provide more empirical support for this
theoretical relationship, as they highlight the well-documented correlation between nations with
high levels of socioeconomic development and democracy; at the same time, they point out that
there are few democratic nations featuring low levels of socioeconomic development. De
Gregorio (2010) continues to argue that the link between market-friendly (read neoliberal) trade
and other policies and democratization is unassailable and positive. The problems arise, in this
view, when such policies are badly managed.
In contrast, other scholarship has outlined the many ways that neoliberalism helps
degrade democracy, mainly by eroding state capacity and accountability. 2 Three different kinds
of examples illustrate this process. First, the World Trade Organization (WTO) is often
considered the third institutional pillar of neoliberalism. It has severely limited state sovereignty
in shaping trade policy. Many have highlighted the undemocratic nature of decision-making
which occurs within the WTO, both because those who adjudicate trade disputes are appointed
2

See Fox (2007) for an especially articulate discussion of accountability politics as it emerged in Mexico.
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rather than elected and because national laws are routinely violated in final trade decisions.
National laws favoring environmental preservation, protecting domestic industries or upholding
fair labor standards have all been struck down when trade disputes were settled within the WTO
since 1995 (Rothenberg 2005; Thomas 2000). The second manifestation of the degradation of
democratic accountability revolves around popular protest. If people vigorously protest a state
policy – and yet that policy continues – there is evidence for insufficient accountability. As
structural adjustment policies continued to be implemented throughout the developing world –
even as there were extensive protests against state decisions to remove food subsidies, float
national currencies or privatize industry – we see a direct violation of popular sentiment and a
corresponding diminution in state accountability (Almeida 2007; Walton and Seddon 1994). As
has been suggested by many, states have become more accountable to executives within the IMF
and the World Bank than to their own constituencies. Finally, as class interests have outgrown
national borders, to the degree that state actors respond to the mandates of the capitalist class, this
no longer corresponds to the boundaries of the territorial nation (Sklair 2001, 2002). Together,
these examples suggest that the reduction in state sovereignty and the unmooring of class interests
erodes state accountability on a national scale and thus undermines the quality of democratic
governance.
Because in recent decades we have seen an unprecedented growth of democratization in
Latin America (Mainwaring, Brinks, and Pérez Liñán 2007) – but occurring during the neoliberal
era – it is important to better understand the relationship between democracy and neoliberalism.
The transition to democratic institutions is especially important in considering the fortunes, both
economic and political, of semiperipheral nations such as Mexico. Martin argues that
“contemporary social, labor, nationalist, and antisystemic movements are primarily, if not wholly,
erupting in semiperipheral states” (Martin 1990: 9). In contrast is Arrighi’s assertion that
“parliamentary democracy has never been at home in the semiperiphery” (1990: 26). In Mexico
and elsewhere, this appears to have changed. The question remains, however, whether
democratization limited to institutional changes such as greater access to electoral contest makes
a difference in inequalities and subsequent hardships. In some nations, this passage written in
1990 about authoritarian governance in the semiperiphery could still have been written about
democratized areas: “This common predisposition has been (1) to preserve extreme class
inequalities in the distribution of personal wealth within their domains, and (2) to perform
subordinate functions in global processes of capital accumulation” (Arrighi 1990: 27). In
Mexico, hardships created struggle, and one of the strategies chosen was democratization. Yet it
may be that parliamentary democracy is no greater a resource to help states emerge out of the
semiperiphery than authoritarian governments. While maintaining serious reservations about the
unequivocal connection between neoliberalism and democracy, we explain how neoliberalism
directly contributed to Mexico’s democratic transition, but through a different mechanism than
those identified by modernization theorists: the proliferation of widespread and deep material
hardships that drove coordinated protest.

HARDSHIPS AND SOCIAL PROTEST
Neoliberalism has exacerbated inequalities and increasingly polarized winners and losers in the
global economy. Because neoliberalism is impacting the poor of many countries in similar ways
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by diminishing both paid and social wages, the hardships leveled by these social changes are
increasingly relevant to political change, especially those fomented by social movements. Our
discussion of hardships and their influence on mobilization begins with a reminder of the work of
Piven and Cloward, who emphasize that the wellspring of mobilization is the daily, lived
experiences of regular people. They argue, “It is the daily experience of people that shapes their
grievances, establishes the measure of their demands, and points out the targets of their anger”
(1979: 21). As we will argue, in the past several decades in Mexico – as in many other nations –
daily lived experiences were increasingly shaped by hardships. Large numbers of Mexicans
across different classes and other social divisions suffered deep hardships from structural
adjustment and other policies following neoliberal dictates.
We define hardships as the everyday, economic deprivations experienced by individuals
and households. Hardships constitute the nebula of grievances. They are the raw materials and
particles from which grievances may or may not crystallize. We propose a three-pronged method
of measuring hardships, consisting of size, spread and depth.3
Size refers to the raw numbers affected by the hardships – how many are hurt by, in this
case, structural adjustment policies linked to neoliberalism. Numbers of potential movement
members are an important element of mobilization. The numerical size of the aggrieved
population may influence whether a person interprets the grievance as an individual or a
collective injustice; people are more likely to interpret their hardships as collective grievances
when they recognize that those around them endure the same hardships. Cultural and historical
processes such as past mobilizations certainly influence that critical recognition (Almeida 2008),
but the greater the size of the aggrieved population, the larger the potential mobilization base.
Spread refers to the different social sectors affected by the hardship. It may be important
that middle classes, for example, are hurt by hardships (Wolf 1971; Skocpol 1979; Goldstone
1991). The spread of hardships is important to consider because different sectors hold different
levels of knowledge, resources, repertoires of action, access to power, etc. that may help a
movement develop. Hardships affecting broader sectors of society may provide a wider and more
powerful base from which movements may draw and eventually succeed (Almeida 2008).
Finally, depth of hardship is important. The level of hardship levied through the
diminishing of material standards of life may affect protest in contradictory ways. For example,
moral economy arguments (Thompson 1971; Scott 1976) suggest that protests occur when the
predominance of market forces threatens the predictability of survival. Others who have studied
material deprivation stemming from austerity focus instead on household accommodations, and
suggest that threats to survival have elicited increasing self-reliance via participation in the
informal economy or other non-political strategies rather than protest (Gonzalez de la Rocha
2000).
Hardships vary with structural location in a society. The structural location of a social
group is a complex product of a constellation of structural factors that bound, permeate, and
partially define people's everyday lives. Such structural factors include historical conditions,
socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, region, religion, rural/urban residence, prior political
cleavages, and mobilization histories. Structural location carries the legacies of deprivation and
privilege, discrimination and dominance, rebellion and repression. Examining the impact of
3

Although we develop the notion of hardships by focusing on material damage, hardships need not be
limited only to economic harm.
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hardships on mobilization trajectories is most relevant to movements responding to political and
economic deprivation due to ascribed group characteristics or historically reinforced stratification
systems involving multiple hierarchies of class, race/ethnicity, region, and religion. Mexico’s
democratization movement provides an exemplary case for studying neoliberalism-derived
hardships, their role in fomenting social protest and the political outcomes of protest.

CASE SELECTION AND RESEARCH METHODS
While many cases may help us explore the argument about the role of hardships in contributing to
democratization, the Mexican case is particularly important due to its global significance. First,
with a population which exceeds 110 million people, Mexico is the most populous Spanishspeaking country in the world. Second, Mexico’s gross domestic product is nearly $1.5 trillion
(purchasing power parity), making it the 13th largest economy in the world. Third, as the
introduction suggested, until 2000, it exhibited the longest-running rule of a single political party
in modern history. When the PRI ceded its power to the PAN (Partido Acción Nacional) Party, it
challenged the long-held assumption regarding the ability of states to resist neoliberalism. More
than a decade before Mexico’s democratic transition occurred, Walton explained that
neoliberalism was serving to undermine existing state arrangements. He observed that “small
democratic states are more vulnerable to crises,” ….. while “large authoritarian and corporatist
states have been more successful at implementing austerity policies e.g., Mexico” (1989: 324).
While Mexico’s regime resilience was more robust than many nations, its later political
transformation demonstrates the limits of Walton’s assertion. Mexico then becomes a kind of
“strategic case” that can help build theory by challenging understood processes (Walton 1992).
This case study of Mexican democratization draws on two sources of data. The first is a
brief review of a range of secondary sources that detail decades of state-society relations,
economic activities and protest behavior in Mexico.
This material documents the
democratization movement and its protest activity especially among the urban popular movement
and the largely middle-class NGO sector. The second source is the first author’s research on
urban popular protest in Mexico. During fieldwork extending over 14 years, the first author
conducted participant observer research on several organizations working in the democratization
movement. These include organizations representing the demands of working class disaster
victims, as well as organizations advocating the urban service needs of citizens living on the
periphery of Guadalajara, Mexico’s second largest city. The Union de Colonos Independientes
(UCI) was a powerful force which advocated for urban settlers suffering from a lack of urban
services, and helped represent the poor in a variety of democratization-oriented coalitions.
Additional data collection focused on NGOs working to install fair elections and to build a
powerful and coherent voice representing nongovernmental opposition in Jalisco, Mexico.
Observational settings included: organizational meetings, protests, workshops, meetings with
government officials, popular education events, and electoral campaigns. The first author
conducted over 100 interviews with movement leaders, members, and critics and with
government officials representing state and municipal offices. The fieldwork data is meant to
offer nuance to the wider case materials. Additionally, the data derived from fieldwork provide
an explanation of power, agency, and change, by illuminating how individual beliefs and actions
resist, alter and shape the macro-structures of society (Gellert and Shefner 2009). Understanding
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individual experience is critical in helping create new theories explaining how hardships induce
movements to demand democracy.

HARDSHIPS AND PROTEST IN MEXICO
We provide a brief history of Mexican politics leading up to the debt crisis. We then describe
how the debt crisis degraded the everyday economic wellbeing of two important social groups in
Mexico’s urban democratization movement: the poor and working class, and the middle class.
We relate those hardships to the groups’ different mobilization trajectories in the democratization
movement.
Normal Politics, Normal Hardships
The long-ruling Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) emerged from the chaos of revolution
in 1929, designing a complex political system that featured the three “Ps” of power: the ability to
pay, persuade and punish. The PRI was led by a state-building elite that “kept its economic and
social individualism and gained a state-directed hierarchically organized industrialization
program, commercial expansion, and a growing problem-solving bureaucracy composed of its
members” (Hart 1987: 370). Using strategies such as forming and supporting mass organizations,
providing jobs and housing, land distribution, favorable labor legislation, electoral fraud, and
selective repression, the PRI maintained federal power until 2000.
Mexican citizens were persuaded to support the PRI through a combination of formal
corporatism and informal clientelism. Corporatism and clientelism worked together to channel
demand-making into sanctioned venues, limit alternative organizing, and reinforce state power by
incorporating dissident groups and leaders (Eckstein 1988). Originally recognizing social sectors
important to a largely agrarian society with a violent legacy, the corporatist structure incorporated
peasants, labor, and the military (Hamilton 1982). Over time, and with increasing urbanization,
the importance of the military dropped, while that of urban constituencies increased. The urban
conglomeration coalesced into a PRI-dominated organization of the ‘popular’ sector, which
united disparate groups ranging from urban middle-class professionals to squatter communities
(Davis 1994). By channeling participation into mass organizations, the party and the government
created structures to address popular needs and maintain legitimacy.
Working hand-in-hand with formal methods of persuasion was the institutionalization of
the state’s ability to pay, usually in the person of the broker. The broker, with links to both
powerful authorities and to local communities, was the linchpin of the system. The broker
arranged the exchange of goods for political support, and helped build affective ties. Urban
growth drove citizens to move to the periphery of burgeoning cities, supplying an important
constituency for the PRI system. Brokers emerged in the new areas of the cities, leading squatter
groups, selling land, and assuring that if neighborhoods organized under various PRI umbrellas,
the material needs defined by their new residence would be met (Cornelius 1975; Vélez-Ibañez
1983).
PRI policies of economic modernization significantly expanded the middle-class. From
the revolution until 1940, middle class occupations grew much faster than the population. In
1940, 16% of the population was middle class (Aguilar, Camín, and Meyer 1993:176). Growth in
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business and service sectors increased the number of white-collar occupations. By 1980, 26.6%
of non-agricultural workers belonged to the middle class (Escobar and Roberts 1991:100). The
Mexican state nurtured the urban middle class by becoming a major employer. By 1983, 20.4%
of the total employed population worked in the public sector, although not all in middle-class jobs
(Escobar Latapí and Roberts 1991). The state also eased the pressures of urban life with
substantial subsidies of food, fuel, transportation, and urban development. The urban middleclass enjoyed ample wages, urban amenities, credit opportunities, and the availability of lowwage domestic services (Escobar Latapí and Roberts 1990:97).
Although the urban poor and working class did not fare as well as their middle class
counterparts, their material conditions significantly improved during much of the PRI regime.
Small manufacturing and artisan production for regional economies employed much of the urban
working class until the 1950s, when foreign investment in industries such as automobile
manufacturing, chemical production, food processing, and electronics surged and significantly
increased employment opportunities in heavy industry. Government pursuit of import
substitution policies expanded manufacturing while reducing poverty and increasing employment
(Lustig 1998; Hamilton 1982; Levy and Bruhn 2001; Haber 2006). Surveys conducted in the late
1970s found that 50% of the industries paid sufficiently high wages that their employees’
households could subsist on one wage (Escobar Latapí and Roberts 1991). PRI labor union
members enjoyed high priorities in the distribution of government housing and other consumer
subsidies.
The Mexican government maintained legitimacy through corporatist inclusion and
distribution of the fruits of the nation’s economic growth. When these strategies failed to quiet
dissent, the government resorted to selective repression, the punish part of the power trinity
explored above. Government legitimacy was strained in 1968, when students and other urban
dwellers, angry over growing authoritarianism, took advantage of the 1968 Olympics in Mexico
City to demand greater political participation. The Mexican government responded with the
Tlatelolco massacre: soldiers, police, and government agents murdered and arrested hundreds of
protestors. Repression forced many organizers underground, which quieted overt resistance and
drove student activists to organize for political change with other groups, such as the urban poor
and indigenous populations (Bennett 1992; Collier 1999).
Economic slowdowns in the 1970s added material spurs to the political demands of the
incipient democratization movement. Initially, the PRI government responded to its decline in
legitimacy and an increasingly coherent opposition by expanding social welfare spending and
erecting a façade of free and open electoral politics. Government appeasement efforts alternated
with the fierce repression of challengers, yet these strategies were sufficient only so long as
economic expansion continued. With economic crisis came a new kind of challenge.
Debt Crisis and Deepened Hardships
Like many nations in the developing world, Mexico’s economy in the 1980s and 1990s became
defined by debt. In the 1970’s, Mexico borrowed heavily on the world capital market. At first,
the Mexican government used loans for social spending in response to widening social unrest.
The state’s borrowing increased significantly with the discovery of oil reserves that generated
overly optimistic estimates of the riches that Mexico would enjoy. As interest rates rose, more
foreign currency was required to pay the debt, and oil sales provided the largest source of foreign
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funds. Simultaneous with interest rate increases came a fall in oil prices, leaving Mexico in 1982
with a debt it could not pay.
Negotiations with the IMF produced policy aimed at reducing the government’s role in
the nation’s economy, simultaneously decreasing governmental spending on citizens’ needs and
establishing debt payment as the government’s highest priority. Following IMF prescriptions
(often identified as structural adjustment policies), the Mexican government eliminated many
government jobs, cut consumer subsidies, removed protection from domestic industries, and
reduced wages. The government also opened Mexican markets, stripped local industries of
protection, and devalued the peso. Global pressures – in particular the influence of international
capital – realigned state policies such that the Mexican state transformed from the populist
protector of many Mexicans to the instrument of their severe hardships.
The debt crisis brought hardships to Mexican citizens in the shape of decreased wages,
increased unemployment, and decreased government social welfare spending. Austerity policies
decreased wages significantly, with annual drops from 1982 through 1988 averaging between 7.7
and 10.5% (Friedmann, Lustig, and Legovini 1995, Table 9-1). The period of 1989–1997
continued the trend, with wage reductions ranging from zero in 1994 to 12.3% in 1995 (Lustig
1998: 193). The urban poor suffered tremendously, as the minimum wage shrunk and the
proportions of households surviving on less than one minimum salary increased from 33.9% in
1989 to 37.5% in 1996 (Statistical Abstracts of Latin America, Table 1424). The number of
households below the official poverty line increased from 34% in 1970 to 43% in 1996 (SALA,
Table 1423). Growing poverty limited caloric consumption and increased malnutrition (Cordera
Campos and Gonzalez Tiburcio 1991).
Industrial employees and other members of the Mexican working class also suffered from
the economic downturn. Between 1992 and 1996, the number of workers receiving workplace
benefits dropped from 56% to 51%. Although the number of manufacturing jobs in Mexico
expanded in the second half of the 1990s, the new jobs were characterized by lower wages and
less union protection (Roman and Velasco Arregui, 2001). Globalization brought increased
industrial production to Mexico for a time, but the new factories paid wages 60% lower than the
established factories (Gonzalez de la Rocha 2001). Real wages in 1998 were 57% of real wages
in 1980; the minimum wage in 1998 was 29.5% of the minimum wage in 1980 (Dussel Peters,
2000: 72).
Unemployment rates increased during the 1980s, leaving 20% of Mexico's economically
active population unemployed (Gonzalez de la Rocha and Escobar Latapì 1991; Friedmann,
Lustig, and Legovini 1995: 341). After a modest recovery during the Salinas regime,
unemployment rates increased again during the mid-1990s (Lustig 1998: 193). Part-time workers
increased from 17.4% to 28% of the economically active workforce, an indication of the
decreasing availability of full-time work.
The debt crisis also increased hardships for the urban middle class. Between 1988 and
1997, the real salaries of middle class professionals such as educators and health care givers
declined between 35% and 50% (Roman and Velasco Arregui 2001). Income inequality further
polarized Mexican society, with “the richest 10 percent of the population earning 55 percent more
in real terms in 1992 than in 1977 while the real income of other social groups declined”
(Gonzalez de la Rocha 2001: 82). Researchers suggested that austerity produced greater relative
impoverishment among the urban non-business-owning middle class than among any other sector
(Escobar Latapi and Roberts 1991). The thinning of the state meant that it employed fewer
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workers, and many of the positions that were lost were white-collar middle-class positions.
Additionally, interest rates increased substantially, making it difficult for both middle-class
entrepreneurs and consumers. Not only did money become expensive to borrow in the wake of
neoliberalism, it became difficult to find.
The Mexican state failed to significantly ameliorate these hardships. Although the
government tried to assuage the damage to the most vulnerable sectors through social welfare
programs, the IMF-imposed austerity program mandated large reductions in social spending.
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the government was forced to reduce funding for education,
public health, housing, social services and welfare (World Bank 1994).
At the beginning of the debt era, Mexico was characterized by a small and wealthy elite,
a sizeable and prospering middle class, and a poor urban majority. The debt crisis imposed
hardships of unemployment, declining wages, and urban degradation that impacted all but the
wealthy. As Mexico’s economy worsened, PRI legitimacy waned. Earlier, when opposition
political parties or social movements protested government/party electoral fraud or exclusion, the
PRI maintained a crucial level of popular support. This support was gained through inclusionary
social policy, through cooptation, and through protectionist economic policy which helped both
government and private industry employees. All of these strategies required resources available
only in an expanding economy. As the economy contracted, and more state resources were
devoted to debt service, economic inclusion through industrial policy and neighborhood
patronage became untenable. Thus, important tools propping up the PRI regime failed. Nascent
and longstanding political parties joined with other forms of citizen opposition to create a
movement toward democracy. The hardships suffered by the urban poor and working class and
the previously insulated urban middle class predisposed them to participate in the democratization
movement.
The Democratization Movement
The democratization movement eventually grew to include: independent unions (Cook 1990;
Foweraker 1993; LaBotz 1988; Stevens 1974); indigenous movements (Collier 1999; Harvey
1994, 1998); community organizations (Alonso 1986; Ramírez Saiz 1986; Tavera 1999; Safa
Barraza 2001); farmers and middle-class debtors (Williams 2001); and NGOs (Fox 1992; Aguayo
Quezada 1998; Aguayo Quezada and Parra Rosales 1997; Ramírez Saiz 2003; Olvera 2001).
These organizations toiled to change the politics and economy of Mexico with the aim of
increasing citizen participation, working sometimes individually and sometimes in coalitions,
operating both inside and outside of conventional political channels.
The social movement opposition of the 1980's was characterized by a varied base, many
modes of expression, and attempts to form oppositional alliances. Movement actions ranged
from pressuring government officials through mass mobilizations to running candidates for local
office. Calls for democratization also led urban organizations to express solidarity and support for
other struggles, including those advocating indigenous rights, independent unions, debtors, and
the Zapatista rebels. Neighborhood, community, and peasant organizations recognized that their
battles extended beyond their locale and joined with other groups to push the common agenda of
democratization. Urban organizations representing poor neighborhoods joined with campesinos,
unionists, and teachers among others to form coalitions and participated in anti-austerity
campaigns, advocating both urban and anti-austerity agendas (Moctezuma 1984; Prieto 1986;
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Carr 1986). Increasingly, organizations representing the poor and the working class came into
contact and combined efforts with middle class organizations.
Uniting on demands, strategy, and mutual support, these alliances directly challenged a
political system based on maintaining " . . . multiple sectoral, regional, political, and cultural
cleavages" (Foweraker 1989: 111). The coalitions' efforts to create centralized forms of
mediation weakened the state's ability to channel and neutralize popular mobilization, and united
those the state had tried to separate, making the traditional integration into mass organizations
more difficult (Foweraker 1989). Organizationally, they supplied the coordinated, central
capability to launch national level action. Thematically and ideologically, they offered the
resources to understand the common roots of their problems and the necessity for united action
(Carr 1986).
The urban middle class was largely organized by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
focused on democratization and human rights. The early efforts of civic NGOs, according to one
observer and activist, were devoted to “organizing and training marginal or vulnerable sectors of
the population” (Aguayo Quezada 1998: 169). Research on Mexican NGOs in the 1990s found
that human rights NGO participants were characterized by their relative youth (70% were
between the ages of 21 and 39) and their education (77% were licensiados, the equivalent of a
bachelor’s degree). In addition, 20% of the participants self-defined their background as
academic, while 19% defined themselves as coming from professional backgrounds (Aguayo
Quezada and Parra Robles 1997: 13,15). Other middle-class sectors found a home in the Barzón
movement which united farmers with other debtors (Williams 2001; Brumley 2010)
Over time, middle-class efforts relied more on legislative and electoral pressure than on
mass mobilization, with the notable exception of public sector unions and the debtor’s movement
(Foweraker 1993; Williams 2001). Middle-class organizations frequently worked in the electoral
arena, campaigning or running candidates for office. Nonpartisan strategies in the electoral arena
included organizing electoral observation campaigns and legislative initiatives.
Electoral fraud compelled middle class and poor actors to unify to contest state elections
in Nuevo Leon in 1985, state elections in Chihuahua in 1985, the 1988 federal elections, and
elections in San Luis de Potosi in 1991. Mobilization strategies included disruptive
confrontations such as barricades, demonstrations, and hunger strikes. The strategic focus turned
further toward electoral activities after 1988, when the PRI candidate was nearly defeated by
Cuahtehmoc Cardenas who represented a temporary opposition front. Cardenas’ near-victory in
the presidential election led many in the urban popular movement and middle class NGOs to
focus on the electoral struggle and institutionalize their efforts by forming the Partido de la
Revolucíon Democratica, (Democratic Revolutionary Party, or PRD). Subsequently, the
democratization movement increasingly focused on electoral activism (Ramírez Saiz 2003;
Aguayo Quezada and Parra Rosales 1997; Aguayo Quezada 1998). The PRD’s local strategy
built on its social movement connections by opening its registration to entice social movement
activists to run for election. This inclusion of movement activists had the dual impact of
diminishing local social movement struggles and increasing the priority of party work (Ramírez
Saiz 2003). The electoral strategies of the democratization movement intensified further as
activists initiated popular education campaigns and organized voter turnout and voting
observation campaigns.
Middle-class NGOs continued to seek issues and venues on which they could work with
the organized poor. One of the coalition efforts of the early to mid-1990s was the Alianza Civica,
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an organization of NGOs focused explicitly on Mexico’s democratization. The Alianza
organized 18,000 Mexicans, many from independent neighborhood associations rejecting the
ethos of political exchange intrinsic to clientelism and corporatism. During the 1994 presidential
elections, citizens representing the Alianza Civica monitored voting and pursued violations at
over 10,000 polling places (Aguayo Quezada and Parra Rosales 1997).
The Zapatista challenge to the Mexican political hierarchy provided another issue of
convergence for the democratization movement. Zapatista rhetoric linking Mexico’s poverty to
its lack of democratic procedures resonated with democratization movement activists. But the
support and protection of the Zapatistas through mass mobilization by the NGOs was more
significant to the democratization movement. Within three months of the short-lived rebellion,
“400 Mexican NGOs in 11 networks and 100 international NGOs conducted diverse missions in
Chiapas” (Chand 2001: 226).
The Mexican democratization movement’s goal of political change was a structural result
of the movement’s composition. With the debt crisis, the effects of neoliberalism became so
thoroughly embedded in class inequalities that the state could no longer extend privileges to the
middle class or buffer the urban poor/working class. The groups’ material conditions deteriorated
and their survival became more tenuous. One result was that these actors formed coalitions that
demonstrated significant power against the government. As the state became the instrument of
hardships, it became the target of the democratization movement.
The following section discusses one specific urban movement that pushed its agenda
through both neighborhood organizing and coalitions to advocate for democratization. The PRI
had long exchanged a panoply of social goods, such as jobs, housing, electricity, and potable
water, for political support, establishing patronal relationships with their neighborhood clients. As
the economic crisis unraveled the Mexican political system’s capability to resolve the needs of
poor people, clientelism became perceived as an affront to their citizenship rather than a
pragmatic system of exchange. This change was manifested in new mobilizations to protest for
urban services and in a search for allies.
The Urban Poor Seek Democracy
The Union de Colonos Independientes (UCI) represented the demands of the urban poor on the
periphery of Guadalajara, Mexico’s second largest city, and exemplifies the shift from basic
needs provision to democratization as goals of urban politics.
Born on the periphery of
Guadalajara as an organization mandated to press for the installation of electricity, water, and
other urban services, the UCI made a transition both organizationally and rhetorically as it
contributed to the wider democratization movement. Doña Gloria, a member of the UCI, offered
a perspective on citizen rights, democracy, and governmental failure, and how the UCI and its
allies constructed the connection:
They don't pay attention like they should; they put us to the side. What
democracy? It’s not like we are asking for luxuries, but what one needs. We
don't have them (urban services) because of the bad officials that we have. We
have the right to a dignified life, a decent place to live, a job, a good salary. To
have what is necessary - water, electricity, transportation. The same services
that all the rest have. We wouldn't be living like we are if there was democracy.
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In response to their material needs, and the lack of democracy, one UCI member commented:
The UCI tries to make the people conscious that they have to participate, that
they can participate in the government, to be a spokesman for the people in front
of the government, to make them know that the government has to give services
to the people, to the citizens, and not the reverse.
Repertoires of behavior and discourse changed as clientelism lost its luster. Indeed, as Javier, a
UCI leader, commented, the exchange intrinsic to clientelism became redefined as an indication
of government abuses:
. . . the party is not separate from the government, the party is the government.
There are no clean elections. There isn't participation of the people, because
they buy people. There are a lot of people with hunger, with needs, and they are
always bought with some kilos of tortillas, some liters of milk, hats that they give
them as gifts, bags of food.
With austerity, the government became the source rather than the ameliorator of hardships, as
Doña Alicia commented:
We need a government that works for us, that doesn't leave us alone, or hurt us.
To put in a government that will help us, that will help us live together, that won't
rob us.
For Agustin, another UCI leader, the link between the absence of democracy and the poverty of
those his organization represented was quite direct.
The cause of poverty is because the government does not worry themselves about
the country. They worry about their personal benefit. They don't worry about us
getting a good education, about having a good source of work. They don't pay
attention to the people.
Independent neighborhood organizations like the UCI often rejected the tradition of clientelism,
and further disrupted the control of local power brokers by calling for democratic governance.
Protest answered the government’s consistent inability to address the growing needs of urban
communities. Democratic rhetoric framed the demands for urban services in these local
expressions of the urban movement. As the contrast grew between fully served urban areas and
those without such amenities, the conception of such services as citizenship rights challenged the
PRI’s common use of urban services as a medium of clientelist exchange. As citizenship became
a meaningful collective action frame, urban political organizations extended their demands to
human rights in response to police abuses, electoral fraud, and other violations.
In Guadalajara, NGOs working in the democratization movement helped groups like the
UCI integrate calls for democracy into their calls for material goods. At one pro-democracy
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event, organizers used rhetoric that explicitly linked urban poverty to the absence of democracy.
One organizer commented to a crowd mobilized by the UCI:
It has been years since the city promised to put in a sewer. The years have
passed, and the elections too; twice they have done this, and now they return for
a third time with promises. You all have the liberty to vote for whatever party
you choose. But never should you accept the trade of a vote for a (public) work.
Another NGO activist followed this line of argument:
In the rich neighborhoods where some of us live, we have never had to build our
own homes, we’ve never had to burn garbage on Sundays, we’ve never had to
work without stopping, without rest. Why, then, do all of you have to use your
rest time to continue working? You, too, have dignity, you are decent people.
These are all issues of justice - the problem of garbage, and of the electricity.
They are problems people are feeling in all of Mexico.
Despite heartfelt beliefs that linked the material needs of the urban poor to their own hardships,
some tension remained regarding middle class participation and leadership in the democratization
movement. An activist in another neighborhood-centered organization noted the new
participation by middle-class, highly educated nongovernmental organizers. 4 Alfredo Lopez
commented that:
The middle class is more upset with the privileges they have lost. They were a
class to whom it did not matter what happened in the country, what occurred . . .
now they have a more critical posture around what the government is doing, and
they are much more active.
Changing demands reflected new organizational relations. Middle-class NGOs continued to seek
issues on which they could work with the organized poor. In Guadalajara, the local incarnation of
Alianza Civica relied on the UCI and other community organizations to patrol the polling places
in their areas, and report to the state coordinators. The participation of the UCI was crucial to the
Alianza Civica’s work. None but the urban poor possessed the local knowledge that allowed
them to document the illegal presence of PRI activists pressuring their neighbors within the
polling places.
In Guadalajara and across the nation, party–building superseded mass mobilization and
disruption. For the UCI, this change brought a dilemma. On one hand, working with the
democratization movement had won the organization powerful allies, entry into significant
coalitions, and a heightened political profile. On the other hand, many of the urban services that
spurred the UCI’s creation remained absent from their neighborhoods. As the UCI expanded its
efforts towards democratization, it lost popular support and was forced to rethink its mandate and
strategy. This refocus became even more important with local and national PAN victories.

4

For more on these tensions, see Shefner 2008.
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Despite its early strong showing, the PRD proved vulnerable. In contrast, the party
positioned to the right of the PRI, the PAN (Partido Accíon Nacional), became an increasingly
viable competitor for power. The party’s structure had been institutionalized for decades, and it
won increasing numbers of seats in local and state offices. In large part, the PAN’s victories
were due to the democratization movement. More precisely, the PAN benefited from the PRI
system’s response to the movement. In answer to charges of fraud and unfair elections, President
Salinas de Gortari replaced governors from ten states during his six-year regime. When the
replacement officials were affiliated with non-PRI parties, however, they came most frequently
from the conservative opposition, the PAN. With their longer history and recent electoral wins,
the PAN was posed to win federal elections. The PRD suffered more direct repression, reporting
the loss of over 250 militants to repression during the Salinas presidency (Bruhn 1997). The
absence of similar charges by the PAN suggests that repression had distinct targets. Additionally,
the PRI’s limited willingness to accept PAN victories was accompanied by ongoing explicit theft
of elections won by the PRD. Simultaneously, the PRD’s capacity as a political contender was
further damaged by intra-party squabbles after local and state elections during the 1990s
fragmented the party along pre-existing fault lines (Bruhn 1997).
Mexico’s multi-class mass movement focused on electoral democratization as the uniting
strategy, but that does not mean it controlled the outcome. Over time, the most powerful electoral
actor proved to be the one less likely to resist neoliberalism. This outcome is partially a
peculiarity of Mexico’s political history. By the 2000 presidential victory of the PAN’s Vicente
Fox, the PRD’s electoral fortunes were waning, and the nation’s desire for any change away from
the PRI outweighed strategic resistance to ongoing neoliberal policymaking. When the PAN
entered the presidency, some political opportunities emerged, but electoral democracy was not
accompanied by economic democracy. The influence of hardships drove the democratization
movement, but that movement’s strategic efforts failed to combat economic exclusion. But what
may be seen as a peculiarity of Mexican politics must also be understood as a structural limitation
of democratization in semiperipheral nations, which forms part of our discussion below.

THE INFLUENCE OF HARDSHIPS ON MOBILIZATION TRAJECTORIES AND
OUTCOMES
This case demonstrates that hardships – the economic deprivations experienced by individuals
and households which vary by structural location – influenced the mobilization trajectories of
protesting groups. The hardships attendant to the debt crisis hurt nearly the entire Mexican
population. Except for the wealthiest sector of Mexican society, all citizens were negatively
impacted by rocketing unemployment rates, plummeting wages, shrinking benefits, and
disappearing public services. The overall consequences of the hardships included deteriorated
material conditions and a significantly lowered standard of living, relative to pre-debt crisis
levels.
The severity of citizens’ hardships varied by the group’s structural location such that the
access of poor and working class citizens to the basic necessities of survival was more restricted
than that of the urban middle class, threatening the former’s very survival. Much of the social
welfare and patronage apparatus on which the poor relied was dismantled with the government’s
austerity program. Such hardships sharpened the immiseration of the poor and substantially
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reduced the security of the working class. The poor and working class responded to the hardships
with the “resources of the poor.” They turned to neighborhood and kinship networks for support,
they sent more household members into the labor force, and they increased their activities in the
informal economy (Gonzalez de la Rocha 2001). Their networks allowed them to survive, but
little beyond absolute survival was possible, given their low reserve of resources.
Urban middle class hardships affected citizens’ relative survival, rather than their
absolute survival. That is, their privilege was substantially diminished relative to their previous
status, as the state reduced jobs and small businesses suffered financial pressures when
restrictions against foreign enterprises were removed. Despite lost jobs and reduced wages, the
urban middle class had greater resources than did the urban poor and working class: extensive
social networks, adequate education, comfortable homes, more possessions, expendable luxuries,
and more lucrative self-employment possibilities. Their class-based resources allowed them to
use their social capital to their relative greater advantage. Thus, the wide reach of hardships
provided a large constituency for the democratization movement, all of whom were affected by
neoliberalism-induced state policy to various degrees. Addressing the hardships experienced by
Mexican citizens helps us understand how the debt crisis built upon a history of one-party
politics, and led to an effective coalition demanding democracy.
Debt-driven hardships provided significant impetus for dissent among the middle and
working class. Their common grievances led the groups to work together, but the differential
depth of their hardships, in interaction with the historical structure of political participation, led
the two groups to work with divergent emphases. We identify four mobilization factors that
reflect the divergent emphases of these two critical segments of the Mexican democratization and
analyze the influence of differential hardships on them: grievances interpretation, resource
accumulation, strategic decision-making, and interaction with authorities.
Grievance interpretation involves perceptions of justice or injustice and demand
articulation. Economic expansion and controlled political inclusion provided sufficient buffer to
hardships that the Mexican system elicited wide support manifested in corporatist membership
and clientelist political behavior. The debt crisis diminished the state’s patronage capacity;
consequently, clientelist behavior was no longer rewarded. Yet the failure of patrons to resolve
the needs of their clients had a latent liberatory impact on the urban poor. When traditional
clientelist behaviors failed to resolve the poor’s problems, the logic behind the structural
limitations on their political behaviors dissolved and they were freed to organize in new ways that
countered the isolationism, fragmentation, and localization of politics that characterized
clientelism. Similarly, with the deepening of the debt crisis, working class sectors such as labor
that were integrated into the PRI’s corporatist structure no longer benefited from their inclusion
(Middlebrook 1989). Previous inequalities became exacerbated to such an extent that hardships
became unsustainable, and their collective nature influenced the perception of grievances as
unjust.
Grievance interpretation among the poor often relied on a liberation theology-inspired
definition of democracy that condemns the twin sins of political and economic exclusion. The
new vision of democracy resonated with previous experiences of relative inclusion of the poor
and working class, while defying the exchange relationship intrinsic to clientelism.
The middle class had enjoyed the fruits of economic expansion under the PRI. With the
debt crisis, the middle class position of privilege declined in real and relative terms. This shift led
them to interpretations of injustice, and they too seized on the rhetoric of democratization.
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Middle-class organizers found common ground with the poor as they explicitly argued that
political democratization would alleviate the crushing hardships suffered by their coalition
partners. Hardships influenced the urban actors to seize a common grievance interpretation of
injustice and absence of democracy, but democracy had different meanings for the two groups.
The urban poor sought a return to inclusion, but with new citizenship rights, while the middleclass elements sought a return to relative privilege.
Resource accumulation depends on the availability of resources and the capacity to use
them. Decreasing wages, lost jobs, and diminishing social services reduced the margin of
survival for many Mexicans. The urban poor and working class could rely on few self-generated
material resources for organized protest. The wide scope of hardships, however, meant that the
human resources upon which they could rely – the sheer numbers of the aggrieved - were vast.
Clientelism also provided an organizational legacy which served independent neighborhood
organizations.
In contrast, the structural location of middle-class actors provided them with more
extensive material and non-material resources such as education, access to powerful policymakers, and high status. Their comparatively small numbers provided impetus to work in
coalitions with the urban poor, just as the urban poor’s need for resources provided impetus for
their participation in coalitions.
Differential capacities for resource accumulation, in turn, shaped tactical choices. The
non-institutional strategies emphasized by the urban poor and working class involved disruption
and the use of mass mobilization to pressure institutional power. As the state stopped protecting
them, instead offering them as the low-wage bait to lure transnational capital, organizations of the
urban poor and working class attempted to disrupt the routine operation of the state. In the
absence of incentives for including them in the polity, they acted out their negative inducements,
disrupting the system with mobilizations targeting local and national power (Piven and Cloward
1979). Using nationwide connections among similar constituencies, the disruptive strategies of
the urban poor and working class carried impacts beyond the local level.
With their greater resource availability, middle class citizens’ concern was not absolute
survival but the restoration of privilege within a reformed state. Greater resource availability and
a history of access to power led the middle class to favor reform over disruption, a tactic requiring
more resources to convince governments and parties that inclusion is warranted. The similarity of
their class backgrounds to that of many politicians, their networks with professional associations,
and their legacy of privilege and inclusion drove them to participate in the democratization
movement by pressuring the decaying electoral system, initiating a new culture of politics, and
working in popular education campaigns. The fight for reform was more likely to be followed by
those whose skills and resources predisposed them to the perspective of the state, insofar as that
meant that contestation would follow formal channels more than disruption.
Hardships also influenced strategic decision-making. Although the differential depths of
the hardships they experienced led the middle class and the urban poor and working class to
emphasize different tactics, the common scope of their hardships supplied the logic for unified
collective action and drew them into coalitions. The wide scope of the hardships predisposed
these previously segregated sectors to work together for the shared goal of democratization. Yet
hardships interacted with political history to provide different reasons for each group’s decision
to coalesce. The urban poor and working class needed coalition partners because the depth of
their hardships forced them to greater self-provision of needs, leaving them less time and energy
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for political organizing and protest. Additionally, their structural location offered them less
access to the state.
The middle class needed coalition partners because their goal of re-capturing the state
required a large constituency to mount an effective challenge. Austerity policies simultaneously
diminished the privilege of the middle class and united them with others suffering hardships with
the same roots, providing a mass base with whom they could align to pursue democratization.
Structurally, hardships influenced the strategic decisions made by the coalition partners.
Finally, hardships influenced activists’ interactions with authorities. Substantial
hardships translated into a comprehensive challenge to the political system. But as groups of
different power coalesced into unified action, pre-existing social hierarchy influenced the
movement’s interaction with authorities. Historically, the urban poor relied on their ties to
brokers and powerful patrons who took their requests to the government/party. As clientelism
faltered, the poor were able to pursue alternative political action. But they continued to look for
powerful others to take their part. To think of middle-class nongovernmental organizations as the
new broker is to pursue the analogy too far.
Nongovernmental organizations did not possess the material resources sufficient to
address the needs of poor organizations. But the relationship served the poor in other ways, as
NGOs brought resources such as organizing expertise, a widened venue for articulating political
demands, and some protection from repression. Short of being the broker, NGOs fulfilled the
poor’s need for powerful others with whom to work, a need structurally conditioned by the
history of corporatism and clientelism.
Interactions between authorities and NGOs often took the path of freeing electoral
processes and party-building. The focus on party building and institutionalized electoral
contestation carried substantial strategic and programmatic implications for the democratization
movement. The efforts to democratize Mexico had brought together the urban middle class and
the urban poor and working class in ways that the state had worked unceasingly to avoid. Yet
inclusion and party building became emphasized over increased wages, employment, and urban
services. Inclusion into a neoliberal regime posed less threat to the system than did demands for
increased state expenditures on social needs and employment opportunities.
Partisan
participation resulted in the increasing entry of opposition parties into local and state offices. By
1997, enough opposition candidates were elected to federal offices that the Mexican Congress
was no longer a rubberstamp for the president. The 2000 presidental election of the PAN
candidate, Vincente Fox, emphatically confirmed the success of the electoral strategy.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our case study highlights how neoliberal hardships influenced the mobilization trajectory and
outcome of Mexico’s democratization movement. The importance of case studies is their
potential to refocus theory “through a causal interpretation of the particular case and analogies
between cases” (Walton 1992: 134). Case studies may offer limited space for generalizing, but
they are especially fruitful in rethinking theory and identifying key mechanisms (Walton 1992).
Identifying the role of neoliberal hardships in leading Mexico down the road to democratization
suggests a new avenue for democratization research. As we begin to analyze the so-called Arab
Spring, we will undoubtedly discover that hardships – in the form of spiking food prices,
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escalating unemployment, reduced access to goods and general economic decline – were
profoundly important in shaping the grievances that led to demands for democratization across
the Middle East and in northern Africa. Our structural understanding of hardships may be a
powerful conceptual tool in this analysis.
Hardships – as measured in size, scope and density – may influence political protest and
movement outcomes in several ways. First, they can be at the center of grievance interpretation.
Grievance interpretation involves individuals’ perceptions that the hardships they endure are
unjust and that a political resolution is required to alleviate them. If hardships are experienced by
a large population, then people are more likely to interpret the grievance as a collective injustice,
a crucial interpretation because the perception of grievances as collective increases the likelihood
of subsequent mobilization. Hardships measured in scope refer to how experiences of deprivation
cross cleavages of the social structure. If multiple groups across the social structure experience
different levels of hardships – but all stemming from the same source - then the movement
demanding change has access to a greater variety of material and organizational resources, known
to be crucial to movement mobilization and success. Finally, we can explore how the density of
hardships – the degree to which they impinge on basic survival – shapes movement trajectories.
Further analysis of hardships may reveal that those experiencing the deepest hardships may have
less to lose in challenging the status quo, and may therefore be more inclined toward violent
interactions with authorities. Alternatively, those from more privileged structural locations
typically have easier and more regular access to those in positions of power and are consequently
more likely to engage in mutual exchanges and cooperative interactions with authorities.
This more structural understanding of the relationships between hardships and political
mobilization may complement more common social movement analysis. We suggest that
hardships interact with cultural and other structural factors in critical movement processes that
define mobilization trajectories. A systematic study of the role of hardships – measured in terms
of size, scope and depth – will further illuminate the structural foundations of grievance
interpretation, resource accumulation, strategic decision-making and interactions with authorities
in other cases of political contention.
This case illuminates not only hardships as a driver to struggle, but also democratization
as a strategic choice. In world-systems terms, it also allows us to think how much world-systemic
inequalities, manifested in Mexico by the perpetuation of semiperipheral status and increasing
polarization of wealth and income, may remain undisrupted despite democratization.
The pro-systemic orientation of semiperipheral nations is reinforced by “particular
fractions of the upper and middle classes of the semiperiphery (who) enjoy standards of wealth
that compare very favorably with those of their counterparts in the core” (Arrighi 1990: 39, n14).
This relative privilege explains the participation of the Mexican middle class in the united
struggle, but it also helps us understand democratization as the strategy choice. Democratization
may have been the more palatable choice made by middle class elements pursuing their return of
privilege stripped by neoliberalism, rather than a fully anti-systemic strategy which would have
overturned the great disparities of wealth, power, and opportunity defined by semiperipheral
status. Mexican political elites, like others, may favor political democratization over a more
systemically threatening change.
Why is democratization favored by elites? Democratic regimes, it is generally agreed,
require a strong set of institutions and players, and arguably an ethos of participation and
inclusion. Neoliberalism, in contrast, thrives on exclusionary economic decision-making. Those
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decisions may be relegated to technocratic national elites, or to ideological purists within the
international financial institutions. But without some genuine participation and representation,
what remains is the skeleton of democracy. Electoral democratization may not address any other
issues of democratic accountability, especially polices of economic redistribution. That is, we
may see political democratization without any subsequent economic impact. Democratization of
formal institutions does not challenge class rule, so long as it is a form little different from those
practiced in many western nations. Democratization of institutions, in and of itself, does not
eradicate class inequalities. Class privilege is easily perpetuated under democratic politics, as core
experiences during neoliberalism demonstrate.
Democratization also may effectively place blinders on those who might otherwise
challenge the class project with class terms. In part, this may be due to the search for the most
unifying frame, one with which the widest sectors of movements may be comfortable. Yet
without a challenge to class hierarchy, the overturning of class inequalities is unlikely. The goals
that many in the democratization movement fought for in Mexico, remain elusive. Mexico has
seen two peaceful transfers of presidential power, and numerous successfully conducted federal
and state elections since the PRI lost the presidency in 2000. Economic conditions, however,
have continued to decline. Workers’ wages continue to drop, the maquila manufacturing sector
has shrunk, and economic inequalities continue to increase. The Mexican experience seems to
demonstrate that procedural democracy nurtures neoliberal dominance, as it provides sufficient
stability for multinational capital to operate with confidence. The veneer of democratic process,
however, may undermine struggles for economic democracy, offering short-term respites of
legitimacy to those nations still pursuing neoliberalism.
Our assessment of the decades-long transition in Mexican politics suggests that
neoliberalism dramatically altered the character of the Mexican state. While neoliberalism created
the material conditions that urged people to demand democracy – by eroding its ability to pay and
persuade its citizens to support the status quo – it simultaneously eroded the capacity of the state
to exhibit a primary function of democracy, to be able to respond to popular demands. In this
way, the Mexican state that citizen activists eventually received was one that was more
procedurally democratic, and so more legitimate. But its substantive capacity – its ability to
deliver the goods – was greatly reduced. In this way, when Mexican citizens voted the PRI out of
power, they may have won political voice at the expense of economic voice. Neoliberal
democratization can be understood as the downsizing of democracy – the allowing of democratic
decisions to be made at only the most local of levels regarding the most minimal of resources.
We can thus understand democratization as a strategy, and sometimes a useful one. But
it can also be a strategy that provides a default for a movement when anti-systemic elements
coalesce with those holding a pro-systemic economic orientation. Chase-Dunn reminds us of the
importance of struggles in the semi-periphery, as he wrote “semi-peripheral locations are
exceptionally fertile with regard to historical action which both resists and transforms capitalism”
(1990: 9). But we are reminded also that anti-systemic movements do not equate to successful
movements, especially if they use a pro-systemic strategy.
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ABSTRACT
The issue of transnational class formation has figured centrally in recent debates on
globalization. These debates revolve around the question of whether or not new patterns of crossborder trade and investment have established global circuits of capital out of which a
transnational capitalist class has emerged. This paper takes up the notion of transnational class
formation at the point of corporate directorship interlocks. Using Canada as a case study, it
maps the changing network of directorship interlocks between leading firms in Canada and the
world economy. In particular, the paper examines the role of transnational corporations (TNCs)
in the Canadian corporate network; the resilience of a national corporate community; and new
patterns of cross-border interlocking amongst transnational firms. Through this empirical
mapping, the paper finds a definite link between investment and interlocking shaping the social
space of the global corporate elite. Corporations with a transnational base of accumulation tend
to participate in transnational interlocking. While national corporate communities have not been
transcended, transnational firms increasingly predominate within them, articulating national
with transnational elite segments. This new network of firms reconstitutes the corporate power
bloc and forms a nascent transnational capitalist class.

INTRODUCTION
The issue of transnational class formation has figured centrally in recent debates on globalization
and the world economy. These debates revolve around the question of whether or not new
patterns of cross-border trade and investment have established global circuits of capital out of
which a transnational capitalist class has emerged. For Stephen Hymer (1979: 262), who first
observed this trend in the 1970s, “an international capitalist class is emerging whose interests lie
in the world economy as a whole.” At the time, Hymer noticed “a strong tendency for the most
powerful segments of the capitalist class…to see their future in the further growth of the world
market rather than its curtailment.”
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With recent trends in economic globalization, many researchers have pushed this theory
in new directions. For Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000), globalization has created a new
form of Empire, a world economy so interconnected that it overcomes rivalries between states
and national blocs of capital: “What used to be conflict or competition among several imperialist
powers has in important respects been replaced by the idea of a single power that overdetermines
them all, structures them in a unitary way, and treats them under one common notion of right that
is decidedly postcolonial and postimperialist” (2000: 9). In a similar vein, Jerry Harris (2005:
329) argues that, “[t]he major dialectic in the present period is the contradiction between the
descending form of capitalism organized around the nation-state system and an arising form of
accumulation organized in the transnational world order.” For this reason, Stephen Gill (2003:
59) views globalization as the political project of a “transnational historic bloc.” According to
Leslie Sklair (2001), it is leading “corporate executives, globalizing bureaucrats and politicians,
globalizing professionals, and consumerist elites,” who produce and represent this new class
agency.
William Robinson (2004) provides, perhaps, the most systematic version of this theory.
In his view, the current period is defined by an epochal shift away from a world economy to a
global economy, or from a period in which capitalism was organized nationally and integrated
through trade in commodities, to a period in which capitalist production itself is organized
globally. New forms of foreign direct investment, outsourcing and subcontracting have unified
the world into “a single mode of production” and brought about “the integration of different
countries and regions into a new global economy” (2004: 15). According to Robinson, a
transnational capitalist class (TCC) has formed in and around these newly globalized circuits of
capital. The TCC is “the dominant, or hegemonic, fraction of capital on a world scale” (2004:
21). It manages global production chains and incorporates multiple class agents and formerly
national groupings into a new power bloc whose material interests and class unity are located in
transnational processes. The TCC is the most dynamic class force in the world economy and the
competitive logic it triggers forces local and national capitalists to become more globally
integrated as well. The result has been the formation of a new transnational power bloc, which
integrates multiple levels of capital and gets organized through global patterns of production and
accumulation instead of through national ones. For Robinson (2004: 87), this new power bloc has
established a transnational state apparatus (TNS), which includes “transformed and externally
integrated national states, together with the supranational economic and political forums,” such as
the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Trade Organization, and the United
Nations. The TNS institutionalizes “the new class relation between global capital and global
labor,” and “forge[s] together a new global capitalist historic bloc” (2004: 88).
As one of the more lucid and theoretically grounded versions of the transnational
hypothesis, Robinson’s work has generated much debate (Bello 2006; Desai 2007; Moore 2002;
van der Pijl 2005). For detractors, Robinson’s theory has three limitations. First, in terms of
methodology, it tends to utilize fixed categories and positive reasoning, and therefore lacks
appreciation of dialectical tendencies. Second, it overstates the extent to which globalization has
equalized value production and exchange across spaces of the world market. While capital now
circulates on a global scale, the world economy is characterized by uneven productive capacities
and systematic imbalances between states and regions, which compete for investments, export
markets, and profits. Third, the transnational hypothesis tends to mistake the global circulation of
capital for the microeconomic integration of capitalist classes. Related to this, it has yet to map a
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network of cross-border corporate elite connections, which might offer the best empirical
evidence of transnational class formation. If such a class is driving the globalization agenda, it
should appear, or take concrete shape in directorship interlocks between transnational
corporations. For it is precisely at the site of corporate ownership and oversight that capitalist
class power emerges and gains political, social and cultural traction (Scott 1997; Carroll 2004;
Brownlee 2005).
This paper takes up the notion of transnational class formation at the point of corporate
directorship interlocks. Using Canada as a case study, it examines the extent to which
globalization is transforming the national corporate community and creating a transnational
capitalist class in the form of cross-border interlocking directorates amongst leading firms in
Canada and the world economy. Canada is a particularly interesting case for the study of how
transnational capitalist class formation intersects with the reproduction (and possible decline) of
national corporate communities. For more than three decades, the issue of transnational corporate
interlocking has been a mainstay of political economy research in Canada (Carroll 2008). In the
1970s, Naylor (1972) and Clement (1975, 1977) argued that American multinationals had
fragmented the corporate network in Canada and established a ‘continental’ structure of corporate
power, headquartered in the United States (US) yet supported domestically by a ‘comprador’
elite. More recently, Panitch and Gindin (2004) utilized this understanding of ‘interior’ class
formation under US hegemony to construct a theory of globalization and American empire.
However, this conceptualization of the Canadian corporate elite has often lacked empirical
evidence. In the 1980s, the network analysis of Richardson (1982, 1988) and Carroll (1986)
revealed a national bloc of ‘finance capital’ – an integrated network of industrial and financial
firms in Canada, independent of US imperialism and expanding autonomously into world
markets. Carroll’s more recent study (2004: 81, 85) of directorship interlocks found that, by 1996,
“the entire transnational sector [in Canada] was highly integrated,” that Canadian transnational
firms interlocked with sub-transnationals, and that finance capital “radiated from Canada in a way
that has not disorganized the national network, but has embedded it more extensively in a
circuitry of global accumulation.” In other words, Carroll documented a globalization of
Canadian finance capital, rather than a process of comprador or ‘interior’ class formation.
Over the past decade, the Canadian economy has maintained a high degree of integration
with world markets. Among G7 countries, Canada ranks second in terms of the trade to GDP ratio
and the FDI to GDP ratio, and fourth in terms of the UNCTAD index of ‘transnationality’. 1 Since
the mid-1990s, Canada has also become a net exporter of capital, as the postwar trend of inward
direct investment flows (mostly from US firms) has been superseded by outward direct
investments by Canadian corporations (Kentor 2005: 271; Klassen 2009; Burgess 2000). Canada
is now home to more than 1,400 multinational corporations, which control approximately 3,700
foreign affiliates. Canada is also home to 72 ‘world class’ corporations, which rank among the
top five in their line of business globally. According to Forbes, Canada ranks fifth among
countries with corporations listed among the top 2,000 worldwide (see: Klassen 2009). While
Canada is highly integrated with the US through the North American Free Trade Agreement,
1

The UNCTAD ‘transnationality index’ represents an average of FDI inflows as a percentage of gross
fixed capital formation, FDI inward stocks as a percentage of GDP, the value added of foreign affiliates as
a percentage of GDP, and employment of foreign affiliates as a percentage of total employment. See:
UNCTAD (2008). For data on trade and investment in Canada, see OECD (2008: 65).
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Canadian firms are increasingly engaged in a wider process of internationalization, especially
through foreign direct investments in Europe and Latin America.
These basic indicators of economic globalization make Canada a prime candidate for
investigation in terms of transnational class formation. With a highly advanced and globalized
economic structure, Canada should exhibit new forms of corporate organization, including
directorship interlocks between national and transnational firms, as evident in similar countries
such as the Netherlands (Heemskerk 2007). A key question is whether the Canadian corporate
community is becoming ‘disarticulated’ (Scott 1997) as companies based in Canada become more
transnational in their investment, ownership, and directorate interlocks.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: to update the study of class formation in the
political economy of Canada, and to offer a concrete case study for testing transnational class
theory. In the process, we examine the extent to which transnational class formation is occurring
in Canada, and the shifting position of its national corporate community.
We theorize this process by means of two concepts: Domhoff’s (2006) ‘corporate
community’ and Sklair’s (2001) ‘transnational practice’. According to Domhoff, large
corporations and corporate directors are drawn together through interlocking directorships, to
form a corporate community – a more or less cohesive elite with common goals and shared
understandings. The corporate community is a root metaphor for charting capitalist class
formation at its higher reaches. In Domhoff’s conception, the community is integrated not only
through corporate board interlocks, but also through the participation of corporate directors on
policy-planning boards and other elite vehicles for building consensus; however, this study
restricts itself to corporate interlocks.
Sklair (2001), in theorizing the transnational capitalist class, defines transnational
practices as those “that cross state boundaries but do not necessarily originate with state agencies
or actors” (Sklair and Robbins 2002: 82). For any given corporation, three such practices are
particularly relevant:
i.

The firm’s foreign direct investments, i.e., its outward reach, via ownership of
subsidiaries, into various other countries, representing an exteriorization of its
corporate power beyond the domestic scene;
ii. The inward reach of a foreign corporate interest via major shareholding in the
firm, i.e., foreign control of the company, representing an interiorization of
foreign corporate power into the domestic scene; and:
iii. Directorate interlocking between the firm and large corporations domiciled in
other countries, i.e., transnational interlocking.
Although all three practices contribute to transnational class formation, the first and the second
carry quite different implications for the meaning of the third. For a company exteriorizing its
corporate power through outward investment, transnational interlocks improve the business scan
that facilitates effective decision-making beyond familiar locales (Useem 1984). Alternatively, a
firm controlled by a foreign-based parent may share directors with the parent, enabling the latter
to oversee its operations (this was the case in the mid-1970s network of European and American
corporations studied by Fennema and Schijf 1985). As Kentor (2005: 282) suggests, “ownership
of a foreign subsidiary transfers some amount of power from the host country to the TNC,” with
board interlocks providing a conduit of that power. A familiar example is Chrysler Group LLC,
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the re-born version of a firm first established by Walter Chrysler in 1925, and controlled in the
US until it merged with German-based Daimler in 1998, at which time its domicile moved to
Germany, although US-based capitalists continued to be represented in top management and on
the supervisory board (Neubauer et al. 2000). Daimler eventually cashed out its American
investment to private equity firm Cerberus and severed its ties to Chrysler. In 2009, in the wake
of the financial crisis and on the verge of bankruptcy, Chrysler was bailed out by American and
Canadian governments and a significant stake was acquired by Fiat of Italy, which currently
appoints three of nine directors as well as the CEO.
These microeconomic scenarios bear upon the fate of national corporate communities and
their location within the world system. For a corporate community whose leading companies fall
under foreign control, rising incidences of transnational interlocking may indicate a ‘hollowing
out’ (Arthurs 1999) – a compositional shift toward an ‘interior bourgeoisie’ that represents, on the
domestic scene, the corporate power of foreign-based interests (Poulantzas 1978: 72). As the
accumulation base for the national corporate community shrinks, transnational interlocks
reinforce a dynamic of compradorization (Clement 1977) that further erodes that national
corporate community’s competitive position within the world system. The result can be a “harvest
of lengthening dependency,” which Levitt (1970: 116) predicted for Canada in the wake of the
postwar expansion of US corporate capital.
Alternatively, a corporate community that expands into other countries and establishes
transnational board interlocks develops its base of accumulation beyond the domestic market, and
exteriorizes the reach of its corporate power.
In reality, both these tendencies are present in any national locale. The key empirical
issue in assessing the impact of globalization on a corporate community is to what extent one or
the other predominates. An additional consideration is how transnational practices of
exteriorization, interiorization and directorate interlocking articulate with the domestic corporate
network – the center-of-gravity for a national corporate community. Schematically, several
combinations of tendencies in the corporate community’s accumulation base and in its board
interlocks are possible, five of which are delineated in Table 1. ‘A’, which might be deemed a
null hypothesis, represents a national corporate community unaffected by the transnational
practices we have discussed. ‘B’ shows a corporate community exteriorizing its accumulation
base and establishing transnational interlocks while maintaining a strong national network. ‘C’
depicts the same expansion of foreign investment and of transnational interlocks, in step with the
atrophy of the national network. In ‘D’, transnationalization takes an interiorizing form, shrinking
the corporate community’s accumulation base and eroding its national network, as proliferating
transnational interlocks trace the power of foreign parents over domestic subsidiaries. In ‘E’ the
corporate community expands its accumulation base and its connections abroad even as foreign
interests penetrate and the national network declines. This is the scenario of transnationalization
and national disarticulation predicted by Robinson (2004) and also Scott (1997). Finally, in ‘F’ all
three transnational practices occur yet the national network remains a robust source of cohesion
for the corporate community.
Below, we analyze recent tendencies in Canada, in view of these scenarios, and draw
tentative conclusions on the social organization of corporate elite in the present period of
neoliberal globalization.
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Table 1. Scenarios of Transnationalization for National Corporate Communities

Accumulation Base

Scenario

Corporate Network

Exteriorization

Transnational
interlocking

National
interlocking
+

B

+

+

+

C

+

+

-

+

-

Interiorization

A

D

+

E

+

+

+

-

F

+

+

+

+

METHOD AND FINDINGS
To represent the national corporate community, we use Carroll’s (2004) data for yearend 1996 as
a starting point and replicate his methods for defining and analyzing the corporate network in
2006. Over this ten-year period, we examine the changing composition and interlock network of a
‘C250’ set of firms headquartered in Canada, consisting of the largest 200 non-financial
corporations (ranked by total revenue) and the largest 50 financial institutions (ranked by total
assets). 2 To track relations between Canada’s corporate community and the world’s largest nonCanadian corporations, we examine the boards of a ‘G500’ set of firms, representing the largest
500 companies globally, consisting of the 400 largest non-financials (ranked by revenue) and the
100 largest financials (ranked by assets). 3 We explain how we operationalize our variables as we
introduce successive phases of the analysis.
2

In compiling the C250, the main source for data on firm size was the Financial Post 500 listings,
published in July 1997 and 2007. To qualify for the C250, a corporation could not be wholly owned by
another Canadian corporation. However, wholly owned Canadian subsidiaries of foreign TNCs (e.g.,
Walmart Canada, Honda Canada, Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Toyota Canada) were included in the C250 if
they met the size criteria. Data on board composition was sourced from the annual reports of the
corporations, available at company websites or at the Mergent Online database. To maintain consistency
throughout the analysis, we restrict ourselves to companies for which we were able to obtain complete data
on firm size and board composition.
3
Data for G500 companies are from Carroll’s (2009) study. In compiling each G500, Carroll employed the
same criteria as ours for the C250 but doubled the n, selecting the 400 largest non-financials (ranked by
revenue) and the 100 largest financials (ranked by assets). To qualify for the G500, a corporation could not
be wholly owned by another corporation. Names of directors of G500 corporations were taken mainly from
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A. The Scope of Transnationalization in Canada
We first report on changes to the accumulation base for leading Canadian firms, as evident in
three measures: the degree of transnationality in the C250, the geographic spread of C250
subsidiaries 4, and the country of control (Canadian controlled vs. foreign-controlled) of C250
firms. 5 The first two of these are measures of exteriorization – the outward reach of corporate
power from Canada. The third is an indicator of interiorization – the inward reach of corporate
power into Canada, via foreign direct investment. To operationalize exteriorization, we follow
Niosi’s (1985) typology of transnationality and distinguish four categories: (1) TNCs
(incorporated in Canada and holding subsidiaries in four or more other countries – the most
exteriorized firms), (2) near-TNCs (owning subsidiaries in fewer than four countries, including at
least one country other than the US), (3) continentalized firms (operating subsidiaries only in the
US), and (4) nationally bound firms (having no foreign subsidiaries).6
Table 2. Transnationality of C250 Corporations
Transnationality
Nationally bound
Continental (US subsidiaries only)
Near transnational
TNC (subsidiaries in 4+ countries)
Total

1996
112
38
48
50
248

N of firms
2006
115
40
36
56
247

Mean revenue ($Bill Can)
1996
2006
2.35
3.41
2.34
4.01
3.42
6.42
5.77
10.03
3.25
5.45

corporate annual reports. See Carroll (2010) for details. The Canada-based corporations that qualified for
both the C250 and G500 (nine in 1996, 15 in 2006) are analyzed as members of the C250, not G500; i.e.,
the G500 contains only companies that, from a Canadian standpoint, are foreign-based.
4
Data on foreign subsidiaries of C250 firms were gleaned from Who Owns Whom (Dunn and Bradstreet,
1997 and 2007 editions), whose listings enable counts of companies majority-owned by a given firm, and
by all subsidiaries of that firm, i.e., the total number of subsidiaries (direct and indirect) for each firm. The
domicile of every parent and subsidiary is indicated, enabling the assignment for each C250 firm of its
subsidiaries to specific national domiciles. Since Who Owns Who displays intercorporate ownership
relations as nested hierarchies, we were able to assess each firm’s subsidiaries (categorized by domicile of
the subsidiary) by examining companies listed underneath it in the hierarchy of ownership. This applied not
only to firms that were ultimate parents but to Canadian subsidiaries of foreign-based companies.
5
Data on country of control were taken from the Financial Post 500 listings, supplemented where
necessary by the Financial Post InfoMart database (http://www.fpinfomart.ca/). A company is categorized
under foreign control if 50 percent or more of its share capital is held outside Canada or if the largest block
of shares comprising at least 20% of share capital is owned by a single foreign investor. Canadian
controlled companies are firms that do not meet these thresholds for foreign control. In practice, foreign
control nearly always involves majority-ownership of a corporation’s share capital.
6
Counting subsidiaries implicitly weights each one equally, with the result that a firm with five foreign
subsidiaries, each with revenues of $20 million appears as five times more transnationalized than one with
a single foreign subsidiary whose revenues amount to $100,000. This measure of transnationality is not
nearly as sensitive as the UNCTAD ‘transnationality index’, yet it is the best we can do with available data.
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In the decade following 1996, we find an increase in the number of fully-fledged Canadian
transnationals, but a decrease in the complement of near-transnationals (Table 2). There is no
general tendency for C250 firms to become more ‘transnationalized’; rather, to some extent, the
C250 becomes more polarized: by 2007 it contains a larger complement of TNCs, but also a
larger complement of nationally bound or continentally oriented firms. This polarization in
transnationality has occurred in conjunction with a polarization in firm size within the C250.
Typically, it is only very large firms that become TNCs, as they outgrow their home market, and
this is certainly the case in Canada. In 1996, Canadian TNCs had revenues on average twice as
large as nationally bound C250 firms. In the decade under study, TNCs and near-TNCs grew
much more quickly than other C250 firms, so that by 2006 the four categories of transnationality
accounted for 14.4 per cent of the variance in revenue, compared to 10.0 per cent in 1996.7 We
therefore find evidence of differential rates of accumulation between faster-growing TNCs and
slower-growing, nationally bound firms in the C250.
Another basic indicator of transnationalization is the total number of foreign subsidiaries
owned by C250 companies. Although this value dipped slightly over the decade under study
(from 2,523 to 2,509), closer inspection showed the overall shift to be attributable to a sharp
decrease in foreign subsidiary listings in known tax havens (from 243 subsidiaries in 1996 to 50
in 2006). The significance of this decrease is unknown. However, such subsidiaries are, typically,
more strategic devices for sheltering income than they are sites for accumulating capital through
production, circulation and finance. Leaving aside the tax havens, the inter-continental spread of
C250 foreign subsidiaries is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Number of C250 Foreign Subsidiaries, Categorized by Host Region
Domicile of subsidiary
US
Europe
Latin America
Asia-Pacific
Africa
Total

1996
1013
771
230
240
26
2280

2006
884
1138
152
270
15
2459

% change
-12.7
+47.6
-33.9
+12.5
-42.3
+7.9

Across the decade, the number of (non-tax-haven) foreign subsidiaries of C250 firms grows by
approximately eight percent, as Europe displaces the US as the main host region. Canadian
foreign subsidiaries also proliferate in the Asia-Pacific region, but their numbers diminish in
Latin America and Africa.
Although on average each corporation in the C250 owns 10 foreign subsidiaries, the
distribution of ownership is highly skewed. Overwhelmingly, ownership of foreign subsidiaries is
concentrated among the Canadian transnationals. Our database shows that, in 1996, 79.9 per cent
all C250 foreign subsidiaries were owned by the 50 Canadian TNCs; in 2006, 56 TNCs owned
7

These proportions are the values of Eta-squared based on one-way analyses of variance, with
transnationality as the independent variable and revenue as the dependent variable. In this context, Etasquared indicates the proportion of the total variance in revenue that is attributable to between-group
differences in transnationality.
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84.7 per cent of all C250 foreign subsidiaries. Among foreign subsidiaries domiciled outside the
US, the concentration of transnational investment was even more pronounced. Canadian TNCs
owned 92.0 per cent of such firms in 1996 and 93.7 per cent in 2006. Moreover, subtransnationals active in foreign direct investment tended to restrict their investments to
subsidiaries in the US or UK. Broadly, the pattern is for Canadian TNCs to own subsidiaries in
the US and UK, plus several other countries, often in Europe but also in Latin America and the
Asia-Pacific zone. Sub-transnationals that own foreign subsidiaries are typically restricted to
direct investments in the US and, secondarily, UK. These countries, culturally similar to (anglo-)
Canada and (particularly in the case of the US) spatially proximate, may serve as staging grounds
for further transnationalization by Canadian corporations.
Table 4. Transnationality and National Locus of Control
Country
of
control
Canada
US
Europe
AsiaPacific
Other
Total %
Total #

National
1996
2006

Continental
1996
2006

Near-TNC
1996
2006

TNC
1996

54.5
27.7
10.7
7.1

89.5
5.3
2.6

72.5
14.6
4.2
8.4

94.0
6.0

100
112

67.0
13.0
14.8
5.2

100
115

2.6
100
38

87.5
5.0
7.5

100
40

100
48

86.1
13.9

100
36

100
50

2006

Total
1996

2006

91.1
3.6
1.8
1.8

71.4
17.3
6.0
4.8

78.5
9.7
8.5
2.8

1.8
100
56

0.4
100
248

0.4
100
247

As Table 4 demonstrates, there is an important inverse relationship between exteriorization and
interiorization, i.e., between a firm’s degree of transnationality and whether it is controlled by
foreign interests. 8 Canadian TNCs are almost all controlled domestically, and the slight rise in
foreign control of TNCs (from 6.0% to 8.9%) coincides with a decline in US control. At the other
end of the continuum, foreign control is most prevalent among nationally bound companies (i.e.,
firms that have not exteriorized their accumulation bases), one third of which were foreign
controlled in 2006. Overall, most C250 firms are controlled by Canadian interests (whether
capitalists, the state, or in a few cases, cooperatives), and this trend strengthens over the decade,
as the number of C250 firms controlled outside Canada drops from 71 (28.5%) to 53 (21.2%). It
is particularly among the near-TNCs and the nationally bound firms that foreign control drops.
For the latter, US control plummets, but European control increases slightly. The relationship in
Table 4 implies that when we speak of Canadian transnationals we are in nearly all cases
speaking of very large, Canadian-controlled corporations, not of Canadian branch plants that act
as ‘go-betweens’ in managing the foreign investments of their parents (Clement 1977). In
contrast, nationally bound firms are not only smaller; a good many are foreign-owned subsidiaries
that interiorize foreign-based interests.
To summarize, our findings on the transnationality of C250 corporations, the geographic
spread of their subsidiaries, and the locus of national control indicate key transformations in the
8

The contingency coefficient for the 1996 data in Table 4 is 0.359; for the 2006 data, it is 0.298.
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accumulation base of corporate Canada. First, we observe a polarization in the C250 between
TNCs, which are leading sites of capital accumulation, and non-TNCs, which are less dynamic in
their rates of growth. Second, we find evidence of a more diverse geographic spread of subsidiary
locations, as C250 firms expand rapidly beyond North America into Europe, Asia, and other
regions of the world economy. Finally, we note a decline of foreign control in the C250, a
transnational diversification of that control, and a tendency for foreign control to be concentrated
among nationally bound firms. These transformations indicate a complex process of
transnationalization in the accumulation base of the C250. Both interiorization and exteriorization
are evident, but they apply to different C250 firms, and the overall trends favour externalization
and a diversification of foreign domiciles – both as destinations for Canadian direct investment
and as loci of foreign control.
B. Transnationality and Interlocking Directorates: Changes in the Corporate Community
How do these changes in the accumulation base bear upon the network of interlocking
directorates, and what are the implications for the national corporate community? To answer this
question we first need to distinguish between two kinds of corporate interlocking. National
interlocking occurs when two companies based in the same country share one or more directors;
its effect is to help bond corporate directors into a national corporate community. In an entirely
introverted corporate community (Scenario A in Table 1) all ties would bond members to each
other. Transnational interlocking occurs when two firms domiciled in different countries share
one or more directors, thus bridging across national borders (Carroll 2010). A major shift from
national to transnational interlocking could disarticulate the relatively introverted corporate
communities that were a legacy of 20th century organized capitalism (Scott 1997; as in scenarios
C, D, and E in Table 1).
Recent scholarship has established an uneven shift towards transnational interlocking
among the world’s largest corporations (Kentor and Jang 2004; Carroll 2009). However, the
increase in transnational interlocking has not supplanted national corporate networks, and much
of the growth in transnational interlocking reflects the consolidation of a pan-European corporate
community (Carroll 2009). It is well to note also that the decade between 1996 and 2006 marked
widespread adoption of American-style corporate governance practices, which tended to decrease
the size of corporate boards and the extent of directorate interlocking, in pursuit of efficiencies
that enhance shareholder value and consolidate both operational and strategic control in parent
head offices (Carroll 2010).
In the case of Canada, Carroll (2004) found that between 1976 and 1996, the
transnationalization of Canadian corporations did not lead to a weakening of the elite network. In
both years, TNCs were the most central firms in the network, and their boards were densely
interlocked with the directorates of Canadian-controlled sub-TNCs. The tendency was for the
network to become “centred more around a core of transnational banks and corporations,
controlled by capitalists based in Canada” (p. 85), matching our scenario B and pointing up “the
resilience of the national factor in elite organization” (p. 209). More recently, Carroll and Klassen
(2010) discovered for 2006 the reproduction of a national corporate community, against the
tendency to ‘hollowing out’ associated with foreign direct investment and cross-border mergers
and acquisitions.
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What, then, are the most recent developments in the network of directorship interlocks,
both within Canada and between Canada and the world economy? How has the dialectic of
accumulation and class formation materialized over the decade? Is a transnational capitalist class
in the making?
Figure 1. Mean Degree of National and Transnational Interlocking for Categories of
Transnationality in the C250, 1996 and 2006

Figure 1 charts levels of interlocking (mean degree) – both national (top panel) and transnational
(bottom) – at 1996 and 2006, for C250 corporations grouped by transnationality. The top panel
confirms a continuing decline after 1996 in the degree of national interlocking (i.e., the number of
other C250 firms with which a company shares one or more directors). Over all subcategories of
C250 firms, mean national degree fell from 8.9 to 4.6; i.e., the number of other C250 corporations
with which a company shares one or more directors decreased by nearly half. Comparing top and
bottom panels, the vast difference between degree of national and transnational interlocking,
across all categories of transnationality, indicates that the corporate network remains nationally
centred. Over all subcategories, mean transnational degree (i.e., the number of non-Canadian
G500 corporations with which a company shares one or more directors) remained constant at
0.45. However, this apparent stasis belies a definite polarization as TNCs become more engaged
in transnational interlocking while nationally-bound and continentally invested firms become less
engaged in transnational interlocking. In 1996, the four categories of transnationality in Figure 1
account for a trivial 0.5 per cent of the variance in transnational degree, but a decade later the
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same between-group differences account for 7.0 per cent of the variance. Still, by 2006 Canadian
TNCs continue to show the highest mean degree of interlocking with C250 firms, and the
between-group differences in national degree are sharper than in transnational degree.9 These
findings suggest that Canadian TNCs (nearly all of which are domestically controlled) continue to
match our scenario B: transnationalized in their investments and interlocks, they remain
extensively networked with other Canadian corporations.
How does the phenomenon of interiorization figure in the network? Overall, as Figure 2
shows, foreign-controlled firms began the decade substantially less interlocked with other C250
corporations than did Canadian-controlled companies. In 1996 the mean national degree for
Canadian-controlled firms was 10.4; for foreign controlled firms it was 5.0. Although the grand
mean for all C250 companies fell from 8.9 to 4.6, it was especially US-controlled companies that
withdrew from the network of national interlocks after 1996. The four categories of country of
control in Figure 2 account for 8.1 per cent of variance in national degree in 1996 and 9.9 per cent
in 2006 – the increase indicating a recent sharpening of the tendency for companies controlled in
Canada to bond with other C250 corporations. 10
We saw in Table 4 that foreign control of C250 firms has recently decreased, but that it
persists to some degree among firms lacking any foreign subsidiaries (matching the classic
‘branch plant’ pattern of corporate control and management – Levitt 1970); indeed, such
nationally bound firms account for nearly three-quarters of all foreign controlled C250
companies, in both years. Figure 3 focuses only on the nationally bound subgroup. We find that
the mean degree of national interlocking for Canadian controlled firms fell only mildly after
1996, while for (nationally bound) firms under foreign control it plummeted. Thus, in the same
decade that Canadian TNCs increased their participation in the transnational network, foreign
controlled branch plants became more detached from the national network.
In effect, over the decade spanning the turn of the century, the network became more
‘Canadian’ (less interiorized) in its national, bonding aspect yet more linked into the global
corporate elite (more exteriorized), particularly through Canadian TNCs controlled
domestically. 11
Although Figure 1 shows that Canadian TNCs tend to interlock extensively with C250
companies, this does not tell us whether their interlocks lead simply to other TNCs (potentially
constituting a transnationalized network disarticulated from the rest of the Canadian corporate
community) or to the full range of large Canadian firms. By charting the density of interlocking
9

The Eta-squared values, with national degree as the criterion, are 0.250 in 1996 and 0.199 in 2006.
Not evident in Figures 1 and 2 are three kinds of statistically deviant cases. (1) In 1996 the category of
near TNCs controlled in Europe had two members. One of them – Shell Canada – was interlocked with two
non-Canadian G500 firms; thus the mean degree for this very small category was 1.0. (2) In contrast, in the
same year, the nationally-bound firms controlled by interests outside the North Atlantic made up a more
substantial category of eight firms (see Table 4), all subsidiaries of Japanese parents, and in several cases
linked to multiple members of Japan-based corporate sets – accounting for the unusually high mean
transnational degree of 1.6 (on corporate sets in Japan see Scott 1997: 181–95). (3) By 2006, three firms
with continental investments, each controlled in Europe, show elevated national degree: Shell Canada with
13 such interlocks, Imperial Tobacco Canada with 4, St Lawrence Cement with 6.
11
In both 1996 and 2006, Canadian TNCs under domestic control engaged in far more transnational
interlocking than the few TNCs under foreign control. In 2006, mean degrees were 1.04 for Canadiancontrolled TNCs and 0.20 for foreign-controlled TNCs.
10
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within and between segments of the network, we can appraise these scenarios. Density, the
number of actual interlocks divided by the maximum possible number of interlocks (i.e., if all
pairs of firms were directly linked), indicates the probability that a pair of companies is
interlocked. In 1996, the overall density for the C250 was 0.0721; in 2006 it was 0.0374.
Figure 2. Mean Degree of National and Transnational Interlocking for Categories of
Country of Control in the C250, 1996 and 2006

Using these as benchmarks, we see in Table 5 that in both years, the network is centralized
around the TNCs, which interlock extensively with each other (particularly in 1996) and less
extensively with near-TNCs and continental firms. In sharp contrast, nationally bound firms
(comprising nearly half of the C250) rarely interlock with each other, and after 1996, do not share
directors to any appreciable extent with the more transnationalized companies. In this sense, the
national network not only becomes sparser across the decade, it becomes primarily a
configuration of the boards of corporations whose investments extend beyond Canadian territory.
As for transnational, bridging interlocks, these also become increasingly the province of
TNCs. Whereas in 1996 there was no tendency for transnationality in direct investments to be
associated with transnational interlocking (ANOVA-based Eta-squared=.005), by 2006 our
database shows that transnationality explained 7.0 per cent of the variance in transnational
degree. Among the 30 corporations which ranked as TNCs in both 1996 and 2006, the growth in
transnational interlocking was particularly notable. Already in 1996, the mean degree of
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transnational interlocking for these 30, at 0.73, was nearly double the grand mean. By 2006, at
1.33, it was triple the grand mean: i.e., the longstanding TNCs had three times the number of
transnational interlocks as did C250 corporations overall. It is particularly among the wellestablished, top-tier Canadian TNCs that transnational interlocking became fairly common after
the mid-1990s.
Figure 3. Mean Degree of National Interlocking for Categories of Country of Control,
Nationally-Bound Companies, 1996 and 2006

Instead of comparing the positions of firms within the network, another way of mapping the
relation between transnational investment and transnational interlocking is to examine the
distribution of the interlocks, across categories of transnationality. How much of the interlocking
between C250 firms and non-Canadian G500 firms involves Canadian TNCs, in comparison with,
say, nationally bound companies? In 1996 there was a total of 111 interlocks between C250 firms
and non-Canadian G500 firms; in 2006 the total number of transnational interlocks was 110. As
Figure 4 shows, in 1996, 31 transnational interlocks were carried by Canadian TNCs, comprising
slightly more than a quarter of the total. A decade on, nearly half of all transnational interlocks
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link G500 boards with the boards of Canada’s 56 major TNCs. 12 Besides the increasing role of
Canadian TNCs in transnational interlocking, the other major shift evident in Figure 4 is the sharp
drop in transnational interlocks that involve, on the Canadian side of the relation, firms with
operations only in Canada. In effect, over the decade transnational interlocking became much
less dispersed among many firms bound within Canada, and more concentrated within a
relatively compact group of TNCs, even as the TNCs continued to claim a constant proportion of
the bonding ties that knit together a national corporate community.
Table 5. Sectoral Densities Within and Between Categories of Transnationality
A. 1996
Nat’l
Cont’l
Nationally bound 0.013
0.025
Continental
0.025
0.047
Near-TNC
0.027
0.039
TNC
0.036
0.066

Near-TNC TNC
0.027
0.036
0.039
0.066
0.045
0.079
0.079
0.134

B. 2006
Nat’l
Cont’l
Nationally bound 0.008
0.012
Continental
0.012
0.015
Near-TNC
0.016
0.025
TNC
0.012
0.034

Near-TNC
0.016
0.025
0.027
0.040

TNC
0.012
0.034
0.040
0.056

Recalling our earlier analysis, which showed relatively high rates of foreign control
among nationally bound corporations, and flagging rates of participation in the national network
by nationally bound firms under foreign control (Figure 3), it is worthwhile to unpack the
nationally bound category further, now on the issue of participation in the transnational network.
When we do so, we find that, in 1996, most of the transnational interlocks carried by nationally
bound firms directly reflected interiorizing, transnational parent-subsidiary relations. Of the 51
transnational interlocks carried by nationally bound firms, 35 were carried by foreign controlled
companies, mostly connecting them back to their parents. 13
By 2006, as we have seen, nationally bound firms play a more circumscribed role in
transnational interlocking, carrying a total of 32 such ties. Again, there is a tendency for these
interlocks to be part and parcel of interiorizing relations: 18 of the 32 involve Canadian

12

By way of comparison, the proportion of all domestic interlocks involving Canadian TNCs held steady
through the decade (820 of 2,204 domestic interlocks in 1996; 413 of 1,128 domestic interlocks in 2006,
comprising 36.6 per cent of all domestic ties).
13
Included among these companies were the Canadian subsidiaries of Toyota, Nissan, Honda, Mitsubishi,
Mitsui, Itochu, Bank of Tokyo (all based in Japan), McDonalds, Sears Robuck, Costco, Gulf’s parent,
A&P’s parent, Textron’s parent, Weyerhaeuser (all based in the US), LaFarge, Societe Generale (based in
France), and HSBC (based in Britain).
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subsidiaries of foreign-based transnationals. 14 These interlocks are generated through parentsubsidiary relations that reach into the Canadian economic space.
Figure 4. Transnational Interlocks Classified by Transnationality, 1996 and 2006

The bimodal distribution of transnational interlocks across the four categories of
transnationalization in Figure 4 reflects the double-sided character of corporate organization in an
era of extensive multinational cross-penetration of investment among developed capitalist
economies. The two categories that account for most transnational interlocks reflect
complementary insertions into global capitalism. Comparing 1996 with 2006, we find a shift from
transnational interlocking of the interiorizing sort to transnational interlocking of the exteriorizing
sort. In the interiorizing mode, as explained earlier, board interlocks extend from foreign parents
to Canadian subsidiaries, expressing a penetration of corporate power from without. Across the
decade, the number of transnational interlocks involving foreign-controlled C250 firms decreases
14

By 2006, these firms tend to link across the Atlantic, to European parents, rather than continentally to
American or across the Pacific to Japanese parent companies. Canadian subsidiaries with transnational
interlocks to their G500 parents in 2006 include GlaxoSmithKline, Standard Life, Wolsley Insurance and
HSBC (all controlled in Britain), AXA Canada and Aviva Canada (controlled in France), ING Bank and
TransAmerica (controlled in the Netherlands), Sears Canada, Apache Canada and Tim Hortons (controlled
in the US), Sony Canada and Honda Canada (controlled in Japan) and Husky Energy (controlled in Hong
Kong).
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nearly by half. The decline of such interlocks reflects both the decreasing complement of foreigncontrolled firms in the C250 and the waning tendency for foreign-controlled branch plants to
maintain directoral ties to their parents – in part due to a transformation of the organizational
structures of TNCs (Carroll and Klassen 2010).
In contrast, exteriorizing transnational interlocking occurs as Canadian TNCs (controlled
mostly by Canadian interests) share directors with large corporations based elsewhere. Here,
transnational interlocks have a quite different meaning. In 1996, 14 TNCs in the C250 had 31
transnational interlocks. By 2006, 22 TNCs carry 54 such interlocks (see Figure 4). In percentage
terms, the shift from interiorizing to exteriorizing interlocks is substantial. In 1996, 31.5 per cent
of all transnational interlocks were of the interiorizing type (involving foreign-controlled firms).
By 2006 that proportion had fallen to 16.4 per cent. In 1996, 27.9 per cent of transnational
interlocks were carried by Canadian TNCs; by 2006 49.1 per cent were. This is evidence that the
transnational elite network follows in the grooves of transnational investments and expansion –
with effects going in both directions but trending recently in the direction of expansion from
Canada.
There is, thus, a relation between transnationalization of capital and transnational
interlocking – in both directions, inward and outward. The bidirectional relation points to a
process of capitalist cross-penetration. But for large Canadian firms, the outward dynamic of
Canada-based internationalization has recently been dominant, and the inward-moving relation is
decreasingly US-centred and increasingly multinational in ownership. Figures 5 and 6 provide a
visual representation of the exteriorizing interlocks that link Canadian TNCs to large corporations
domiciled in other countries. The sociograms represent the social space at the seam between the
Canadian national network and the global network, at two moments in time.
Figure 5 shows the network of 65 firms in 1996, made up of 40 Canadian TNCs (shown
as squares) that interlock either with other Canadian TNCs or with non-Canadian members of our
G500 (the latter shown as circles). The latter category numbers 25, including 18 US-based firms
and seven firms based in Europe. The 14 Canadian TNCs with interlocks extending beyond the
national border are shown as large black squares labeled with an abbreviation of the corporation’s
name; non-Canadian G500 members are also labeled, enabling one to trace all the interlocks that
embed Canadian TNCs in the global corporate network. The leading character of each node label
identifies the company’s domicile. Line thickness indicates the number of directors that are
shared by a pair of firms. The same graphical conventions apply to Figure 6, which shows, at
yearend 2006, 42 Canadian TNCs and the 43 non-Canadian G500 companies that interlock with
22 of the Canadian TNCs. In both years, two of the Canadian TNCs in the network are foreign
controlled. 15
Because these sociograms were constructed using a spring-embedding algorithm, the
relative distances between the points in each diagram approximate the distances in the actual
network of corporations. At 1996, the network is clearly centred around 40 Canadian TNCs,
which entirely occupy the core of the space and are extensively interconnected. Large
corporations domiciled outside Canada surround this core, with eleven of the 18 US-based firms
forming a single component to the south, and with all seven European firms also forming a
15

In 1996 AMOCO Canada and Nexen were controlled in the US; in 2006 Inco was controlled in Brazil
and Teck Corporation was (partially) controlled in Japan, with Sumitomo Metal Mining as a dominant
shareholder, alongside the (Canadian) Keevil family.
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connected component to the east whose five French and Belgian companies (linked mainly to
Montreal-based Seagram) share multiple directors.
Figure 5. Interlocks among Canandian TNCs and non-Canadian G500 firms, 1996

Key
Black squares: Canadian TNCs with transnational interlocks; grey squares: Canadian TNCs
without transnational interlocks; grey circles: non-Canadian G500 members. Line thickness
indicates the number of directors shared by a pair of firms. The leading character of each node
label identifies each G500 company’s domicile: ‘B’ – Britain; ‘F’ – France; ‘U’ – US; ‘X’ –
Belgium.
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Figure 6. Interlocks among Canandian TNCs and non-Canadian G500 firms, 2006

Key
Black squares: Canadian TNCs with transnational interlocks; grey squares: Canadian TNCs
without transnational interlocks; grey circles: non-Canadian G500 members. Line thickness
indicates the number of directors shared by a pair of firms. The leading character of each node
label identifies each G500 company’s domicile: ‘B’ – Britain; ‘E’ – Spain; ‘F’ – France; ‘G’ –
Germany; ‘I’ – Italy; ‘N’ – Netherlands; ‘S’ – Switzerland; ‘T’ – Turkey; ‘U’ – US; ‘X’ –
Belgium.
By 2006 the network is far less compactly centred upon Canadian TNCs: among the
Canadian TNCs, density has fallen from 0.1872 to 0.0929. Moreover, companies based in Europe
now outnumber the 18 US-based firms that interlock with the Canadian TNCs; indeed, firms of
varying domiciles intermingle in a more diffuse social space. The change is neatly summarized
by considering the largest set of firms whose members each have k or more ties to each other –
the kcore (Seidman 1983). In 1996, we find at the centre a 5-core of 28 firms, each interlocked
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with five or more other members of the 5-core – all of them domiciled in Canada. By 2006, the
largest kcore is a 4-core of 18 firms. Not only is the kcore greatly diminished in size; its members
are less profusely interlocked, and four of them are Europe-based (namely Daimler, UniCredit,
Royal KPN and EADS), with Daimler playing an integrative role through its interlocks with
Nortel, CAE, and the three other European companies. There is, at this seam between the
Canadian network and the global network, not only a weakening in the centrality of Canadian
TNCs, but a definite shift toward a European presence. Comparing the two sociograms, between
1996 and 2006 the total number of interlocks involving US-based firms drops from 52 to 42 while
the number involving European companies rises from 29 to 89.
In both years, ties connecting Canadian TNCs and G500 firms domiciled elsewhere are
‘thin’ – carried by single directors – indicative not of control relations but of informal alignments
that facilitate business scan (Useem 1984) and help to build a transnational corporate community
(Carroll 2010). With one important exception, ‘thick’ ties, carried by multiple interlocked
directors and often indicative of deeper capital relations (Carroll and Sapinski 2011), stay within
national borders. The noteworthy exception, in 2006, links Montréal-based Power Corporation
with Brussels-based Groupe Bruxelles Lambert, via four shared directors. This transnational
interlock represents a key nexus for what Carroll (2009) describes as the only transnational
financial empire of significance within the world’s 500 leading corporations: an alliance of the
Desmarais family of Montréal and the Frère family of Brussels, which controls a number of major
corporations in Canada and Europe. 16
To summarize, our data on directorship interlocks reveal that, over the past decade, a
significant recomposition of the Canadian corporate community took place. This recomposition
appears both within the C250 and between the firms of the C250 and the G500. First, the
evidence demonstrates a less dense, yet relatively stable national network of directorship ties
amongst C250 firms, which still interlock with each other at a greater scale than with G500 firms.
Canadian-based transnationals come to play a more central role in the national network;
nationally bound firms are relegated to its margins or detached from it entirely. The evidence also
reveals that directors of foreign controlled firms became significantly less connected to the
national network, and that by 2006 such interlocks represented a more diverse complement of
cross-border ties, as ties with European subsidiaries increased vis-à-vis American ones. The
implications of this finding are that the corporate network in Canada is largely dominated by
nationally owned firms, in particular, by leading TNCs under Canadian ownership; and that a
more geographically diverse – i.e. less ‘continental’ – network is emerging. Finally, the data
indicate a growing set of directorship interlocks between Canadian-owned TNCs and the largest
foreign-based firms in the world. These interlocks demonstrate primarily an ‘exteriorization’ of
corporate power, and thus exhibit a new process of transnational class formation by Canadian
firms as they expand operations beyond the US into Europe and other regions of the world
economy.

16

In 1996, Power Corporation of Canada was already networked across the Atlantic, but although its
investments in and beyond Canada were substantial, it did not qualify as a TNC. See Carroll (2004: 64-5).
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CONCLUSION
We observe, then, complex transformations in the Canadian corporate network during the past
decade of neoliberal globalization – transformations shedding light on new forms of
transnationality in the corporate power bloc. On the one hand, we find a growing polarization
within the C250, marked by the absolute decline and relative stagnation of nationally bound
firms, and the rapid growth and international expansion of TNCs and near-TNCs. The evidence
indicates a progressive concentration of capital within the TNCs of the C250, and a marked
tendency for these firms to interlock more with each other than with sub-transnational firms.
Within the C250, we also find that foreign control, though increasingly marginal, emanates
almost entirely from the Triad and is most extensive among those with no foreign subsidiaries of
their own – classic branch plants. Some of these firms are involved in transnational interlocking
of the interiorizing sort, but they rarely participate in the Canadian corporate network. Instead, the
national network is carried mostly by Canadian-owned firms, particularly TNCs and near-TNCs.
For this reason, we concur with Robinson’s (2004) assessment of TNCs as leading agents of
capital accumulation, but note the persistence of a ‘national corporate community’ in Canada
(Scott 1997) and the bifurcation of this community into TNCs and non-TNCs.
In addition, we observe a more transnational scope of investment by Canadian firms,
which increasingly hold subsidiaries across the Triad, most importantly in the US and Europe. In
this sense, Canadian firms in the C250 operate not as continental ‘compradors’ but as active
members of an ‘Atlantic ruling class’, with transnational reach into both developed and
developing countries (van der Pijl 1984). Over the decade, as the number of large Canadian TNCs
grew, the national network became more focused upon them and their transnational interlocking
expanded considerably, effecting a relative shift from interiorizing to exteriorizing interlocks.
As a result, the interface between capital accumulation and class formation broadly
matches our scenario F, with several specifications:
i.

transnational interlocking becomes weighted more toward the exteriorization of
Canada-based capitalist interests and less toward interiorization of foreign-based
corporate power;
ii. exteriorizing and interiorizing practices take in a widening range of foreign
domiciles; and:
iii. the national network is increasingly centred upon the same Canadian TNCs that
participate heavily in the transnational network.

In short, globalizing firms are increasingly dominant in the national network, and increasingly
integrated with the transnational network of corporate power. Non-transnationals, particularly
firms whose investments are restricted to the home market, come to participate less in the
‘national’ network, whose own center of gravity is increasingly transnational. The reasons for the
growing marginality of nationally bound firms are not immediately apparent. It may be that, in an
era of corporate governance practices favoring ‘leaner meaner’ boards and fewer directorships per
director, diminishing opportunities for interlocking promote a clustering of elite affiliations
among the big, transnational players that shuts out many of the sub-transnationals, thereby
amplifying the network’s core-periphery structure.
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One trend worth highlighting is the elevated presence of Canadian TNCs in Europe, and
the increased presence of European TNCs, through their subsidiaries, in Canada. As we saw, the
elite network of directorship interlocks follows these trends in capital accumulation, in particular,
through greater network connections between European and Canadian firms. In this regard, it is
worth speculating that current moves towards a Canada-European Union free trade agreement
stem in part from closer integration of capital, and capitalist classes, between these
countries/regions.
Regardless, in the case of Canada, we observe an emerging relation between
transnationalization of capital and transnational interlocking – in both directions, inward and
outward. The two-way relation signals a process of capitalist cross-penetration, as TNCs based in
Canada and around the world place investments in each other’s national domains while also
exporting capital to developing countries (Portes and Walton 1981: 142; Carroll and Klassen
2010: 23). For Canadian TNCs, however, the outward dynamic of internationalization has
recently been dominant, while the inward dynamic is decreasingly US-centred and increasingly
multinational in scope. The trend is dialectical: Canadian TNCs have reinforced a national
network of corporate power and simultaneously interlocked with foreign-based TNCs both inside
and outside of Canada, in the grooves formed by transnational investment. The trajectory of
Canada’s corporate community exemplifies Sassen’s maxim: “the global partly inhabits and
partly arises out of the national” (2007: 1). Sassen goes on to note that the global/national nexus
troubles two core propositions in modern social science: (1) that the nation-state is the container
of political, economic and social processes; and (2) that the global and the national are two
mutually exclusive entities. Our case study of Canada underlines the importance, in an era of
global capitalism, of analyzing the national and the transnational as mutually constitutive
elements in processes of class formation. Further comparative research could consider the
conditions under which interiorizing and exteriorizing processes come to predominate at specific
national sites within the world system, and the ramifications for corporate communities at
national and transnational levels.
In conclusion, we find definite relations between investment and interlocking that shape
the social space of national corporate communities and the global corporate elite. Corporations
with a transnational accumulation base tend to participate in transnational interlocking.
Successful capital accumulation and corporate interlocking appear as mutually reinforcing
processes, as transnational firms increasingly network within their ‘home’ domiciles and with
others emanating from the Triad. While national corporate communities have not been
transcended, they are increasingly inhabited by transnational firms, which articulate with other
TNCs on a global scale. These corporations constitute the leading edge of capital accumulation
and, through their dense network of cross-border investments and interlocking directorates, form
the rudiments of a transnational capitalist class.
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ABSTRACT
The bluefin tuna fishery in the Mediterranean has a long history of human interaction. In recent
times, this fishery has become the central source of bluefin tuna for core nations, particularly
Japan. This process was set off in large part by the growth of global fish markets, driven by the
valuable sushi and sashimi market, and overfishing of other bluefin stocks in other parts of the
world. The transformation of this fishery from an artisanal trap fishery to a globalized industrial
fishery has had a number of social and environmental consequences. Based on in-depth fieldwork
and historical research, this paper examines the political economy of the bluefin tuna fishery in
the Mediterranean, with a focus on Sicily. It provides a descriptive history of the changing
conditions in this fishery, paying special attention to the modern fishery. This research
contributes to the discussions regarding the globalization and industrialization of agri-food
systems and environmental degradation.

INTRODUCTION
The Mediterranean bluefin tuna fishery has a long and rich history. Human civilizations have
been interacting with this fishery for millennia, during which it has been an important source of
protein for regional populations. While early Mediterranean civilizations had rudimentary forms
of capture technology, by the turn of the first millennium CE, a sophisticated bluefin tuna trap
fishery 1 emerged (Consolo 1986). This trap fishery, called tonnara in Italian, madrague in
French, almadraba in Spanish, and armação in Portuguese, forms an elaborate maze of nets that
capture and corral bluefin tuna during their spawning season. Active for more than a thousand
years, the traditional/artisanal bluefin tuna trap fishery has experienced a collapsed in the
Mediterranean and has struggled where it is still practiced.
The modern processes of capitalist globalization and industrialization are impacting
fishing communities throughout the world. This paper examines the serious social and ecological
consequences in the Mediterranean bluefin fishery. Recent heavy fishing pressure on bluefin tuna
stocks in the Atlantic and Mediterranean have had profound effects. In a period of a few decades,
1

In this paper, the traditional trap fishery is distinguished from the broader Mediterranean fishery, which
includes modern methods of fishing (e.g. purse-seine and long-line) and their ensuing industries. Although
the trap fishery is still part of modern production in some parts of the Mediterranean, it is a unique practice
and culture of fishing that is distinct from the modern industrial fishery.
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the broader Mediterranean bluefin fishery has been transformed from an artisanal, mostly
regional, fishery, into a capital and technology intensive fishery that primarily serves the global
sushi and sashimi market.
Figure1: Map of the Mediterranean Basin (IAM 1998)

This examination will be considered using a political-economic approach and is based on
historical research and fieldwork done in Sicily, Italy during 2007 and 2008. Fieldwork consisted
of observations and in-depth interviews with traditional/artisanal trap fishers, individuals
associated with the modern fishing industry, as well as community members and political figures.
Historical research was conducted in local and regional libraries, as well as utilizing the personal
archives and libraries of participants. Finally, public statistics and industry sources were accessed
to provide descriptive quantitative data. Hence, this work can be considered “structural
fieldwork,” which “is most interested in understanding structures of power that provide much of
the logic by which political and economic life is organized” (Gellert and Shefner 2009: 196)

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY: AN ECOSTRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK
Incorporating the many disciplines within the social sciences, political economic studies provide
a broad point of view when analyzing the social world. Simultaneously, this approach offers a
distinct analysis for addressing a variety of specific social concerns, in this case agri-food issues.
This framework endeavors to understand and identify crucial structural forces in the social world
that are at the basis of social organization and, more generally, social life. In doing so, it seeks to
discover the political, cultural and economic factors that are manifestations of social life, with a
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particular interest in the access and distribution of important resources (Balaam and Veseth
2007).
Political economic theories on the environment offer an eco-structural perspective when
analyzing social factors in relation to environmental issues, such as the depletion of natural
resources. This area of study has made a substantial contribution to the theoretical development
within the sub-discipline of environmental sociology (Buttel 2002; Foster 1999; O'Connor 1991;
Schnaiberg 1980). In addition, political economic approaches have been at the forefront of
empirical investigations in this growing area of sociological inquiry (Grimes and Kentor 2003;
Jorgenson 2003; York, Rosa and Dietz 2003). This framework incorporates key macrotheoretical concepts to form an effective approach for analyzing the interactions between social
systems and natural systems, providing a critical lens for examining socio-ecological concerns.
The treadmill of production (ToP) theory and world-systems theory (WST) are primary
theoretical lenses that have been at the forefront of environmental sociological research (Buttel
1987; Buttel 2002). These theoretical approaches can provide important insight into the processes
taking place in the Mediterranean bluefin fishery. ToP theory emphasizes the expansionary nature
of the modern political economy in relation to resulting social and environmental outcomes
(Schnaiberg 1980; Schnaiberg and Gould 1994). The ToP theory offers an analytical framework
that identifies key structures of modern social relations of production and consumption as primary
drivers of environmental and social degradation.
The world-systems perspective highlights global political economic processes, examining
them in a historical light (Roberts and Grimes 2002). For environmental sociologists, WST has
framed analyses to help illuminate the relations between nature and capital in a global sociohistorical context (e.g. Bunker 1984; Moore 2003). This conceptual framework unveils the levers
of global power relations, and emphasizes the role of nature and natural resources in the course of
world historical political economic systems.
This study seeks to identify and describe the global political economic forces that are
driving technological, economic, cultural and environmental change in the Mediterranean bluefin
tuna fishery, with a focus on Sicily. It draws from the eco-structural perspective developed in
environmental sociology, primarily from a world-systems and treadmill of production
frameworks. In this regard, this work will provide a political-economic history of the fishery,
situating the socio-ecological transformations that have occurred in their social and historical
context. Thus, it is appropriate to proceed with a discussion of the broader background regarding
production and consumption of marine products in the modern era.

INDUSTRIALIZATION OF GLOBAL FISH PRODUCTION AND EXPANSION OF
CONSUMPTION
It is crucial to recognize that changes in production and consumption in the agri-food sector have
been socially and historically shaped, and have had far reaching social and ecological
consequences in the modern world-system (Mintz 1985; Moore 2003). During the twentieth
century, and particularly in the post World War II era, food production in most nations that make
up the core of the modern world-system began to take on the characteristics of the industrial
factory (Goodman 1991). Producing food was transformed into an industrialized process that
generated mass commodities for growing global markets (Friedman 1982; Magdoff, Foster and
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Buttel 2000; McMichael 1995). In agriculture, the mass production of food and fiber became
possible with the widespread use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, the development of new
hybrid plant varieties, increasing application of mechanization of production, and the expansion
of irrigation, resulting in an era known as the “green revolution.”
Mirroring the industrialization of agriculture, the fishing industry adopted capital and hitechnology intensive methods in order to increase capacity and production (Garcia and Newton
1997; Jackson et al. 2001; Pauly 2004). In the modern era, fish production has developed into a
highly mechanized, capital and technology intensive system (Bailey 1985). Like agriculture, with
the expansion of shipping and transport technologies, marine products increasingly became
heavily traded global commodities (Bonnano and Constance 1996; Friedland 2004). This process
provides global populations, typically in core nations, with better access to a variety of marine
food products at most any time of year. As a result, consumption of marine resources has
increased dramatically over the last few decades (UN FAO 2007; World Bank 2006a).
Between 1950 and the late 1980s, the exploitation of global marine resources expanded
significantly, from a total of about 20 million tons per year to over 80 million tons per year (UN
FAO 2007). Along with the growing affluence of wealthy consumers from the global North, fish
production and consumption expanded in a variety of traditional as well as nontraditional
markets. Literature on this matter largely points to demographic changes, in particular population
growth and consumption trends, during this period as the chief drivers of increasing fish
consumption (World Bank 2004).
Nevertheless, it is important to note that during the 1950s and 1960s, and again since the
start of the twenty-first century, fish production increased so quickly that it outpaced population
growth 2 (Pauly et al. 2002). Global consumption of fish grew from nine kilograms per capita in
1961 to almost seventeen kilograms per capita in 2003 (UN FAO 2007). Indeed, most of the
expansion in fish consumption occurred in nations that have had the lowest levels of population
growth in the post World War II era. For example, in core nations, between 1961 and 2003, fish
consumption grew faster than population growth (UN FAO 2007; World Bank 2006b).
Moreover, social variables such as culture and economic growth have been shown to have a
significant influence on fish consumption (York and Gossard 2004).
To fuel the growth in the marine products market, global fishing efforts have intensified.
Capital investments were made into improving and increasing capture technology. As a result,
larger and more heavily capitalized fishing fleets began to roam the world in search of abundant
fish stocks. With advanced location technology, increased size and speed of boats, and better
overall capture apparatus, many ocean species have been exploited beyond sustainable limits
(Myers and Worm 2003; Pauly et al. 1998; Worm et al. 2006).

EXPANSION OF THE BLUEFIN MARKET
The Mediterranean bluefin fishery has been heavily exploited in recent years to provide fresh,
frozen, and processed tuna for core nations, particularly Japan, followed by Western Europe and
the United States (Crescimanno and Di Trapani 2007). The expansion of production and
2 During the twenty-first century this growth in production is mostly due to the mass expansion of
aquaculture.
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industrialization of the Mediterranean bluefin fishery is a relatively recent phenomenon. This
process was, in large part, set off by the growth of the global sushi and sashimi market that
emerged in the late twentieth century. To be sure, as the primary market for bluefin tuna, Japan
has been a central driving force behind this expansion (Bregazzi 2006; Crescimanno and Di
Trapani 2007).
Marine products have been a longtime staple in traditional Japanese cuisine. As a nation
of North Pacific islands, fish provided vital calories and protein for a population with relatively
little arable land. Japan’s appetite for fish is enormous, a large percentage of which is imported.
In 2005, Japan imported over 2.7 million tons of fresh, frozen, processed, and live marine
products, more than sixty percent of the 4.36 million tons of domestic production3 (UN FAO
2010). That same year, Japan’s total seafood imports were valued at more than $14 billion (UN
FAO 2010).
The Japanese market far exceeds any other market in consumption and imports of bluefin
tuna. In 2005, Japan imported fifty-five percent of the entire global imports in Atlantic bluefin
tuna (ABFT) 4. In recent years, Japan, together with Spain, France, United States, and Italy, made
up almost ninety-five percent of the global market (Di Trapani 2007). In dollar values, Japan’s
imports are estimated to reach seventy-five percent of the total value of global imports of bluefin
tuna (Crescimanno and Di Trapani 2007). This difference between quantity and value of
Japanese imports is an indicator of the high value and “quality” of bluefin tuna that is imported to
Japan, as well as the strength of the Japanese market.
With the growth of the Japanese economy in the post World War II era, the demand for
bluefin tuna as sashimi and sushi increased dramatically and enormous price escalation followed
the swelling demand (Safina 1998; WWF 2002). Specific cuts of bluefin are highly prized and
sold in a variety of forms. In Japan, the fatty belly, sold as toro, became a delicacy that began to
command the highest prices (Bestor 2004).
At its peak, one portion of high quality sushi/sashimi could easily sell for fifty to one
hundred dollars or more in prestigious Japanese restaurants (Bestor 2001). Recently, at Japan’s
renowned Tsukiji wholesale market, market prices have reached historic highs of $900 a kilo
(Ellis 2008; Miyake et al. 2003). For example, at Tsukiji’s first auction of 2009, a 128 kg bluefin
sold for $820 per kg, and a new record was set when a single bluefin was auctioned for over
$200,000 (Wright 2009). These examples of extraordinarily high market prices are relatively rare
occurrences. Nevertheless, they display the soaring global market and transformation of an item
that was recently, in market terms, a low-value species. For instance, only a few decades ago,
bluefin tuna sold for five to ten cents a pound in the United States market (Gaski 1993; Issenberg
2007).
Although Japanese have consumed sushi for centuries, its earliest forms were salted and
fermented fish with rice. Indeed, our common modern notion of sushi and sashimi (raw fish with
or without rice) is a rather new culinary concept that transpires with access to modern
refrigeration technology. Japanese began consuming sushi rolls at the turn of the twentieth
century. Raw sushi, as we commonly know it, only appeared in the post war period, and toro
sashimi only in the 1960s (Ellis 2008; Issenberg 2007). Thus, along with changes in technology,
3 Domestic production includes Japanese distant water fishing, not merely vessels in Japanese waters.
4 Atlantic bluefin tuna or Northern bluefin tuna is one of three bluefin tuna species. It inhabits the North
Atlantic and Mediterranean region.
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a growing economy, opportunities for investments and profits, and expanding global trade came
changes in culinary practices and consumer tastes. Traditional cuts of preserved or fermented tuna
gave way to new patterns in production, distribution and consumption.
Bluefin Tuna: From Cat Food to High Class Cuisine
Before the recent bluefin tuna market boom, Atlantic bluefin tuna was a species that was
generally of little interest to most fishing operations. ABFT had a relatively low market value and
was minimally exploited, particularly in comparison to other tuna species such as albacore or
skipjack. In the West Atlantic, bluefin tuna were hunted mostly for sport, since their large size,
tremendous strength and great speed offered a considerable challenge to recreational fishers
(Whynott 1995). Many commercial fishing operations regarded them as a nuisance, as bluefin
tuna are voracious eaters and would frequently consume commercially viable target species
(Safina 1998).
In Sicily, bluefin tuna was a traditional and seasonal fare that made an important
contribution to the food resources in coastal communities. It was often preserved under salt or oil
for later consumption. Several bluefin dishes were deemed “cucina povera,” or food of the poor.
In Western markets, bluefin tuna was typically destined for pet food plants. Even in
Japan, when bluefin was consumed regularly, fatty parts of the bluefin tuna were considered
undesirable or even inedible. Indeed, the fatty belly, now the highly praised toro, was frequently
tossed to cats (Ellis 2008; Issenberg 2007). Generally, the red flesh of species like tuna was not
highly regarded as white flesh species. In the post war period, particularly by the 1970s and
1980s, with a newfound appreciation for its high fat content, toro emerged as a luxury food item
in Japan. Bluefin tuna, called maguro, was transformed from cat food to fine Japanese cuisine.
In a short time, its value on the Japanese market jumped an astonishing 10,000 percent, with
similar spikes throughout the world (Bestor 2001; Issenberg 2007).
In Japan, maguro toro became the superstar of sushi/sashimi. While other species are
utilized in the production and consumption of sushi and sashimi, bluefin tuna is commonly
regarded as the highest quality and most desirable species for this type of consumption (Bestor
2001). With the growing prosperity of Japanese consumers, high-end restaurants and elite sushi
bars in Japan began offering this newly esteemed dish, which is regularly consumed by business
elites. Surely, for the Japanese upper class, there was no substitute for maguro toro as a status
symbol. While the bluefin tuna market has gone through periods of highs and lows in recent
years, Japanese imports have remained relatively stable 5 (Table 1). Within a short time, the
growing trend in Japan was transported to other wealthy nations, and in the 1990s sushi was the
latest food fad in core nations in Western Europe as well as the United States (Bestor 2001).
Following this period, bluefin tuna became the most demanded and expensive tuna species on the
world market (Ottolenghi 2008).

5 During this period, Japanese imports saw marked increase in frozen fillet. This change to frozen fillet
apparently results from a simple categorical modification, which has increased likely due to the fact that a
large amount of frozen fillet can be imported without properly identifying it as ABFT. This, along with
many other efforts, has often been done to circumvent regulations imposed by ICCAT.
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Table 1: Recorded Japanese Imports of ABFT in tons and values 6 (NOAA 2010) 7.

Fresh

2004
9,966

2005
9,882

2006
7395

2007
5114

2008
4,351

2009
5,834

Frozen

6,624

4,220

5355

6283

4,178

3,991

Frozen Fillet
Total (Tons)

8,841
25,431

10,466
24,568

15542
28,292

13451
24,848

13,627
22,156

13,198
23,023

Millions of Yen

53,175

52,527

64664

63267

68,172

57,221

Millions of Dollars

492.36

477.52

557.45

536.16

577.73

484.92

NOAA’s Southwest Regional Office reports that between the years 2004 through 2009,
Japan imported an average of about 22,500 tons of ABFT each year (NOAA 2010). These
imports had a six-year average value of $531 million per year. However, Japanese imports are
higher than the NOAA data suggests, as most official estimates do not consider illegal,
unreported and unregulated (IUU) captures. (Bregazzi 2005; Volpe 2005; WWF 2008). Thus, the
global market for bluefin tuna is much larger than most official sources report. Once on the
consumer market, the total value of bluefin sales is likely in the billions of dollars8.
Bluefin captured in the Mediterranean Sea account for the largest share of the total ABFT
exports. As catches of Pacific bluefin (thunnus orientalis) and Southern bluefin (thunnus
maccoyii) dropped, particularly in the 1980s, ABFT (thunnus thynnus) became the central bluefin
target species. The Mediterranean is one of the few remaining areas where ABFT remain
relatively abundant. Other ABFT fishing zones, especially in the western Atlantic, have seen
significant reductions in captures in the last few decades (ICCAT 2007a; Safina and Klinger
2008; Safina 2003).
Transformations in the Global Bluefin Market
The expansionary nature of the capitalist treadmill of production (Schnaiberg and Gould 1994)
and the technological operations that emerged within the natural and social context of the modern
world-system (Bunker and Ciccantell 2005) played a central role in transforming and shaping the
modern global bluefin market. With such a high price on its head, fishing effort for bluefin tuna
expanded quickly throughout the world. The growing value of bluefin tuna on the global market
was related to a number of important social phenomena that are crucial for understanding the
expansion of ABFT captures in the Mediterranean, and the impacts on ABFT populations and the
communities that were traditionally tied to the species.

6

Values were estimated using the annual average exchange rate for the year considered.
While data from NOAA dates back to 1996, previous to 2004 the category “frozen fillet” was not
included in their data. Therefore, to remain consistent, those data were excluded from this table.
8 Unfortunately, it is impossible to estimate the actual values of bluefin tuna imports due to high levels of
IUU captures. Recent estimates state that the captures of ABFT may be double the reported captures and
exports/imports (ICCAT 2007c).

7
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Table 2: Mediterranean Bluefin Tuna Exports. Average Estimated Values 9 and Quantity in
Tons with Nation of Origin (2004-2005) (Bregazzi 2006).

Export Nation
Spain
Turkey
Malta
Croatia
France
Italy
Tunisia
Morocco
Cyprus
Libya
Greece

Value in Dollars
62,416,691
40,204,093
35,748,830
32,643,270
32,011,181
30,863,204
16,108,134
7,081,593
5,632,880
3,755,849
445,719

Total

266,911,441

Tons
9,390
3,490
3,113
3,166
7,078
5,969
1,437
736
1,025
559
1,981
37,943

First, because of the high price of bluefin tuna, it became economically viable to transport
freshly caught individual bluefin tuna via airplanes to high value markets. Japan Airlines
considered fish an ideal food commodity for air travel, and was the first operation to attempt the
air transport of bluefin tuna (Issenberg 2007). Using jet aircrafts, a bluefin tuna caught off the
coast of Maine or Sicily could be delivered to Japanese consumers within twenty-four hours of its
capture. For example, in 1991, the United States exported almost $16 million in bluefin tuna to
Japan by way of air (Gaski 1993). Even though the local Pacific bluefin tuna has been the
preferred species in Japan, as a result of high-speed transport, ABFT from distant waters also
became a luxury food item for elite Japanese consumers.
Second, new technology in food storage, including cooling and freezing technology,
allowed for the conservation of bluefin tuna in a way that maintained much of its perceived
quality. Methods were developed that preserved freshness by maintaining constant proper
temperatures without freezing. In addition, superior freezing and thawing technologies were
advanced that allowed the fast freezing to very low temperatures of negative forty-five degrees
Celsius (UN FAO 2004). Other emerging technologies in production also became viable, namely
“tuna farming” or “tuna ranching,” which created a novel way to add value to bluefin tuna and
produce sushi quality tuna. While frozen bluefin and some farmed tuna are not regarded as

9

These are estimates based on analysis by Advance Tuna Ranching Technologies (ATRT), for the years
2004 and 2005. ATRT has compiled data on bluefin tuna in the Mediterranean using a wide variety of
official and industry sources. Due to the high level of IUU activities in the fishery, precise data is
unavailable. These estimates are likely some of the best that are available. Values were estimated using the
annual average exchange rate for the year considered.
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highly for the quality characteristics that are determined by expert sushi graders, these methods
certainly opened up a medium-quality sushi market.
Graph 1: Total Recorded Global Captures of Bluefin Tuna by Species (UN FAO 2010).
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Third, the expansion of the middle-range market spurred a boom in consumption of
bluefin tuna (Tudela and García 2004). The burgeoning Japanese middle class could now
consume this luxury food item that was previously reserved mostly for the upper class and
business elites. Bluefin tuna began to show up on the menus of middle range sushi bars and later
“fast food” style conveyer belt sushi bars (Bestor 2001). Together, these processes contributed to
the expansion of a global market for ABFT. Along with Tokyo, restaurants from Los Angeles to
London were offering ABFT sushi and sashimi on their menus and producers were striving to
push into new and growing Asian markets. By the 1990s, bluefin tuna became a global food
commodity for those with a taste for luxury.

INDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA
This lucrative and growing global market for bluefin tuna necessitated mass production and
economies of scale. Industrialized fishing, already active in many fisheries by the late twentieth
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century, became the modus operandi in bluefin tuna fisheries. The Mediterranean bluefin fishery,
one the oldest and most productive bluefin fisheries in the world, became the target of industrial
fishing operations in an attempt to capture this high-value commodity and exploit a profitable and
expanding market.
Graph 2: Total Recorded Captures of ABFT in the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean
Region 10 (ICCAT 2007c).
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Two of the most common methods of fishing used in modern bluefin tuna fisheries are
long-lines and purse-seines. Long-lines are fishing lines baited with hooks and can range from a
few miles up to eighty miles in length. These lines can contain thousands of baited hooks (Ellis
2003). Japanese long-lines began steadily fishing in the Mediterranean in 1972 and quickly
found an abundant source of bluefin tuna. In that year, long-liners from Japan captured about 70
tons of bluefin in Mediterranean waters. Just two years later, Japanese captures increased more
than tenfold (Mather, Mason and Jones 1995). Japanese long-line vessels were seasonally banned
10

As mentioned above, IUU captures have been significant in the Mediterranean region. As a result, since
the late 1990s ICCAT has reduced capture quotas for member nations and their fishing fleets. The stark
drop in captures visible in the late 1990s and 2000s is related to the reduction in quotas. However, IUU
captures are not included in these data and likely increase real captures significantly. Mediterranean
captures also include the Black Sea.
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from the Mediterranean by 1975 in an agreement between Japan and the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) (Miyabe 2003). However, this
method of capture is still in use. In 2000, over one billion hooks were set throughout the ABFT
fishery (Duncan and Woolford 2006). Long-lines do not distinguish between old and young fish,
or even specific species. As a result, they commonly hook non-target species such as sea turtles,
marine mammals, and a variety of sea birds (Safina 1998).
Purse-seining involves large nets, some of which are large enough to encircle a football
stadium (UN FAO 2008). These nets are deployed into the oceans vertically, in a cylinder like
fashion, with a float line at the top and a lead-line at the bottom, which encircle schools of fish.
Once the tuna are inside, the bottom of the seine is drawn closed using the purse line, trapping
sea-life inside the large area surrounded by nets. Auxiliary vessels such as skiffs or speedboats,
and sometimes helicopters, are also used in this practice (UN FAO 2008).
Purse-seine fishing for ABFT in the Mediterranean usually takes place during the
spawning period. The earliest use of purse-seines in the North Atlantic fishery was in Norway
during the 1940s. By the 1950s, purse-seines were capturing over 10,000 tons of ABFT in this
fishery, and by 1972 this North Atlantic fishery collapsed to a capture of only one hundred tons
(Mather et al. 1995). In the Mediterranean, purse-seining became a regular method of capture by
the 1970s, expanding rapidly thereafter. In recent times they have been used to capture live
“seed” stock for bluefin ranches (Ottolenghi et al. 2004). Under these circumstances, they are not
hauled aboard the vessel, but kept alive awaiting transfer.

Tons

Graph 3: Recorded Sicilian Trap and Mediterranean Purse-Seine ABFT Captures
(Bregazzi 2005; ICCAT 2007c).
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By the 1980s, larger nets, more powerful deck machinery, and generally bigger vessels to
transport and store larger catches were implemented, (Safina 1998). Along with these large-scale
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capital-intensive fleets, high technology has been incorporated into fishing for bluefin. New
technologies have been used to pinpoint and capture stocks moving throughout the ocean. These
include innovations such as Doppler radar, spotter planes, bird locating radar, omni-scan sonar,
fish aggregating devices, satellite-derived sea surface temperature information, and radio buoys
(Safina 1998; UN FAO 2008). As a result of the growth in capital and technology investments,
the capacity of the Mediterranean purse-seine fleet has expanded tremendously, far beyond the
regulated capture quota for the region (ATRT 2008).
In effort to create greater economic efficiency in live capture for ranching, purse-seine
fleets continually increased investment into a number of areas of the fishing process, including
faster engines, better detection and communication technology, increasing the number of skiffs,
employing faster auxiliary vessels, implementing new technology to lift and move skiffs, as well
as using larger and faster sinking nets (Bregazzi 2005; WWF 2006). This was done in order to
locate, reach, and secure bluefin before competing purse-seines could reach the migrating school,
and reduced the potential for speedy bluefin to escape capture.
The “modernization” of the purse-seine fleet has resulted in increasing investment and
boats fitted with the latest technology are valued at almost six million dollars (Ottolenghi 2008).
It is important to note that a large part of the “modernization” of the European purse-seine fleet
was subsidized by public funds (Tudela and García 2004). Recent estimates suggest that between
2000 and 2008 the European Union provided the fishery with almost 35 million Euros in public
subsidies, the vast majority of which was used to increase fishing effort (Pope 2009). The
Mediterranean purse-seine (PS) fleet is characterized by
“high initial and revolving capital investment, stringent amortisation and
financial costs, as well as ever-growing operational overheads (fuel, fishing
licenses, tuna spotting airplanes, labour, maintenance and repairs, insurances,
etc…The entire Mediterranean BFT PS is therefore faced with a minimal yearly
BFT catch, necessary to at least cover for expenses and amortisation of such
ships….every single one of these fishing units is operated, either as an
autonomous business profit-centre or as forming part of a fishing fleet operated
[by] the same business parameters” (ATRT 2008:87).
Therefore, Mediterranean purse-seine operations are under heavy economic pressure to locate and
capture ABFT to meet higher operating costs and increase profits, which can be used to stay
ahead of the competition through more investments in technology and capacity, feeding the
treadmill of tuna production (Schnaiberg and Gould 1994). Further, as Schnaiberg (1980) made
clear, industry and the state have come together in a common interest to power the treadmill of
production by investing in the fishery, and limiting regulations and capture quotas.
Consequently, traditional fishing methods in the Mediterranean were replaced by capital
and technology intensive methods. The Sicilian trap fishery, la tonnara, experienced a collapse in
captures (Graph 3). The traditional bluefin tuna trap fishery has a long history of supplying food
resources for the region in a sustainable manner (D’Amico 1816; Sará 1998). While early in the
industrial expansion of the fishery Sicilian traps were a source for the global bluefin market, a
fleet of industrial vessels that were adept at capturing bluefin tuna before they reached traps
quickly replaced them. Also, the modern industrial fleet can capture young bluefin of prespawning age. ABFT are believed to reach spawning age relatively late, after five years of age
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(Schaeffer 2001). Over time, capturing pre-spawning age fish can have devastating impacts on
stocks (Safina 2001). In addition, increased pollution due to industrial activities has impacted the
traditional trap fishery (Addis et al. 2007).
Due to the competitive nature of production, market dynamics, and technological
“modernization” that began in the post-war era, expanding fishing operations were chasing after
finite stocks of ABFT. Competition became fierce and stocks began to show signs of distress. In
Sicily, as well as other parts of the Mediterranean, traditional trap fisheries collapsed. The
historical record reveals that the island consistently contained around twenty trap fisheries for at
least two centuries, and often many more (D'Amico 1816; La Mantia 1901; Villabianca [1764]
1986). Today the traditional tonnara fishery in Sicily is defunct. In some locations where trap
fisheries were located, a new technology replaced the traditional method: bluefin tuna ranching.
Sushi Farming: Bluefin Tuna Ranching
In the late twentieth century, global fish consumption expanded with the help of aquaculture
production. As global marine captures could not keep pace with the expanding markets, typically
in core nations, industrial aquaculture emerged as the strategic method to augment production
(Bailey, Jentoft, and Sinclair 1996; UN FAO 2007). Inspired by the growing market in
aquaculture products and its industrialized production methods, bluefin tuna “farming” was
adopted as a way to further expand and control production, and increase surplus value.
Tuna farming or ranching, sometimes referred to as “capture-based aquaculture”
(Ottolenghi et al. 2004), is a form of intensive tuna production that in many ways parallels
feedlots used for livestock production on land. Bluefin are captured and placed in feeding cages
to rapidly increase weight, and specifically their fat content, until they are ready for slaughter.
Unlike conventional industrial aquaculture systems, such as those used in salmon, sea bass,
tilapia, and others, there has been little success rearing bluefin tuna in controlled environments11.
The “domestication” of bluefin tuna for commercial mass production has been a process that has
thus far eluded scientists and industry (Sawada et al. 2005).
Given that closing the bluefin tuna life cycle in captivity for commercial production has
been difficult to achieve, purse-seines capture wild “seed” stocks that are transported to fattening
facilities, many of which are in the Mediterranean. In 2008, there were almost seventy registered
bluefin tuna ranching facilities throughout the Mediterranean in eleven countries, with a potential
capacity of over 63,000 tons (ICCAT 2008).
Captured bluefin are transferred from purse-seine nets to sea cages, and transported by
tugboat to the ranching facility. Moving at the careful pace of about one to one-and-a-half knots
to avoid harming the valuable cargo, transport can take many days, weeks or, even more than a
month. Some firms are vertically integrated, which allows for easier coordination of this
mammoth undertaking (Bregazzi 2005).
In the wild, bluefin tuna are opportunistic feeders, preying on an array of small and large
species. However, in captivity, they are fed a diet of frozen fish selected for the high oil or fat
content to produce bluefin that meet the quality demands of the relatively new sushi and sashimi
markets. The feed is usually made up of some combination of herring, sardines, mackerels,
11 There have been some recent breakthroughs in domesticating Southern bluefin (thunnus maccoyii) and
Pacific bluefin (thunnus orientalis) and the completion of the life cycle (Ellis 2008; Sawada 2005).
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anchovies, and squid. Feed fish are occasionally procured locally, but the majority has been
imported from outside the region, including from the Americas (Ottolenghi 2008). Throughout
the process, ranches attempt to increase the quantity of feed to levels that approach seven to ten
percent of the bluefin tuna’s weight, with an average consumption of five to six percent of body
weight per day. Therefore, a bluefin tuna ranch with a capacity of 1,000 tons can consume an
average of fifty to sixty tons of feed fish per day. ABFT are kept in ranches anywhere from four
months and, in some locations, up to two years.
Graph 4: Recorded Tuna Ranch Production and Capacity (ICCAT 2007c; Miyake et al.
2003; UN FAO 2010)
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The global supply of ranched bluefin tuna reached over 20,000 tons by the year 2000,
about half of which came from the Mediterranean (Miyake et al. 2003). In the following five
years tuna ranching production in the Mediterranean tripled. This growth continued and capacity
in the Mediterranean doubled again after 2005 (ICCAT 2008). Consequently, up to eighty percent
of Mediterranean exports of bluefin tuna to Japan originated from tuna ranches (Ottolenghi et al.
2004; Tudela and García 2004).
Tuna ranches have become the main supplier of ABFT for the global market. As
Mediterranean bluefin became a major supplier for Japan, the markets were linked. Ranching
methods were adopted primarily to maintain the “quality” and supply for the sushi and sashimi
market. Thus, over a few decades, the Mediterranean bluefin tuna fishery has been transformed
from a long-standing sustainable trap fishery that supplied mostly regional populations, into a
globalized industrial fishery, guided by the dictates of transnational capital, supplying fattened
bluefin for global elites.
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Graph 5: Recorded Values of Mediterranean Bluefin Tuna Exports and Japanese Imports
(UN FAO 2010)
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Mediterranean Bluefin Tuna Ranches and Transnational Capital
Tuna ranching firms have been vertically integrated joint ventures dominated by Japanese,
Spanish, Korean, and French trans-national corporations (TNC) (ATRT 2006). The leading
players in the Mediterranean have been the Japanese firms Mitsui and Company. Ltd. and
Mitsubishi Corporation, as well as the Spanish firm Ricardo Fuentes e Hijos S.A. The Japanese
firms are among the largest TNCs and have operations in a number of sectors. The Spanish firm
(Fuentes Group) is the largest producer, processor and distributor of tuna products in the
Mediterranean (Bregazzi 2005; Fuentes Group 2007).
The size and scope of the major firms are enormous. For example, in the fiscal year
2006-2007, Mitsubishi earned nearly $10 billion in gross profits (Mitsubishi Corporation 2007b).
This TNC has operations in agricultural products, food and beverages, textiles, construction
materials, metals, machinery, energy, chemicals (petrochemicals, fertilizers, plastics), software,
telecommunications, and consumer electronics, among others (Mitsubishi Corporation 2007a).
Mitsui’s gross profits in the same period were more than $7.5 billion, with production and
distribution in food and retail, mining, petrochemicals, shipbuilding, construction, aerospace
engineering, chemicals, and iron and steel production to name a few (Mitsui and Company
2007) 12.
12 Values of profits were determined using an exchange rate of 118 yen equal to one U.S. dollar. This
exchange rate is an annual average based on the monthly rate for the year 2007. The original values are
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The Japanese TNCs have been the major financiers of bluefin tuna ranching operations in
the Mediterranean. Commonly, Japanese firms worked together with others with expertise in the
logistics of tuna ranching, such as the Spanish firm Fuentes Group. Fuentes was founded in the
1960s as a seafood purchaser, processor and distributor. The firm has specialized in fresh and
frozen bluefin tuna production and distribution, but also produces and distributes other tuna (such
as skipjack, yellow fin and big eye) as well as other species such as sea bass, swordfish, and
sardines. However, the firm has emphasized that bluefin tuna is their “star” product (Fuentes
Group 2007). The Group is made up of over 25 companies working within the seafood industry,
including bluefin tuna “aquaculture” (ranching), sea bass and sea bream aquaculture, salting and
processing, extractive fishing, storage and freezing, sales and distribution and transport (Fuentes
Group 2007). Their vertically integrated structure allows them to play a role in a number of tuna
ranching operations throughout the Mediterranean Sea.
In the 1980s, the Fuentes Group began to collaborate with large Japanese multinationals
including Mitsui, Mitsubishi, and the next biggest Japanese firm in the sector, Maruha, and
initiated its bluefin export business to Japan. In 1996, they established joint venture operations
with these major corporations to, according to their web site, “increase efficiency of bluefin
production and export” (Fuentes Group 2007). That is, they began to develop tuna ranches in the
Mediterranean with the help of Japanese capital. Fuentes’ bluefin tuna ranching operations are
located throughout the Mediterranean, and recent ventures include ranches in Libyan and
Tunisian waters (Bregazzi 2005).
While this method of production has been lucrative for some and allowed for the
expansion of production in the Mediterranean, it has not come without consequence. The notion
of “efficiency” that is referenced above ignores ecological laws. Economic outcomes, tied to
growing production and improving profit margins, are regarded as a central measure of
efficiency. However, the environmental and social consequences must be understood.

BLUEFIN RANCHING: ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS AND SOCIAL
CONSEQUENCES
Tuna farming/ranching has come under a great deal of scrutiny from environmentalists and
environmental organizations, particularly in Europe. This has mainly been due to the increasing
fishing pressure on ABFT since the emergence of tuna ranches in the Mediterranean. It has been
argued that this method of production is directly responsible for the increases in capacity of
purse-seines in the region (ATRT 2008; ICCAT 2007a).
There is little doubt that ABFT are under mounting pressure and that this has become a
serious concern for the future viability of the stocks. In recent decades, the Mediterranean ABFT
populations have been seriously depleted and the IUCN has declared that bluefin stocks are
endangered (Safina 1996) 13. As is clear from data presented by ICCAT (2007c) as well as other

¥1,148.1 billion for Mitsubishi, and ¥903 billion for Mitsui (Mitsubishi Corporation 2007b; Mitsui and
Company 2007).
13 The IUCN uses a diverse set of criteria to determine whether species face risks of extinction or
vulnerability and categorizes threatened species accordingly. A detailed explanation of the IUCN Red List
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research groups (ATRT 2006; 2008), purse-seine captures, most of which have been destined for
ranching facilities, have been on the rise, and fishing capacity has been outpacing captures 14.
Tuna ranching has also been associated with a number of other environmental concerns
including the increasing pressure on feed species in other fisheries, inefficient use of energy
resources, and the accumulation and concentration of unconsumed feed and waste resulting from
intensive feeding operations. In addition, bluefin tuna has likely the highest food conversion ratio
(FCR) of any farmed fish. Its FCR of approximately 20:1 or 30:1 far exceeds most carnivorous
species like, for example, salmon (Tudela and García 2004). That is, increasing the weight of a
bluefin tuna by one pound requires about twenty to thirty pounds of feed fish.
Therefore, ranching ABFT does not increase food production. The result of this process
of modern capitalist industrial food production is a net energy loss. Tens of thousand of tons of
edible marine species are lost at each ranching facility due to the ecological inefficiency of this
method of production; not to mention the massive amounts of fossil fuels that are required to run
a ranching operation. In addition, health organizations are recommending that individuals,
particularly pregnant women and children, limit their intake of tuna due to high levels of mercury
(Burros 2008). It is not known whether tuna ranches intensify this problem. However, if the
results from industrial aquaculture of other species, such as salmon, are any clue, the indications
do not portend well (Naylor et al. 1998; 2000).
Socially, the transformation of this fishery has had tremendous impacts on small-and
medium-scale fishing and the communities tied to them. In Western Sicily, traditional trap fishing
played a central role in social life in the coastal communities of this region. The collapse of the
traditional fishery has had serious implications for the economy and culture of the region.
Artisanal bluefin fishing, which had been a reliable source of employment and food for
generations of families, has come to an end in recent decades.
In many of the coastal communities in the region (e.g. Favignana, Castellammare del
Golfo, Bonagia), the tonnara was a fundamental aspect of cultural heritage, community identity
and economic life (D’Amico 1816; Villabianca [1764] 1986; Lentini 1995). Not only did the
tonnara provide a source of jobs for mariners, but it was associated with a host of land based
activities that had great economic importance. Building and maintaining boats, nets and other
gear was a significant economic activity in this region (Consolo 1986). With the loss of the
traditional sector, familial and cultural ties have been broken. Moreover, while production still
takes place in the region, most of the wealth is extracted from the local populations to the largest
TNCs in the global fishing sector.
Fieldwork in the region, including in-depth interviews, suggests that the tonnara system
of fishing was more than just seasonal employment; it was a way of life. Each trap fishery
supplied an important source of income (and food) for close to a hundred families in each tonnara
of Threatened Species and the criteria used for determining the conservation status of plant and animal
species is available at http://www.iucnredlist.org/about/red-list-overview.
14 There has been a great deal of controversy surrounding the state of the bluefin tuna stocks in the Atlantic
and Mediterranean. While this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to note that a
serious concern in the fishery is high degree of illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) captures. The
extent of IUU captures is unknown, but it speculated to result in a high proportion of all captures.
Consequently, debates on the state of the fishery have ensued between industry and environmental
organizations, as the available data is considered to be unreliable. Nevertheless, the available data and
observation suggest considerable decreases in stock biomass.
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community. Culturally, this activity was celebrated through festivities and festivals and, over
time, its loss has had significant impacts on community life. Participants expressed a feeling of
loss and regret that still hangs over many of these communities, as a central aspect of social life
vanished. Fishing, and the culture surrounding it, fundamentally defined these communities, and
the tonnara was clearly the most celebrated of these activities.
Beyond the tonnara, there have been other drastic changes in Sicilian communities in the
last half-century. There have been efforts to increase industrialization and service industries,
typically tourism, in Sicily. These efforts have affected small fishing and agriculture
communities in numerous ways, including reshaping employment opportunities with the
transition into a new economy focused on the service sector.
Today, many Sicilian communities suffer from high unemployment, particularly among
the younger members. It is difficult to obtain accurate statistics on the exact unemployment rate
for small fishing towns, but in the province of Trapani, in Northwest Sicily, the rate of
unemployment in 2003 15 was thirteen percent, the lowest level in five years. For residents below
the age of twenty-four it was above thirty-six percent. This is compared to an unemployment rate
in Italy during the same year of almost eight and one-half percent (ISTAT 2010).
Furthermore, Sicily has commonly had the highest unemployment rate of any Italian
region. In 2003, the unemployment rate throughout Sicily was over twenty percent (ISTAT
2010). Much in the form of treadmill rhetoric, tuna ranching operations promised jobs for the
local economy. For example, in Castellammare del Golfo, a historic Sicilian fishing town, the
system was pitched to locals as an opportunity to increase economic activity and jobs in an
economically depressed region. However, at least in this community, the results did not meet
expectations, and tuna ranches provided few jobs for locals, and sometimes brought in foreign
workers.
Many fishing communities in Sicily have undergone vast demographic changes. During
the twentieth century Sicily experienced periods of mass emigration to Northern Italy, Europe,
particularly Germany, and the United States (Ginsborg 2003). In many small Sicilian fishing
communities, it is very common to find individuals with family and friends who have emigrated.
Favignana is useful to examine in that it is an island community in Northwest Sicily that had one
of the Mediterranean’s largest tonnara. According the Comune di Favignana (2008), in 1961 the
island had a population of 6,626 residents. By 2001, 4,137 residents remained in Favignana, an
almost thirty-eight percent reduction. Thus, during the period when Favignana’s traditional
fishery was transformed from an active fertile tonnara to a shadow tourist attraction, and finally
to its demise, there was a clear demographic shift.
Interestingly enough, Favignana has recently faced a housing boom as wealthy Europeans
purchased or constructed vacation homes on the island. Vacation homes have grown “come le
funghi” (like mushrooms). This has had the effect of increasing home values and making it
difficult for potential first time homebuyers. Commonly, individuals who previously made their
living from the sea have shifted to the tourist industry, found work elsewhere with the hopes of
returning, or left the island altogether.
As stated above, surely these unemployment statistics and emigration rates are caused by
much more than the transformation in the ecology and economy of the bluefin tuna fishery.
Nevertheless, in many of these communities like Favignana, the tonnara was the principal fishery
15 Data reported is the most recent available from the National Institute for Italian Statistics.
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and major source of employment activity that, while seasonal, played a fundamental role in social
organization (Lentini 1995). The demise of the traditional fishery in communities like these has
had visible impacts on the ecology and social life, including the rapid crash of bluefin stocks and
the loss of an important source of employment and cultural life.

CONCLUSION
Utilizing a political economic lens, this paper highlights the social and ecological impacts in the
Mediterranean bluefin tuna fishery in the modern era. The modern system of bluefin tuna
production has become an industrialized process that uses high levels of new technology, capital,
and energy to produce a global commodity for luxury food markets. The treadmill of production
theory along with a world-systems approach are drawn on to emphasize the ways in which
production has been transformed within an expansionary economic system that has been
historically founded on exploitation of humans and natural systems by powerful interests.
Bluefin tuna hailing from the Mediterranean have become a status symbol in core
nations, particularly Japan, where relatively recent social phenomenon have created a high
exchange value for a species that was, in many parts of the world, previously little regarded and
valued. Transnational corporations provide this valuable commodity to upper and middle class
consumers using new methods of production that intensify capture efforts. The market has
become increasingly lucrative such that efforts were made to control production and add value to
bluefin by fattening them in cages, what is commonly called tuna ranching.
The social and ecological consequences related to the transformations in extractive
technologies have been intimately tied to globalized production and consumption in the modern
capitalist world-system (Bunker and Ciccantell 2005). While TNCs have benefitted from the
social and technological transformations in the modern bluefin fishery, there is a great deal of
concern regarding the environmental impacts and social costs related to industrial fishing and
rearing operations. Other resource users, particularly traditional trap fishers, have been
negatively affected by industrial operations. In Sicily, these methods are all but extinct.
Furthermore, the environmental degradation associated with tuna ranching has caused great
alarm. Overfishing and other environmental concerns related to industrial capitalist ABFT
production creates conditions that have serious ecological repercussions for ocean ecosystems
and the communities linked to them. Thus, modern global political economic forces are having
profound impacts on local populations and the environment.
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ABSTRACT
In response to the emerging cold war, why did the United States stress industrial expansion in
Western Europe but focus on primary production alongside policing operations in the nonwestern world? Examining US postwar occupation in Germany and Korea from a world-systems
perspective, this article argues that a given country’s standing in the capitalist economy
generally shapes American foreign policy toward that particular country in the early cold war
years. A paladin of system-wide prosperity and peace, the United States sought to restore the
international division of labor after World War II. Reactions varied across the system, however,
because of distinct socio-economic developments. The presence of capital-intensive exportdependent industry afforded western Germany flexible labor-management relations. Politics was
overall stable there, and America dispensed with heavy-handed intervention. In southern Korea,
labor-exploitive tenancy farming rendered interclass compromise virtually impossible. As
intransigent peasants threatened the market economy, the United States used force to keep the
ally in the system.

INTRODUCTION
It has been pointed out that US response to the emerging cold war in Europe differed from its
policy toward Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Hogan 1987; Block 1977; Kolko and Kolko
1972). In coping with challenges from nationalists/leftists, the United States facilitated industrial
production, economic growth, and balanced distribution of wealth in postwar Europe. Politics of
output maximization and welfarism helped American allies attenuate interclass tensions and
contain the development of unmanageable political troubles (Lundestad 1984; Maier 1977). Such
emphasis on collaboration and industrialization was often absent outside Western Europe in the
early cold war years. The United States underscored the production of raw materials and
foodstuffs in the less-developed world (Plake 1951: 36). To defuse threats from “hostile elements,”
it carried out heavy-handed intervention in many Third World countries (Kahin and Kahin 1995;
Gibbs 1990). The puzzle is why early US cold war policy in industrialized nations diverged from
its approach in less-developed countries; why the former occasionally revolved around industrial
expansion while the latter around primary production and policing operations.
American cold war policy has been an important topic of discussion in international
relations and history. Many works (Kahin and Kahin 1995; Gibbs 1990; Hogan 1987) on this
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subject, however, analyze one single country/region and miss the fundamental unity in American
efforts to tackle postwar challenges comprehensively across the system. 1 Leffler (1992) and
McCormick (1989) scrutinize US global strategies and find them varying in different regions; still,
neither looks into interclass relations within countries worldwide for an answer to the hegemon’s
disparate foreign policy behavior. This omission is common as well among scholars, who
approach hegemony from a Gramscian perspective. To explain why hegemony is more
consensual in the core but laden with conflict in the periphery, they (Cox 1996; Augelli and
Murphy 1993) mostly focus on the presence/absence of economic development, social institutions,
and ideologies consistent with the dominant order. Missing in the scholarship is research on how
patterns of socio-economic developments diverge within the system and how such variations
shape the hegemon’s foreign policy outcomes.
This article seeks to shed light on a hegemonic state’s disparate foreign policy behavior
in different regions by drawing upon world-systems theory. This paradigm pays close attention to
how pressures generated by the operations of free market forces limit economic activity and
political developments in the system (Wallerstein 1979: 222-223). Yet, this study expands upon
world-systems theory by taking into account interclass relations in industrialized nations vis-à-vis
less-developed countries; it analyzes institutionalized patterns of labor-management and peasantlandlord relationships in the core and the periphery of the capitalist world-system. In addition,
this paper brings in realist and neo-pluralist insights and assesses their contribution to the
understanding of US cold war policy. Just like other paradigms, these theories have different
focuses and elaborate on certain events better than others. This article demonstrates that worldsystems theory, realism, and neo-pluralism complement each other and together provide a more
complete explanation of postwar US foreign policy in various regions.
To answer why US cold war policy has different implications around the world, this
article looks into American military occupation in western Germany and southern Korea. 2 A
comparative analysis of the hegemon’s nation-building in countries at different stages of
economic development helps appreciate systemic pressures exerted on postwar US foreign policy.
In dealing with security threats, the American hegemon considered the allies’ factor endowments
of the interwar years and assigned them different functional roles for expeditious postwar
recovery (Kindleberger 1987). This case selection also offers a rare opportunity to observe US
postwar policy in an undiluted form. Its victorious, indomitable superpower status permitted
America to carry out many momentous programs with minimal interference from indigenous
forces. This case selection furthermore allows an appraisal of realism, neo-pluralism, and worldsystems theory. Germany and Korea were bulwarks of the United States’ anti-Soviet containment
policy. Both allies also entailed intense policy debates among different groups in America.
1

For example, National Security Council memorandum (NSC) 61 (Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s
Files (PSF), Box 172) noted in May 16, 1950 that: “U.S. assistance programs in the Far East are but one
phase of the world-wide problem of providing economic stability and raising living standards and efforts to
coordinate such programs must be consistent with actions on the larger problems. Accordingly, a global
approach rather than a narrow regional approach is required, and actions in connection with this effort
should be taken with due regard to their effect upon areas outside the Far East.”
2
Western Germany refers to the areas the United States, Britain, and France each occupied after World
War II. These three occupation zones eventually merged and formed the Federal Republic of Germany
(West Germany). Southern Korea refers to the area, south of the 38th parallel, under the American
occupation. The Republic of Korea (South Korea) was established there in 1948.
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Nonetheless, Germany was situated in the core and Korea in the periphery of the capitalist worldsystem.
This study argues that a given country’s standing in the capitalist world-system generally
shapes American foreign policy toward that particular country in the early cold war years. In an
attempt to circumvent a looming depression and arrest Soviet expansionism after World War II,
the US hegemon proceeded to restore the worldwide division of labor. Because of uneven
economic development and political challenges within the system, American cold war policy
gave rise to disparate outcomes in different regions. This article starts with a brief analysis of
world-systems theory and interclass relations in the core and the periphery. Scrutinizing archival
materials of the Truman presidency, 3 this paper then traces the formulation and implementation
of early US cold war policy: America’s quest for a new world order, socio-economic conditions
in Germany and Korea, and the consequences of US occupation policies in the two countries.
This article concludes by evaluating some merits of world-systems theory, alongside realism and
neo-pluralism, in studying postwar American foreign policy.

EXPLAINING DISPARATE OUTCOMES OF US COLD WAR POLICY
For realists (Walt 1987; Waltz 1979), foreign policy behavior is explained by the state’s incessant
drive for power and survival. In pursuance of these fundamentals, the state makes cost-benefit
calculation and picks policies that serve its security needs to the highest degree. It often forms
partnership with other states and balances against power/threats. Neo-pluralists (Fordham 1998)
argue that foreign policy behavior is a function of competition for influence among diverse
factional interests. Business corporations normally have the upper hand in shaping policy
outcomes, thanks to their intimate ties with top policymakers, greater control of campaign funds,
and the relative ease in organizing themselves. While realism and neo-pluralism delve into
international constraints and indigenous power struggles respectively, they stop short of asking
how interclass relationships take shape under systemic pressure and how these variables limit
American foreign policy choices in different regions. World-systems theory has good potential to
fill the gap, since it analyzes how inherent forces of a free market determine economic structures
and internal power relations in various parts of the world.
The gist of world-systems theory is that the dynamics of a free market economy – e.g.,
the drive for profit maximization – condition the specialization of productive activity, evolution
of interclass relations, and rise of state institutions. 4 Capitalist development entails a single
3

This article relies on presidential papers and State Department advisors’ personal papers. State
Department officials’ opinions, Policy Planning Staff documents, and National Security Council memos
deserve special attention. Not only was the State Department in charge of postwar planning under the
Roosevelt Administration (Domhoff 1990), but this department also wielded greater influence than Defense,
Treasury, or the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the Truman years in shaping America’s postwar design (Harry
S. Truman Library Oral History Interview with Paul H. Nitze: 218-219).
4
Wallerstein (1979: 48) argues that “… the economic development of particular states in modern times …
has been a function of their role in a world-economy, and … the political developments within such states
have reflected the pressures that derive from the consequences for various groups of the condition of this
world-economy at a given time.”
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division of labor between the core, semi-periphery, and periphery. Marked by profitable business
undertakings, the core after World War II exported sophisticated industrial products and
controlled the flow of investment capital. The periphery supplied mostly raw materials and
mineral resources to the world market. The semi-periphery combined semi-skilled labor with
imported technology and manufactured commodities for export (Shannon 1989). Hegemony
appears when a core state achieves overall supremacy in production, commerce, and finance, and
imposes its “rules and wishes” in economic, political, and other realms (Wallerstein 1984: 38-39).
The hegemonic state becomes a paladin of worldwide peace and prosperity. It fights for economic
expansion to promote prosperity; checks the rise of military rivals to preserve systemic stability;
and builds supranational institutions to consolidate its hegemonic position (Wallerstein 1979).
In creating favorable conditions for overall prosperity and peace after World War II, the
hegemonic power would encounter little systemic threats in the core. Here, industrial production
relied increasingly on mechanization, and much less on raw human labor. Thus, wages as a
percent of value-added were relatively low, and businesses could meet workers halfway over
basic issues (Ferguson 1984). Wage concessions moderated labor militancy, and unions often
confined their calls to economic demands. With spreading landownership, class antagonisms
subsided in the countryside as well (Paige 1975). The state acted more like a mediator in the core;
workers/farmers were co-opted into the democratic process and made their cases through formal
political channels. On the other hand, the hegemonic power after World War II would face
serious challenges in the periphery. Here surplus extractive demands were usually met through
extensive utilization of cheap labor. Heavy reliance on human labor disposed
businesses/landlords rather hostile to economic concessions and worker/peasant empowerment
(Cumings 1981). Impoverished and disenfranchised peasants/workers were more susceptible to
subversive groups’ promise of fundamental remedies. They also grew resentful at the state that
acted more or less as a guarantor of ruling class privileges (Paige 1975; Migdal 1974).

AMERICA’S QUEST FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER
The United States since the early 1940s sought to uphold a “free and democratic way of life” in
America by protecting certain geographical areas – the “Grand Area” – against hostile forces and
fostering prosperity there. 5 This quest was seriously hampered by widespread wartime destruction
of Europe and severe dislocation of international trade. At the root of the problems was that
Europe could not earn the means to pay for its imports from the American market, and this raised
the alarm about a postwar depression similar to the one after the Great War (Gaddis [1972] 2000:
21-22). The existence of the Soviet Union further complicated matters, coercing the United States
to rely more on “reform” than “repression” in constructing a new world order (Silver and Slater
1999). Despite substantial damage it sustained in the war, the USSR could still cajole neighbors

5

Domhoff (1990) and Shoup and Minter (1977) argue that the Grand Area, the regions the United States
considered crucial for proper functioning of the American economy, included the Western Hemisphere, the
Pacific area, and the British Empire, to which Germany and Western Europe were later added.
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into making concessions and thereby preempt America’s recovery plan. 6 Of equal importance,
this unrelenting adversary could pose a direct military threat to US hegemony. If Moscow
successfully combined its military potential with European/ Japanese industrial might, it could tilt
the balance of power against America (Leffler 1992).
In the face of mounting challenges to peace and prosperity, the United States moved to
facilitate worldwide economic integration. 7 America considered the “requirements of an
international division of labor” and assigned its allies different functional roles. 8 Technology-,
human resource-rich European countries were encouraged to resuscitate industrial production.
Since basic human capital for industrialization already existed there, Western Europe could
resume growth easily with the infusion of capital and raw materials. By virtue of their highlyskilled work force and well-staffed government services, these countries in the core could put
scarce resources to good use. In addition to helping the allies rebuild their industry, the United
States pushed for trade liberalization on the European continent. It helped lower protectionist
barriers, stabilize local currencies, and introduce a multilateral clearing mechanism. Since
Western Europe possessed valuable economic resources and formidable military potential, this
region counted more in America’s cold war strategy.
In the periphery, the United States sought to expand raw materials production by
promoting political stability and American investments. Virtues of industrialization were widely
trumpeted, but emphasis there remained on production of grains and minerals so as to enable
postwar recuperation in Europe/Japan. 9 American businesses should now be invited in for
primary production, as European assets in the periphery had been mostly liquidated to finance the
previous war (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 216). US direct investments would also facilitate lessdeveloped areas’ purchase from Europe/Japan and ameliorate dollar shortages in the core. 10 This
blueprint was doomed, however, as long as the periphery was mired in political turmoil. To lure
its wary corporations, America devised legal, institutional mechanisms for the protection of
6

McCormick (1989: 59-64) asserts that the Kremlin had ties with some political parties and unions in
Western Europe, and exerted ideological authority over independence/leftist movements in less-developed
areas.
7
Kindleberger (Harry S. Truman Library Oral History Interview with Charles P. Kindleberger: 12)
observed that world economic integration had been in American policymakers’ mind ever since the early
days of World War II, and US assistance to the allies and wartime agreements – e.g., Lend-Lease, the
Atlantic Charter, and the Hot Springs meeting – were pursued accordingly.
8
Machlup (1977: 18) explains that integration of the world economy means “tailoring the economic fabric
of each country to the requirements of an international division of labor.” It denotes promoting functional
specialization of industrial and primary producing countries, in accordance with the structural needs of
international trade. Paul Hoffman of the Economic Cooperation Administration (Truman Papers, PSF, Box
124) urged in April 1948 that “Each participating nation, looking at the operations of its own national life,
must face up to readjustments to satisfy the requirements of a new world. These readjustments cannot be
made in the course of national action along the old separatist lines.”
9
National Security Council memorandum (NSC) 51 (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 172) stated that “Political
independence will give impetus to the ambitions of the SEA [Southeast Asian] countries to diversify their
economies, including modest industrialization… However, the attainment of U.S. objectives with respect to
Japanese, Indian and Western European self-support will require continued emphasis at least over the near
term, on production of foodstuffs and raw materials in this area.”
10
The Point IV Program was in actuality devised to tackle Europe’s dollar gap problems that appeared to
persist after the termination of the Marshall Plan (Walter Salant Papers, Point IV File, Box 2).
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invested properties. The United States also stepped up its containment efforts, endorsing
independence struggles by pro-Western moderates and crushing subversive movements by radical
leftists. 11
America’s postwar policy of reconstituting an international division of labor resulted in
different outcomes, owing to divergent socio-economic developments. Early industrialization
ushered in an era of trade unionism and spreading farm-ownership in the core. As brisk economic
growth and labor-management compromise buttressed political stability, the US hegemon seldom
resorted to heavy-handed interventionism in Western Europe (Hogan 1987). Survival of a free
market was precarious in the periphery, however. Raw materials producing economies often bred
poverty and social unrest in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. To preserve a capitalist economy
there, the United States clamped down on revolutionary movements and shored up the military
establishment. Washington indeed held out little hope of democratic development in the
periphery. 12 Such skepticism, combined with ignorance of local culture and certain bias, also
contributed to America’s frequent meddling in the less-developed world. 13

POSTWAR US POLICIES IN OCCUPIED GERMANY AND KOREA
Development of Postwar American Foreign Policy Toward Germany and Korea
Postwar American foreign policy was shaped in large part by the Council on Foreign Relations
and its associates in the State Department (Domhoff 1990; Shoup and Minter 1977). Exploring
the question of durable peace upon the outbreak of World War II, the Council organized the War
and Peace Studies project and discussed ways to safeguard American interests in postwar
11

American military intervention in troubled spots was not just a mechanical response to appeals from
affected corporations, nor grandiose pursuit of ideological goals/security interests. Establishing order in
less-developed areas was critical, so that American businesses could be induced to invest there. White
House Council of Economic Advisors (Keyserling Papers, Council of Economic Advisors File, Box 9)
asserted that “United States private capital, with ample opportunities for domestic investment at attractive
rates of return, has shown no great tendency to travel… It must be recognized that private capital cannot be
dragooned. But it can be challenged and stimulated. Continued success of our overall foreign policy, with
the resultant increase in stability in foreign areas, will serve as such a stimulus.” The Congress, in the same
vein, sought to supply “collective goods” necessary to reduce risks involved in foreign investments. Plake
(1951: 18) notes that the US House of Representatives passed in 1950 “An Act to Provide Foreign
Economic Assistance” to ensure American corporations “that they will not be deprived of their property
without prompt, adequate, and effective compensation; that they will be given reasonable opportunity to
remit their earnings and withdraw their capital; … that they will enjoy security in the protection of their
persons and property, including industrial and intellectual property, and nondiscriminatory treatment in
taxation and in the conduct of their business affairs.”
12
State Department officials (Policy Planning Staff 1983: 122) confided that “[we] should cease to talk
about vague and – for the Far East – unreal objectives such as human rights, the raising of the living
standards, and democratization.”
13
Moon (1997) points out racism and sexism in American society as a primary cause of differences in US
foreign policy toward its allies. American troops in West Germany and South Korea were regulated by
different and unequal sets of the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). Sexist stereotypes of Asian women
in America contributed to widespread prostitution around military bases in many Asian countries.
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settlement. As the nation entered into full belligerency, this coterie of top corporate executives
and internationalist intellectuals influenced America’s postwar planning through institutionalized
channels (Domhoff 1990). When the Advisory Committee on Postwar Foreign Policy was created
in the under-staffed State Department, the Council provided a recruitment pool for the agency.
The Advisory Committee acted as a vehicle for incorporating War and Peace Studies project
proposals into the government’s postwar design (Shoup and Minter 1977). The Council called for
rehabilitation of Germany and Japan, shorn of military might and authoritarian controls, and their
early integration into the new world order (Eisenberg 1996).
When the war ended in Europe, however, the Council’s position on German rehabilitation
was overshadowed by charged responses to the revelation of Nazi atrocities and wanton
destruction. With anti-business “New Dealers” still placed in the Treasury and other key posts,
the US government initially backed punitive reform in liberated Germany – e.g., the Morgenthau
Plan, Joint Chiefs of Staff directive (JCS) 1067, and Potsdam Agreement (Gimbel 1968).
Germany’s economic structures would be completely overhauled. Most of the mineral resources
produced in the country would be exported to other part of Europe; manufacturing of key
industrial goods would be closely supervised. The United States also sought to purge Germany of
fascist elements that had overthrown the fragile democracy. Political power was to be
decentralized, with local and provincial governments wielding substantial power. Workers were
nudged into forming trade unions, so as to check industrial monopoly (Eisenberg 1996). These
draconian measures were soon questioned, however, in the midst of new developments.
In maintaining a viable electoral coalition, American political leaders often listened to
leading business interests. President Truman generally advocated foreign policy initiatives
preferred by multinational corporations in an effort not to alienate this core constituency. 14 He
authorized the State Department with pro-business orientation to formulate US military
occupation policies in the former Axis countries. 15 This department interpreted wartime
agreements on Germany rather loosely, watering down drastic provisions and rallying support for
its reconstruction (Gaddis [1972] 2000; Eisenberg 1996). The State Department also set the tone
for American postwar policy in Korea. Although the Military Governor reported directly to the
War Department, he relied on State Department political, economic advisors and his decisions
mostly reflected the view of the foreign policy establishment. Initial bureaucratic wrangling left
US official policy in Korea undecided for the time being, but State Department containment
advocates began to take the center-stage by 1947 (Cumings 1981).
As the cold war intensified and European recovery seemed ever more elusive, the United
States gravitated toward the Council’s idea of rebuilding Germany. This country had been for
14

Fordham (1998) argues that a primary motive behind President Truman’s acceptance of NSC 68
recommendations in 1949 – 50 was maintaining the Democratic coalition, led by capital-intensive
multinational corporations. Business interests were firmly supportive of NSC 68, and Truman could not
afford to estrange the corporate community by not endorsing increases in defense spending and foreign aid.
15
President Truman (Student Research File, Box 1) issued a directive in May 1946 that put the State
Department in charge of policy formulation and the War Department in charge of policy implementation.
The Directive clarified that “(1) The State Department will be responsible for formulation of governmental
policy with regard to U.S. participation in the occupation and government of the Occupied Areas in
question [Germany, Austria, Japan and Korea]; (2) The War Department will be responsible for execution
and administration of policy with respect to U.S. participation in the occupation and government of these
Occupied Areas.”
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many decades the workshop of Europe, processing raw materials into industrial products for
neighboring countries. Manufactured goods had accounted for 65 to 80 percent of German
exports throughout the interwar period (Lewis 1941). Germany’s top export items included
machine tools, iron and steel products, coal, chemicals, motored vehicles, and electrical
machinery (see Figure I below). These capital-intensive, heavy industrial goods had been the lifeblood of European economic expansion (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 218). Although Germany’s
once prominent industry and infrastructure were gone by the war’s end, this country still
commanded advanced technologies, managerial prowess, and human capital. Without utilizing
these resources, European recovery would be a lot more costly and require extensive government
intervention in economy.
Figure 1. Germany's International Trade (Annual Average in %, 1934-37) 16
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The United States envisioned that South Korea should be periphery/semi-periphery in the
East Asian economy and contribute to Japanese reconstruction. 17 Korea had long been an
important source of grain supply to Japan. The colony supplied the Japanese with 15 % of their
16

US Department of Commerce 1968: 65-74.
The US Central Intelligence Agency (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 219) reported that “As in the past, Japan,
for normal economic functioning on an industrial basis must have access to the Northeast Asiatic areas –
notably North China, Manchuria, and Korea – now under direct, indirect, or potential control of the USSR.”
17
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rice consumption and 14 % of soybeans. It was also the world’s sixth largest seafood producer
and made up Japan’s entire shortage in fish and marine products (Meade 1951: 25-26). When the
specter of unprecedented starvation haunted postwar Japan, 18 imports of rice and other grains
from the former colony would alleviate its food shortages and allow the dollar-deprived nation to
save precious hard currencies (Borden 1985). In addition, Korea would offer a desperatelyneeded market for Japanese products. Colonial Korea purchased heavily from Japan textile goods,
industrial chemicals, and machinery (see Figure II below). Reinstating the old trade link would
help rebuild Japan’s war-ravaged economy. 19
Figure 2. Korea's International Trade (Annual Average in %, 1934-37) 20
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Korea’s strategic value weighed more heavily than its remote economic potential, as
America moved to remake Japan the anchor of anti-Soviet policy in Asia. Ever since communist
victory in China grew irreversible, the United States began to groom Japan as its economic,
military partner. Before Moscow could get a foothold in this island nation, the United States
18

State Department officials (Department of State 1948: 954-958) frankly acknowledged that “Japanese
food production is being pressed as hard as possible. All available area is being cultivated; including former
golf courses and air fields… Japan’s major economic needs today are sufficient rice, textiles, housing and
coal.”
19
Meade (1951: 26) opines that “… both nature and circumstances have so linked the two economies of
[Japan and Korea] that their close coordination would appear to be a demographical necessity.”
20
US Department of Commerce 1968: 336.
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needed to block a communist upsurge by rebuilding Japan’s economy. This scheme, however,
aroused acrimonious responses and undisguised threats from victims of earlier Japanese
aggression.21 If entire Korea fell under communist rule and posed direct military menaces, Japan
would become more reluctant to go along with the American plan and provoke bitter neighbors
(Kofski n.d.). At least part of Korea should thus remain “independent.” 22 By defending Korea – a
country of little military value on the frontline, the United States sought to entice Japan to join
exclusively the free market bloc and deny the Soviets various prizes this only industrialized
nation in the Far East could offer.
Conditions for Democratic Development in Germany and Korea
To contribute to the United States’ postwar goals, Germany and Korea needed to become
democratic allies. Germany was a core country in the capitalist world-economy, and capitalintensive export-dependent industries endowed this country with a structural foundation for
postwar democratic development. 23 Salaries constituted a small fraction of value-added for the
chemical, electrical, and machine tool industries. Investing heavily in mechanization, these
industrial leaders obtained profits through productivity improvement. They could hence develop
overall tolerance towards higher wages and social welfare programs. German labor, for its part,
relinquished “political strikes,” restricting its demands to “bread-and-butter” issues (Abraham
1981). Improving rural conditions kept class differences muted in the countryside. As
landownership penetrated into the remote corner of the west and south, affluent farmers embraced
the sanctity of private property and disavowed revolutionary ideologies by the early 20th century
(Moeller 1986).
Korea was a peripheral country in the capitalist world-economy, and rural
impoverishment under Japanese occupation made it next to impossible for liberal democracy to
survive in the post-colonial period. Under the feudalistic land tenure system, Korea’s landlords
satisfied their surplus appropriation needs by squeezing more out of peasants. Subject to onerous
lease terms, Korean peasants were easily swept into the vicious circle of food shortage, heavy
21

The communist China and the Soviet Union were engaged in propaganda efforts to thwart Japanese
rearmament. A January 28, 1951 article in The People’s Daily (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 219) commented
that: “The Chinese people certainly cannot tolerate the rearming of that country [Japan] by the
Americans… If America arbitrarily carries out its plot to rearm Japan, the powerful peoples of China, the
Soviet Union, and other Asian countries certainly cannot ignore it and a tense situation would ensue in the
East. In such a case, the Japanese people would be the first victim.”
22
A Report to the President (Student Research File, Box 1) observed that “A Soviet-dominated Korea
would constitute a serious political and psychological threat to … the Ryukyus and Japan, and hence to
United States strategic interests in the Far East. It is therefore in the best interest of the United States to
ensure the permanent military neutralization of Korea. Neutralization can only be assured by its occupation
until its future independence as a buffer state is assured.”
23
According to Abraham (1981), Germany’s capital-intensive export-dependent industries, including the
chemical, electrical, and machine tool manufacturers, forged the “Grand Coalition” with the organized
labor in the 1920s that brought about democracy in the Weimar Republic. The presence of capital-intensive
export-dependent industries did not always lead to democracy; but, this industrial sector spearheaded the
alliance between labor and capital, and afforded many developed countries the cornerstone of social
democracy in the 20th century.
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borrowing, and default (Cumings 1981). Dismal conditions in rural areas jolted indigent peasants
out of farming and forced them in droves to nearby cities, but situations were no better there.
Extremely low wages and despicable working conditions were the hallmark of Korea’s infant
industries. Factory owners brooked no unions, let alone social welfare programs. Such an
oppressive system was buttressed by the colonial state that maintained “security” laws and
slapped harsh sentences on violators (Eckert 1991).
Once the totalitarian Japanese rule was overthrown, peasants and workers emerged as a
driving force for thorough reform in liberated Korea. Japanese occupation stirred up the
traditional village. It deepened rural poverty and triggered massive out-migration of dispossessed
peasants. Those who fled the countryside degenerated into day-laborers in cities or overseas.
These workers were buffeted there by the whims of an unrestrained market. Furthermore, they
were exposed to foreign ideas that offered a remedy for their abject poverty, unmitigated
exploitation, and political disenfranchisement. These re-born workers returned home poor and
aggrieved after liberation by the hundreds of thousands, seeking to reclaim their previous status.24
Not unexpectedly, they played a crucial role in spreading progressive ideologies and radical
movements (Cumings 1981).
Economic Recovery and Emergence of Liberal Democracy in Germany
In raising Germany as the engine of European recovery, the United States implemented carefully
coordinated policies. With various leverages attached to overseeing rehabilitation programs,
Washington virtually rewrote Germany’s economic policy. 25 Greatest attention was given to
restoring the production of fuel, capital goods, and industrial commodities (Mayer 1969).
Economic stabilization measures were pursued simultaneously. Balancing the budgets took
precedence over full employment, for fear the economy might overheat and siphon off goods
from export. Tight monetary policy was adopted to control inflation and make German products
more affordable in the world market. The New Deutsche Mark was introduced, dramatically
improving overall productivity and industrial output (Eisenberg 1996).
Since independent political structure was deemed indispensable for faster recovery, the
United States proceeded to create a West German state. As Military Governor General Clay
(Gimbel 1968: 197) noted, “[the] problem was due not to German inefficiency, but to lack of
power in the bi-zonal administrations. To achieve economic recovery, Germans needed a
government … with sufficient power to solve current economic problems.” Proposing the
Marshall Plan, the United States set up the Bi-zonal Economic Council, a nucleus of the Federal
Republic. After the failure of the London Foreign Ministers’ Conference in late 1947,
Washington took concrete steps toward a separate West German government. A parliamentary
council was convened to draft the Basic Law and to form a federal legislature. And soon the
24

Shoemaker (1947) puts the figure of repatriated Koreans after Japanese surrender at about two million.
From August 15, 1945 to December 1, 1946 1,099,241 Koreans returned from Japan, 578,555 from
Manchuria (including clandestine entries from North Korea via Manchuria), and 390,250 (including
refugees) from North Korea.
25
Lachman (1968) notes that the US government through the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA)
determined what industries European allies should focus on by controlling allocation of aid. Counterpart
funds management in particular bestowed the United States an immense say in determining specific
programs to be financed.
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Federal Constitutional Court and other political institutions were established (Nicholls 1997;
Gimbel 1968).
Given that Germany’s democratic coalition unraveled due to shrinking outlets abroad in
the Great Depression years, the United States strenuously promoted free trade as a
countermeasure. Available markets overseas would bolster the reign of export-dependent
industries, while checking the resurgence of the protectionist alliance. Germany would then be
more likely to stick to liberal internationalism, without falling under authoritarian rule that
masterminded the aggressive foreign policy in the 1930s. Expanding export markets would also
activate mass production in the country, affording manufacturers greater efficiency and higher
profits. German businesses would then become more receptive to the improvement of wages and
working conditions. The workers would in turn become more amenable to entreatment for
enhancing productivity and refraining from destructive strikes (Hogan 1987).
Rearmament was in line with the plan to rebuild Germany, clinch the nation to the antiSoviet alliance, and tap into its energies for durable peace and prosperity on the continent. US
postwar Germany policy was a hotly contested issue by any account: Germany wreaked havoc on
its neighbors twice in the past thirty years, and its reconstruction would ineluctably provoke the
Soviets. Knowing this, the Germans were half-hearted in such “offensive” endeavors and
preferred to remain neutral. With the troop deployment and the Atlantic Treaty, the United States
sought to coax the Germans to exert more for rehabilitation, shield them against possible Soviet
reprisals, and reintegrate the emerging republic into the West. 26 Only then could the United States
thwart the Kremlin’s capacity to mobilize Germany’s industrial potential, take control of Western
Europe’s resources, and jeopardize American interests.
Obstacles to Integration and Preludes to Authoritarianism in Korea
No sooner had the thirty-five year Japanese colonial rule ended than the liberated Korea was
sucked into the maelstrom of revolutionary struggles. Almost ubiquitous People’s Committees in
particular championed progressive land redistribution and workers’ participation in management.
The sudden collapse of the brutal dictatorship unleashed passions for extensive reforms,
previously stymied by the Japanese colonizer. Military Governor General Hodge (Department of
State 1945: 1144-1148) lamented the preponderance of leftist influence: “the US occupation of
Korea under present condition and policies is surely drifting to the edge of a political-economic
abyss from which it can never be retrieved with any credit to United States prestige in the Far
East.” He also confided that southern Korea was an “extremely fertile ground for [the]
establishment of Communism” and was on the verge of “an inevitable internal upheaval for its
self purification.”
Korea possessed relatively little of any great significance. This country was nonetheless
crucial for rebuilding Japan and harnessing the archipelago to the anti-Soviet bloc, and the

26

The National Security Council (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 176) agreed in April 1948 that “[another]
essential thing in Western Europe, and indeed among all free European countries, is to give confidence.
That confidence would have very great repercussions and make the economic steps that have been taken
more effective. Therefore the construction of a North Atlantic defence [sic] system would put heart into the
whole of Western Europe and would encourage them in their resistance to the infiltration tactics which they
have had to face hitherto.”
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peninsula was thus worth holding onto. 27 The United States needed to eliminate indigenous leftist
groups first, now that their attack on private ownership and control of local political power were
incompatible with the goal of creating an “independent, democratic Korea.” In uprooting the Left,
the Military Government revived the defunct police state. Reinstated Korean police worked side
by side with American troops to break up leftist-led protests (Cumings 1981). Because the
national police alone could not re-establish order, the occupation authorities decided to set up a
constabulary in October 1945. This constabulary gradually absorbed the Korean remnant of the
Japanese Army and constituted the national defense forces of the emerging republic (Sawyer
1962).
Alongside its attempts to destroy “hostile elements,” the United States nurtured
conditions in which a democratic, free market society could survive. The Military Government
decreed that the maximum rent should not exceed one-third of the crop, a measure to reduce the
burden of desolate tenants and arrest chaos in the country (Mitchell 1949). The Occupation
moreover formed a coalition of moderate Left and Right and put it in charge of carrying out land
reform. 28 When the land reform bill ran into deadlock in the conservative-dominated legislature,
the Military Government created the National Land Administration. Entrusted with the task of
selling ex-Japanese farmlands, the agency fulfilled the job and rectified agrarian inequality to
some degree. 29 This reform attracted farmers to the polls, making the UN-sponsored elections in
May 1948 successful and paving the way for the establishment of South Korea in the summer.
Building a pro-American regime in the peninsula, the United States sought to revive
South Korea’s raw materials production and reconnect its trade ties with Japan. 30 Despite
munificent American aid, the Korean economy continued to stagnate under widespread
27

There existed division in the Truman Administration over Korea policy. It was generally held that South
Korea, an asset-poor country, was not important for American military strategy in the Far East (Truman
Papers, PSF, Box 176). The Joint Chiefs of Staff thought that the United States “has little strategic interest
in maintaining its present troops and bases in Korea.” The National Security Council (NSC 8) concurred,
stating that “in the event of hostilities in the Far East, these troops would constitute a military liability.”
The US Central Intelligence Agency (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 177) agreed that Korea was not a good
place to fight: “the geographical location of Korea is highly unfavorable for resisting pressures from the
north…” The United States hence pulled the combat troops out of South Korea by the summer of 1949. The
State Department (Student Research File, Box 1), however, believed that South Korea would be helpful for
Japanese economic recovery and that this new republic’s successful resistance to communism would shore
up American prestige in the region. As a result, although the United States withdrew its combat units, it
kept military advisors there and continued to funnel military, economic aid to the South Korean
government.
28
The US Central Intelligence Agency (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 215) reported that “With the distribution
of vested lands, a large number of Korean farmers will gain title to land that they formerly cultivated as
tenants. The effect on social stratification in Korea cannot be estimated as yet, but it would appear to be of
greatest importance to the stability of the government to continue and to expand this program of reform as
means of broadening the social base of its popular support, thus counteracting Communist agitation.”
29
Choe (1998) remarks that lands worked by owner-cultivators increased from 35 % to 60 %, and tenancy
lands shrank from about 3,550,000 acres to 1,840,000 acres.
30
The US Central Intelligence Agency (Truman Papers, PSF, Box 215) opined that “Revival of foreign
trade between Korea and China and between Korea and Japan… are required for any long-range
stabilization of the South Korean economy, even though they may not be politically feasible at the present
time.”
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corruption and rampant inflation. The United States hence pushed the ally to stabilize the
currency, specialize in raw materials production, 31 and resume foreign trade especially with
Japan.32 Under the aegis of Washington, South Korea signed a trade agreement with Japan in
March 1949. The former colony would sell rice,33 tungsten, fish products, and fur in exchange for
manufactured goods from the neighboring country. Notwithstanding all these endeavors,
transplanting liberal democracy in the South was a tantalizing dream, as socio-economic
developments theretofore prejudiced interclass compromise. Authoritarianism reigned in South
Korea for decades to contain the intractable workers and sympathetic college students (Cumings
1997).

CONCLUSION
This study shows that neo-pluralism, realism, and world-systems theory have their own merits.
Neo-pluralism correctly points out that the business elites significantly influenced America’s
policy of reintegrating western Germany and southern Korea into the postwar world order.
Realism provides a logical explication of the United States’ efforts for “balancing” against Soviet
threats/power. As Germany appeared to have greater economic, military potential than Korea,
America committed itself more to the defense of the former than the latter (Leffler 1992). It
decided to rebuild heavy industry in Germany, since doing otherwise could unduly cost postwar
European recovery and the anti-Soviet bloc’s strategic capabilities (Gaddis 1997). World-systems
theory demonstrates robustness in explaining the strength/weakness of the Left in different

31

The United States (Stanley Andrews Papers, Government Service File, Box 3) thought it unwarranted to
finance South Korea’s production of heavy industrial goods that could be purchased from Japan. “In the
[Foreign Aid] memorandum of 24 February [1950] Secretary Voorhees [Under Secretary of the Army
Tracey Voorhees] indicated belief that 50 percent of the projected ECA [Economic Cooperation
Administration] expenditures for Korea could be used for purchases in Japan, that Japan should shortly be
able to supply most of the fertilizer required by Korea, and that construction of a fertilizer plant in Korea
seemed both unnecessary and unwise.”
32
A Point IV Program Special Report (Stanley Andrews Papers, Government Service File, Box 3) observed
that “In the case of South Korea, a former Japanese possession and now an independent state, it formerly
sold its rice and fish to Japan and got industrial, consumer and capital goods back. It has been supported by
military and ECA aid in the past four years averaging about 100 million dollars per year – a great part of
which went for food, fertilizer, coal and petroleum and very little to capital construction. This was
necessary but now production is being restored and the time is coming when Korea will have to look to
other than the U.S. Treasury to balance her affairs. The ECA Mission (Korea) estimates that at least 70
percent of the industrial and consumer goods which Korea will need in the future will have to come from
Japan and that she will have to pay for these products by shipping rice, fishery products and a few other
items to Japan. Japan is the biggest and most assured market for Korean rice in the same manner she is the
assured and principal market for Ryukyus and Formosan sugar [underline in original].”
33
Economic Cooperation Administration (Edgar Johnson Papers, ECA File, Box 1) noted that South
Korea’s rice export to Japan reached 100,000 metric ton in fiscal year 1950 and the volume would grow
almost three-fold in the following year. This agency (John Sumner Papers, ECA File, Box 8) recommended
“[increased] agricultural production to provide an export surplus of rice; develop the fisheries industry to
add to exportable surpluses” for fiscal year 1950.
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countries. The state’s economic structure evolves constantly, affecting internal power relations;
and these developments often reflect the state’s standing in the capitalist world-system.
World-systems theory offers a systematic account for the disparate outcomes of early
American cold war policy in different regions. As the United States sought to reinforce the
existing international division of labor, its foreign policy toward given countries was generally
conditioned by their position in the capitalist world-economy. The United States moved to restore
industrial infrastructure in western Germany because this core country was expected to make the
most contribution to European recovery with the production of capital goods. America proceeded
with rearmament of West Germany to safeguard the ally’s collaboration against possible Soviet
obstructionism and undercut Moscow’s capacity to dominate European resources for its own
purposes. The United States, meanwhile, motivated the Korean periphery to specialize in
foodstuffs production with a view to assisting Japanese reconstruction. South Korea was also
important for anti-Soviet containment: it could act as a buffer that would absorb the ferocity of
Soviet influence and help persuade Japan to ally with the free market bloc.
US policy of reintegrating West Germany and South Korea into the international division
of labor presupposed that these two countries would remain allied and market-oriented. But
divergences in interclass relationships and alliances there created different possibilities for the
hegemon to impose its plan. American efforts for economic rehabilitation and democratic
reconstruction in Germany did not face serious obstacles. Capital-intensive industrialization there
enabled interclass compromise between export-oriented firms and organized labor and rendered
its political structure more compatible with democratic development. Lagging behind in capitalist
development, Korea lacked a foundation for democracy. Exploitive tenancy farming and factory
labor produced disgruntled peasants and workers. These victims of un-tempered capitalism were
inborn critics of a free market. Because such inveterate leftists could not be won over, the United
States helped defeat them and settled for authoritarian rule.
Beyond the early cold war years, the dynamics of the capitalist world-system became
more complex. Postwar economic expansion, coupled with effective neutralization of antidemocratic forces, made politics in West Germany a “harmless game” among moderate centrists
(Patton 1999). The United States successfully channeled this young republic’s energies into
European recuperation and world peace. The American hegemon, however, allowed West
Germany to catch up and eventually challenge its economic supremacy. The United States had
limited leverage in South Korea as well and came to terms with the ally’s pursuance of heavy
industrialization. The South should become self-sufficient enough to stand alone without
American economic, military aid (Cumings 1997). Washington nevertheless wished South Korea
to remain focused on labor-intensive industry, lest this country’s production of heavy industrial
goods create a glut and generate business losses in the core (Woo 1991). Both West Germany and
South Korea managed to resist systemic pressures by exploiting the imperative of nurturing
economically viable allies on the East-West “fault-line.”
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Several theories of international migration have emerged to explain and predict the patterns
created by the international flows of people. While used as an explanatory tool for other
sociological phenomena, world-systems analysis has also emerged as a dominant paradigm
through which international migration may be explored. In April 2008 Fairfield University in
Fairfield, CT hosted the thirty-second annual conference of the Political Economy of the WorldSystem section of the American Sociological Association. The theme was Flow of People and
Money across the World-System: Past, Present and Future. The collection of papers presented at
this conference was academically rich and produced a wealth of scholarship, some of which is
presented in this issue. Vernengo and Bradbury examine the risks associated with dollarization in
Ecuador, arguing that although these risks are minimized by the influx of migrant remittances
into the country, the trend remains unstable and unsustainable, as was evident in Argentina.
Rocha deconstructs the optimistic visions that present remittances as an opportunity for
developing countries, instead arguing that they are part and parcel of a process of economic
imperialism. Dick and Jorgenson focus on environmental consequences of foreign investment
dependence for less-developed countries and how various types of ecological degradation can
contribute to mass migration. Kentor, Sobel and Timberlake discuss the hierarchy of global cities
through which so much money flows back and forth, and specifically the spatiality of intercorporate integration in the global economy such as the spatial distribution of intra-firm corporate
headquarter-subsidiary networks operations and centrality in transportation networks. Lastly,
Degirmen presents a case study of globalization of capital in Turkey and how interest and
exchange rate shocks produced particularly interesting effects on capital and liquidity structures.
All of the articles underscore the movement of money that often accompanies human
migration. All contributions are interdisciplinary and do so from the perspective of critical
international political economy which, we hope, will speak to world-system scholars interested in
these cross-national phenomena.
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ABSTRACT
The paper draws lessons from the failed Argentine experience with convertibility to highlight the
dangers of dollarization in Ecuador. Argentina’s currency peg to the US dollar was successful in
reducing inflation but given the overvalued real exchange rate, created burgeoning twin deficits
and a chronic dependency on foreign capital. Ecuador too suffers from chronic current account
imbalance. In contrast to Argentina, Ecuador seems to be relying on remittance income to close
its external financing gap. Though perhaps this model is less unstable than that of relying on
foreign capital it is no more sustainable. The paper closes with a realistic critique of this
development strategy.

INTRODUCTION
In January 2000 Ecuador formally adopted the dollar as its currency with the intention of
stabilizing the economy. Inflation was high, around 80 percent, and increasing and a balance of
payments crisis seemed eminent with a debt-to-exports ratio of 278 percent (Acosta 2001). The
drastic measure took place at the same time that the Argentinean experiment with Convertibility –
a rather less extreme form of dollarization – started to unravel. It is paradoxical, to say the least,
that the Ecuadorian authorities did not see the reflection of the future of their country in the
Argentinean mirror, so to speak.
As important as the question of why the Ecuadorians opted for a drastic option that would
bind their hands for a long period is, we prefer to shed light into the apparent sustainability and
success of the dollarization experiment. In fact, dollarization has become an unquestioned pillar
of governance in Ecuador, as much as Convertibility was in Argentina, seldom discussed in the
literature or in the press, and even those that opposed it, like the current president Rafael Correa,
are unable to seriously propose alternatives (Lucas 2007). Yet the basis for the sustainability of
dollarization so far has been a significant change in the functioning of the Ecuadorian economy,
and the formation of what maybe called a new development model.
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Argentina was able to hold the exchange rate fixed, part of the Convertibility Plan, for
more than 10 years fundamentally because international financial markets and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) were willing to finance the increasing current account deficits. In the case
of Ecuador, international financial markets have played an insignificant part. The current account
in Ecuador is still in surplus, but this results from the large inflows of remittances sent by
immigrants. In other words, Ecuador has been increasingly dependent on the exports of its
abundant factor of production, namely: labor. This, as we will show, seems to be a flimsy
foundation for economic and social progress.
The remainder of the paper is divided in three sections. The following section describes
the rise and fall of the Argentinean Convertibility experiment, as a comparative and cautionary
tale for Ecuador. The next section describes the main differences and similarities of the current
Ecuadorian experience with the Argentinean case. The idea of comparative political economy is
to provide “thick descriptions” about how diverse economies respond to rather similar policy
experiments and offer lessons about ongoing institutional change. 1 The last section draws some
policy lessons for Ecuador.

THE ARGENTINE MIRROR
Argentina was one of many emerging market economies to adopt the neoliberal reforms of the
Washington Consensus after the stagnant growth and financial turmoil of the 1980s. For
Argentina, like for so many countries during the 1990s, these reforms failed to provide
sustainable growth, led to financial fragility, and ushered in a new wave of financial volatility and
economic crisis.
Argentina began implementing structural reforms in the late 80s, moving toward more
market friendly economic policies. In 1989, barriers to capital mobility were removed and
Argentina began a campaign of privatizations. The early 1990s saw the creation of the
MERCOSUR regional free trade agreement that included Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.
Possibly the most significant threat to threat to the liberalization of the economy was
hyperinflation that Argentina had experienced throughout the 1980s. Price instability injects
uncertainty into international transactions creating additional costs and frictions to the movement
of goods and capital. Hyperinflation would require steady depreciation of the nominal exchange
rate to maintain a topside balance of trade. This depreciation would be expected to widen spreads
rendering access to foreign investment capital scarce and expensive. Each of these effects does
not bode well for an open economy growth model that relies upon foreign consumption and
foreign savings to perform. Argentina proceeded with monetary reforms designed to create a
stable price environment.
In 1991, a fixed exchange rate was adopted which pegged the pesos one-to-one to the
U.S. dollar. Known as the Convertibility Plan, the fixed peg was designed to constrain monetary
policy, lending credibility to monetary policy through utilizing the exchange rate as a nominal
anchor for inflation.

1

For the comparative political economy methodology and its relation to comparative anthropological
studies see Taylor (2006).
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The success of the Convertibility Plan in taming inflation was expedient and dramatic.
(Figure 1). The remarkable performance of the policy led the IMF to tout Argentina as the
poster-child of structural reforms. But, the characteristics of the monetary reform from which
convertibility derived its impressive success in taming inflation were exactly those that would
ultimately lead to its collapse. 2
Figure 1. Argentina Inflation, 1992-2001. (CPI, Annual %)

Source: World Bank (2008a).
The Convertibility Plan was undertaken both to facilitate increased trade openness and to
entice waves of capital flows. It was presumed that these reforms would amplify growth.
However, the fixed exchange rate was associated with an over-appreciated real exchange rate,
which together created conditions necessitating a blooming current account deficit. Furthermore,
the rigidities associated with convertibility proved not to amplify growth, but to amplify the
negative impact of a series of external economic shocks. Argentina was left with a twin-deficit,
current account and fiscal debt, that undermined both debt and currency sustainability. These
weaknesses ultimately led to the collapse of the regime in December 2001 and a major default on
much of the public debt in February 2002.

2

However, the success should not be read as a justification for the conventional interpretation of
hyperinflationary processes. A fixed peg allowed the price of imported goods and of all tradables to
stabilize immediately, and for a slow adjustment of non-tradables to international prices. For a discussion
of alternative theories of inflation see Vernengo (2006).
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A fixed exchange rate is effectively bilateral currency union. The logic of optimal
currency unions specify that if the currencies of countries are to be tied, these countries should
share similar rates of productivity growth, face similar business cycles, or have a unified labor
market. In the case of Argentina and the United States, these favorable preconditions for
convertibility were not met.
During the 1990s the U.S. experienced an economic boom, and productivity growth that
greatly exceeded that of Argentina. The U.S. dollar appreciated throughout the 1990s, which
implied appreciation of the peso, reducing competitiveness for Argentina in export markets. A
rising dollar and strong U.S. productivity growth provided for the appreciation of Argentina’s real
exchange rate, which was overvalued from the beginning of the Convertibility Plan. This trend in
the real exchange rate explains the chronic external imbalance during the 1990s during which
Argentina ran consistent current account deficits (Figure 2).
The accumulation of debt implied by the current account deficit was augmented by deficits in the
fiscal balance as well. Though the Argentine government was able to run primary fiscal surpluses
through most of the 1990s, once interest payments were taken into account, the overall fiscal
balance registered deficits (Table 1). The magnitude of the overall deficits was partly masked by
windfall gains from privatizations. These interest payments became the main expenditure and the
major problem for the country (Schvarzer 2002). 3
Figure 2. Argentina Current Account, 1992-2002 (US Millions).

Source: INDEC Republic of Argentina.
Immediately after the crisis many had argued that the fixed exchange rated and structural
adjustment toward rapid capital market liberalization was not a fundamental cause of the
3

Interest payments depended on credit rating process of international agencies (Standard & Poor’s and
Moody’s). The current account deterioration led to a worsening of the credit standing, a higher risk
premium and higher interest payments. Hence, increasingly higher primary surpluses were necessary to
maintain fiscal balance. See Damill, Frenkel, and Juvenal (2003).
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Argentine crisis. In the same breath, fiscal profligacy had been highlighted as the main policy
foible that created the crisis prone structure (IMF 2004; Mussa 2002). But a reading of the fiscal
accounts reveals this argument to be untenable. Fiscal spending was not excessive, in fact, a
swath of contractionary fiscal spending measures had been adopted in the late 1990s and
spending as a share of GDP remained relatively flat through these years. The source of
Argentina’s fiscal deficits was not a policy choice but a consequence of the structure of the debt.4
Table 1. Argentina Fiscal Balance 1997-2003 (Millions of Pesos)
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2490.5
6660.3

876.1
8223.6

2720.0
9656.0

1395.0
10175.0

2256.0
6810.0

8677.0
6883.0

305.7
96.3
2579.1
-4276.6
-4073.5
-4768.4
Source: Ministry of the Economy and Production.

145.0
6792.0

60.0
8719.0

5.0
4549.0

11.0
1805.0

Primary Fiscal
Balance
Interest Payments
Privatization
Proceeds
Overall Balance

1162.7
5745.0

Argentina’s twin-deficits spelled out a debt trap that, coupled with the nature of the
exchange rate regime, revealed an unsustainable dependency of foreign capital that would
ultimately lead to exploding debt and collapse of the exchange rate regime. The external
imbalance and overall structural tendency toward accumulation of debt was aggravated by a
series of external shocks that hit the economy starting in the late 1990s. At their root these shocks
were primarily related to volatility in global financial markets.
In 1999, Brazil was forced to devalue its currency. As Brazil was both a key trading
partner and key competitor in European export markets, the devaluation represented deterioration
in Argentina’s competitiveness, worsening the tendency toward current account deficits. With the
nominal exchange rate fixed, adjustment began to take the form of economic recession. The
growth rate of GDP fell from 8.1% to 3.9% moving into 1998 and by 1999 growth was negative
at –3.4%, (Table 2).
The Brazilian devaluation was primarily a response to financial turmoil in global capital
markets. Financial crisis in East Asia in 1997 had not been localized to the region. In 1998, the
crisis had spread to force payments crisis in Russia and Brazil. This contagion of crisis
transmitted through financial markets to impact Argentina not only indirectly, through Brazil’s
devaluation, but directly as international investors became more risk averse, international capital
markets constricted and risk premiums increased making new debt more scarce and more
expensive.
Argentina was left in a squeeze in which adverse shocks to the trade balance and rising
fiscal deficits necessitated increased foreign borrowing just at the time when it was becoming
more burdensome. For this reason the depth of Argentina’s debt trap was amplified by adverse
external financial conditions.

4

For work highlighting this type of endogenous fiscal deterioration see, Vernengo (2006).
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Table 2. Argentina Sustainability Indicators (1997-2001)
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

8.1

3.9

-3.4

-0.8

-4.4

Total Debt to GDP%

34.8

37.5

42.9

45.0

53.8

Total Debt Service to Reserves %

81.5

86.7

97.7

108.6

107.4

Total Debt Service to Exports %

49.8

57.3

75.1

70.5

42.6

External Debt to Exports %

413

452

519.7

471.3

494.2

GDP Growth%

Source: World Bank (2008b).
Both sides of the twin deficit were affected. The current account deficit was aggravated
by rising net interest payments and Brazil’s devaluation. The overall fiscal deficit was aggravated
by spectacular rise in the government’s debt service burden. As the recession deepened and debt
continued to spiral out of control, sustainability indicators for the government debt deteriorated.
This trend increasingly provoked the notion that the country would be unable to mitigate
pressures on the nominal exchange rate and would ultimately be forced to devalue.
An unfortunate consequence of the emergence of questions regarding the sustainability of
the exchange rate was the reemergence of exchange rate risk. The early success of convertibility
had created the perception that exchange rate risk had been reduced or eliminated. As a
consequence of convertibility there was an explosion of foreign borrowing by the private sector.
This trend represents a de-facto dollarization of the liability structure of the economy as a whole.
Under favorable conditions there is no obvious problem, but the reemergence of exchange rate
risk revealed another underlying fragility of the financial system, taking the form of widespread
balance sheet mismatches (Taylor 1998).
These worsening trends in sustainability could only reinforce the pessimistic sentiments
of risk adverse investors thereby perpetuating the financial shocks that had deepened Argentina’s
debt trap, further leveraging the economy toward crisis. Details of the rules governing the
Convertibility Plan go above and beyond the accumulation of debt in highlighting three key
elements of the crisis: (i) the dependency on foreign capital, (ii) the centrality of fiscal
sustainability in maintaining the ability of the authorities to defend the peg, and (iii) the way in
which both fiscal and monetary policy were dictated by international capital movements each
responding to adverse external shocks by forcing further contraction of the economy.
In fixing rate of exchange between the peso and the dollar the Convertibility Plan
required that the central bank maintained levels of international reserves at least equal to the
monetary base. This constrained monetary policy because to combat an economic downturn the
money supply could only be increased if additional international reserves were both available and
exceeded the monetary base. Interest rates had to remain high to attract capital flows.
It should be noted that the Convertibility Plan did allow for some latitude since a third of
these international reserves could take the form of bonds issued by the Argentine government and
denominated in U.S. Dollars. However, even this latitude was constrained as the convertibility
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law dictated that reserves in the form of dollar-denominated Argentine government bonds could
not increase more than 10% per year.
Additional tools available to the central bank were reserve requirements on deposits of
various terms. Manipulation of these reserve requirements would be a prominent feature of
monetary policy efforts to manage liquidity in the years of the 1990s as the country proceeded
toward crisis. The central bank could act in limited fashion as a lender of last resort providing
credit to the banking system, but only on a short term basis. The central bank could provide credit
to the government in a limited fashion and only indirectly thought he purchase of government
securities. The central bank retained the power to regulate required bank reserves. Later, in
response to the pressures brought about by the Mexican devaluation and Tequila crisis of 1995
more latitude was given to the central bank to act as a lender of last resort. This latitude was
provided when the central bank was allowed to incur foreign indebtedness and conduct repo
agreements with large international banks in order to provide short-term loans to the domestic
financial system (Prospectus 2004).
With the hands of monetary policy tied to the availability of foreign capital, fiscal policy
was left as the primary tool for stabilization of the economy. The fiscal balance was central in
another regard as well. The sustainability of the currency regime depended critically on access to
international reserves. If these were not forthcoming from trade they would need to be acquired
from international capital markets and the sustainability of the fiscal balance determined the
ability of the government to access these markets. If the debt of the government was suspect so
to would be the sustainability of the currency regime.
The wave of external shocks that hit the Argentine economy in the late 1990s created
pressure on the sustainability of the peg because they exacerbated external imbalances, but at the
same time these shocks generated an endogenous deterioration of the overall fiscal balance and
fiscal sustainability. Dependency on foreign capital which was needed to service twin deficits in
defense of the peg dictated that capital flows be called forth at a time when capital markets were
retrenching and Argentina’s internal conditions were deteriorating. These conditions and the
direction of risk premiums necessitated rising interest rates and implementation of contractionary
fiscal policy in the hopes of compensating for investor’s fears regarding the overall economy and
in calling forth adequate capital flows.
The initial retrenchment in capital flows that began in 1998 became a reversal by 2000
throughout this interval the central bank was forced to intervene in defense of the currency. As
international capital markets contracted, and this contraction was reinforce by endogenous
deterioration of fundamentals within the Argentine economy monetary policy too was forced into
a contractionary stance. A view of liquidity aggregates shows the squeeze in narrow money as
conditions deteriorate, Table 3).
The initial reduction in the currency, M1 and M2 from 1999 through 2001 reflects two
trends. First, the reduction in net capital inflows from which the reserves required to back the
monetary base were acquired. Second, a flight to quality as deposits shifted from shorter-term
peso-denominated deposits to longer-term dollar-denominated deposits. This latter trend
provides for the increase in M3 through 2001. The collapse of broad money in 2002 reflects
capital flight as even dollar deposits began to be moved off shore.
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Table 3. Argentina Liquidity Aggregates 1999-2002
1999
Currency
1.7
-3.9
M1
-4.7
M2
M3
2.3
Monetary Base
0.8
Source: Ministry of Economy and Production.

2000
-8.5
-3.2
-3
4.3
-8.7

2001
-27.7
-28.4
-31.8
23
-21

2002
80.8
94.8
96
13.3
145.1

This contraction triggered a traditional debt deflation in the economy further exposing
fragility of firms’ balance sheets. Argentina had utilized what tools it had available in an attempt
to turn the tide against the collapse of the money supply. But a pronounced deflationary trend
could not be avoided. Thus both fiscal and monetary policies were forced into a contractionary
stance during the recession of the late 1990s. Not only was the nature of fiscal and monetary
policies incapable of counteracting the negative external shocks that hit the economy in the late
1990s, these shocks were amplified by concerted policy contraction. Argentina had not given
over monetary policy to the Federal Reserve of the U.S. It had given control of the money supply
to the vacillations of agents in international capital markets. Both monetary and fiscal
macroeconomic policy had become pro-cyclical, aggravating the economic downturn.
Throughout the contraction in the monetary base the central bank struggled within the
rules of convertibility to provide liquidity to the financial system. The central bank was being
squeezed between attempting to provide liquidity to the financial system and defending the
currency. The primary tool used was adjustment to the required reserves on bank deposits.
Throughout 2001 the central bank began lowering reserve requirements on term deposits and
eliminated reserve requirements on short-term deposits. Depending on the maturity, reserve
requirements were lowered from a range of 10-22% to a range of 3-15%. Reserve requirements
were raised on demand deposits from 15.5% to 18.4%. In an attempt to repatriate funds the limit
of reserves that could be maintained outside the country was reduced. In an additional attempt to
provide liquidity to the financial system the central bank began paying interest on required
reserves. The central bank allowed financial institutions to meet their reserve requirements in the
form of government bonds (Prospectus 2004).
This last measure highlights an important point considering the deteriorating
sustainability of the government’s debt burden. Many of the measures designed to provide a
short-term loosening of the liquidity constraint faced by financial institution might have also
contributed to fears regarding their viability. Though this would have reinforced the exodus of
capital from the economy, the main driver of this flight was concern over the value of the
currency. The deterioration of the banking system was then a consequence of convertibility and
measures to correct the weakening of financial institutions could not be successfully undertaken
in the presence of convertibility.
Augmenting the fears over the ability of the authorities to defend the currency were fears
over sustainability of the government debt. These fears were actualized when in late 2001 the
government announced it would suspend payments on a large portion of the public debt. The
significant run on deposits continued through 2001 and capital controls were instituted in
December of 2001. The Corralito (little corral) froze all dollar and peso-denominated demand
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deposits. Limiting withdrawal to $250 per week. Continued capital flight throughout December
2001 forced congress to enact the Public Emergency Law in January of 2002 that terminated the
Convertibility Plan. Shortly after, the exchange rate depreciated more than 236% against the
dollar. The Convertibility experiment was over.

IMPORTING CURRENCY AND EXPORTING PEOPLE
In January 2000 Ecuador became the second Latin American country, after Panama in 1903,5 to
adopt the U.S. dollar as its official currency. 6 The change was announced by President Jamil
Mahuad, which fell after military and indigenous rebellions,7 and was confirmed and
implemented following the swearing in of the vice-president Gustavo Noboa. In other words, the
decision to dollarize was taken in the midst of a severely unstable political situation. Interestingly
enough inflation, which was the main economic reason for dollarization, was high (52.2% in
1999), but far from a hyperinflationary situation, even though it seemed to be accelerating (96.1%
in 2000). In that respect it is hard to believe that dollarization was in any technical sense
necessary for stabilization, since stable prices had been reached in several Latin American
countries without having to resort to such drastic measures (Acosta 2001: 242).
If anything, dollarization seems to have been adopted as an extension of the policies of
the liberalization period that started in 1992, and as a result of the deep economic crisis of 1999,
when the economy contracted 7.3% in real terms. In that respect, dollarization, as much as the
Convertibility Plan in Argentina, can be seen as the culmination of a long process of restructuring of the economy that started with the debt crisis of 1982.
The 1980s was in Ecuador, as in the rest of Latin America, a lost decade. Average
growth of GDP per capita from 1980 to 1989 was -0.7%, a fall that was larger than the average
for the region in the same period. The 1990s brought a complete adherence to the Washington
Consensus canon of liberalization, deregulation and privatization. In 1994 Ecuador signed the
Brady agreement and restructured its foreign obligations, and together with the market friendly
reforms it was expected that the country would move beyond the stagnation of the 1980s.
The economy, however, continued to stall, and real GDP growth was 1.87% for the
1990s, below population growth, in particular because of the profound crisis in 1999. Trade
liberalization reinforced the inability to move beyond the dependency of oil exports, even though
some non-traditional exports were developed (e.g. flowers and fruits other than bananas),
implying a extreme vulnerability to changes in the terms of trade. Financial liberalization and
deregulation reinforced the process of currency substitution, and the increasing dollarization of
the economy, which led to significant amounts of capital flight throughout the 1990s. The
dismantling of the public credit system also implied that credit for productive purposes almost
vanished.
Meanwhile income distribution variables worsened considerably during the 1990s. The
income of the lowest quintile fell from 4.6% to 2.46% of total income, while that of the highest
5

For an account of the separation of Panama from Colombia and the roles of the U.S. government and J.P.
Morgan see Díaz-Espino (2001).
6
A year later El Salvador and Guatemala also formally dollarized their economies.
7
A discussion of the Ecuadorian indigenous movement can be found in Jameson (2008).
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quintile increased from 52% to 61.2%. In other words, the income of the 20% poorest in the
country was compressed by almost 90% during the neoliberal period. Poverty also ballooned
from 34% of the population in 1995 to 71% in 2000, with extreme poverty or indigence
increasing from 12% to 31% in the same period. By almost any metric the Washington
Consensus policies failed to improve the situation of the Ecuadorian people. In 1999, as a result
of the fall in the price of oil in international markets, and the productive disruptions caused by the
‘El Niño,’ the economy collapsed. This is the context in which dollarization was adopted.
In at least one respect dollarization was relatively efficient. As much as in the
Argentinean case inflation fell considerably, and converged to international levels. Figure 3
shows the evolution of the consumer price index in the period after dollarization. It is worth
noticing that inflation remained in the 2-digit level for a couple of years, leading to a real
appreciation of the exchange rate.
In fact, the appreciation of the real exchange rate after dollarization is one of the most
important effects of the reform, and often one of the least understood. The general public has
difficulty in noticing appreciation, since the exchange rate, once the country dollarizes,
disappears. However, the relative cost of domestic goods vis-à-vis foreign goods remains central
for the evolution of the current account.
Figure 3. Ecuador Inflation, CPI Annual % (1991-2007)
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Source: ECLAC (2009).
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the real exchange rate in Argentina, which devalued
heavily after the 2001 crisis, and Ecuador. The scale of the Argentinean depreciation dwarfs the
Ecuadorian appreciation, but the effects should not be minimized. A significant appreciation of
the currency compounds the effects of the liberalization of the trade and capital accounts of the
1990s, making it difficult for Ecuador to manage its balance of payments disequilibria.
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In the absence of vigorous increases in labor productivity the only other alternative for a country
to increase its external competitiveness is by depreciating its exchange rate. A dollarized
economy, by definition, eliminated the second alternative as a policy instrument.
Figure 4 –Argentina and Ecuador, Real Exchange Rate (2000-2008)
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Source: ECLAC (2009).
The Ecuadorian case shows that, in fact, the situation could be worse, since the relative
changes of domestic and foreign prices, exogenously, determined the competitiveness of the
country. Ecuador, we may note, has been comparatively lucky, since it dollarized in a period that
the dollar has lost around 30% of its value against other currencies, boosting Ecuadorian exports
in the process. Also, since 2002 the prices of commodities, oil in particular, had boomed. All of
these international conditions have eased the Ecuadorian external constraint. By contrast, the
1990s were marked by the appreciation of the dollar and falling commodity prices, which actually
made the Argentinean Convertibility less manageable.
These differences between the Argentinean and Ecuadorian experience explain why
Argentina had to rely on international financial markets, and recurring loans from the IMF in
order to maintain convertibility, and Ecuador, after the election of Correa, could decisively break
with the multilateral institutions, and promote an audit of the external debt with a view of not
paying it in full, something that in Argentina was only possible after the default in 2002.
However, it would be a mistake to think that the commodity boom and dollar
depreciation have given Ecuador sufficient space in their balance of payments to grow with
encountering any kind of restrictions. In fact, as Figure 5 shows the current account has only
recently switched to surplus, after having been in deficit for all of the 1980s and 1990s, and a
good part of this century. Yet, this is not the most disconcerting fact to emerge from Figure 5. In
fact, if we remove remittances, sent by Ecuadorian living abroad, the current account would still
be in deficit, even though the growth performance has been so far dismal, with one of the lowest
rates of per capita growth in the region.
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Remittances have been increasingly relevant for Latin America. In part, the flow of
remittances may be explained by the good performance of developed countries in the period
2002-2006. However, most analyses indicate that the significant rise in remittances is explained
by the rising flow of immigration (legal and illegal), in the case of Ecuador to Spain and the
United States. It is important to note that immigrants tend to be working age adults, and to be
relatively educated. For example, in the case of Ecuador 20% of the labor force emigrated, and of
those 64% of the males and 73% of the females have at least secondary education (FLACSO
2006). In the case of Latin America as remittances can represent between 50% and 80% of
recipient income, they can constitute an important tool for improving infrastructure, raising
educational levels and financing productive activities.
Figure 5. Current Account with and without Remittances (1989-2008)
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Source: ECLAC (2009).
However, the evidence suggests that the vast majority of remittances are used for
everyday consumption. In the case of Ecuador, 70% and 75% of the remittances sent by males
and females respectively are used to buy food, pay rent and for other domestic expenses, with
only 12% and 7% for health expenses (FLACSO 2006). The amount used for investment and
education is negligible.
The most important aspect of remittances for Ecuador is that of narrowing in the short
and perhaps medium run the external financing gap. At the aggregate level for Latin America
remittances have managed to narrow the current account gap by 0.56%, 0.91% and 1.9%
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percentage point of GDP between 1980-1990; 1991-2001 and 2002-2006 respectively. More to
the point, had it not been for the increased flow of remittances in the period 2002-2006, Latin
America’s current account would not have been in surplus. Rather, when the current account
adjusted for remittances, its result is negative and of the order of -1.1% of regional GDP. Table 4
shows the contributions of remittances in Argentina and Ecuador since 1980 to the closing of the
financial gap.
It is clear from the Table 4 than in Ecuador remittances always played a more important
role than in Argentina. Further, whereas in the 1980s, remittances only contributed to 0.6% of
current account to GDP funds, the figure increased to 3.5% in the 1990s and to an impressive
6.46% in the dollarization period. In other words, the transition to the neoliberal period that
started with the debt crisis, passed through the adoption of the Washington Consensus in the
1990s, and culminated with dollarization in this century, seems to be increasingly dependent upon
the remittances sent by immigrants.
Table 4. Argentina and Ecuador, Contribution of Remittances to Closing Financial Gap
Current Account Adjusted for Remittances and Contribution of Remittance to Narrow the
External Gap 1980-2006 (% GDP)
1980-90
1990-2001
2001-2006
Argentina
Current Account
-2.52
-2.98
4.83
CA Adjusted for Remittances
-2.59
-3.19
4.44
Contributions of Remittances
0.07
0.22
0.38
Ecuador
Current Account
-5.58
-2.32
-1.31
CA Adjusted for Remittances
-6.19
-5.83
-7.77
Contributions of Remittances
0.60
3.50
6.46
Source: World Bank (2008).
This suggests that the sustainability of dollarization in Ecuador, in contrast to Argentina
that has never depended heavily on remittances as shown in Table 4, is based not on the old
Commodity-Export Model, but on a new Anthropo-Export Model, so to speak, which depends
increasingly on its ability to export what seems to be its most competitive product, namely: its
own people.
Also, it is important to emphasize that dollarization and immigration are symbiotically
interconnected in the new development strategy. Dollarization and financial openness have
allowed greater integration of Ecuador into international financial markets, and in that respect
accumulation is not a national phenomenon anymore. The economic elites of Guayaquil are
internationalized and their reserves are maintained in dollars, but that is only possible because of
the permanent outflows of Ecuadorians to foreign countries. 8 Arguably, the new development
strategy is tearing apart the very elements that used to constitute the national economy, that is,

8

A similar development strategy, in which economic group acquire a financial logic while increase the
dependence on remittances, seemed to have taken place in Central America. For the cases of El Salvador
and Guatemala see Segovia (2002) and Gammage (2006).
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that accumulation was based in productive circles within the national territory, and that, as a
result, workers could find jobs in the national economy.
Yet, there are significant problems with the new development strategy in Ecuador, which
suggest that dollarization is ultimately untenable and will, as much as the Convertibility Plan in
Argentina, collapse in due time. The most obvious is the fact that the immigration process
depends on the willingness of foreign countries, in particular Spain and the United States, to, by
legal means or by indifference towards illegal immigrants, accept a permanent flow of people into
their economies. This seems to be increasingly unacceptable, and a severe backlash against
immigration in the developed world seems to be indicating the proximity of the limits to the
current development strategy.
In addition, the fact that the most qualified part of the labor force is the one that is being
exported suggests that the effects on the domestic economy will be significantly greater than the
reduction of labor supply. The quality of the labor input is worsening, and as a result labor
productivity is impacted with long-term effects on development.

BEYOND DOLLARIZATION
In our view, the limits of the current development strategy based on exporting people will
eventually lead to persistent and unsustainable current account deficits, economic contraction (to
reduce imports) and eventually forced devaluation, which in Ecuador’s case implies
sucretization. 9 As bad as that scenario bodes for the future of the country, it is worth noticing
that the Argentinean debacle of 2001/2 has led way to a sustained recovery, and that rather then
waiting for the inevitable the Ecuadorian authorities could take measures to minimize the costs of
the sucretization process.
The first measure that is relatively simple to operationalize is to recover fiscal policy as
an instrument of anti-cyclical management. Since dollarization Ecuador has maintained primary
surpluses and nominal deficits, as much as the rest of the region. In 2006, the primary surplus
was of the order of 2.1% of GDP, while the nominal deficit was 0.2%, that is, the difference
between the two, which corresponds to interest payments, and are 2.3% of GDP, go to bond
holders. A compression of interest payments, and an increase of spending in infrastructure, and
social programs (to qualify the labor force, for example), would create jobs and promote
development in the short-run, while diminishing the possible effects of a forced sucretization in
the future, since with the new jobs and skills less workers would be dependent on foreign
remittances.
Also, even though sucretization is not, and most likely will not be in the near future, part
of the political agenda, partial de-dollarization (reverse currency substitution) is possible and
should be pursued. A simple idea is to allow a locally issued token to be used for tax payments.
Locally established firms and private agents will be reassured that the token is accepted by the
government for tax payments, and will most likely want to economize in their use of foreign
currency. This would stimulate the circulation of the local token for domestic (non-tradable)
transactions. The maximum amount that can be printed would be the limit of the tax revenue,
which would be considerably higher than what is needed for recovering the loss of seigniorage
9

For an early warning of the limits of dollarization in Ecuador see Vernengo (2001).
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with dollarization (somewhere around 2 or 3% of GDP). This, in turn, will allow a certain
amount of discretionarity in monetary policy matters.
Recovering fiscal and monetary policy should be the first steps to create more degrees of freedom
for domestic policy makers, which would give them the tools necessary to smooth out the
possible collapse of the current development strategy. It seems that the administration of Rafael
Correa is eager about trying new alternatives, and that suggests that at least there is a hope that
the Ecuadorian story will have a happier ending than the Argentinean Convertibility Plan. Hope
springs eternal!
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ABSTRACT
In opposition to optimistic visions that present remittances as an opportunity for developing
countries, this paper shows they are part and parcel of a process of economic imperialism,
whereby their use and final destinations are strictly conditioned. In order to go beyond a
conception of remittances as epiphenomenon, and in order to trace the role they play, this paper
focuses on the transnational strategies of capital. It finds that remittances enable an increase in
foreign investment and import production by facilitating the rise of a new class of consumers in
Central America. Remittances create and feed a purchasing power that would not exist in their
absence. Factories, fast food restaurants, communications companies, banks, travel agencies,
and supermarkets are opening new branches throughout Central America in order to benefit from
transnational savings that would otherwise be used differently. In this way, remittances are
conditioned and co-opted by transnational capital’s strategies to sustain an ever growing market,
with Central America more generally – and once again – potentially at risk of becoming
characterized by enclave economies and chronic commercial deficits. The remittance-based
economic model furthermore cannot be sustainable in the long run unless Central American
countries keep exporting workers ad infinitum, something that is obviously not possible.

INTRODUCTION
Remittances don’t come vacuum packed and can’t be isolated in a test tube. They are
conditioned by a socio-political environment and come with a cultural remittance attached—like
a remora. They’re tugged at by consumption patterns introduced through publicity tactics that
massage fine psychological threads. This point of view is not so obvious. Remittances are
immersed in what Harvey (2004) calls “economic imperialism,” differentiable from but in a
dialectic relationship with political imperialism. While political imperialism has a territorial base
and acts through state apparatuses and political groups, the dynamic of economic imperialism is
more diffuse and more embracing. Economic power flows and crosses a continuous space to
propel itself towards—and beyond—territorial entities through the daily practices of production,
commerce, capital flows, monetary transfers, labor migration, technological transfers, monetary
speculation, information flows and cultural impulses. This dynamic isn’t always explicitly
linkable to specific policies. Its molecular form is made up of many forces that sometimes clash
and sometimes reinforce certain added tendencies. One tendency stands out above all others:
exploitation of the asymmetries manifested in the spatial exchange relations.
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This is a constant of capitalism. To get beyond remittances as an epiphenomenon, they
have to be seen in this context and we need to ask what role they play in the scheme of unequal
exchange, which in turn involves asking about this particular point in capitalism’s development.
If in the 19th century the capital circulation rate was speeded up by revolutions in transportation
and telecommunications (the steam boat, telegraph, railways), a much more spectacular
acceleration is currently being produced via the Internet, supersonic trains and cellular and
satellite phones. And now remittances are contributing to that acceleration. A lot can be
achieved by many people contributing a little bit and then a little bit more. Drop by drop, Central
American migrants have filled up a tank of $12 billion, and the steady drip continues.
Remittances provide a consumer power that would languish in their absence. Thanks to
remittances, Central America has again caught the attention of foreign investment, that new totem
to which everything must be sacrificed.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT
As an expression of the world economy’s previous expansive phase, the fifties and sixties were a
golden age of foreign investment in Central America. The national banks made alliances with
international banks and received copious investments. During the sixties, the Nicaraguan
financial system’s foreign resources rose from 5% to 49% of the total. That dependency on
foreign capital strongly affected the country’s two most important banks: the Pellas group’s
Banco de América, in alliance with Wells Fargo Bank and First National Bank of Boston, and the
Nicaraguan Bank—of Montealegre and the cotton producers—with a catheter to Chase
Manhattan and Morgan Guaranty Trust. US capital did nothing more than strengthen a partner.
Starting in 1944—the opening of the new expansive phase—91% of Nicaraguan exports were
sent to the United States, compared to 67% six years earlier (Wheelock 1985: 143). And with the
initiation of the import substitution model in that same period, the manufacture of footwear and
clothing came to depend on imports for 47% of its inputs, a figure that hit 96% for the
pharmaceutical industry. The rest of Central America had a similar experience.
The affluence of foreign capital tripled from 1960 to 1968 and North American
investment in the region reached $5 billion. New firms were set up and soon monopolized the
new factories and controlled many of the traditional industries (Ibid.: 145-146). Some scholars
went so far as to talk about the transnationalization of the Central American economy in that
period. In fact, the region’s countries developed a dangerous dependence on international capital,
figuring among the world’s comparatively most indebted countries and allowing their territories
to serve as a legal base for the multinationals that wanted to exploit Central America’s free trade
common market system.
In addition to the transnationals, other groups, mainly from the US south, came in search
of lucrative and easy investments. In the United States they were known as “Sunbelt” capitalists
to distinguish them from the traditional investors in the grey, industrial northeast. These upstarts
represented an aggressive and unscrupulous capitalism whose strong investment tentacles
included electronics, aviation, military goods, casinos, drugs, cabarets, hotels and tourism.
In Central America, they associated with the military regimes and jelled in the form of
the fabulous businesses of Somoza and the Florida meat importers, joint investments by Howard
Hughes and Anastasio Somoza, the Vesco-Figueres society and the businesses of Guatemalan
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dictator Arana Osorio with his “alliance partners” in Alabama, Florida, Texas and New Orleans
(Ibid.: 149-151). And so it came to be that a buoyant faction of national capital crystallized,
linked to the distant small and medium non-internationalized capital to which it subordinated
itself through the monopoly of credit and shifting of investments (Herrera 1984).

THE FOREIGN HANDS AND POCKETS RETURN
The crisis of the seventies and the warring conflicts it unleashed led foreign capital—and some of
its Central American associates—to pack up and leave. The depressive wave devastated the
isthmus like a tsunami. The banks and other transnationals that had a growing presence in the
sixties withdrew in the seventies and eighties and started to return again only in the nineties. The
Holiday Inn hotel chain waited out the whole depressive phase—over 20 years—to install the
hotels it had planned in the early seventies.
There is abundant evidence that the nineties witnessed the kind of foreign capital flowback symptomatic of a growth phase. Various transnational banks, including Citibank, Westrust
Bank International, HSBC and Banco Santander, opened operations in the region. And that wave
is continuing. Larry Solberg, manager of the US Dairy Export Council, whose members annually
produce over 85% of US dairy exports, forecasts that they will quadruple the $25 million worth
of dairy products they sell in the region (Santamaría 2005c: 15).
In 2005 alone, 28 US companies established themselves in Costa Rica (el:Economista
2006: 39). That same year, 334 foreign companies were recorded in El Salvador, their 28
nationalities ranging from the United States to Singapore. Excluding franchises, their
investments accounted for 21% of its GDP in 2005 (Falcón 2005: 24). In 2007, Banco Industrial
de Guatemala received a $300 million credit from Citigroup Guatemala Empresarial 2007). The
picture has been the same all over Central America, from Guatemala to Costa Rica. Having
averaged $633.5 million annually in 1990-95 (Moncada 2005), foreign investment exceeded
$2.72 billion in 2005 and $5.34 billion in 2007 (World Bank 2010). For all that, this figure is still
well below the nearly $8.27 billion in remittances sent home in 2005 by migrants who are
investing their dreams in the region far more than big capital.

“BETTER TO BE A LION’S TAIL THAN A MOUSE’S HEAD...”
Salvadoran economist Alexander Segovia holds that the Central American business elites are
already globalized and are no longer confined to the national market as a single arena of
accumulation; they are now involved in regional and international markets. “Some of these
Central American groups are investing in 15 or more countries” (Segovia 2007a: 48). But their
independent peak is proving not to be of such long duration. Some of their businesses are starting
to be absorbed by the transnationals. A large part of intra-regional trade is conducted by and
benefits transnationals like the British-Dutch company Unilever, which owns brand names like
Naturas, Lizano, Dove, Axe, Continental, Sedal, Ponds, Lipton, Close-Up, Rexona, Knorr, Lux,
Vinolia, Maizena, Margarina Mirasol, Rinso and Vasenol.
In the 1960s, transnationals acquired Nicaraguan companies—like Metasa, Aceitera
Corona, Nabisco Cristal—and established joint investments with national capitalists to create
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Plywood, Imusa, Fabritex, Cerisa. In the new expansive wave, however, their buyouts, mergers
and co-investments considerably exceed their previous adventures, because they include a more
vigorous market, natural monopolies (electricity and telecommunications) and social security.
The latter has previously been exclusively state-run, but is now being cultivated by pension fund
administrators. To reduce risks, the transnationals enter hand in hand with native investors. Thus
the Spanish transnational Unión Fenosa entered Nicaragua as a co-investment with the Pellas,
CALSA (Lacayo family) and Montealegre groups. This guarantees it stability, while at the same
time providing the local groups with a Spanish scapegoat for any grassroots discontent.
PriceSmart entered holding hands with Banpro’s Ortiz Gurdián group.
Nicaraguan businessman Manuel Ignacio Lacayo met strong criticism for selling the
MILCA bottling company, including its Coca-Cola franchise, to Panamerican Beverages Inc., a
transnational that owns bottling plants in 12 countries including Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean. His response probably reflects the current feelings of many of his brothers: “It’s
better to be a lion’s tail than a mouse’s head.”
Many imitated him, activating a chain of sales or mergers of Central America’s most
significant companies: Café Soluble went to Nestlé; La Perfecta to Parmalat; Banco Uno and
Banco Cuscatlán to CitiGroup; the Hiper-Paiz, La Unión and Palí supermarkets to Wal-Mart 1; the
Solas’ CODISA and Facussé’s Cressida group to Unilever; half of the BAC to General Electric
Consumer Finance (Segovia 2007c: 48-50); FINARCA to Nova Scotia Bank (Olivares 2007); the
Lacayo’s NICACEL to Bellsouth and then Telefónica de España (known as Movistar in
Nicaragua); Nicaragua’s Tip-Top and Honduras’ ALCON to Cargill Corporation (Mayorga
2007); and Banco Salvadoreño to HSBC and Banco de Comercio to the Canadian ScotiaBank.
The hail of mergers includes the Granai Thompson and Continental banks with Industrial y
Occidente; the Facussé businesses with Dole (Standard Fruit Company); the Panamanian Copa
Airlines alliance with Continental Airlines; and on it goes.
We passed from the industrialization model through import substitution to the
transnationalization model with the sale of industries and a few other shaky companies. The
destiny of a great part of national capital is once again to be absorbed by global capital. Central
America’s businesspeople become minority shareholders in the transnationals that gobbled up
their businesses. Alexander Segovia surmises that they will “end up subordinated to transnational
interests” (Segovia 2007b: 46). Put another way, transnational interests will be their interests.
That’s their way of bathing in globality, a strategy not exclusive to the elites, although they can
achieve more striking expressions than other social groups.

THE AGRICULTURE SECTOR IS SHRINKING AND CONSUMPTION IS
SKYROCKETING
Today, national businesspeople are turning into pure capitalists, ever less interested in the events
taking place within their borders. The elites are relocating their interests and tossing their hats
into a transnational ring that is less tangible, but possibly with fewer risks. In a risk-filled society,

1

Uribe family’s Corporation of United Supermarkets from Costa Rica, plus La Fragua and Wal-Mart,
integrate the Central America Retail Holding Company (CARHCO).
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the elites find many opportunities to reduce it. They not only expand markets and become a
partner to transnational capital, but also look to move into less vulnerable economic areas.
The industrialized countries use increasingly fewer raw materials in their merchandise.
The percentage has fallen by 40% in automobiles and 50% in medicines in just a century. The
case of Japan is illustrative and extreme. It currently uses 40% fewer raw materials than in 1973.
“Dessert economies” are being especially affected by new chemical technologies that are
producing substitutes for coffee, palm oil and sugar (Rivero 2001: 102-103), products on which
five of the most powerful Central American families—Herrera in Guatemala, Cristiani and
Dueñas in El Salvador, Facussé in Honduras and Pellas in Nicaragua—made their fortunes. They
have thus switched their attentions to other rich veins, such as shopping malls, banking, tourism
and hotels. The Dueñas and Palomo families passed from coffee and cotton to TACA, shopping
malls and finance. This shift has had repercussions on the economic structure and on land use
and prices.
Between 1980 and 2000, the participation of the agricultural sector in the GDP has fallen
in all of the region’s countries, from 2% in Panama to 16% in El Salvador (FLACSO Costa Rica
2002: 104). The portion of the area dedicated to coffee growing in El Salvador dropped from
188,000 to 162,000 hectares between 1985 and 2002 (FAO 2008). Santa Elena, the enormous
coffee hacienda located between Antiguo Cuscatlán and Santa Tecla, was transformed at the
speed of light into a complex of urban developments and shopping malls. In Nicaragua, the most
powerful elites switched from sugar cane and cotton to the sale of vehicles and provision of
financial services. There are clients for their new range of businesses thanks to the growing
weight of domestic consumption in the GDP. In 1994, private consumption already represented
almost 90% of the GDP in El Salvador (Melhado 1997: 138) —the leading Central American
country in the tertiary field— compared to 58.9%, 55.2% and 40.2% in Costa Rica, Germany and
Singapore, respectively. El Salvador is proving to have a market as tempting as it is dangerous,
and Nicaragua is reaching similar danger levels, with private consumption representing 81.4% of
the GDP in 2006 (Banco Central de Nicaragua 2008).

AN UNSUPPORTED SHIFT: NOT EVEN IN THE REGION’S “LITTLE TIGERS”
The tertiarization of the economy, demographic urbanization and growing weight of consumption
mark the end of the agroexport model, but not the end of the traditional elites as some suppose.
These elites they have been able to insert themselves into the new model, investing in the service
sector and trading their companies for share options in transnational companies. The problem is
that these shifts have no productive backing and lack a long-term development vision that
considers, among other things, the physical problem of the relation between inhabitants and
availability of water, or the capacity to provide food and energy services to the rapidly growing
urban masses.
Other countries that are moving out of agriculture and into accelerated urbanization and
consumption have made intensive investments in education and insertion into the global markets,
first with industrialization and later the export of high technology. This has enabled them to lay
the foundations for the expansion of consumption, imports and the service infrastructure required
by megalopolises. With the exception of Costa Rica—with its new high-tech enclave—no steps
have been taken in that direction in Central America. Our “little tigers”—El Salvador and
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Guatemala—may have a rate of 654 telephones per thousand inhabitants, close to Uruguay’s rate,
but fall well short of its secondary education coverage, which is total, and its 41% university
education coverage. The net secondary schooling rate is around 66% in most Central American
countries (World Bank 2010).
The weight of high-tech exports is roughly 5% of the value of exports in most of the
region’s countries. In comparison, it is 34% in Hong Kong, 33% in South Korea, 30% in China,
24% in Japan, 20% in Mexico and 16% in Indonesia (Ibid.). Countries located in or seeking to
insert themselves into the international markets have experienced changes that the urbanized and
consumerist Central American nations come nowhere near.

THE WAL-MARTIZATION OF THE POOR
Given this situation, remittances are called upon to play a key role in this thin strip of the world.
Taking the cases of El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua, migrants sent $5.50 for
every dollar that flowed in from big foreign capital in 2005. In Guatemala the proportion was
14:1. 2
Remittances are enabling market expansion, urbanization without productive backing and
the massive graduation of consumers, as opposed to citizens. The elites and the state haven’t
made any transforming effort. They’ve simply ridden the wave of opportunities opened up to
them by the $12 billion produced by the expulsion of migrants. These transnationalized savings
have allowed the formation of transnationalized elites as much as if not more than big globalized
capital.
The transnationals became interested in Central America again when its markets began to
expand and the remittances turned them from exclusionary to inclusive, providing the working
class with a purchasing power it previously lacked. What’s new about the current model,
according to Segovia (2007a: 51), is its underpinning: unlike the agroexport model, in which
exchange rate stability and low or moderate inflation depended on the foreign currency generated
by the primary export products, it is now sustained by the availability of dollars from the new
sources of foreign currency, particularly the new nontraditional exports and family remittances.
Remittances turn the previously excluded into a market and the companies prepare
products specifically for them. Just as the elites incorporate themselves into the market in India
and China, the remittances introduce the poor to the market of Coca-Cola, Pizza Hut and
McDonalds. In El Salvador, fast-food restaurants such as Pollo Campero and Pizza Hut are full
of working class remittance receivers. Pizza Hut was able to increase its motorcycle fleet in that
country from 16 to 500 in 16 years thanks to looking beyond the middle classes to the power of
remittances (Mejía 2006: 15). Social mobility on the exclusive plane of consumption is an
opportunity that opens up for those who manage to place family members in other countries.
Consumption in Wal-Mart, Pizza Hut and shopping malls is part of the effect of that
ideological artifact known as “development,” in which a kind of “Wal-Mart development” is
disseminated, a sensation of having entered the middle classes through a Wal-Martization of
2

Own calculations based on statistics of Central Banks: Banco Central de Nicaragua 2010, Banco de
Guatemala 2010, Banco Central de Reserva de El Salvador 2010a and 2010b, and Banco Central de
Honduras 2010.
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consumption. In the social race, Wal-Mart and the products of Unilever and Adidas are the
universities that graduate people from poor into middle class. After all, McDonald’s came to us
“to remove our loincloth” according to former Nicaraguan President Bolaños (El Nuevo Diario
2006). There are two sides to the remittance coin because remittances are a passport providing the
poor with access to the expanding world markets. They satisfy both the businessperson and the
apprentice client.

THE PLACE OF CREDIT CARDS IN THE BIG BANG OF CONSUMPTION
Exporting people to increase consumption is becoming a national strategy that operates alongside
a certain systematic automation. From a territorial perspective, migration has become the main
way to increase exports: Honduras sells to Hondurans living in the United States. The products
are hybrid exports, because they don’t have to leave the country. They are acquired and used in
Honduras, while the effective buyer—the person who generated the money that pays for them—is
in another country.
Looked at this way, migrations and remittances are increasing Central American
exports—free of transport costs—much more than CAFTA. From the perspective of globalized
labor markets, the Central American countries have obtained a substantial increase in the payment
of their labor force with a double advantage for the regional elites: the consumption capacity has
substantially expanded without them having to increase wages by so much as a cent.
The local elites and their international allies have only taken on the work of adjusting
their products to the “emerging market segments,” to put it in the metallic slang that’s music to
their ears. The field of credit cards is one example of how previously excluded population sectors
have become spoilt by big capital. With its 1.2 billion credit cards, VISA controlled 60% of the
world credit and debit card market, 50% of Internet purchases and already offered remittance
reception services through its VISA Giro card in 2005. In Central America it had 6.7 million
cards, over 200 million transactions and a movement of over $11 billion a year. In Banco
Cuscatlán alone it placed 65,000 VISA Giro cards between January and September 2005
(Santamaría 2005b: 8-11).
Credit cards used to be a service aimed at recognized sectors of proven solvency, but now
that bankers’ well-known discretion and cautiousness has been eroded by their appetite for
galloping consumerism they are targeting the remittance-receiving masses. The role of
remittances in this new market big bang can also be measured in other spheres examined below,
although the conclusive evidence that can be gathered so far is extremely unequal.

MINI-HOUSING FOR MINI-SALARIES AND FOR REMITTANCE RECEIVERS
The housing market in El Salvador and Nicaragua is adapting to the remittances. Given the
saturation and deceleration of the housing market in the upper-class segment, Nicaragua’s urban
developers have moved into houses selling for around $12,000 aimed at medium- and lowincome families, which are also the sectors most affected by the country’s 400,000-unit housing
deficit. In the city of Granada, Sun Real Estate’s Praderas del Mombacho will have paved streets,
sidewalks, 24-hour security, public lighting and drinking water. It was planned for merchants,
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teachers and police officers, but its price tags and the dosage of the monthly payments make it
appropriate for remittance receivers as well. The Lacayo Fiallos construction company has also
moved into that market with houses selling for $12,000 targeting families with a monthly income
of around $400.
The Sandinista business elite backing Daniel Ortega also has interests in this sector.
Tourism Minister Mario Salinas Pasos presides over Desarrollo Sooner, which is currently
constructing 1,182 houses in Ciudad San Sebastián in Managua priced at about $25,000. The
same is true for Prados de San Jerónimo in Masaya, whose houses are valued at $14,500,
Conchagua in Corinto ($18,500) and Colinas de Verona and Praderas del Doral in Managua
($16,750). Some solvent migrants are investing in the new houses for speculative purposes.
Such is the case of Manuel Salazar, a US citizen of Nicaraguan origin who lives in California.
Salazar bought a house in Valle Santa Rosa, Ciudad Sandino, for $18,000 (Schmidt 2008). The
$80 monthly mortgage cost for the cheapest houses are conveniently below the average amount of
remittances sent back.
We find a descending intensification of the market: it is expanding to capture a sector
that, judging from the 1995 and 2005 censuses, is making significant changes to its housing,
generally on its own. In Chinandega, a department that has sent off masses of migrants, the
percentage of concrete houses rose from 79% to 86.5% between the two censuses, while the
proportion of houses with piped water increased from 29% to 41%.3 Such transformations are
signs that the urban developers have slowly but cleverly picked up on.
In El Salvador, the Social Housing Fund, estimating a deficit of half a million houses,
plans to expand its credit lines, which currently top out at under $22,000. The new line—of over
$40,000—is said to be aimed at financing the middle classes (Marroquín 2006a: 12-13). This
new orientation is probably based on two factors: 1) the fact that the demand for land and
housing, stimulated largely by remittances, has pushed up the prices of lots and construction; and
2) the discovery of a new market segment that is growing on its own initiative, without
construction companies, and is made up of remittance receivers with a consumption capacity far
higher than that of their Nicaraguan counterparts.
A study by San Salvador’s Central American University revealed that 80% of people
building homes with remittances are doing so on their own; the remaining 20% are modifying
houses built by private builders (Lungo 2004). Thus the insistence on running the remittances
through the banks: only if they are linked to banks can they dovetail with the strategies of urban
developers, with minimum risks for that sector.

TACA TAKES OFF, FUELED BY REMITTANCES
The take-off and expansion of TACA Airline, based on Salvadoran capital, is another example of
the power of remittances and migrations in expanding the markets and their profit rates. In 1979,
TACA’s assets were limited to three passenger planes, two cargo planes, a few limited travel
routes within Central America and 300 employees. Twenty years on TACA had expanded its
routes to the United States and South America and had 5,600 employees and a fleet of 81
airplanes, 33 with the capacity to carry between 110 and 150 passengers. By then it had acquired
3

Own calculations based on Nicaraguan National Census.
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Guatemala’s AVIATECA (1989), Costa Rica’s LACSA and Nicaragua’s LANICA (1992)
(Paniagua 2002: 624).
One determining element in its expansion was the growing demand for flights from the
United States as a result of the migratory flow of Central Americans to that country. In the 19902004 period alone, air traffic between the United States and El Salvador multiplied tenfold, from
123,000 to over 1.3 million people. The destinies with the highest demand are the states and
cities with the greatest presence of Salvadorans: Los Angeles, Houston, Washington D.C., New
York and San Francisco (PNUD 2005).
Although TACA’s routes to the United States are relatively new, it has 21 daily flights to
El Salvador from different US cities, and 70% of its passengers are Central American, despite the
fact that American Airlines, Continental, Delta and United have all established daily operations in
the region’s countries. In 2004, TACA absorbed 63% of the traffic between El Salvador and the
United States. In 2005, it carried almost 2,500 passengers entering or leaving El Salvador every
day. This was close to 56% of the total passengers from San Salvador, leaving just 14.6% to
Continental, 13.3% to American Airlines and 2.8% to Copa (Santamaría 2005a: 32-33).

THE POWER OF THE “DISTANT BROTHERS”
In 2008, TACA became the fifth largest airline in terms of passenger volume in the agglomerated
Miami airport (Robin 2008: 122). TACA’s expansion is based on opening routes to the United
States and Canada, which move an enormous number of migrants and their family members.
This is visible in the social sector that now predominates in the Salvadoran airport: peasants
shouldering their bundles or balancing them on their heads cross the waiting rooms to the
amazement of neophytes.
Over 40% of the tourists coming into El Salvador are Salvadorans living abroad.
According to Nicaraguan researcher Manuel Orozco, from the Inter-American Dialogue, “visiting
the country of origin means more than staying with the family. The immigrants who come home
to visit are also tourists and spend considerable amounts on enjoying themselves with their
families, typically at least $1,000 per stay” (Orozco 2005: 19-20). With them in mind, TACA
created the Visit Friends and Relatives (VFR) service, which accounted for 40% of its income in
2004. It captured that segment by offering unconventional services, including excess baggage,
special attention for children and old people, special ticket prices for important Central American
dates—Mother’s Day is a particular biggie—and sponsorship of religious festivities, beauty
pageants and sports tournaments (PNUD 2005).
Given that flow and its economic contribution, it’s not surprising that El Salvador is the
only Central American country that pays homage to its migrants in the form of the monument to
the “Distant Brother” at the gates of San Salvador, along the route from the airport to the city.
The Kriete, Baldocchi, Dueñas, Palomo and Benecke families, together with many others, have
increased their fortunes thanks to the direct effects of the migratory dynamics of their now distant
brothers, whom they never looked upon fondly before.
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CELL PHONES: ANOTHER BAITED HOOK
Transnationals have known how to bait their hooks to go after the consumer appetite for image
and words. The sale of communication services is expanding and has a very active market among
migrants and their families. Central America is Nokia and Motorola territory; together they are
responsible for 65% of the 27.4 million cell phones sold in Latin America during the second
quarter of 2005. According to experts, the key to these sales is the boom in demand in the
emerging markets (Molina 2005: 36-37). Are they talking about migrants?
The América Móvil telecommunications company—known in some countries as Claro or
Telecom—is number five in the world and number one in Latin America. It started with 12
million clients and now has 110 million, all but 2 million of which are cell phone customers. In
2006, it invested over $3 billion in the 14 countries where it has a presence, something that seems
nothing short of reckless. In 2005, it invested $68 million in El Salvador for a total of $614
million since it set up shop there in 1998. Its investments in Honduras and Nicaragua can’t be far
behind, as the clients from those two countries registered the company’s highest increase in 20052006, with growth rates of 90% and 80%, respectively (Ibid.: 36-37).
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the World Bank and certain other
bewildered institutions say that these countries have the lowest human development indices, the
most scandalous poverty levels and national accounts that most resemble a business going under.
But with a very different vision, América Móvil’s executive director in El Salvador, Alberto
Davidson, applauds “the favorable economic conditions that each of the nations presents” (Ibid.:
36-37). Such settled conditions are the basis of an accelerated expansion that led it to almost 5
million clients in Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua. That’s the equivalent of one
in every seven Central Americans. In El Salvador alone, América Móvil has 936,000 mobile
users and 986,000 conventional lines. In other words, one in every three Salvadorans purchases
his or her telephone services from the Mexican transnational.
By 2005 there were nearly 2.5 million cell phones in that country. Just eight years
earlier, there were only 20,122 (PNUD 2005). The current proportion is five cell phones for each
conventional line in a household. The Spanish transnational Movistar is hoping to increase its
“penetration rate” from 30% to 50%, increasing its meager 15% in Nicaragua and reaching 70%
in Panama (Santamaría 2006: 36-38). Even so, conventional lines continue being very profitable,
with América Móvil obtaining over $130 million in profits in El Salvador alone in 2005
(Monjarás 2006b: 18-21).
The hunger for communications skyrocketed telephone consumption from 55 million
minutes to 4.7 billion for national calls in El Salvador and from 262 million to 2 billion for
international calls between 1997 and 2004 (PNUD 2005). Other companies could extend their
operations. Telemóvil, the owner of Tigo cell phones will surely make a big effort, having
already introduced the Internet wireless technology WiMax, which has a range of up to 70
kilometers between the station and users (Marroquín 2006b: 42-43).

MAN CANNOT LIVE BY BREAD ALONE...
According to the Superintendence of Electricity and Telecommunications, 46 out of every 100
Salvadorans have a mobile phone (Monjarás 2006a: 49). So how have sales been able to multiply
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by 1,000 in a region in which over a third of the population lives on less than a dollar a day?
Remittances and the priorities of migrants and their relatives are a key factor here.
Man does not live by bread alone: he also needs words. The telephone is the main means
of communication between migrants and their families. The impossibility of communicating with
rural areas where conventional telephone lines don’t reach has spurred the introduction of cell
phones. Some families of migrants have three active phones, one for every two household
members, including pre-pubescents and babies. According to an UCA study in the region of
Nonualcos, average monthly spending on cell phones is five times greater by people receiving
remittances than by people who don’t receive them (Lungo 2004).
In El Salvador, 94% of those who receive remittances communicate with their generous
relatives by telephone. A third of the country’s telephone traffic is international calls, of which
87% are to or from the United States. According to UNDP calculations, charges for outgoing
international calls—which are only 10% of the total traffic in El Salvador, as incoming calls have
a much greater weight—may have totaled $28.6 million in 2002, of which $22 million
corresponded to calls placed to the United States. The US Federal Communications Commission
reported 35.5 million calls to El Salvador in 2000. That amounted to 300 million minutes and
represented $180 million in income for the telephone companies (PNUD 2005).
A Rafael Landívar University study of Guatemalans living in West Palm Beach, Florida,
revealed that the migrants and their families back home invest between $80 and $160 a month in
communication, meaning that Guatemalans in that county alone spend nearly $222,000 a week
and almost $12 million a year on communicating (Girón and Palma 2004). Given that 37.5% of
migrants’ relatives use cell phones to communicate, the companies offering that service pocket
around $4.5 million a year.
The growth of cell phone sales and the thousand-fold multiplication of
telecommunication minutes are more evidence that we’re in another long expansive wave, as the
capitalists have passed from the renting of technology to mass sales, something only possible
through a disproportionate expansion of the markets. It was never thought that so many poor
people could do so much. The remittances appeared and the technocrats at the service of the
system lost no time sharpening their fangs: how to channel them from the marginal streams into
the dominant current? It was a no-brainer: through the offer of irresistible services. The
telephone companies, for example, offer special plans with extremely reduced rates, family plans
for Salvadorans abroad and additional reductions on weekends and special days like Mother’s
Day, Father’s Day, Christmas and New Year.

WESTERN UNION: GUEST OF HONOR AT THE REMITTANCE BANQUET
The telephone companies, airlines and urban developers are lapping it up. But those really ruling
the roost—with minimum costs—are the remittance transfer companies. According to
information from the US Transnational Institute for Grassroots Research and Action (TIGRA), a
network of 158 immigrant groups, Western Union conducted 128 million transactions in 2006
that generated it four billion dollars in profits (Durán 2010). The official figures are somewhat
less spectacular, but still incredible.
The opening paragraph of Western Union’s 2006 annual report, posted on its web page,
reads, “The words Thank You have always been synonymous with Western Union. Throughout
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our 150-year history, our business has been centered on making people’s lives easier and more
productive. Without Western Union, people all over the world would not be able to work, travel
or provide for their families in the way that they currently do” (Western Union 2010a). There
follows a significant set of photographs that show Latin children and Indian and African women
explaining how the transfer of remittances made it possible for them to study, while Caucasian
married couples comment on how convenient the opening hours and location of Western Union’s
branches are for paying their bills or exercising philanthropy.
The cold, hard financial indicators are preceded by sugary slogans like “With each
transaction comes a feeling of thankfulness and pride,” “Sending so much more than money” and
“Connecting families around the world.”
Once the reader has been softened up with 32 pages of such affectation, the figures
appear. Between 2002 and 2006, Western Union obtained $17.9 billion in gross receipts, a 63%
increase, and $3.72 million in net income, an 85% in-crease. Income from individual client-toclient transactions—the category covering remittances—represented 84% of the total. Un 2006,
Western Union shares were valued at between $18.58 and $24.12. To obtain such profits and
“position itself” in the market, Western Union charges $11.99 for transfers of $200 or less from
certain locations in the United States to Central America (Western Union 2010b).
To this is added the earnings for changing dollars into national currencies. In 2006,
revenue from transaction fees was just under $3.7 billion, while the income from changing
currency was nearly $654 million, almost 15% of the total. All Central American migrants who
sent remittances back to their home countries contribute to Western Union’s exchange rate
treasure chest, except Salvadorans and Panamanians, which have dollar economies. That
explains why the cost of an average transfer to El Salvador is the lowest in the region (4.45%), in
marked contrast with the cost of sending money to Nicaragua (6.93%) and Honduras (7.13%)
(PNUD 2005).
Western Union is omnipresent. Billboards announce it in Condega and San Carlos,
Zacatecoluca and San Miguel, Chichicastenango and Antigua, Tocoa and Siguatepeque, Cartago
and San José. According to very recent calculations by analyst Manuel Orozco, $600 million of
Nicaraguan remittances are transferred through agencies such as Western Union and Money
Gram (Orozco 2008). The latter made 250 million monetary transfers in 2005 and earned around
12% of what it transferred (Garrison-Sprenger 2005). The Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB) calculated that in 2004 Western Union transferred 43% of the total remittances in
Honduras, 33% in Guatemala and 26% in El Salvador (PNUD 2005).

A RIVER OF DOLLARS WITH ABLE ANGLERS
Even if the money transfer agencies only earned a net 10% of the amount transferred in the whole
of Central America—a lot circulates outside their channels and the dollarization in El Salvador
deprives them of income from currency exchange—their revenues in 2007 would be close to $1.2
billion. If we take the estimates of the total remittances transferred through Western Union and
combine them with the average transfer costs and Western Union’s gross profit percentage
relative to revenue (21%), then Western Union made a minimum clear profit of $43.7 million
from the remittances to Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador alone, after deducting investment
costs to expand operations, depreciation, amortization and taxes.
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These rivers have been very profitable for certain anglers. The fortune of Nicaraguan
businessman Piero Cohen Montealegre catapulted after he founded the Airpak group, a holding
company that acquired Western Union’s exclusive franchise in Central America (Rodgers 2008:
113). The insistence of NGOs, analysts and migrants’ associations on reducing the rates runs up
against a particular interest of political imperialism: the US Treasury received over $1.8 billion in
income tax from Western Union between 2002 and 2006. In 2006 alone, Western Union
contributed over $421 million in tax (Western Union 2010).

THE DEVELOPMENT MYTH: “CATCH UP WITH THE REST”
There’s no room for doubt that remittances are transforming the Central American economy. To
all the evidence piled up here, we have to add an explosion of tourism among migrants who visit
their country of origin, a land market energized by migrants’ investments, the adoption of
Americanized urban consumption patterns aiming at middle-class status among rural families, a
growing appetite for goods “made in the USA”—or imperial brand names even if they’re “made
in Bangladesh”—and many other signs that while some choose where to live, others want to
decide how to consume. As these transformations have significantly contributed to market
expansion, the prophets of optimism are springing up everywhere. The pernicious myth of
development has been rewritten various times, but this time with a greater print run and a flashier
dust jacket.
By way of minimum precaution, it’s worth taking a quick look at the previous editions
and their Sirens’ songs. According to Immanuel Wallerstein, development on the operational
level was defined everywhere as ‘catching up with the rest’ or eliminating the lag. Naturally
everyone involved took for granted that it would be a long, difficult task, but also took for granted
that it was possible, as long as the right state policies were applied (Wallerstein 1998: 117).
In the Cold War context, each bloc of countries—segmented by their ideological
predilections—obtained resources from the dominant power in their faction to apply a range of
policies that promoted either a capitalist or a communist paradise. Woodrow Wilson, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and John F. Kennedy were enthusiastic proponents of this creed, while Lenin
did something similar from the USSR. According to Wallerstein, when Lenin launched the
slogan ‘Communism equals the Soviets plus electricity’ he was putting forward national
(economic) development as the prime objective of state policy. And when Khrushchev, decades
later, said that the Soviet Union would ‘bury’ the United States by the year 2000, he was venting
supreme optimism about ‘catching up’ (Ibid.: 117-118).
Now the development banners are emblazoned with the word “clusters.” Capitalist
strategies lace the discourse of academics turned guru. In El Salvador, the model country, the
institution that has most influenced the state’s economic policy in the past twenty years is the
Salvadoran Foundation for Economic and Social Development (FUSADES). Following its
proposals to the letter, the country achieved an economic growth rate of 5.9% for 1989-1994. But
it then fell to 3.9% over the next five years and 1.9% in the next. The policies that sought a
revival of agricultural and industrial exports also failed.
El Salvador’s cumulative economic growth in 1990-2004 was basically provided by the
service sector (64.8%) followed by the products assembled for re-export in the maquila industry
(31.1%); only the remaining 4.1% came from agriculture, according to the UNDP (PNUD 2005).
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Given the emigration of so many Salvadorans, the possibility of catapulting the agricultural sector
into any kind of major role increasingly depends on the immigrant labor force of Nicaraguans and
Hondurans. But can that option really turn into a continual movement?

THE MODEL IS RIFE WITH CONTRADICTIONS
The problem of the multiple contradictions running through a model dependent on remittances is
yet another danger. Given that the Central American governments haven’t been able to pull off
the longed-for transformation of the economic structure, the system will depend on the flows
continuing to grow as they have so far. But this butts up against diverse systemic tendencies of
economic imperialism, political capitalism’s territorial interests and group initiatives.
First off is the eternal contradiction of capital: technologies reduce labor to reduce costs,
but the system has an imperious need to increase demand. In the case of remittances, this means
that capital needs more people receiving remittances but at the same time restricts the
opportunities to offer employment to those who have to send them. Technology and re-tooling
reduce employment opportunities and are therefore adopted as strategies by businesses that want
to be competitive. It’s hard to picture a world with more remittance receivers and fewer
remittance senders. Central American remittances depend on the United States maintaining or
even increasing wages as well as increasing the demand for labor, but the demand for labor is
inversely related to technological advances and wage increases go against US competitiveness.
The second factor is the strategy of the migrants and the churches and NGOs that support
them. One of their main objectives is family reunification. Remittances in the reunified family
simply turn into family income. The sending of money, telephone calls and holiday trips home
necessarily tend to drop with family reunification.

TERRITORIAL LOGIC V. ECONOMIC LOGIC
And in the third place are the restrictions based on a territorial logic, which are sometimes at
cross purposes with economic logic: the migrant-receiving countries tend to multiply the legal,
physical and police barriers to the migratory wave. But if the number of migrants doesn’t
increase, there will be no rise in remittances. In the short run, this contradiction can be put off by
countries with a conscious interest in remittances—El Salvador for one—negotiating residency
permits and amnesties for its expatriated nationals.
Territorial and economic logic can join together through a moderate deportation policy,
which maintains a growing group of remittance senders but doesn’t permit family reunification.
A benevolent migratory policy that allows family reunification would be catastrophic for the
current model, as would be cutting off the migrant flow altogether. This explains the
ambivalence of the current migratory policies: moderate amnesties and Temporary Protection
Status with deportations. That’s why states negotiate residency but not naturalization, which
would help dissolve the emigrant’s national links and, of course, the remittances.
On this point the logics of territory and capital complement each other. Both produce—
although by apparently contradictory routes and very different means—the perfect subject: a
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worker with deteriorated citizenship and with a group of relatives in the country of origin that
depend on his or her savings.
Producing aborted citizenships is an attempt to resolve another contradiction in the
system, but like the ones mentioned above it requires a continual injection of migrants to keep
working class wages low. When migrants start considering themselves citizens with rights, when
they stop having a deteriorated citizenship, the system needs more migrants, or sub-citizens, to
avoid an inflationary domino effect on salaries. It needs that dual society that harks back to
slavery, only now the division is citizens and non-citizens. The new slaves don’t need shackles
and chains. They simply are denied a paper that accredits them as citizens or as legally
established residents.

TIME IMPLACABLY MOVES ON
It is essential for those who want to perpetuate this model, or at least do nothing to change it, that
the remittances continue to grow, as they are the fuel that powers the economic motor. And this
can only happen by continuing to export more Central Americans. Over time, family reunification
or the death of remittance receivers reduces the flow, but emotional distancing can have the same
effect. In 1991, US-Nicaraguan researcher Peter Marchetti was the first to note a tendency for
remittance amounts to slack off. His research showed an inverse relationship between the time
since the migrants left and the amount of money they sent back to Nicaragua. Families whose
relatives had migrated abroad less than a year before were receiving a monthly average of $84.95.
The monthly average for families whose relative had left between 1 and 5 years earlier dropped to
$73.19, while families whose relatives had been away for over 5 years received an average of just
$65.72 (Marchetti 1991).
Marchetti hypothesized that subsidies such as free lodging and food offered to the
migrant during the first year by kinship networks abroad permit more generous remittances,
which decrease as the migrant assumes more personal economic responsibilities. Fifteen years
after Marchetti’s findings, researcher Eduardo Baumeister found that the proportion of “Latinos”
who send remittances appears to have the form of an inverted U, a model that holds true for
Nicaraguans. Baumeister suggested that the smaller proportion of remittances sent by those who
migrated a long time ago could be explained by a loss of ties to the original household, and the
similarly small proportion sent by very recent arrivals by the cost of adapting to the new context
and the economic limitations to immediately generating stable remittances, particularly in the
case of undocumented migrants (Baumeister 2006: 74).

HOW MANY MUST MIGRATE IN THE FUTURE TO MAINTAIN TODAY’S
REMITTANCE RATE?
Both academics agree that the time factor has a declining effect on remittances in the medium or
long run. Both Marchetti’s downward slant and Baumeister’s inverted U indicate that a
continuous growth of remittances requires an ongoing increase in migrants. A pending task is to
investigate what flow of migrants would be required in the next 20 years to maintain the growth
of remittances we’ve seen in the past 10 years.
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Following the norms of the current economic model, this merchandise called “migrants”
has to be produced on a larger scale. Exporting Nicaraguans, Hondurans, Salvadorans and
Guatemalans stokes the fire of development. But not all Central Americans are exportable.
Those between 18 and 25 years old are the most valued. And unfortunately, this “merchandise,”
like all others, has its vicissitudes. Not all products function alike.
The migrants that are today’s Economically Active Population will eventually retire. If
they manage to legalize their residency, they will demand social assistance and pensions. Will
the flow of young migrants continue to maintain the volume of active contributors for the pension
system to function? Will they always behave as submissively? Will the same mass always want
to leave the country they were born in? The price of these migrants could vary.
The strategy of the poor is thus co-opted by the powerful. Everybody wants to sit at that
opulent material banquet, drinking and eating more than is good for them, devouring rights and
the environment as they go. But even at that, a certain amount of the income generated in the
industrialized countries ends up relocated back home, so the companies multiply their
investments where this income ends up. The corporations, their mergers and their franchises
follow the remittances. Economic filibusterism prefers the McDonald model over the Vanderbilt
model, but it’s no less aggressive. In this growth phase, the big transnational companies are in a
better position than ever to extract the benefits even of the most perverse effects of their race for
accumulation: the need to have a segment of the population migrate and support those who stayed
behind by providing 20-35% of their income.
The psychotropic and stupefacient ideologies of development that now talk about
“productive remittances” ignore all the serious problems such as environmental deterioration—
waste management, deforestation, water scarcity… Some countries are already experiencing a
serious physical and social imbalance whose solution cannot be bought with remittances. The
proportion between population and sources of drinking water in El Salvador is perhaps the most
dramatic example in the region and will be the first to explode. Nicaragua currently sells meat
and cheese to El Salvador at the cost of reducing the animal protein consumption of its own
citizens. Will Salvadoran remittances end up buying water and leaving the poor of Nicaragua and
Honduras to go thirsty?

OBSTACLE, OPPORTUNITY… OR ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE?
It is often asked whether remittances are an obstacle to growth or an opportunity for greater
growth. The fact is that they are being used by certain economic groups to expand their markets
and insofar as they sustain the trade deficits with the United States they’re a key element of the
free trade agreement. It’s these economic groups that are getting fat off of this situation. These
facts help determine the function and end use of the remittances and show how the strategy of the
poor has been co-opted by transnationalized elites.
But the question doesn’t go far enough. A more incisive one would be: if El Salvador is
breaking a new path, will it collapse before everyone emulating it catches up? Or: if remittances
are an unexpected element in Kondratieff’s cycles (Kondratieff 1925; 1935) for how long and
with what consequences can they modify its duration, mitigate its effects or even reverse its
direction? As the receivers of these remittances, the Central American nations haven’t planned
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for a possible shift of circumstances that could leave us facing a very dark future in which they
start drying up like our rivers are doing.
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ABSTRACT
The authors engage appropriate macrosociological theorization and employ quantitative
comparative methods to assess the extent to which various forms of environmental degradation in
less-developed countries are tied to inward foreign direct investment in the primary and
secondary sectors. Analyzed outcomes include carbon dioxide emissions, industrial organic water
pollution, and deforestation. Such forms of environmental harms are known to partially shape
migration processes as well as other social dynamics. Results of longitudinal analyses indicate
that all three forms of environmental degradation are positively associated with sector-level
inward foreign direct investment, which provides broad support for the engaged theoretical
orientation.

INTRODUCTION
In this short article we employ quantitative comparative methods to investigate the extent to
which world-economic integration in the mode of foreign investment dependence contributes to
various types of environmental degradation in less-developed countries. As we briefly discuss in
the next section, different forms of environmental harms are known to partially shape migration
processes as well as other social conditions. These sorts of interrelationships underscore the
importance in considering the structural determinants of environmental degradation. Following
the discussion of environment / migration relationships, we summarize the theoretical
articulations and related empirical works concerning the potential environmental impacts of
foreign investment dependence. Next, we describe the methods, variables and their sources, and
samples employed to conduct the analyses, which are followed by the presentation and discussion
of the findings. We conclude by summarizing the noteworthy results of the study, and we close
by making a call for other social scientists to consider similar topics in future research.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HARMS AND THE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE
Many social scientists link migration to environmental degradation (e.g. Bates 2002; Hugo 1996).
One of the most prolific researchers in this area is Norman Myers (e.g. 1997), who claims that
‘environmental refugees’ – who are displaced due to some form of environmental problem which
disallows them from gaining a secure livelihood from their land – already outnumber ‘traditional’
refugees. It is also likely that their numbers will grow in coming years due to increased
environmental degradation and climate change. Like Myers (1997), other scholars (e.g. ChaseDunn and Hall 1997; Diamond 2005) claim that many forms of environmental degradation are
major contributors to migration, particularly in less-developed countries. For example, climate
change, which largely results from anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions, is noted to have
quite complex effects on patterns of natural disasters (IPCC 2007). The social and environmental
costs of climate change have already been felt by the populations of many less-developed
countries, especially those in coastal areas and on smaller islands in tropical regions (e.g. Roberts
and Parks 2007). The consequences of these disasters often include temporary and permanent
migration.
Myers (1997) argues that water shortages are another environmentally-related reason why
people migrate. Taking this point a bit further, highly polluted water is also greatly problematic
for human well-being. Although less sudden and noticeable than out-migration that occurs after a
natural disaster, water pollution may have a noticeable impact on migration processes.
Deforestation is an additional form of environmental degradation that is frequently tied to
migration (e.g. Amacher et al. 1998). Deforested land – particularly in the tropics – is less able to
hold nutrients in the soil, which impacts crop yields. For a variety of reasons, reduced soil
fertility can lead to a persistent need to be mobile. Further, as much of the best land is taken up by
corporate – and often transnational – interests, small landholders are commonly pushed on to
more marginal lands. Thus, there are indeed ways in which forms of environmental degradation
can impact the movement of human populations. While other selections in this collection address
the causes or consequences of migration, we investigate how world-economic integration in the
form of foreign investment dependence contributes to particular environmental harms that are
known to partially shape migration patterns as well as other social processes and structural
conditions.

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Throughout the contemporary history of macrosociology, a great deal of theoretical and empirical
attention is paid to the potential impacts of foreign investment. The most broadly known and
debated orientation in this area of scholarship is the theory of foreign investment dependence (e.g.
Bornschier and Chase-Dunn 1985; Chase-Dunn 1975). This longstanding theory generally
asserts that the accumulated stocks of foreign investment make a less-developed country more
vulnerable to different transnational and global political-economic conditions, which often leads
to a variety of negative consequences for domestic populations. The vast majority of prior
research that tests hypotheses derived from this theory investigates the effects of foreign
investment dependence on domestic income inequality, economic development, food security,
and other social outcomes (e.g. Alderson and Nielsen 1999; Dixon and Boswell 1996; Jenkins
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and Scanlan 2001; London and Smith 1988). Building on this area of scholarship, a growing
number of environmental sociologists have begun to theorize about and investigate the extent to
which foreign investment dependence impacts the environment in less-developed countries (e.g.
Dick and Jorgenson 2010; Grimes and Kentor 2003; Jorgenson 2007, 2008; Jorgenson, Dick, and
Mahutga 2007; Jorgenson and Kuykendall 2008).
During recent decades, many less-developed countries experienced a deepening of
foreign debt, which resulted in austerity measures developed by global governance and finance
institutions (McMichael 2004). These austerity measures, such as structural adjustment
programs, often encourage the governments of indebted countries to create more favorable
domestic conditions for foreign investors and transnational corporations as a way to stimulate
economic development to assist in repayment of debt while increasing the level of well-being for
domestic populations. Less-developed countries have attempted to facilitate and maintain more
appealing business conditions using several different strategies, including relaxed labor laws and
tax reductions as well as exemptions to environmental regulations designed to protect the natural
environment from activities in different sectors of the economy (e.g. Clapp and Dauvergne 2005).
In many cases, the real or perceived threat of capital flight could be viewed as an additional
incentive for less-developed countries to offer regulatory concessions to foreign-headquartered
firms and foreign capital (Wallerstein 2005). Further, prior research shows that many lessdeveloped countries are less likely to ratify international environmental treaties, many of which
deal explicitly with extractive and productive activities that are of direct relevance for
transnational corporations (Roberts and Parks 2007). At least partly resulting from these
unfolding political-economic processes, the relative presence of foreign investment stocks for all
economic sectors combined within less-developed countries increased substantially during recent
decades (Jorgenson 2007). This increase for less-developed countries is much more pronounced
than the overall recent upsurge in the structural globalization of foreign investment for the worldeconomy as a whole (Chase-Dunn and Jorgenson 2007).
With these emergent political-institutional dynamics in mind, we argue that a large
proportion of foreign investment in less-developed countries finances highly polluting and
ecologically inefficient manufacturing processes and facilities, much of which are outsourced
from developed countries. Transnational firms benefit economically from this form of
environmental cost shifting, since different ecologically inefficient and highly polluting
manufacturing processes often include more outdated and inexpensive machinery and materials.
This also allows transnational firms to distance themselves in the public eye from the
environmental and related human well being costs of their productive activities (Princen 2002).
Besides lessening the likelihood of transnational firms being subject to increased regulations,
restrictions, and fines by domestic political institutions in the countries of their headquarters, the
buying habits of consumers within more-developed countries are less likely to be influenced since
they are often less aware of the environmental impacts associated with the production of the
commodities they consume. Moreover, partly resulting from a lack of tax revenues and cuts in
public spending, the power generation techniques within many less-developed countries tend to
be fossil fuel dependent and considerably less eco-efficient. Many of these types of facilities
generate at least some of the electricity used by transnationally-owned manufacturing centers.
In addition to production equipment and power generation techniques, the transportation
vehicles owned and used by foreign-owned manufacturing enterprises in less-developed countries
for the movement of inputs, outputs, and labor are more likely to be outdated and energy-
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inefficient (Jorgenson 2007). Also, the “on-the-ground” transportation infrastructure of many
less-developed countries tends to be more poorly maintained than in developed countries. For
example, roadways are less likely to be paved on a regular basis, and rail systems are more likely
to be spotty in different areas, and these problematic conditions can lead to the increased use of
fossil fuels for the transportation of raw materials, manufactured goods, and labor (Grimes and
Kentor 2003). These sorts of processes, conditions, and structural relationships contribute to
higher overall levels of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutants as well as emission per unit
of production, which is a common measure of relative eco-efficiency.
We also posit that the use of organic materials in manufacturing processes controlled by
foreign capital often results in higher levels of industrial organic water pollutants. Many of these
organic materials are highly toxic and capable of remaining in the environment for extended
periods of time (Eckenfelder 2000). More specifically, organic water pollution can result from a
variety of secondary sector activities, including the environmentally unfriendly processing of
industrial chemicals, pulp and paper manufacturing, food processing, textile production, and
steelmaking (e.g. World Resources Institute 2005), and they have severe consequences for
aquatic ecosystems and human well-being. In fact, a recent panel study of less-developed
countries links higher infant mortality rates to elevated industrial water pollution levels, net of
other relevant factors (Jorgenson 2009).
In a related vein, we argue that foreign investment in the primary sector commonly
finances forestry projects, agricultural activities, and extractive operations that contribute to
deforestation in less-developed countries. Many less-developed countries, especially those with
relatively larger forest areas, are prime locations for logging operations (e.g. Kick et al. 1996),
and indebted countries are often encouraged to utilize their natural resources, including forested
areas, as a form of comparative advantage to attract foreign capital (McMichael 2004). What is
more, as agriculture enterprises are integrated into the world-economy, especially those owned by
transnational firms, the scale and intensity of their production tend to increase substantially (e.g.
Harper and Le Beau 2003; Jorgenson and Kuykendall 2008). To increase production and
agricultural output, forest areas are cleared through the slashing and burning of biomass as well as
the use of tractors and other types of machinery (Jorgenson 2008). Forest areas are also cleared
for livestock ranching for export markets, many of which are controlled by foreign capital (Burns
et al. 1994). The extraction of minerals and other raw materials are the starting points for a large
proportion of global production systems, and transnational firms are key actors in these primary
sector activities (Bunker 1984). Mining activities are often carried out in a series of stages [e.g.
prospecting, exploration, the development of facility infrastructure and transportation systems,
direct extraction, transported to other locations], each of which involves possible environmental
impacts that are detrimental to forested areas (Rudel 2005).
In the subsequent analyses, we examine the extent to which secondary sector foreign
investment dependence contributes to total carbon dioxide emissions, total industrial organic
water pollution, and carbon dioxide emissions per unit of production in less-developed countries.
We also examine the relationship between deforestation and primary sector foreign investment
dependence in less-developed countries.
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THE ANALYSES
Methods
To investigate the extent to which secondary sector foreign direct investment contributes to (1)
total carbon dioxide emission, (2) carbon dioxide emissions per unit of production, and (3) total
industrial organic water pollution, we use Stata version 9 software to estimate fixed effects (FE)
panel models. In all FE models we include a correction for first-order autocorrelation (i.e. AR[1]
correction). Not correcting for autocorrelation can often lead to biased standard error estimates.
In the comparative social sciences, FE panel regression is one of the most commonly
used methods designed to correct for the problem of heterogeneity bias (Halaby 2004).
Heterogeneity bias in this context refers to the confounding effect of unmeasured time-invariant
variables that are omitted from the regression models. To correct for heterogeneity bias, FE
models control for omitted variables that are time invariant but that do vary across cases. This is
done by estimating unit-specific intercepts, which are the fixed-effects for each case. With Stata
the fixed effects are estimated with the within estimator, which involves a mean deviation
algorithm for the dependent variable and each time-varying independent variable. FE models are
quite appropriate for this type of cross-national panel research because time invariant unmeasured
factors such as natural resource endowments and geographic region could affect environmental
outcomes. The FE approach also provides a stringent assessment of the relationship between
foreign investment and the dependent variables, given that their associations are estimated net of
unmeasured between-country effects. Overall, this modeling approach is quite robust against
missing control variables and more closely approximates experimental conditions. The basic
linear FE model is as follows:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 + 𝛽𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑧𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Subscript i represents each unit of analysis (i.e., country), subscript t represents the time
period, yit is the dependent variable for each country at each time period, µt is an intercept that
may be different for each time period, and β and γ are vectors for coefficients. Predictor variables
that vary over time are represented by the vector xit, time-invariant predictor variables are
represented by the vector zi, αi represents the combined effect on y of all unobserved variables
that are constant over time, and εit represents purely random variation at each time point. Since αi
is perfectly collinear with zi, the conventional FE model will not produce coefficient estimates for
the time-invariant predictors.
For the analyses of primary sector foreign investment and deforestation, we employ
ordinary least squares [OLS] regression, which is the most commonly used method in crossnational analyses of forest degradation. Adequate panel data for natural forest cover that would
allow for the use of FE or other related models are currently unavailable.
Dependent Variables
1. Total carbon dioxide emissions represent the mass of carbon dioxide produced during the
combustion of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels, as well as from gas flaring and the
manufacture of cement. These data, which are measured in thousand metric tons and logged
[ln] to correct for excessive skewness, are gathered from the World Resources Institute
(2005). All other logged [ln] variables in the current study are done so for analogous reasons.
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2. Carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP [ln] measures the quantity of carbon dioxide
released into the atmosphere for each million dollars of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in a
country or region. These data, which we use as measures of relative eco-efficiency, are
obtained from the World Resources Institute (2005) and measured as metric tons of emissions
per million constant 1995 United States dollars.
3. Total water pollution [ln] consists of industrial organic water pollutant emissions per day.
They are measured in kilograms and by biochemical oxygen demand, which refers to the
amount of oxygen that bacteria in water will consume in breaking down waste. In particular,
these data include water pollutants from manufacturing activities as defined by the two-digit
divisions of the International Standard Industrial Classification revision. Overall, this
consists of organic water pollutants from the manufacturing of primary metals, paper and
pulp, chemicals, food and beverages, stone, ceramics, glass, textiles, wood, and manufactured
goods included in the two divisions of classification labeled as “other” manufactured goods
(divisions 38 and 39). These data are gathered from the World Resources Institute (2005).
4. The final dependent variable for the current study is percent change in natural forest area,
1990-2005 [i.e. “deforestation”]. Forest area data used in the calculation of this dependent
variable are taken from the World Resources Institute (2005), who obtains them from the
Global Forest Resource Assessment of the Food and Agricultural Organization. Positive
values correspond with deforestation, and negative values correspond with increased levels of
natural forest area, sometimes referred to as aforestation or reforestation. We use the
available point estimates of natural forest areas measured in hectares for 1990 and 2005 to
calculate the percent change scores. These are the most recent estimates available on a
comparative cross-national basis. Land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees higher
than 5 meters and a canopy cover of more than 10 percent, or trees able to reach these
thresholds, are considered forests. Natural forest areas consist of native forest species only,
with the possible exception of small areas of natural regeneration or assisted natural
regeneration. Areas established through planting or seeding are categorized as forest
plantations instead of natural forests and are excluded from these measurements. Moreover,
natural forest areas do not include land under agricultural or urban land use [e.g. fruit
plantations, agroforestry systems, gardens, urban parks].
Independent Variables for the Carbon Dioxide Emissions and Water Pollution Analyses
•

Accumulated stocks of secondary sector foreign direct investment as percentage of total GDP
[ln] is used to investigate the relationship between foreign investment in manufacturing and
the first three outcomes. The foreign direct investment stocks data are obtained from the
Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development’s International Direct
Investment Statistics Yearbook (2001) and the United Nations’ World Investment Directories
(1992, 1994, 1996, 2000, 2003). These data consist of investment in food and beverages,
tobacco, textiles and clothing, leather, wood and wood products, publishing and printing,
coke, petroleum products, nuclear fuel, chemicals and chemical products, rubber and plastic
products, non-metallic mineral products, metal and metal products, machinery and
equipment, electrical and electronic equipment, precision instruments, motor vehicles and
other transport equipment, other manufacturing, and recycling (United Nations 1992, 1994,
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•

•

•

•

•

1996, 2000, 2003; OECD 2001). Total GDP data are measured in 2000 US dollars, and
gathered from the World Bank (2007).
Total population is measured in thousands and logged [ln]. These data are obtained from the
World Bank (2007). The measures of total population are based on the de facto definition of
population, which counts all residents regardless of legal status or citizenship. Refugees not
permanently settled in the country of asylum are generally considered to be part of the
population of their country of origin. Controlling for total population in analyses of scale
outcomes [e.g. total emissions] is both commonplace and commonsensical. Larger
populations tend to have greater cumulative impacts on the environment. We also include
total population as a statistical control in the analyses of emissions per unit of production,
which allows for a more rigorous statistical investigation of the relationship between relative
eco-efficiency and secondary sector foreign investment.
GDP per capita [ln] is included as a control for level of economic development. These data,
which we gather from the World Bank (2007), are measured in 2000 US dollars. Politicaleconomic approaches, such as treadmill of production theory (e.g. Schnaiberg and Gould
1994), argue that level of development is a key structural driver of greenhouse gas emissions
and other forms of waste, including industrial water pollution. Turning to emissions per unit
of production, world-systems scholars, such as Roberts, Grimes, and Manale (2003), assert
that middle-developed or semiperipheral countries tend to have enough fossil fuel dependent
technologies to compete on the world market but not enough technologically advanced
infrastructure to do so efficiently. Lesser-developed or peripheral countries tend to consist of
relatively less fossil fuel based technologies and capital-intensive production. Thus, when
excluding the most-developed countries, one would expect emissions per unit of GDP to be
positively associated with level of development.
Gross domestic investment as percentage of total GDP represents the level of domestic
investment in fixed assets plus net changes in inventory levels. These data are obtained from
the World Bank (2007). Controlling for domestic investment allows for a more rigorous
assessment of the effects of foreign investment on both outcomes. We would prefer sectorlevel measures of domestic investment. However, those data were unavailable at the time of
the study.
Secondary sector activities as percentage of total GDP controls for the extent to which a
domestic economy is manufacturing-based. These data are gathered from the World Bank
(2007). Including this measure allows us to assess the extent to which the transnational
organization of production in the context of secondary sector foreign investment dependence
contributes to higher total carbon dioxide emissions and industrial water pollution as well as
carbon dioxide emissions per unit of production, net of the relative scale of the manufacturing
sector in host economies.
Secondary sector exports as percentage of total GDP [ln] controls for the relative level of
manufacturing exports of a given country. These data are gathered from the World Bank
(2007).

Independent Variables for the Deforestation Analyses
•

Accumulated stocks of primary sector foreign direct investment as percentage of total GDP
[ln] includes stocks of foreign direct investment in agriculture and forestry as well as mining
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•

•
•
•

•

•

and quarrying. These data are for the year 1990. We obtain the foreign investment data from
the United Nations’ World Investment Directories (1992, 1994, 1996, 2000, 2003) and the
Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development’s International Direct
Investment Statistics Yearbook (2001). Total GDP data are measured in 2000 US dollars
(World Bank 2007).
Forest stock [ln], is calculated as the total size of natural forest areas in 1990 (World
Resources Institute 2005). Controlling for initial levels of forest stock is necessary when
making cross-national comparisons of rates of change in forest cover. This controls for the
possibility that either scarcity or abundance of forest areas influences rates of deforestation.
Total population change is defined as the percent change in a country’s total population from
1980 to 1990. Levels of total population for 1980 and 1990 are obtained from the World
Bank (2005). These data are transformed into percent change scores.
GDP per capita [ln] in 1990 is included as a control for level of economic development.
These data are measured in 2000 US dollars (World Bank 2007).
Gross domestic investment as percentage of total GDP represents the level of domestic
investment in fixed assets plus net changes in inventory levels in 1990. These data are
obtained from the World Bank (2007) and used here for the same reasons as for the carbon
dioxide emissions and water pollution analyses.
Primary sector activities as percentage total GDP, [ln] controls for the extent to which a
domestic economy was based on the primary sector in 1990. This measure comprises value
added from forestry, hunting, and fishing as well as cultivation of crops and livestock
production. These data are obtained from the World Bank (2007).
Primary sector exports as percentage of total exports, [ln] controls for the extent to which a
nation’s exports in 1990 were comprised of primary sector products. These include
agricultural goods as well as hides and skins, crude rubber, cork and wood, pulp and waste
paper, textile fibers, and crude animal and vegetable materials. These data are gathered from
the World Bank (2007).

Countries included in the Analyses
To maximize the use of available data, we allow samples to vary among the different outcomes.
For the carbon dioxide emissions analyses [both total emissions and emissions per GDP], the
sample consists of 37 less-developed countries with a range of 3 to 25 observations spanning the
1975-2000 period. For the water pollution analyses, the sample consists of 2 to 20 observations
on 30 less-developed countries from 1980 to 2000. The sample for the deforestation analyses
includes 40 less-developed countries where—as we discuss above—all but one of the
independent variables are point estimates for 1990, while the outcome is measured as a percent
change from 1990 to 2005. Table 1 lists the countries included in each of the samples 1. Due to
1

The lower number of countries in the carbon dioxide emissions and water pollution analyses relative to
the deforestation analyses is a function of restricting the samples for the former sets to less-developed
countries with a minimum of 2 observations for the independent and dependent variables within the
analyzed periods. Even with these limitations, the overall size, temporal scope, and methodological rigor
of the current analyses are superior to the majority of prior cross-national research on foreign investment
and environmental degradation in less-developed countries.
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space limitations, we do not report univariate descriptive statistics or bivariate correlations.
However, they are available from the authors upon request.
Table 1. Countries Included in the Analyses
CO2 Models
Argentina
Bangladesh
Benin
Brazil
Cameroon
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Ghana
Haiti
Honduras
India
Indonesia
Kenya
Malaysia
Mexico
Morocco
Nepal
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Rwanda
Senegal
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Turkey
Uganda
Venezuela
Vietnam
Zimbabwe

Water Pollution Models
Argentina
Bangladesh
Brazil
Cameroon
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Honduras
India
Indonesia
Kenya
Malaysia
Mexico
Morocco
Nepal
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Senegal
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Turkey
Venezuela
Zimbabwe

Deforestation Models
Argentina
Bangladesh
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Czech Republic
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Jamaica
Lao P.D.R.
Madagascar
Mauritania
Mexico
Mongolia
Nepal
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Turkey
Venezuela
Zimbabwe
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RESULTS
Findings for the FE analyses of carbon dioxide emissions and industrial organic water pollution
are presented in Table 2. We report unstandardized regression coefficients, which are flagged for
statistical significance. We also provide standard errors for coefficients as well r-square overall,
mean observations per country, and overall sample sizes [N] for each model. For sake of space,
we report only the most fully saturated model for each of the three outcomes.
Table 2. Unstandardized Coefficients for the Fixed Effects Regression of Carbon Dioxide
Emissions and Industrial Organic Water Pollution on Secondary Sector Foreign Investment
and other Selected Independent Variables in Less-Developed Countries
CO2

CO2 / GDP

Water Pollution

Secondary Sector FDI

.056**

.036*

.093***

stocks as % GDP (ln)

(.028)

(.026)

(.038)

Total Population (ln)

.912***

.432***

.761***

(.047)

(.053)

(.040)

.190***

.257***

.473***

(.067)

(.073)

(.060)

.002

-.001

-.003*

(.002)

(.002)

(.002)

.004

-.001

.005*

(.003)

(.003)

(.004)

.091***

.061**

.021

(.030)

(.027)

(.047)

-.773***

.114***

.133***

(.037)

(.032)

(.045)

.788

.216

.827

Mean observations per country

13

13

11.2

N

530

530

366

GDP per capita (ln)

Domestic Investment
as % GDP
Secondary Sector Activities
as % GDP
Secondary Sector Exports
as % GDP (ln)
Constant

R2 Overall

Notes: *p<.10 * *p<.05 ***p<.01; standard errors are in parentheses; carbon dioxide emissions
analyses for 3 to 25 observations on 37 countries, 1975-2000; water pollution analyses for 2 to 20
observations on 30 countries, 1980-2000
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Prior to discussing the findings of interest for the study, we summarize the correlates
between the outcomes and the controls. Consistent with prior research as well as structural
human ecology theory, the effect of total population on both scale outcomes is positive and
statistically significant. Moreover, its effect on carbon dioxide emissions per unit of production is
also positive. Thus, all else equal, besides contributing to larger overall levels of waste, bigger
populations tend to be less eco-efficient—at least in the context of anthropogenic emissions of
carbon dioxide gas. Level of development [GDP per capita] positively affects all three outcomes,
which corresponds with other research in this tradition as well as numerous political-economic
perspectives, including world-systems analysis and treadmill of production theory. The effect of
secondary sector activities on total water pollution is positive and statistically significant, but
non-significant for both carbon dioxide emissions outcomes. Conversely, the effect of secondary
sector exports is positive and statistically significant for total and per unit of production carbon
dioxide emissions, but non-significant for total water pollution. While the effect of domestic
investment on total water pollution is negative and statistically significant, we remind readers that
this predictor includes domestic investments in all sectors combined. Thus, we refrain from
placing much emphasis on this result as well as the non-significant association between both
carbon dioxide emissions outcomes and domestic investment. We hope that sector-level
measures of domestic investment will soon become available on a cross-national basis.
Turning to the relationships of interest, we find that all three outcomes are positively
associated with dependence on secondary sector foreign investment. Thus, in less-developed
countries, transnationally-owned manufacturing enterprises appear to be relatively highly
polluting to both the air and water as well as relatively less eco-efficient—at least in the form of
carbon dioxide emissions. These results are consistent with prior work as well as emergent
theoretical articulations concerning the environmental consequences of foreign investment
dependence for less-developed countries (e.g. Dick and Jorgenson forthcoming; Grimes and
Kentor 2003; Jorgenson et al. 2007). It is also important to note that while the effect of secondary
sector foreign investment is consistent across all three outcomes, the same doesn’t apply to the
other form of world-economy integration, secondary sector exports, or to the relative scale of
manufacturing activities. Overall, these results illustrate how the environmental impacts of
domestic factors and world-economy characteristics are far from monolithic, and scholars need to
carefully consider such issues in future investigations. We now turn to the forest degradation
models, which we report in Table 3.
For the deforestation analyses we report unstandardized regression coefficients [flagged
for statistical significance] and corresponding standard errors as well as r-square, adjusted rsquare, and sample size [N] for the models. Considering the limited sample size, we present
results for the most fully saturated model as well as a reduced model that includes only the
predictor of interest as well as the controls with statistically significant effects in the former
model.
Not surprisingly, total population growth positively affects deforestation in lessdeveloped countries, while the effect of forest stock is negative and statistically significant. All
other controls have non-significant effects. This is most surprising for GDP per capita, but we
speculate the non-significant association between forest degradation and level of development is
primarily a statistical artifact resulting from a reduced sample [due to data availability] of lessdeveloped countries. Other studies of deforestation yield similar findings for analogous reasons
(e.g. Jorgenson 2008; Shandra 2007).
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Table 3. Unstandardized Coefficients for the Regression of Deforestation on Primary
Sector Foreign Investment and other Selected Independent Variables in Less-Developed
Countries: OLS Model Estimates
Full Model

Reduced Model

Primary Sector FDI

3.376**

3.824**

stocks as % GDP (ln)

(2.025)

(1.861)

-2.166**

-2.483***

(.984)

(.853)

.715***

.783***

(.221)

(.180)

Forest Stock (ln)

Total Population Change

GDP per capita (ln)

-.052
(3.217)

Domestic Investment

-.089

as % GDP

(.266)

Primary Sector Activities

2.231

as % GDP

(5.013)

Primary Sector Exports
as % GDP (ln)
Constant

R2
2

Adjusted R
N

Notes:
*p<.10 * *p<.05
deforestation, 1990-2005

-.792
(2.792)
8.827

13.176**

(37.724)

(8.001)

.507

.495

.400
40

.453
40

***p<.01; standard errors are in parentheses; dependent variable is

The results indicate that forest degradation in less-developed countries is partly a function
of dependence of primary sector foreign investment. In general, transnationally-owned
agricultural, forestry, and extractive operations use methods that are detrimental to forests in a
variety of direct and indirect ways. The positive effect of primary sector foreign investment,
combined with the non-significant effects of level of primary sector activities and level of
primary sector exports, indicate that it isn’t necessarily the relative scale of activities or the level
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of exports per se 2, but rather the foreign control and transnational organization of primary sector
activities that contributes to deforestation in many less-developed countries 3.

CONCLUSION
This research contributes to our collective understanding of the potential environmental
consequences of foreign investment dependence for less-developed countries. The results of
fixed effects panel regression analyses indicate that secondary sector foreign investment
dependence contributes to higher levels of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions and industrial
organic water pollution as well as higher carbon dioxide emissions per unit of production.
Furthermore, the results of OLS analyses indicate that primary sector foreign investment
dependence contributes to higher levels of deforestation. These results hold, net of many other
relevant factors.
As we highlighted above, different types of environmental degradation are known to
contribute to the migration of human populations. Thus, in order to better understand the
complex determinants of migration patterns and processes—especially in less-developed
countries, special attention to the human causes of environmental harms is critical. This work
underscores the importance in considering the associations between environmental degradation
and forms of world-economic integration, particularly the transnational organization and control
of different activities in the context of foreign investment dependence. With [1] the rapid
increase in the relative presence of foreign investment in less-developed countries during recent
decades, [2] the contemporary upswing in forms of environmental degradation within their
borders, and [3] the potential effects of changing environmental conditions on migration and
other social processes, rigorous investigations on such relationships is perhaps more important
now than in past decades. It is our hope that this work will encourage other comparative social
scientists to consider these sorts of topics and their interrelationships in future research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the direct and indirect economic linkages of the most prominent cities in the
world, those commonly referred to as “global cities”, in terms of the direct and indirect linkages
of the boards of directors of Fortune Global 500 firms headquartered in a given city with boards
of directors of other firms. Specifically, we identify the interlocks of corporate boards located
within these major cities with other Fortune 500 boards of directors by degrees of separation,
and present a new ranking for selected global cities based upon these direct and indirect ties. We
find that New York clearly dominates these economic linkages, followed by London and Paris.
This is most pronounced for financial companies. Contrary to other global city rankings, we
locate Tokyo below Frankfurt and Chicago on this dimension. We argue that these multiple
levels of indirect relationships reflect a significant, and until now unexplored, dimension of what
it means to be a “global” city.

INTRODUCTION
At least since Roderick McKenzie's classic essay theorizing about international influence of great
cities (1927), many who have studied comparative urbanization, have concerned themselves with
the relative influence of cities world wide. Sporadically until the 1980s, scholars in sociology,
geography and urban planning have theorized about and recorded the mechanisms that give rise
to a city's influence over social and geographic space. They have also worked at measuring the
relative dominance of cities over immediate hinterlands, throughout broad geographic regions and
across the globe (e.g., Hall, 1966). However, beginning in the last couple of decades of the
twentieth century, there was an explosion of research on cities and globalization, much of it
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concerned with the relative influence of cities in the "new," globalized world economic order
(e.g., Friedmann, 1986; Meyer, 1986; Sassen, 1991; Timberlake, 1985; Taylor, 1995). In recent
years interest has hardly subsided, with research on the changing global influence of specific
cities such as New York, London, and Tokyo (Sassen, 2002), New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles (Abu-Lughod, 1999), Shanghai (Cai and Sit, 2003; Wei and Leung, 2008), Hong Kong
(Meyer 2000) , Seoul (Shin and Timberlake 2006), Tokyo (Saito and Thornly, 2003),
Johanesburg and Cape Town (Pirie, 2010), on urban-led growth regions (e.g., Chen 2001), on
measuring the relative dominance of from three hundred (Taylor 2004) to more than three
thousand cities in the world (e.g., Alderson and Beckfield 2002), and studies of changes over time
in the relative important of cities relative to the world system of cities (Derudder et al., 2010)1.
This body of research rests on several observations and assumptions. First, global
exchanges of information, commodities, and people (e.g., through migration) are increasingly
rapid and globally ubiquitous. Second, therefore, a single world economy is increasingly
displacing the relevance of national economies, if not of nations themselves. Third, the world
economy is undeniably capitalist, and the important decisions behind many of the processes
inherent in this world economy are made by individuals and groups who control the most
important firms in the world economy. Fourth, there is a geography of global control that arises
from the fact that these firms are place-based, with headquarters and branch offices located in
specific cities around the world. Fifth, various incentives for geographic proximity exist that
result in some cities becoming more import locations of decision making than other cities. In the
language of McKenzie and the early urban ecologists, some cities are more dominant within
systems of cities than other cities. Because the relevant scope of city systems is now global, there
exists one world system of cities, unified by global flows of information, capital, and people
among them. Moreover, this system is hierarchical with a few cities at the apex of dominance,
and an increasing number of cities exerting less dominance (and evincing more subordination). 2
Thus the research on world cities/global cities to date centers on cities’ relative dominance in the
global system of cities and cities’ relative position as important sites of corporate control. The
current effort extends world city research in another direction by operationalizing a new and
different sociological inter-city relationship—one based on social ties across specific, key
organizations—to establish the relative degree to which particular cities are embedded in the
social wiring that links firms in a spatialized global corporate network.

CONCEPTUAL AND OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD CITY ANALYSIS
Though Geddes and Hall seem to have first used the term, "world city," it is Friedmann's and
Sassen's conceptualizations that undergird most of the recent work on global urban hierarchy.
Each regards global economic relations as primary in shaping this hierarchy, and each sees cities
as nodes within regional and overarching world-wide urban networks. Friedmann (1986)
identified thirty world cities on the basis of seven criteria of world "cityness" including the extent
1

Taylor, et al. (2011) have produced a book that surveys some of the methods of world city analysis as
well as descriptions of how many specific cities are situated in it.
2
It is important to note that these theorists do not consider the city to be the operant actor. Rather, they
conceptualize cities as sites of human activity and the built environment which facilitates these activities.
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to which a city is home to major financial institutions, headquarters for TNCs; headquarters to
international institutions; the rapidity with which the business service sector has grown; its
importance as a manufacturing center; the extent to which it serves as a major transportation
node; and its population size. He finds “a distinctively linear character of the world city system
which connects, along East-West axis, three distinct sub-systems” (1986:72), including an Asian
sub-system, a North American sub-system, and a West European sub-system, and he offers of a
typology of world cities based on their scope of dominance, with "global articulates" used to refer
to those atop the world system's city system. About a decade later, Friedmann expanded his list
of world cities, and he acknowledged that the hierarchical ordering of world cities is contingent
and subject to change over time due to the competitive and cyclical nature of capitalism
(1995:25). At the top are New York, London, and Tokyo, which he classifies as "global
financial articulations." Respectively, the other categories are "multinational articulations,"
"important national articulations," and "subnational/regional articulations." Friedmann also
summarizes the state of knowledge at that time on world cities, arguing that we can identify five
general areas of agreement. Global cities "…serve as the organizing nodes of the global
economic system." Significant areas of the world are not articulated into the global capitalist
system of accumulation and in these areas there are, essentially, "subsistence economies." World
cities are big, populace, and characterized by frequent and dense social and economic interaction.
Moreover, as we have seen, world cities are systematically and hierarchically arranged, and this
arrangement, due to the competitive nature of global capitalism, is subject to rearrangement.
Finally, the system that gives rise to this global hierarchy of world cities is one in which the
interests of a particular social class are primarily represented. This is the "transnational capitalist
class," whose very dominance, wealth, and power, represents social polarization which can be
extreme within global cities (1995:26).
Sassen (e.g., 2000) offers us the related concept of "global cities" which correspond,
roughly, to Friedmann's "global articulates" (see DeRudder 2006). These cities at the very top of
the global urban hierarchy interest her because by focusing on them she solves a puzzle. Why,
she asks, in an era in which people can communicate instantaneously, without the apparent
"friction of space," do cities continue to be important, for example, as sites of the headquarters of
the world's biggest corporations? Transnational corporations (TNCs) have dispersed many
economic activities that had once been geographically concentrated; yet economic control
continues to be concentrated spatially and organizationally. " …it is precisely the combination of
the global dispersal of economic activities and global integration –under conditions of continued
concentration of economic ownership and control—that has contributed to a strategic role for
certain major cities." Global cities are the global control centers of the world economy, sites of
the marketplaces for the most important industries of the current world economy: finance and
specialized services for firms. She identifies London, New York, and Tokyo as the three "global
cities." Other cities are less influential than these three, with some sites for analogous control
functions on a smaller scale. Like Friedmann, she sees a global network of cities that is
hierarchical with respect to their scope of influence (e.g., dominance) (see Sassen 2002).
Unlike Friedman who "envisages global urbanization in terms of dominance and power" over
(primarily economic) flows, she sees the basis for cities' degree of global dominance "in terms of
the production of the inputs that constitute the capability for global control" (DeRudder, 2006).
Researchers have used a variety of measurement techniques in attempting to model urban
hierarchies, including that of the global city network. There is a long tradition of modeling
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national city systems based on the distribution of the population sizes of cities, though population
size was often recognized as the best available proxy for other potential (but unavailable)
measures of "dominance" (cf. Berry and Kasarda 1977; Chase-Dunn 1985) . Friedmann's
hierarchical classification (1985, 1995) of some thirty world cities into hierarchical was based on
a number of characteristics of cities in addition to population size.
Christopher Ross (1996), an urban ecologist, studied the structure of city-systems within
the United States. He argued that cities were essentially containers of organizations, and citysystems are, therefore, reflections of organizational networks, primarily corporate. The hierarchy
of these city systems was determined by the relative power of the corporations residing within
these cities in terms of their control over the economic activity in other cities. Ross
operationalized these power relationships in terms of corporate headquarter and subsidiary
locations. To the extent that a corporation headquartered in New York, for example, has a
subsidiary in Pittsburgh, some amount of control or power is acquired by actors located in New
York over Pittsburgh. The New York based corporation has an impact on employment and capital
activities in Pittsburgh, which reduces the control that Pittsburgh policy makers and capitalists
have over the city's economic activity. This set of assumptions is rooted in the research and
theory in urban sociology of the 1960s and 1970s on community power and absentee corporate
ownership (e.g., Walton 1967).
Ross created an organizational matrix to describe the city-system hierarchy in the U.S.,
by identifying the locations of corporate headquarters and their subsidiaries in major metropolitan
areas in 1950 and 1980. Ross referred to these headquarter-subsidiary networks as “control
linkages”. He selected only manufacturing corporations for this study, arguing that industrial
activity has a greater impact on a city’s overall economic activity than primary or tertiary
activities. 3 Ross concluded from these analyses that a) urban systems are pyramidal in nature,
with a few dominant cities at the top (New York and Chicago) and an increasing number of cities
at lower levels of the hierarchy and b) dominance, or power, decreases at lower levels of these
networks.
Taking a similar tack have been Peter Taylor and his associates with the Globalization
and World Cities (GaWC) Study Group and Network which Taylor founded. In contrast to Ross
(and Alderson and Beckfield--see below), their approach to empirically specifying the world’s
city system is focused on the organizational geography of producer services firms rather than
firms in general. This selection criterion is consistent with Sassen's argument that global control
is centered in the top firms specializing in accountancy, advertising, banking/finance, insurance,
law, management consultancy. They map the world’s leading producer service firms, including
headquarters and branch offices across more than three hundred of the world’s largest cities.
Thus, the GaWC group produces a firm by city matrix. In doing so, they distinguish between five
potential levels of a firm’s presence in each city (e.g., being home to a firm’s headquarters gives a
city five points whereas no presence in a city gives the firm a zero presence in a city). Taylor
(2002b) refers to their approach as an “interlocking model” because it is based on the interlocks
of key firms across the world’s cities—firms’ organizational geographies serve to interlock cities
(e.g., intra-organizational flows of information, resources, and personnel tie the headquarters in
New York to the branch office in Pittsburgh). They argue that by centering their analysis on
3

Meyer (1984, 1986) conducts similar analyses of financial networks in the Southern U.S., and South
America.
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firms rather than other relational characteristics of cities (see below) that they have targeted the
units that can more properly said to have agency, rather than the cities in which the firms are
located, which, without reifying, cannot normally be said “to act” (see Taylor, 2006). Their
analysis calculates the top ten cities to be London, New York, Hong Kong, Paris, Tokyo,
Singapore, Chicago, Milan, Los Angeles, and Madrid using one measure of "connectivity."
However, Milan and Madrid drop out of the top 10 and are replaced by Frankfurt and Amsterdam
when a different connectivity measure is used.
Preceding and overlapping the work of Taylor and GaWC group is that of Smith and
Timberlake (e.g., 1993) who argued that these attribute-based measures of cities' relative
dominance within systems would best be replaced by measurements based on relational data,
making use of formal network analytic procedures. Later (e.g., 1995, 2001, 2002), they estimated
global city hierarchies for various years between 1977 and 1995 using data on the volume of
airline passengers flying between pairs of about 100 of the world's most important cities.
Recognizing that airline passenger travel is not the most theoretically significant indicator of cityto-city flows, they argued that nonetheless it is a good proxy for other, more fundamental
relations among cities (2002: 121-122). These data allowed them to use formal network analysis,
the assumptions of which require measures of the presence/absence or magnitude of each dyadic
relationship in the network. Using this approach in 2002, they found the top twelve cities for
1997 to be (in descending order of dominance), London, Frankfurt, Tokyo, and New York,
followed by Seoul, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Singapore, San Francisco, Madrid, Milan, and
Chicago. Using different network measures of connectivity yield somewhat different lists of
cities, but the differences are mostly minor (e.g., Smith and Timberlake 2002). Using more
complete and less problematic air passenger flow data source, DeRudder and Witlox (2005)
describe in more detail (i.e., more cities are included) the global system of cities based on air
passenger travel. The advantage of using air passenger flows to describe world city hierarchy is
that it is one of the few types of truly relational data that have so far been marshaled for cities
world wide. Thus the powerful tools of formal network analysis are available to describe in great
detail the resulting global network of cities. The weakness of the data lies in the uncertainty of
how closely the relative volume of air passenger traffic reflects theoretically fundamental
processes of world city formation (e.g., the flow of capital, commodities, etc.). This weakness is
answered in the data used by the GaWC group that maps organizational hierarchy across cities on
the basis of the world's largest producer service firms. However, the resulting data set does not
lend itself to formal network analysis because it does not result in mapping inter-city relations
directly.
Alderson and Beckfield (2004, 2006, 2007) and Alderson et al. (2010) manage to
combine some of the strengths of both network analysis and the geography of the largest firms.
In terms of the breadth of their coverage, they produced the most ambitious and nuanced
empirical assessment of the global city system. Applying Ross’s (1994) methodology, they
assembled data on the city locations of 446 of the Fortune 500 largest multinational enterprises
(MNEs) across 3,692 cities, linking city-to-city on the basis of the sum of its headquartersubsidiary relationships. Unlike the GaWC data, this produced a city-by-city matrix (like the air
passenger data) which they then analyzed according to conventional social network analysis
protocols. Their findings included four measures of network centrality: indegree, closeness,
betweenness, and outdegree centrality. Following conventional network theory (Wasserman and
Faust, 1994), Alderson and Beckfield characterize the first three measures as indicators of
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“power”, and the final measure as “prestige”. According to Taylor (2006) outdegree centrality is
closest to the GaWC measure, “dominant network connectivity” (and the closest measure they
have of overall network centrality). Tokyo tops Alderson’s and Beckfield’s city ranking on this
measure with nearly 40% more outdegrees than New York, the second city in this ranking. The
next highest ranking cities by outdegree are Paris, London, Dusseldorf, Amsterdam, Zurich,
Munich, Osaka, and San Francisco, respectively. Taylor (2006) has written about the differences
between his GaWC data (and analysis) and that of Alderson and Beckfield, which relies on
headquarter-subsidiary locations to create a city-to-city matrix rather than a city-firm matrix. In
Alderson and Beckfield, in-degree centrality (or prestige), which indicates the extent to which
cities are chosen as locations for the Fortune 500 branch offices are New York, London, Paris,
Tokyo, Los Angeles, Chicago, Brussels, Amsterdam, Singapore, and Hong Kong. They conclude
their study with a block modeling of cities according to these centrality measures that generates
34 blocks, the top seven of which they label “primary”. These are cities relatively high on both
outdegree and indegree centrality. At the top of this group is a block comprised of London, New
York, Paris, and Tokyo, which accounts for 37 percent of all outdegrees and 14 percent of all
indegrees. The next two blocks in this group, which contain 38 additional cities, accounts for
approximately 46% of all outdegrees and 30 percent of all indegrees. The next 3 blocks in their
model are referred to as “high status cliques”, with relatively high ratios of indegrees to
outdegrees. While their data coverage is more extensive than the GaWC results, the Alderson
and Beckfield findings are arguably less nuanced than the former because the data are not
centered on producer services and their spatial organization. This undoubtedly accounts for their
different findings. Recently researchers have collected other sorts of inter-city ties, identifying
still other global city networks. These include those based on linking the ways in which cities are
linked through collaborations between and among geographically separated scientists
(Mathiessen et al., 2010) and those based on linkages via the internet backbone (Vinciguerra et al.
2010).

A NEW DIMENSION OF THE GLOBAL CITY HIERARCHY
Alderson and Beckfield’s global headquarter-subsidiary perspective defines a global city
hierarchy in terms of direct power relationships among cities, similar to Ross’s (1996) notion of
control linkages, or what Kentor (2005) refers to as “conduits of power.” Following Sassen, Peter
Taylor and his group understand the global city hierarchy in terms of the number and type of
producer services firms located in a given city. Smith and Timberlake examined the extent to
which cities exchanged travelers, many of them presumably business travelers, in order to
estimate a city's importance to the world economy. Carroll (2007) begins to blaze a new path to
global urban hierarchy, one which we follow, although with important differences. He focuses on
the way in which powerful individuals knit together globally important corporations through their
membership on multiple boards of directors of major corporations. When key firms that are
situated in different cities share one or more board members, this constitutes an inter-city linkage.
Carroll's research extends this across 350 top corporations (manufacturing as well as producer
services). Identifying those with transnational interlocking directorates produces a network of
forty-eight cities, and, when he includes "local" (within-country) linkages, seventy cities
comprise the global network of cities based on interlocking boards of these 350 corporations.
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We follow this focus on interlocking directorates as a theoretically compelling empirical
device through which to broaden our understanding and interpretation of global cities and global
city networks. Like Carroll, we examine cities' positions within the global city hierarchy in terms
of the linkages of the boards of directors (BoDs) of the world's largest firms which are
headquartered in a given city with BoDs of other large firms. In addition to studying the direct
linkages between these corporate boards, unlike Carroll, we also examine the indirect ties, or
degrees of separation, between them. This is a very different, inter-organizational
conceptualization of the global city hierarchy than those based on either headquarters and branch
offices (intra-organizational) or on business travelers (non-organizational). It is a reflection of
integration or embeddedness of a given city in the global economy, rather than an indicator of
dominance and/or control. Membership in the network provides access to various resources,
which are not readily available to those outside this network. We argue that this corporate
connectedness is one aspect of what it means to be a “global” city. In order to understand our
argument, it will be helpful to explain the concepts of “interlocking corporate directorates” and
“degrees of separation”, upon which our research is based.

INTERLOCKING CORPORATE DIRECTORATES
Interlocking corporate directorates exist when one individual sits on multiple boards of directors;
They have been the focus of numerous studies spanning many academic disciplines (Mizruchi
1996), and much of the recent impetus for examining these interlocking directorates arises from
the realization that corporations--more specifically transnational corporation--are increasingly
significant actors in the global economy (McMichael 1996; Sklair 1995; Kentor 2005). One
statistic is sufficient to highlight their growing power: of the 100 largest economies in the world
today, 51 are corporations and 49 are countries (Anderson and Cavanaugh 2000). While some
scholars would argue that corporations have completely eroded the power of nation-states and
now dictate the policies that govern international relations (McMichael 1996; Sklair 2001), others
argue that nations continue to exert significant control over these policies. Stopford and Strange
(1991), for example, suggest that policies emerge from a complex three-way interaction among
nations, transnational corporations and nationally oriented corporations.
These inter-corporate linkages have been the focus of numerous studies, spanning various
academic disciplines (Mizruchi 1982, 1996). Much of the empirical work to date has explored
the impact of these linkages on organizational performance, including collusive activities,
information exchange, profitability, and the reduction of uncertainty (Haunschild and Beckman
1998). 4 Researchers have more recently examined interlocking directorates in terms of a global
business community (Kentor and Jang 2004, Carroll and Fennema 2002) or the emergence of a
global elite (Robinson 2003).
There is a growing body of research indicating that board interlocks do, in fact, have
significant impacts on a variety of corporate outcomes. Schoorman, Bazerman, and Atkin (1981)
find that board interlocking is a profit maximizing strategy that reduces environmental
uncertainty by horizontal coordination with competitors, vertical coordination with suppliers,
4

It is important to note that the study of these corporate linkages gives us insight into the structure of
control of these firms rather than the ownership of these organizations.
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acquisition of expertise, and/or enhancement of reputation. Davis (1991) shows that interlocks
facilitate a diffusion of certain corporate practices such as “poison pill” strategies for avoiding
hostile takeovers. Haunschild (1993), and Haunschild and Beckman (1998) also find that these
networks influence corporate acquisition strategies. Davis and Greve (1997) conclude that
modifications of corporate governance practices are influenced by interlocking directorates.
Battiston, Weisbuch, and Bonabeau (2003) find that interlocked boards tend to make the same
decisions about general topics. Finally, Burris (2005) presents empirical support for his argument
that political cohesion within the business community is facilitated by these networks.

SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION
This term was popularized by Milgram and colleagues (Milgram 1967; Travers and Milgram
1969). Using field experiments to trace acquaintance chains, Milgram explored the notion of “six
degrees of separation” - that any two individuals selected randomly from the population can be
connected via a chain of six links. We extend this concept of “six degrees of separation” to add
to our understanding of the global hierarchy of cities. The idea here is that these indirect linkages
between the firms provide broader (though weaker) access to other companies than direct ties
between BoDs. The question we asked is how closely linked are the world’s 500 largest
companies. How many steps does it take for a given G500 firm to reach any other G500 firm?
Further, does this “reach” vary by city, industry, and/or location (domestic or international)?
These are the questions to which we now turn.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSES
We are not attempting here to construct a comprehensive ranking of the world’s major cities, such
as that provided by Alderson and Beckfield. Rather, we are exploring a new dimension by which
to understand a global urban hierarchy - the direct and indirect ties between boards of directors of
large corporations located in a given city. Therefore, we limit our analyses to only six major
cities; New York, London, Tokyo, Paris, Frankfurt, and Chicago. The first three of these were
originally classified by Sassen (1991 edition of Sassen, 2002) as the preeminent “global cities”.
Paris also attains preeminent global status in more recent rankings of Alderson and Beckfield
(2004), Beaverstock and Taylor (1999), and Smith and Timberlake (e.g., 2003). Frankfurt and
Chicago are included as representatives of a second, regional, tier of major cities. For reasons of
resource constraints, we include only the world’s 500 largest companies in terms of revenues,
identified as the Fortune Global 500 (FG500). The corporate interlock data are taken from Kentor
and Jang (2004).
The initial step in the analyses was to identify those Fortune Global 500 (FG500) firms
located in the six cities being evaluated, their type of industry, and the names of the directors of
these corporations. Next, we charted the interlocks among these corporations, irrespective of
industry. We then examined two industry groups, financial and manufacturing. Finally, we
examine the indirect linkages among these global firms by degrees of separation. Unlike
Milgram, we focus on the first three degrees of separation. This is where most of the variation
across cities occurs and is likely to be the furthest distance at which meaningful influence occurs.
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RESULTS
Geographic Distribution of Fortune Global 500 Firms
Table 1 gives the geographic distribution of the FG500 firms by city and nation. The U.S.
contains 186, or 37%, of these companies, of which 24 are located in New York and 4 in
Chicago. Japan is headquarters to 100 (20%) of the FG500 firms, 74 of which are located in
Tokyo. Germany is home for 42 FG500 companies, with 8 of these headquartered in Frankfurt.
London contains 33 of the 40 FG500 firms located in the U.K., and Paris holds 35 of the 39
FG500 firms headquartered in France.
Table 1. Number of FG500 Firms Headquartered in Selected Cities and Countries, 1998.

City

# FG500
Firms

Nation

# FG500
Firms

City/Nation

Chicago

4

US

186

.02

Frankfurt

8

Germany

42

.19

London

33

UK

40

.82

New York

24

US

186

.13

Paris

35

France

39

.90

Tokyo

74

Japan

100

.74

Total

178

36%

407

81%

Total Linkages
However, a predominance of FG500 firms in a given city does not necessarily reflect that city’s
“connectedness” or “embeddedness” in the global urban network. So the next step of our analysis
is to examine the linkages between these corporations, in terms of interlocking boards of
directors. These data are presented in Table 2. The 24 FG500 firms located in New York have
201 direct links with other FG500 companies by shared directors. These 201 FG500 companies,
in turn, have 1212 links with other FG500 firms. In other words, the 24 NY firms have 1212 links
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to other FG500 firms by 2 degrees of separation. At three degrees of separation, these 24
companies have 2965 ties with other FG500 companies.
Table 2. Number of Corporate Board Interlocks of FG500 Firms in Selected Cities with
Other FG500 Firms in 1998, By Industry.

# Total FG500 Firms in City
One Degree of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

Chicago Frankfurt London New York
4
8
33
24

Paris
35

Tokyo
74

41
10

49
6

75
2

201
8

139
4

44
1

Two Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

261
65

217
27

423
13

1212
51

557
16

108
2

Three Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

676
169

529
66

1535
21

2968
124

1532
44

303
4

1

4

11

13

9

18

5
5

25
6

27
3

113
9

43
5

16
1

Two Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

34
34

98
25

81
7

618
48

148
16

44
2

Three Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

132
132

226
57

273
25

1492
115

387
43

150
8

# Financial FG500 Firms in City
One Degree of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

# Manufacturing FG500 Firms in City
One Degree of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

1

3

9

6

9

30

17
17

24
8

17
2

45
8

49
5

15
1

Two Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

100
100

119
39.7

142
15.8

329
54.8

223
24.8

43
1.4

Three Degrees of Separation
# of Total Interlocks
# of Interlocks / Firm

190
190

303
101

477
53

813
135.5

619
68.8

109
3.6
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Parisian FG500 firms are the next most connected of our six cities, though approximately
half fewer than New York firms. These 35 Parisian companies have 139 linkages with other
Boards of Directors at one degree of separation, 557 links at two degrees, and 1532 ties at three
degrees of separation. Turning to the other cities in our analyses, we find that the number of
interlocks for 33 London FG500 firms grow from 75, 423, to 1535 links at one through three
degrees of separation. FG500 firms in Frankfurt and Chicago, our two “second tier” cities, have
significantly fewer linkages than those of New York, Paris, or London. The 8 Frankfurt firms
have 49, 217, and 529 linkages with other BoDs at one through three degrees of separation
respectively, while the 4 Chicago FG500 firms have 41, 261, and 676 ties with other firms at one
through three degrees of separation. Of the six cities under consideration, Tokyo is the most
surprising. Although Tokyo contains by far the most FG500 firms (74), its firms have fewer
interlocks than our “minor” cities of Frankfurt and Chicago, and are just a fraction of those
exhibited by firms located in New York, Paris, or London. The 74 FG500 firms located in Tokyo
interlock directly with only 44 other FG500 firms. This grows to 108 interlocks at two degrees
and 303 linkages at three degrees of separation. In total, these four countries account for 81%
(407) of the World’s 500 largest corporations, with our six cities alone containing nearly 36%
(178) of these.
Linkages by Industries: Financial and Manufacturing
We now turn to an examination of linkages between boards of directors for specific types of
companies, beginning with financial firms. There is an established literature indicating that –
historically at least – financial firms were the most likely of all industry types to be interlocked
with other BoDs (Mintz and Schwartz 1987), although recent research suggests that this may no
longer be the case (Davis and Mizruchi 1999). Here we examine the direct and indirect linkages
of FG500 financial firms in a given city with any other FG500 firm located elsewhere. Our
findings are presented in Table 1. New York financial firms are dominant, both directly an
indirectly. The 13 financial FG500 BoDs in New York have 113 links with other FG500 BoDs.
Those 113 firms, in turn, have 618 ties to other FG500 BoDs. This grows to 1492 linkages at 3
degrees of separation. Paris and London present similar patterns. Paris contains 9 financial FG500
firms, which have 43 ties with other FG500 firms. This grows to 148 and 387 linkages at 2 and 3
degrees of separation. The 11 London financial FG500 firms have 27 direct interlocks with other
FG500 firms, which grow to 81 and 273 linkages at 2 and 3 degrees of separation. Frankfort, with
4 FG500 financial firms, has 25 direct interlocks and 98 and 226 interlocks at 2 and 3 degrees of
separation. The single Chicago FG500 financial company has 5 interlocks with other FG500
firms at one degree of separation, which expands to 34 and 132 ties at 2 and 3 degrees of
separation. Tokyo is, once again, an anomaly. There are 18 financial FG500 firms headquartered
in this city, the most of any city we examine. However, it has an interlock structure more similar
to those of Frankfurt or Chicago than to the more “global” cities with which it is generally
classified. These 18 financial firms have only 16 interlocks with other FG500 firms. These 16
firms, in turn, have 44 interlocks with other FG500 BoDs, growing to 150 links at 3 degrees of
separation.
The interlock structure for manufacturing firms is perhaps the most surprising. Tokyo,
with more of these FG500 firms (29) than our other five cities combined, has the fewest number
of interlocks, with 15, 43, and 109 links, respectively. Paris contains 6 manufacturing firms,
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which have interlocks with 49, 223, and 619 other FG500 BoDs. The 6 manufacturing based
firms in London interlock with fewer other FG500 companies; 17, 142, and 477 at 1 to 3 degrees
of separation. New York firms are the most frequent interlockers, though not dramatically, with
45, 329, and 813 ties, respectively. Frankfurt firms connect with 24, 119, and 303 other BoDs at 3
degrees of separation. Finally, the sole Chicago manufacturing company links to 17, 100, and 109
other FG500 boards at the three degrees of separation.
Tendency to Interlock
Our six cities also vary by the tendency of their respective FG500 firms to interlock with other
FG500 companies, and the tendency of those companies to connect with subsequent FG500
BoDs, as shown in Table 2. FG500 Firms in the two U.S. cities have the greatest tendency to
interlock with other FG500 firms. The 4 Chicago firms average 10 interlocks per firm at one
degree of separation. This grows to 65 interlocks/firm at two degrees of separation and 169
interlocks/firm at three degrees. The average interlocks per firm for New York companies ranges
from 8 at one degree to 124 at three degrees. The 35 Parisian firms average between 4 and 44
interlocks at one to three degrees of separation, while the 8 Frankfurt FG500 companies interlock
with an average of 6, 27, and 66 other BoDs over the three degrees of separation. London firms
are less likely to interlock than the above cities, averaging only 2 to 21 interlocks per firm at one
to three degrees of separation. Tokyo based companies, however, have by far the lowest averages,
ranging from less than 1 interlock per firm at one degree of separation to an average of 4
interlocks per firm at three degrees.
An examination of the interlock tendency data by industry highlights New York financial
firms’ strength, vis-à-vis financial firms in other cities. The 13 financial firms in New York have
113 direct interlocks with other FG500 firms, or an average of 9 interlocks per firm. These 113
connections, in turn, generate 618 linkages, more than a five-fold growth and an average of 48
interlocks/firm. This grows to 1492 ties at three degrees of separation, nearly a 250% increase,
with an average of 115 interlocks per firm. The 11 London FG500 financial companies exhibit a
much lower interlock rate, expanding from 27 links at one degree of separation to 273 interlocks
at three degrees of separations. These companies average 3 interlocks at one degree, which grows
to 25 interlocks/firm at three degrees. Tokyo, with the largest concentration of FG500 financial
firms, has the lowest connectivity. These companies average less than one direct interlock and 8
links at three degrees of separation.
New York manufacturing firms are also the most highly interlocked, although the
differences with firms in other cities are not so striking. The six manufacturing companies
headquartered in New York have 45 direct ties with other FG500 firms, which expands to 813
links at three degree. This results in an average of 8 interlocks per firm at one degree and 136
interlocks per firm at three degrees. This is approximately double the number of interlocks for the
9 Parisian manufacturing firms, which are the second most interlocked companies of those
studied. What is most striking, however, is that the numeric dominance of the 30 Tokyo
manufacturing firms generates the fewest interlocks of those cities studied, averaging less than
one direct link per firm, and less than 4 interlocks/firm at three degrees. This is a dramatic
contrast with the single manufacturing FG500 firm in Chicago, which has 17 direct interlocks and
190 interlocks at three degrees of separation.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Several findings stand out. First, our analyses of direct and indirect corporate interlock networks
suggest that current measures of global city hierarchies may be missing an important aspect of
what it means to be a “global” city. Using our uniquely social measure of corporate integration,
New York firms are the most interlocked and Parisian firms are next, with roughly half the
number of interlocks. London companies are third, Frankfurt fourth, and Chicago fifth. Tokyo
companies, which are numerically dominant in all categories, are the least integrated with other
FG500 firms. This hierarchy is very different from the previous measures discussed above,
particularly regarding Tokyo. By concentrating on how common board members link the top
corporations we are able to capture classic sociological dimensions of individual power, prestige,
and privilege that render particular individuals as constitutive links in the social networks of
economic globalization. When we trace the locations of the firms thus linked, we are able to map
the embededness of the cities where these firms are located in the global corporate network.
Cities are thus embedded not only by the number of key firms tied in them but also by the nature
and number of social ties to other major firms.
Second, it is evident from our findings that a small group of cities, and their respective
nations, dominate the transnational corporate world. The six cities examined here account for
36% of the Fortune Global 500 corporations and their countries are headquarters of over 80% of
these mammoth firms.
Further, our research suggests that some scholars have exaggerated the extent to which it
is reasonable to see a global system of cities as constituting a network that operates somehow
independently of nations, states, and the interstate system (though see Alderson et al., 2010 and
Mahutga et al., 2010, for more evidence to the contrary of this “deterritorialization” claim) .
Firms are influenced and constrained by their respective nations, and these differences bear upon
the extent and nature of how the cities in which these firms are sited are interlinked. New York
and Chicago firms exhibit similar interlock tendencies, which differ from those of firms in
European and Asian cities. While Japan is a dominant economic force in the global economy
with 20% of world’s largest companies, Tokyo firms are surprisingly absent from this “club”, a
consequence of national laws that prohibit this corporate integration. However other Asian cities,
such as Seoul, are also excluded from this network. Cities appear to be constrained by the nations
within which they are located, at least on this dimension of global integration. These findings
question the notion put forth by many urban scholars who suggest that global cities are
independent of their respective countries (Sassen 2002).
Third, it is worth noting that some of these cities seem to dominate the corporate
landscape in their respective countries, as shown in Table 5. London, for example, contains 87%
of all British FG500 firms. Similarly, 89% of all French FG500 companies are located in Paris.
Japanese firms are also highly concentrated in Tokyo, with 74% of all Japanese companies.
Conversely, German and U.S. corporations are less concentrated. Only 20% of all German firms
are located in Frankfurt. And New York, which dominates the global city network by our
measure, contains only 13% of all U.S. FG500 companies. This corporate concentration may
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reflect a new aspect of what is referred to in the urbanization literature as “primate” cities (Smith
1985; London 1987; Walters 1985; Portes 2003). 5
Finally, it is evident from these findings that the global economy remains the business of
a small club, one which appears difficult to join. Tokyo’s (and Japan’s) inability to integrate with
what is largely a North Atlantic network, despite its numeric dominance, raises many questions
for further study, the most obvious of which is whether this lack of integration is one of the
causes of Japan’s prolonged recession.
One final question not addressed here concerns the causal relationships of these corporate
interlocks. Or put another way, to what extent do these direct and indirect corporate networks
make a city “global”, or do global cities attract these highly networked firms? Most likely it is
both, but to what extent and over what period are questions left to future research.
We hope that the research reported here will be seen as an important first step in
persuading scholars of the global city hierarchy to consider another dimension of what it means to
be a "global city." We suggest that the spatiality of inter-corporate integration in the global
economy needs to be considered along with factors like the spatial distribution of intra-firm
corporate headquarter-subsidiary networks operations (the GaWC research and Alderson and
Beckfield) and centrality in transportation networks (Smith/Timberlake and Derudder/ Witlox),.
Ideally, a multi-dimensional measure of global cityness will be constructed that includes all of
these measures.
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ABSTRACT
There is an assertion that the participation of foreign banks in emerging markets is often thought
to improve overall bank soundness. Therefore, if the share of foreign banks in a national banking
system is large, the system will quickly overcome both financial or currency crises, and quickly
recover itself. Since Turkey has been experienced mentioned crises, the aim of this study is to
reveal if the assertion is valid for Turkey. Our expectation from the study using VAR method is to
reach a conclusion that countries with large market share of foreign banks have safely passed the
crises by virtue of foreign banks’ best management policies. The test results indicate that foreign
banks have more positive effect for helping TBS capital structure; foreign bank participation did
not cause any decline in loans and last one, after crisis, existence of foreign banks worsens TBS’
liquidity in interest and exchange rate shocks.

INTRODUCTION
In the second half of the 1990s, foreign banks significantly increased their ownership shares of
banking systems in emerging markets. The participation [rate] of foreign banks in Turkish
Banking Sector, (TBS), has increased in recent years. This tendency, in today's globalization
which has been worked through capital movements, has been recently observed in both
developing and old-western economies. Since June 1980, Turkish financial markets have been
substantially opened up and liberalized through the capital account reform in 1989. Of the 42
banks in 1980, only four were foreign in the TBS. However, the new regulatory regime in 19801989 attracted a great deal of banks, both Turkish and foreign, and sectoral concentration
decreased (Denizer 1999: 2-3). By 1990, there were 23 foreign banks in the system, which has 19
new entries. As of August 21, 2006, the number of foreign banks is 13 of 48 in TBS. Market
share of foreign owned banks as of total assets in percentage has changed in time: while it is 2.4
% in 1996, it increases to 5.3% in 1999, and it starts to decline as far as 2.8% in 2003 and
increase again to 3.4% (Hagmayr and Haiss May 2006:11 and see 4th table in the Appendices).
With prospective acquisition and merger, the participation of foreign banks in the TBS seems to
raise much in near future.
The aim of this study is to particularize whether the participation of foreign banks in
national banking system has advantages and disadvantages in terms of both the system and
economy. The claim is that when the market share of foreign banks in the banking system of
developing countries expands, the system get through the financial or currency crises promptly,
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or it escapes from the crises with slight injuries. To test this assertion, capital adequacy ratio,
liquidity ratio, and growth rate of loans are used to the shocks of selected macroeconomic
variables.

WHAT ARE THE REASONS OF PARTICIPATION OF FOREIGN BANKS IN THE
TURKISH BANKING SYSTEM?
In recent years, foreign banks have more willingness to increase their operations in Turkey. After
the crisis of February 2001, Demirbank was sold to HSBC (see 3rd Table in the Appendices).
From February 2005, fifty percent of Turkish Economy Bank, Disbank and Yapi Kredi Bank
have been respectively sold, in a row, to BNP Paribas from France, Fortis (see 3rd Table in the
Appendices), the consortium of Koc Financial Services and UniCredito. Additionally, Sitebank,
fifty percent of Garanti Bank, C Bank, Finansbank, Tekfenbank, Denizbank, Sekerbank have
respectivley been sold to Novabank from Greece, Bank Hapoalim from Israil, NBG from Greece,
EFG from Greece, Dexia, and Bank Turan from Kazhakistan. Oyakbank, Akbank, and stateowned banks are projected for selling to foreign financial companies or banks. According to the
figures in the first table in the Appendices, foreign banks participation rate to the TBS in terms of
assets, deposits and loans are between minimum rate of 2.5% and maximum rate of 7.5% that can
be considered small rate. Figures in 2nd Table in the Appendices say that capital asset ratios has
increased after the crises but non-performing loans has decreased and liquidity has looked up in
the TBS.
The various reasons for the intentions of foreign banks to incrementally participate in the
TBS as follows:
1. After applied/to be applied reforms toward remedying the
economical/social/political structure, pessimistic expectation about the
Turkey's future prevailed among foreigners.
2. Positive thinking about steady growth of economy, and about continuation of
stability in economical and political conditions.
3. Turkey received a date for the accession into the European Union.
4. Turkey has a higher population growth rate and will gradually have higher
per-capita income; consequently it will potentially be an emerging market for
banking activities as it was the case in many sectors.
5. In the frame of globalized world, Turkey could not absent itself from foreign
banks, because Turkey has desired to take its part in global economy.
6. Since the growth rate of European economies has been slowed down, and
banks in the area of EU has a lower profit margins, Turkey has been alluring
for foreign banks, by buying off either completely or partially.
In sum, last improvements in the TBS also have a deep impact on the decision of foreign
investors. The consequences of re-structuring the system have increased its self- trust. Besides,
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the improvement in the capital structure of banks in the TBS and increase in their profits drew the
attention of foreign banks. Therefore, the attractiveness of Turkey grows rapidly for foreign
banks that want to diversify their investment options and to raise their profitability. The crucial
points of the discussion are: (i) in what degree foreign banks/capital will dominate in the TBS, (ii)
whether or not foreign banks will seriously concern the opportunity of Turkish economy, (iii)
whether or not they will supply loans to Small and Medium Enterprises, (SME’s). Economists
state contradictory opinions about issue in their speech and columns. As for the question of why
foreign bank participation rate is higher in developing or emerging markets than developed
countries 1, it seems that the degree of foreign banks' participation rate to the national banking
system is circumspect.
Some of the economists argue that there is no need to confinement of foreign banks'
involvement to the TBS because of the conditions in perfect competitive market that allows the
dominance of foreign banks throughout the whole system, if there is a demand for the existence
of foreign banks in the system 2. However, a number of economists who advocate some
restrictions on the dominance of foreign banks in the system are not minority3.
Dichotomy seems to be continuous. When we take a look at other countries experiences, different
approaches and applications draw attention. For instance, despite of some differences among
countries, in the old western countries' banking system, experiencing a big transition in last 25
years, dominance of foreign banks in their national banking system has reached up to 90%.
However, while Italy and France support their banks to participate in other countries banking
system, at the same time they do not want similar involvements to occur in their own banking
system (see 4th and 5th Table in the Appendices).
Mexico, which has 90% of foreign bank dominance, has needed to design new
regulations on foreign banks' activities after seeing their adverse effects especially on loan
supply. Big foreign banks have densely inclined to increase in size via buying off Turkish banks,
which have a wider range of branch network. If Turkey keeps up with the international standards
and control foreign banks regarding these standards, both Turkish economy and people can take
advantages of it.

ARE THERE BENEFICIAL ROLES OF FOREIGN BANKS?
When we look at developments in the figures of balance sheet of foreign banks in developing
countries and the share of foreign banks in total assets of banking system of Latin American
countries, we see that in the mid of 1990s foreign banks had shared of 30% in total assets in Chili,
20% in Argentina, between 10-20% in Colombia-Peru-Brazil—it is less than 10% in other
countries. At the end of 2002, foreign banks have become controlling 70% of assets in Mexico,
1

According to Yigit Bulut’s article in Radikal newspaper on August 24th 2006, foreign bank participation
rate currently is 82% in Mexico, 48% in Argentina, 42% in Chili, 47% in Peru, 65% in both Poland and
Macaristan, 95% in Chech Republic, 93% in Slovia, 100% in Estonia while the rate is 19% in Austria and
France, 17% in Denmark, 10% in Spain, 8% in Italy, 5% in Germany, and 20% in Grace.
2
Secretary of State, M. Ali Babacan, can be viewed as a defender of this thought.
3
Vice President, Abdullatif Sener, stated that foreign bank participation rate must be limited up to 20%.
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50% percent in Chili-Peru-Argentina. This situation in Brazil increased from 10% to 26%. It is
below 10% for Bolivia, Guatemala, Costa Rica.
Another point worth to mention, foreign banks has become institutions guiding the
national financial system of many countries, and at the end of third quarter of 2003, foreign banks
that have headquarters in developed countries have loaned about $1.45 trillion to developing
countries. While 60% of this loan in foreign exchange has been received in the form of domestic
borrowing from either overseas loan or foreign financial institutions operating in national
financial system, the rest of it has been loaned in national money from either foreign banks
having branches in the country or foreign banks merged with domestic banks.
According to traditional view, foreign banks have followed their customers. In this view,
globalized national banking system results in huge increase in non-financial foreign direct
investment. However, though there is a relationship between non-financial FDI and participation
of foreign banks, it seems that causality between them is not clear. When we focus on the studies
on participation of foreign banks in developed and developing countries, there is a little evidence
on the theory of that foreign banks has followed their customers (see Seth, Nolle, and Mohanty
1998 and Miller and Parkhe 1998). On the other hand, in an alternative view, foreign banks have
been involving in countries that they see profit opportunities, well-functioning institutional
structure and macroeconomic situation.
According to some studies, foreign banks have preferred to participate in countries which
have (i) higher growth rate, (ii) lower inflation rate, (iii) large capitalization in capital markets,
and (iv) less effective national banking system. Namely, they have preferred markets not only for
following their customers but also for seeing profit advantages over national potential customers
(for instance, Fortis bank wants to provide more loan to SME’s) and also, for having less
regulations and restrictions.
Whatever reasons of participation of foreign banks could be, we can count some
beneficial roles of foreign banks, as following:
1. helping the development of national financial markets ,
2. decreasing fluctuations in loan supply,
3. causing less crowding out effect in national financial sector,
4. considering international crises more seriously,
5. increasing capital inflows and competition,
6. providing modernization and thus, increasing financial system efficiency,
7. enabling more regulations in financial system (Mexico could be a good
example for it),
8. improving payment system,
9. bringing new technologies, new risk management and monitoring techniques
into national financial system,
10. enabling more mobilized national savings,
11. increasing resource allocation,
12. bringing better audit firms and thus, enabling more information about firms
and financial intermediaries,
13. providing positive effect on the growth of economies with the well-definition
of property rights, and with well-functioning regulatory framework.
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Even though there are advantages mentioned above, unfavorable sides should also be considered:
1. Leaving out country very fast in time of crisis, and therefore, causing sudden
capital outflows,
2. As long as the share of foreign banks in national banking system increases:
a. It can increase a crowding out effect on national banking activities,
b. Since foreign banks mostly work with big international companies, national
banks’ loan supply may decrease.
Most importantly, as market share of foreign banks increases, incumbent government’s
management power over economy and power of direction of markets might decrease.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOREIGN BANKS AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
Levine (1996) states that participation of foreign banks must be along with (i) becoming
widespread of new technologies, (ii) better resource management, and (iii) higher financial
efficiency. In this way, there are expectations that foreign banks will bring more competition to
national banking system, and/or they will bring more efficiency with their imitation by national
banks.
Studies related to developed countries indicate that foreign banks are generally at the
same level of efficiency or at less than of it, when it is compared to the national competitors.
However, this situation is different for developing countries: (i) their profit rate is higher, (ii) their
interest rate margin (i.e., net interest income/total assets) is lower, and (iii) they have higher
overhead cost.
In the literature, performance criterions used to measure the efficiency of banks are (i)
over-head cost, (ii) net interest income, and (iii) return on assets. Based on these criterions, when
we evaluate Latin American countries (such as, Brazil, Chili, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and
Honduras), foreign banks operated with lower net interest margin and hence, earned low profit
rate as much same as national banks did. Foreign banks also have better risk management, lower
loan reserve ratio for non-performing loans. On the other hand, Levy-Yeyati-Micco (2003) study
indicates that foreign banks in Latin America have operated in a dicier way than national banks
since they have higher leverage ratio, and much diversified asset returns.
As a result, findings does not reach to a certain end about whether the existence of
foreign banks in national banking system has helped increasing efficiency of national banks and
hence, whether they have caused improvements in whole financial system. In the study of
Claessens, Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1998), which is done for 7900 banks in 80 countries of
developed and of developing, foreign banks’ existence have decreased profit margins of national
banks by increasing competition level and thus, has decreased net interest margins. In opposition,
another study by Levy-Yeyati and Micco (2003) shows different results: (i) foreign bank
participation decreased competition level and provided higher return per asset, (ii) earlier result
has caused a decline in risk management of national banks (not for foreign banks).
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOREIGN BANKS AND SHARP CHANGES IN
NATIONAL LOAN SUPPLY
The question of “Does foreign banks causes sharp fluctuations in national loan supply?” is
important, because any increase (or decrease) in credits will affect real economy positively (or
negatively). Discussions over the question is bilateral: first side defends that foreign banks have
positive effects on national loan supply because they are foreign banks operating in international
area, and have come from developed countries, and have to oblige their own countries’ law, and
have been operating in global scope, and have more diversified assets in their balance sheets (for
details see Galindo, Micco, and Powell 2004). Therefore, foreign banks have lower interest rate
risk, and lower cost of funding. They lower possibility of sudden withdraws of deposits by their
depositors during crisis. Second side defends that since foreign banks have lower cost of
withdrawing than national banking system when foreign banks compared to domestic banks, they
can be very sensitive against shocks arising during crisis and hence, can suddenly leave country.
This situation, of course, can damage national economy by decreasing trust to system and thus, by
capital outflows. Additionally, foreign banks can possibly transfer the influence of shocks in their
own country to national economy (for supporting empirical evidences see Peek and Rosengren
2000).
As foreign banks carry lower risk than national banks because of having more
diversification in their assets and liabilities, (i) foreign banks can be a guide to national
competitors by showing more reliable banking activities. They help decreasing fluctuations in
national loan supply in a way of providing credit at lower cost with creation of more competitive
condition. (ii) From another point of view, foreign banks will mainly respond to contingent
shocks in national demand for credit since they prefer working with more reliable foreign
businessmen/firms. If we review a study in this topic, Galindo, Micco and Powell (2004) states
that foreign banks tended to balance the shock/fluctuations in national loan supply because of a
decline in deposits. But, they also states that when there was a credit demand changes due to
changes in the potential opportunities of business in national economy, foreign banks possibly
tended to create more fluctuations in credit supply.

DATA AND METHODS
The sample ranges from 1992.04 to 2005.04. This period is chosen because: (1) quarterly data are
consistently available in this period; however, 2006 and 2007 year data which covers intensive
participation of foreign bank in to the TBS that might cause sharp deviation in the data of the
1992.04-2005.04, has been ignored to reach robust test results, and (2) Turkey’s financial market
development strategy has efficiently influenced the Turkish economy in the 1990s. The main
sources of data for the Turkish economy and the Turkish banking sector are the CBRT, the
Turkish Bank Association, the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency, BRSA.
The methodology used here has been explored by Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (Feb.
1996), Bernanke and Gertler (Fall 1995), Ramey (Dec.1993), Eichenbaum and Evans
(Nov.1995), Christiano, Eichenabaum, and Evans (1996), Rogers (1999), McMillin (1996), Yulek
(January 1998), Alper and Saglam (March-April 2001), and Azis and Thorbecke (Sept. 2002).
Because the indicators of the Turkish economy and the Turkish banking sector may be
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endogenous, especially, interest and exchange rates, it is difficult to infer how changes in these
variables affect other variables. To solve this simultaneous causality problem it is necessary to
find components of exchange rates and interest rates that are exogenous to the state of economy.
These can be obtained by employing a vector auto regression.
The tests are conducted by editing the limited data to cover whole picture of what has
occurred in the TBS, as follows:
- We use the data in iterative testing for two categories of the TBS, which are
(a) banking group including foreign banks, (b) banking group excluding
foreignbanks.
- Two categories aimed to reveal different aspect of the responses in the TBS
to the socks in regard of before and after the crises.
Each set of tests shows impulse response functions for variables selected. Variables in the
VAR include the overnight (or interbank) interest rate (INTERRATE) being the proxy—FFR—
for the Turkish monetary policy stance; the percentage change in nominal exchange rate
(PEXCRAT) that has been an intermediate target to reach the final goal; percentage change in
domestic borrowing stocks (PDBS) that indicates changes in fiscal policies [and proxies for fiscal
shocks]; the growth rate of real loans of the two categories which are for whole banking system,
(TGLOANS) and for whole banking system excluding foreign banking group, (T_FGLOANS);
the capital-asset ratio of the two categories which are for whole banking system, (TRAT01) and
for whole banking system excluding foreign banking group, (T_FRAT01); and the liquidity ratio
of two categories which belongs to whole banking system, (TGLIQRAT01) and for whole
banking system excluding foreign banking group, (T_FLIQRAT01).
These variables, reflecting the best characteristics of the TBS performance, used in the
test are chosen on the grounds of the acknowledgement in the related studies of Alper and Onis
(March 2002), Berument and Gunay (December 2001), Boratav et al. (1995), Celebican (Oct.
1998), Ozatay and Sak (May 2002), and Yulek (Jan. 1998). Besides, the ordering of selected
variables in the VAR test has been determined using empirical information provided from these
articles.
The vector auto regression (VAR) is commonly used for forecasting systems of
interrelated time series and for analyzing the dynamic impact of random disturbances on the
system of variables. The VAR approach sidesteps the need for structural modeling by modeling
every endogenous variable in the system as a function of the lagged values of all of the
endogenous variables in the system.

The mathematical form of a VAR is:
yt = A1yt-1 + …..+ Apyt-p + Bxt + εt

(1)

where yt is a k vector of endogenous variables, xt is a d vector of exogenous
variables, A1,...,Ap and B are matrices of coefficients to be estimated, and t is a
vector of innovations that may be contemporaneously correlated with each other
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but are uncorrelated with their own lagged values and uncorrelated with all of the
right-hand side variables. Note that the assumption that the disturbances are not
serially correlated is not restrictive because any serial correlation could be
absorbed by adding more lagged y’s.
In structural VAR, equations will turn to following; X t = [B o ] + [B (L)] X
response function will be as below:

t-1
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To analyze the short-term relationship among the variables, non-restricted VAR is used.
VAR is a regular smallest square method that is regressed up on both the lagged values of each
own variable and of other variables. Impulse Response Functions, IRFs, indicate the expected
response of each variable in the model to the one-unit standard shocks. In the ordering of VAR, it
is assumed that each variable is affected by variables coming before itself in one-month;
however, in the same time interval, it is also assumed that variables after coming itself does not
have any affect on it. Each variable in the model has a four-quarter lag (see Table 1).
Before using the VAR model for an empirical analysis, it has become important to have
stationary variable otherwise many econometrical problem may arise. Non-stationary time series
data does not carry out the feature of returning its average values so that average and variance for
this time series doe not have any econometrical meanings. To have stationary time series data,
we have followed the procedure of taking first, second, third and etcetera difference to reach
stationary variable. In ADF test results to indicate whether or not variables have stationary,
DTRAT01, DT_FRAT01 and DT_FLIQRAT01 variables have been transformed to stationary
variable by taking first difference (i.e., D stands for showing first difference). Following
stationary test, we also run Johansen Cointegration test to determine if there is a long-term
relationship among variables and the test results did not show a long run relationship among
variables.
In calculating impulse-response functions, the ordering of the variables in a VAR test
matters. The variables ordered prior are assumed to affect within the quarter the variables ordered
later but are not themselves affected by them. With different lagged values (see Table 1) of the
endogenous variables, the VAR ordering [based on the acknowledgement in the referred articles]
and VAR functions over four variables for each iteration will be as follows:
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(1) DINTERRATE
(2) DINTERRATE
(3) DINTERRATE
(4) DINTERRATE
(5) DINTERRATE
(6) DINTERRATE

PEXCRATE
PEXCRATE
PEXCRATE
PEXCRATE
PEXCRATE
PEXCRATE

PDBS
PDBS
PDBS
PDBS
PDBS
PDBS

DTRAT01
TLIQRAT01
TGLOANS
DT_FRAT01
DT_FLIQRAT01
T_FGLOANS

Table 1. Lag Length Selected by Information Criterion for VAR

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Maximum
Lag Length

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0-4
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-4

3
2
2
3
3
2

1
2
2
3
3
2

1
2
2
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
3
1

1
2
2
3
3
2

Lag
Length
used for
VAR
13
12
12
13
13
12

When we glance at the ordering of the variables in the model, there is no clear
ordering method: it is considered either the economical characteristics of analyzed
country and it is made some assumptions up on economic theory or it is considered
previous studies related to the topic. Besides, in general rule, we can stick to applying a
method of the interaction of each variable in an economic system of a country. To do this,
we also pay attention to order variables from most exogenous to most endogenous in the
interaction of them. In short, the order of variables in the study bases on the empirical
cases in the related studies mentioned above.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
For 1992.4-2001.1, Tables 2 and 3 show that foreign banks’ capital is deteriorated less than
domestic counterparts, in response to an increase in interest rates. In other words, excluding
foreign banks from TBS worsens the situation— existence of foreign banks enables that TBS has
a better capital adequacy.
For 1992.04-2001.01 (Excluding the Crisis Period)
According to statistically significant figures in Table 2 and 3, capital adequacy ratio of whole
banking system excluding foreign banks responds to shocks in interest rates more than that of
whole banking system. Capital adequacy ratio of whole banking system excluding foreign banks
responds to shocks in domestic borrowing stocks more than that of whole banking system.
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Table 2. The Summary of the IRFs of TBS (Including Foreign Banking Group)
Shocks to
Interrate

Exchange Rate

Domestic
Borrowing
Stock

Itself

---2.
0.980277
0.57836
3.
2.602872
1.78982

4.
0.779786
0.39445
-------

----------

Responses of
Trat01

Tliqrat01

Tgloans

Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)

1.
-0.450013
0.18534

4.
0.688457
0.31929
---4.
2.844390
1.93596

Table 3. The Summary of the IRFs of TBS (Excluding Foreign Banking Group)

Interrate

Shocks to
Exchange
Rate

Domestic Borrowing
Stock

Itself

4.
0.885244
0.53000
3.
-1.186976
0.82578
----

----------

Responses of
T_Frat01

T_Fliqrat01

T_Fgloans

Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)

2.
-0.845599
0.38139

4.
1.121153
0.62230

---4.
3.025215
1.97837

------3.
2.730997
1.83390

For 1992.04-2005.03 (Including the Crisis Period)
For 1992.4-2005.3, Table 4 and 5 show that foreign banks’ liquidity deteriorates more than
domestic counterparts, in response to an increase in interest rates and exchange rates. In other
words, existence of foreign banks worsens TBS’ liquidity. Reason is that foreign banks have been
more sensitive to any interest and exchange rate risk since they do not want to burden any risk.
To figure out the behavior of banks after February 2001 crisis, we compare the period of
1992.4-2001.1 with the period of 1992.4-2005.4
i- When we excluded foreign banks from TBS, an increase in interest
rates deteriorates capital structure of TBS in 1992.4-2001.1 more than in the
period of 1992.4-2005.3. In a sense, foreign banks have more positive effect for
helping TBS capital structure after the last crisis.
ii- When we excluded foreign banks from TBS, an increase in exchange
rate (i.e., devaluation of TL) causes more decrease in the liquidity ratio of foreign
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banks after the last crisis. That is, after crisis period, foreign banks are harmful
for the liquidity of TBS.
For loan reaction, we could not reach statistically significant results—except 1992.4-2005.3
periods. In this period, growth rate of loan of TBS (including foreign banks) increases in contrast
with a devaluation in TL. State owned banks’ loans indicates a decline after the last crisis; private
and foreign banks’ loans indicate gradually increase after the last crisis. We can infer that slight
increase in foreign bank participation did not cause any decline in loans.
In short, these might suggest that loans were issued partly on political rather economic
criteria, especially for state banks, and the risk was building on the balance sheets of domestic
banks, setting the stage for eventual crises in November 2000, and February 2001 4.
Table 4. The Summary of the IRFs of TBS (Including Foreign Banking Group)
Shocks to
Exchange Rate

Interrate

Domestic Borrowing Stock

Itself

Responses of

Trat01

Tliqrat01

Tgloans

Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)

1.
-0.808561
0.21561
1.
-1.106601
0.33893

2.
-0.417732
0.25805
1.
0.567849
0.31478
1.
2.811880
1.29968

3
1.035555
0.51094

2.
-1.844146
1.51414

1.
0.542826
0.18734

3.
-0.323912
0.28685

2
1.045499
0.44393
3.
-2.425758
1.45533

----------

Table 5. The Summary of the IRFs of TBS (Excluding Foreign Banking Group)
Shocks to
Exchange Rate

Interrate

Domestic Borrowing Stock

Itself

Responses
of

T_Frat01

T_Fliqrat01

T_Fgloans

4

Period(s)

4.

1.

3.

4.

1.

2.

Point
Estimation(s)

-0.725538

0.929090

-0.684384

0.73984
6

0.506668

0.703616

0.43408
4.

0.27305

0.36988
3.

0.25078
2

0.35003

Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point
Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)
Period(s)
Point
Estimation(s)
Standard Error(s)

0.38704

3.
1.10338
8
0.37752
5

-----

-1.425586

-1.860196

2.405162

-1.577950

--

0.74526
2

0.61510
--

0.64138

0.59381
3

---

-1.898179

--

-2.469625

--

1.52853

--

1.47266

--

This situation of decline in capital but increase in loan has been experienced during April 1994 crises.
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CONCLUSION
As we discussed in the paper, participation of foreign banks to national banking system has pros
and cons. There is a shortage of hard evidence to support either side. The participation rate of
foreign banks to the TBS is now around 5 percent at the end of 2005 and when we compare
national banks with foreign banks, foreign banks have more liquidity ratio, lower interest rate
risk, and higher capital adequacy ratio.
Results in the Tables indicate that interest and exchange rate shocks produced many
effects on the capital and liquidity structure of two categories when including and excluding
crises. The responses in terms of crises, domestic banks capital and liquidity are more interest and
exchange rate sensitive than are those for foreign banks, in negative manner. In another words,
foreign banks help the TBS by absorbing some negative effect: therefore, foreign bank
participation does not cause any negative effect on capital but liquidity: (i) Foreign banks have
more positive effect for helping TBS capital structure after the last crisis when there is an interest
rate shock, (ii) after crisis period, existence of foreign banks worsens TBS’ liquidity when there is
an interest and exchange rate shock. Reason is that foreign banks have been more sensitive to
any interest and exchange rate risk since they do not want to burden any risk.
Considering the significant test results in Table 4 which indicates inclusion of crises
period, when we included foreign bank in to TBS, while positive fiscal policy shock produces
more positive effect on capital and liquidity structure, excluding foreign bank produces some
negative effect on capital and liquidity in later periods. An increase in public sector borrowing
due to fiscal policy shock affected, at different level, the balance sheets of banks: a decline in
loans. This is crowding out effect of fiscal policy shock. However, global banks are more
sensitive, during the crises, to the effect of fiscal policy shock that have kept the pace of chronic
inflation inducing an increase in riskiness in the economy. For loan reaction, we could not reach
statistically significant results—except 1992.4-2005.3 periods. In this period, growth rate of loan
of TBS (including foreign banks) increases in response to a devaluation in TL (a positive
exchange rate shock). In other words, state owned banks’ loans indicates decline after the last
crisis, private and foreign banks’ loans indicates gradually increase after the last crisis. We can
infer that slight increase in foreign bank participation did not cause any decline in loans.
In conclusion, the globalization of capital around the World started in the beginning of
1980 rendered everything that we have stated in the paper. In this situation there are two possible
roads diverged in front of Turkey to choose: (i) Along with the defendants of the idea of that
banking sector must reach its own balance with competition between domestic and foreign banks
in competitive market structure supported by the incumbent government, (ii) There are also
defendants of the idea of that BRSA must efficiently and effectively control banking system and
the participation of foreign banks in the TBS for benefit of the sector itself and then, of the
Turkish economy. Further of this study is to explore the influence of foreign bank participation on
the financial strategies of SMEs.
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APPENDIX
Table 1a. Share of Banks in TBS
Share in %

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Nov. 2005

STATE
BANKS
Assets

24.2

32.7

31.9

33.3

34.9

31.4

Deposits

39.9

33.6

34.3

37.5

41.8

37.7

Loans

27.5

22.1

16.6

18.2

20.9

20.0

Assets

46.3

54.6

56.2

57.0

57.4

59.0

Deposits

44.2

56.7

58.5

57.2

55.0

57.0

Loans

55.9

57.7

65.3

67.2

67.4

67.1

Assets

6.5

3.1

3.1

2.8

3.4

5.4

Deposits

2.5

2.1

2.4

2.2

3.1

5.3

Loans

3.5

3.1

4.0

4.0

4.6

7.5

PRIVATE
BANKS

FOREIGN
BANKS

Source: BAT, 2005, www.tbb.gov.tr
P.S.: Banks which belong 51 percent and more of their capital to foreign investors are classified under
foreign banking group in TBS.
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Table 2a. Prudential Banking Sector Indicators
1999
Capital
Adequacy
Ratio
Nonperforming
Loans (in %
of Total
Loans)
Liquidity
Assets of
Total Assets

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

--

17.3

15.3

25.1

30.9

28.8

--

--

9.1

29.3

17.6

11.5

6.0

--

--

32.1

31.0

34.3

38.8

37.4

--

Source: Hagmayr, B. and Peter, H. 2006. Foreign banks in Turkey and Other EU Accession Countries Does Minority vs. Majority Ownership Make the Difference?. in the Proceedings of the International
Finance Symposium 2006 on "Financial Integration Review and Steps Ahead", Marmara University,
Istanbul,pp: 649-669.

Table 3a. Five Largest Foreign Banks (in terms of Assets) as of Sept. 30, 2005
Total Assets
(in EUR million)

Market Share
(in %)

Number of
Branches

Number of
Employees

HSBC Bank

4,596

2.03

159 (2.58 %)

3,918 (3.0 %)

Fortis Bank

4,114

1.82

175 (2.84 %)

3,967 (3.3 %)

Citibank

1,478

0.66

24 (0.39 %)

1,532 (1.17 %)

Deutsche Bank

473

0.21

1 (0.02 %)

43 (0.03 %)

ABN AMBRO
Bank

398

0.18

1 (0.02 %)

125 (0.1 %)

Source: Hagmayr, B. and Peter, H. 2006. Foreign banks in Turkey and Other EU Accession Countries Does Minority vs. Majority Ownership Make the Difference?. in the Proceedings of the International
Finance Symposium 2006 on "Financial Integration Review and Steps Ahead", Marmara University,
Istanbul,pp: 649-669.
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Table 4a. Market Share of Foreign Owned Banks (compared to the other Accession
Countries) (Total Assets, in %)
1996
9.5
1.0
n.a.

1997
18.0
4.0
n.a.

1998
32.3
6.7
n.a.

1999
44.7
39.9
11.5

2000
67.0
84.1
53.4

2001
70.0
89.3
51.1

2002
72.0
90.2
44.0

2003
82.3
91.0
47.0

2004
82.5
91.3
47.3

Romania

11.2

17.2

20.0

47.8

50.9

55.2

56.4

58.2

62.0

Turkey

2.4

4.3

4.3

5.3

5.2

3.1

3.1

2.8

3.4

Bulgaria
Croatia
FYR
Macedonia

Source: Hagmayr, B. and Peter, H. 2006. Foreign banks in Turkey and Other EU Accession Countries Does Minority vs. Majority Ownership Make the Difference?. in the Proceedings of the International
Finance Symposium 2006 on "Financial Integration Review and Steps Ahead", Marmara University,
Istanbul,pp: 649-669.

Table 5a. International Banking Group in South-East European Countries Including
Accession Countries, as of 2005
Total Assets in (in proportion
basis EUR Billion)
Austria
Italy
Greece
France
Hungary
Netherlands
USA
Germany
Turkey
Slovania

24.0
13.4
5.2
2.3
2.8
2.8
2.6
1.8
0.4
0.1

Market Share
(Total Assets, in %)
29.1
16.2
6.3
2.8
3.4
3.4
3.2
2.1
0.5
0.2

Source: Hagmayr, B. and Peter, H. 2006. Foreign banks in Turkey and Other EU Accession Countries Does Minority vs. Majority Ownership Make the Difference?. in the Proceedings of the International
Finance Symposium 2006 on "Financial Integration Review and Steps Ahead", Marmara University,
Istanbul,pp: 649-669.
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Parkinson, William A. and Michael L. Galaty, eds. 2010. Archaic State Interaction: The Eastern
Mediterranean in the Bronze Age. Santa Fe: School for Advanced Research Press. 318 + xii
Pages, ISBN 978-1934691205 Paper ($34.95)
Archaic State Interaction casts valuable new light on how extra-societal contacts may be
implicated in processes of increasing social complexity. As the title makes clear, the contributors
ground their discussions of interaction theory in the specific sequence of events dating to 31001000 BCE in that portion of the Mediterranean basin stretching from Italy to the Levantine Coast.
Their goals, as stated clearly by Parkinson and Galaty in the introduction, are to consider how
local social and economic changes, on the one hand, were related to: variations in the intensity of
interactions occurring at differing spatial and temporal scales; changes in how, and by whom,
such contacts were conducted; and, shifts in the routes these transactions followed. The result is
less a consensus than a healthy, productive debate on these issues. The main points of contention
concern: rates of socio-political change; how to translate patterns among static material remains
into dynamic political and economic processes; whose interests drove and shaped the course of
cross-border contacts; and what interpretive frameworks are best suited to modeling the latter
interactions. With respect to the last point, a consistent theme running throughout the papers deals
with the utility of world-systems theory (WST) in describing and understanding the
developmental significance of inter-polity contacts.
There is much in this collection that will interest scholars who specialize in Eastern
Mediterranean prehistory. The contributions by Galaty et al., Cherry, and Thomas, in particular,
provide what this non-expert took to be very helpful summaries of, in turn, the archaeological
evidence for inter-societal relations across the eastern Mediterranean, in pre-palatial Crete (prior
to 2050 BCE), and between the eastern Adriatic and the rest of the eastern Mediterranean. Given
my own background, and what I take to be the interests of my audience, I will focus here instead
on the broader conceptual issues with which the authors grapple, especially their discussions of
the advantages and drawbacks offered by a world-systems perspective on ancient power relations.
Parkinson and Galaty outline this debate very helpfully in the first chapter. Here they
raise an important point concerning scales of analysis, specifically, which anthropological models
are better suited to modeling processes of political change occurring within and among realms
over time scales ranging from a few generations to centuries. This discussion has the salutary
effect of: reminding us that different approaches have distinct strengths and weaknesses; intersocietal interaction is a complex set of interrelated processes that are enacted by varied people in
different ways in diverse places; these actions can give rise to a host of, often unanticipated,
consequences over different spans of time; and that understanding all of this variety is best
achieved by taking advantage of the varied approaches available to us rather than insisting that
one perspective fits all situations. A basic premise here seems to be that studies of inter-societal
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dealings should seek cross-cultural regularities while remaining true to the vagaries of historical
details. Accomplishing this goal, Parkinson and Galaty contend, requires tacking between
detailed accounts of local happenings and the broader contexts of inter-societal interactions in
which those events are enmeshed. Such shifting of analytical foci, according to the authors,
requires drawing selectively on conceptual schemes that are best suited to grappling with large
scale, long-term processes (WST), competitive interactions that transpire on a regional scale over
the medium term among neighboring polities (Peer Polity Interaction, PPI; Renfrew and Cherry
1986), and the manner in which foreign goods and ideas are manipulated by actors seeking local
advantage over the course of a generation or so (Prestige Goods Theory, PGT; Ekholm 1972;
Friedman and Rowlands 1977). These issues are then considered throughout the volume.
Kardulias and Sherratt devote their chapters to nuanced considerations of WST’s
applicability to modeling socio-political and economic change. Kardulias, in particular, lays out
the case for distinguishing between WST, as originally proposed by Immanuel Wallerstein (1974,
1980), and World Systems Analysis (WSA; see also Chase-Dunn and Grimes 1995; Hall 1989,
2005). The latter approach draws inspiration from Wallerstein’s original formulation while
redefining some of his basic concepts to bring them in line with the reality of inter-societal
transactions that are not driven by capitalist imperatives. Hence, Kardulias allows for: the
existence of inter-polity interaction networks that are not characterized by the exploitation of
peripheries by core states (core-periphery differentiation); the emergence of cultural,
technological, and political innovations in areas of core-periphery contact (hybrid zones); and, the
active manipulation of long-distance transactions by those traditionally seen as passive recipients
of core demands (negotiated peripherality). Sherratt also strongly argues for a more flexible
approach to the study of ancient world-systems, one that acknowledges a continuum of
core/periphery dealings in which exploitation played a variable role. Kardulias and Sherrat, in
sum, make a strong case that WSA provides important insights into systemic relations that pertain
among societies as they become embroiled in ties of mutual dependency, even if no one
participant dominates the others. This, they argue, is a fertile domain for investigating how local
political formations are conditioned by their positions in a multi-polity structure and the ways in
which shifting political and economic relations within this framework can impact developments
throughout the system.
Cline, though appreciative of the points raised by Kardulias and Sherratt, questions what
WST and WSA terminology and precepts contribute to our understanding of relations among
interaction intensity and historical events in the eastern Mediterranean of the Bronze Age. This
question has been asked in other contexts; not so much that WST and WSA are wrong as that
their use obscures our understandings of past power contests by shoehorning ancient
developments into models of capitalist expansion and interactions (cf. Stein 1999, 2002). Cline
also argues that any further development of interaction theory should be founded on stronger
evidentiary bases than currently exist, a point seconded by Cherry in his contribution.
Cherry and Schon also question the utility of WSA/WST, preferring to focus on how
foreign contacts and goods were employed in local power struggles that led to the emergence,
respectively, of the Minoan and Mycenaean states. Both authors draw inspiration from PPI and
PGT, arguing that political centralization and hierarchy building on Crete and the Greek mainland
were based on elite control over the local use and distribution of key imports as well as, in the
Mycenaean case, the production of high value items made from foreign raw materials. The
political significance of these imports and local manufactures lay in their use as: markers of high
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status; payments to secondary elites who administered ever-larger populations for paramount
lords; and, symbols of inter-polity solidarity among rulers of distinct realms that facilitated
exchanges of all sorts. Cherry and Schon, in sum, make the case that the structure and form of
inter-polity networks are the outcomes of myriad decisions made by elites in diverse societies
concerning how best to serve their own interests by dealing with others. Rather than local actions
being shaped by a society’s position within an inter-regional network, it is those initiatives that
configure the web.
Wengrow’s contribution poses another challenge to WST, this time focusing on the
meaning of the objects that changed hands across social borders and on the possibility that nonelites partook in these transactions. Cherry and Sherratt also call for greater attention to the
cultural significance of imports in understanding inter-societal dealings and their political
implications. It is all too easy in studying prehistoric situations to reduce material remains to
indices of wealth and power and miss their polyvalent significance to those who made and used
them. World-systems theorists have often been criticized for failing to see the conceptual in the
material, for losing the cultural significance of inter-polity ties in the shadow of their economic
and political importance. Wengrow provides a fine example of how to proceed cautiously to
address this problem, by paying close attention to the contexts in which specific objects were
used in their societies of origin as well as in those that imported them. In this case, Wengrow
argues that the scarabs and stone vessels that constituted the first known Egyptian imports into
Crete figured in practices that ensured the safety and health of non-elite women in life and after
death. While admittedly a hypothesis, this interpretation raises important questions about: the
gendered nature of inter-societal ties; the possibility that significant trans-border links were
established by segments of ancient populations outside the charmed circle of paramount power;
and that ritual may have provided a context for initiating and maintaining these connections.
Thomas in her chapter raises important questions about the applicability of WST to
understanding developments on what Sherratt calls the margins of these interaction networks; i.e.,
places whose populations were only in intermittent contact with other members of the web and,
hence, whose local functioning was not dependent on inputs from beyond their borders. Her
detailed review of the material record from the eastern Adriatic and western Balkans reveals very
little evidence of sustained contact with the eastern Mediterranean and its Bronze Age Minoan
and Mycenaean cores. I am not sure that Thomas would argue that her research vitiates the utility
of WST/WSA in understanding the past. Rather, she urges us to be careful in defining the
system’s limits and to not be over-zealous in imputing great developmental significance to
isolated foreign pottery sherds or the occasional local architectural anomaly that seems inspired
by distant models. Peter Wells reached similar conclusions with regards northern European
contacts with Classical Greece and Rome (1980, 1984), and Thomas’s cautions are well-taken
here.
One of this volume’s great strengths is that its contributors reach beyond local matters to
consider topics that are relevant to social scientists working in diverse areas and time periods.
Debates about WST/WSA are not limited to the eastern Mediterranean Bronze Age and involve
issues that are central to understanding human behavior generally. One basic point that this
compendium raises very successfully concerns how we can effectively model power contests that
are impacted by recursive relations among processes occurring at micro- and macro-spatial and
temporal scales. Part of WSA’s appeal is that it provides a set of concepts and relationships that
encourage grounding the local in the global. Admittedly, Wallerstein’s original formulation is
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stronger on economic than cultural processes and tends to favor inter-societal dealings over local
developments in explaining change. The work of scholars like Sherratt and Kardulias in
converting WST to WSA has done much to address these concerns. Others, notably Schon,
Cherry, and, to some extent, Cline in this collection, favor a more bottom-up approach, giving
explanatory pride of place to such endogenous processes as intra-societal contests for power in
which foreign goods and symbols were deployed. The difference here seems to be one of
emphasis; those espousing WSA start from the top down, setting parochial events within
translocal structures whereas others see those structures as the cumulative products of parochial
initiatives. I believe that Parkinson and Galaty correctly view these as complementary
perspectives to solving the same problem; i.e., how power relations that pertain at any scale are
shaped by processes occurring over multiple territorial extents and temporal durations. I am not
convinced, however, that the answer lies in juxtaposing different established models, such as
WSA, PPI, and PGT, drawing on each depending on the analytical level at which we choose to
work. Such a step avoids the question of what ties developments on these multiple scales
together; how is the manipulation of prestige goods within a certain realm inextricably bound up
with exchange relations occurring across political boundaries and to inter-state competitions
waged within particular regions? I suggest that the answer lies in reimaging the world, ancient
and modern, less as a plane divided among distinct, nested territorial entities than as a bundle of
overlapping networks that often operate with a fine disregard for boundaries (cf. Brooks 2002).
This reimagining might start from the premise that people rarely accomplish significant
goals alone. This is especially the case when it comes to securing and defending power, the
ability of people to achieve their own ends by their own efforts and to secure the help of others in
reaching those objectives (Giddens 1984:38, 258-261; Wolf 1990). Success in the political arena
requires marshalling resources that are used to support the claims to preeminence of particular
factions in consistent and reliable ways. Mobilizing these assets is predicated on forging durable
alliances, both with those living at home and at variable distances, from whom the necessary
goods and ideas are obtained. Material items, as means to accomplishing essential tasks and
bearers of meaning, are among the resources under contention; they are certainly the primary
assets deployed in political struggles that survive in the archaeological record (Gell 1998). It is by
studying the patterned distribution of these remains, in association with the contexts in which
they were used, that archaeologists can infer what resources were deployed within which
networks to achieve what aims. Contests for power are, therefore, waged through networks
composed of people and the objects essential to achieving political objectives.
Success in political struggles often requires membership in multiple webs extending over
different territorial extents. For example, those seeking power within a realm must forge
connections with their followers by establishing a credible affiliation that transcends loyalties
defined by such factors as residence, gender, age, ethnicity, and/or class. At the same time, rulers
seek to elevate themselves above their subordinates, their ascendance frequently funded through
local monopolies over the use and distribution of imports secured through interactions with
distant allies engaged in much the same projects (Schortman and Urban in press; Schortman et al.
2001). Those of lower rank may maneuver, with variable success, to challenge these hierarchical
structures by establishing nets of their own through which resources essential to promoting
physical survival and a meaningful life are obtained. Wengrow’s study of early Egyptian imports
to Crete provides one example of how some level of local autonomy can be achieved by nonelites, in this case through the manipulation of potent religious symbols.
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The resulting political arena is, therefore, a dynamic array of intersecting networks that
variably unite and divide people of all ranks in their quests to defend their power to accomplish
their own goals and to assert power over the labor and loyalty of others. Preeminence within this
network of networks can occur at many levels simultaneously depending, in part, on how far the
ability of the contestants to monopolize tangible and conceptual assets extends. The broader the
reach of would-be sovereigns, however, the wider the array of competitors they are likely to
encounter, each marshalling different assets within their own networks. Hence, the instability of
many so-called core states in antiquity may be due in large part to difficulties paramount lords
faced in countering the efforts of diverse actors to secure some level of autonomy and thus
undermine elite monopolies.
Political structures, in this view, are almost always multi-scalar and prone to
transmutation as the flow of resources through them changes with shifts in who is allied against
whom over what territorial extents. The networks that comprise these formations are, therefore,
simultaneously features of those political structures and the means for modifying them. WorldSystems Theory/WSA, PPI, PGT, and many other such models capture parts of this bundle of
networks. I contend that synthesizing insights derived from these valuable models requires
acknowledging that the relations they highlight are different aspects of interrelated political
struggles waged by many of the same agents who occupy different positions within a political
structure that is as extensive as the territorial spread of the resources on which the contestants
draw. By focusing on political networks, I suggest that we cannot only reconcile the perspectives
offered by these seemingly contradictory models but proceed with our studies in ways that do not
presuppose: causally significant distinctions between cores and peripheries and between foreign
and autochthonous processes; the primacy of elite actors as drivers of change; and, the unity of
societies and their ability to function as social actors. Research guided by this network approach
retains the multi-scalar emphasis promoted by WST/WSA, PPI, and PGT. It goes further,
however, by drawing connections among the analytical levels on which these theories work,
focusing on how people actively used networks to cross multiple spatial boundaries in search of
political advantage. Rather than imposing territorial divisions, such as societies and cores, on our
material from the start, a network perspective encourages us to determine how ancient actors
created political structures through the manipulation of diverse materials in cooperation with
some and opposition to others (Gell 1998; Latour 2005). In this way we can advance the cause so
well articulated by the contributors to Ancient State Interactions, to capture the dynamism and
fluidity of most political dealings in all times and places.
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Most professional historians have abandoned the search for general patterns and laws of history,
but not Victor Lieberman. Strange Parallels II (SP II), following on SP I, proposes that similar
mechanisms governed state building in such different, and distant, regions as Southeast Asia,
China, Western Europe, and Russia. During the period covered by Lieberman (c.800–1830) the
general trend within these regions of Eurasia was towards increasing political and cultural
integration. This overall trend was not monotonic; it was periodically interrupted by interregna –
periods of state breakdown and territorial fragmentation. However, as time unfolded the
interregna became shorter and less disruptive. Remarkably, during the second millennium cycles
of political integration and disintegration became increasingly correlated between the widely
separated Eurasian regions. Lieberman’s bold thesis is combined with truly encyclopedic
scholarship and a breathtaking scope. SP II is a major achievement in comparative world history
that will take future researchers years to fully digest. This review essay aims to make a first step
in this direction.
One potential criticism of SP II is that it does not seriously engage with the conceptual
apparatus and empirical results of world-system analysis, especially the extensions of the
approach developed by the post-Wallersteinian researchers. In a previous publication, Lieberman
(1990) argued that Wallerstein’s (1974, 1980) world-system model is not a useful conceptual
framework for understanding economic and political dynamics in early modern island Southeast
Asia. One problem is Wallerstein’s narrow emphasis on bulk-goods trading networks in defining
core-periphery relations. Using this criterion, archipelagic Southeast Asia remained external to
the European world-system until after 1800. Yet, between 1500 and 1800 the European impacts
were of overriding importance to political and economic development of this world region.
SP I (p. 47) further notes that although there was a tendency for mainland Southeast Asia
to exchange raw materials for Chinese manufactures, such systemic interactions should not be
viewed as an example of core/periphery relations. Unlike in Wallerstein’s Atlantic world system,
relations between China and Southeast Asia were not characterized by an imbalance in coercive
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power, and there was no “methodical periphery-to-core transfer of wealth.” Lieberman’s critique
of the original Wallerstein thesis, thus, is quite cogent. However, there were a number of
developments in world-system analysis beyond Wallerstein’s original proposal. One particularly
useful reconceptualization is Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997), who consider a broader set of
interactions, than bulk-goods trade, and apply their framework to premodern societies (this work
is not cited in SP II).
The title, Strange Parallels, refers to remarkable similarities in the historical dynamics of
distant regions of Eurasia. But there are also strong parallels between the empirical patterns
Lieberman sees and those identified by Chase-Dunn and Hall, and by myself (Chase-Dunn and
Hall 1997; Chase-Dunn, Manning, and Hall 2000; Hall 1998; 2000; Turchin 2003a; 2006). I will
discuss the similarities and disagreements between our approaches and propose a possible
synthesis, focusing on the long-term trend of state capacity, with the cyclic oscillations around it,
and the roles of Inner Asians.

THE LONG-TERM TREND WITH CYCLIC OSCILLATIONS
The central thesis of SP II is that people inhabiting far-flung regions of Eurasia “experienced
broadly comparable political and cultural trajectories, governed by a similar constellation of
forces” (p. xxii). These trajectories resulted from a superposition of a cyclic tendency on a longterm integrative trend. The long-term trend, which accelerated during the early modern period
(c.1500–1800 CE), involved (1) territorial integration, resulting in a continuous reduction of the
number of independent polities in each region; (2) administrative centralization that enabled the
state to exert more effective regulation in the core and greater control over the outlying zones;
and (3) cultural consolidation of myriad parochial ethnicities into a single “politicized ethnicity”
buttressed by universal religious themes and shared secular culture (p. 899). Lieberman traces
these changes in mainland Southeast Asia (Burma, Siam and Cambodia, Vietnam), Russia and
France, Japan, China, South Asia, and archipelagic Southeast Asia.
All of these regions experienced integrative trends in the long run, but this trend was not
monotonic. For example, between 850 and 1250 Southeast Asia, France, and Russia experienced
sustained economic growth and strong states. However, between 1240 and 1470 polities in these
regions collapsed, with consolidation resuming at various points between 1450 and 1560 (pp.
896–8).
Such “multi-secular cycles” (Braudel 1988, p.131) have been noted by previous authors,
but mostly in European or Chinese contexts. SP II shows that they were a Eurasia-wide
phenomenon. Furthermore, the empirical richness with which Lieberman documents economic,
social, political, and ideological trajectories of Eurasian societies represents a qualitative jump
over what has been done before. In Strange Parallels Lieberman significantly turns past neglect
of Southeast Asia into a virtue (SP I, p. 73). Because our theories have been developed in other
regions of Eurasia, Southeast Asia becomes an important empirical test of theoretical predictions.
Turchin and Nefedov (2009) have proposed that secular cycles, long-term oscillations in
demographic, economic, social, and political structures of roughly 200–300 years, are a
ubiquitous feature of agrarian societies. Strange Parallels shows that historical trajectories in
Southeast Asia conform to this general pattern. In the first volume Lieberman reviews in detail
the historical dynamics in the Irawaddy basin (Burma), the central lowlands (Siam and
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Cambodia), and the eastern littoral (Vietnam). In each region polities went through repeated
cycles of alternating integrative and desintegrative phases. The integrative phases were
characterized by political consolidation and robust poopulation growth, while during the
disintegrative phases states collapsed and populations declined. In Vietnam, whose population
history is best known, there were three population cycles between 1100 and 1830, with
population declines taking place during the fourteenth century, between 1540 and 1620, and in
the middle of the eighteenth century. The periods of population decline coincided with instances
of state collapse and territorial fragmentation.
Such political-demographic cycles are very similar to those observed in Europe and
China. Lieberman takes great pains to acknowledge the multitude of ways in which world regions
differed. Nevertheless, to a certain degree there is a tendency in SP II to impose the same dating
scheme of alternating consolidation/fragmentation eras on different regions. For example,
Lieberman states that between 1240 and 1470 polities in all six protected regions (Burma, Siam,
Vietnam, Russia, France, and Japan; see below on the protected/exposed dichotomy) “collapsed
through a mix of institutional and economic woes among which the destabilizing effects of
agrarian/commercial expansion may have been most potent” (p. 896). This statement implies
more synchrony than is warranted by quantitative patterns in the historical data.
Thus, the period between c.1300 and 1450 was indeed a disintegrative period in France.
Multiple sources of data – population, rural and urban development, state finances, and internal
warfare – are in agreement on this issue (Turchin and Nefedov 2009, Ch. 4). On the other hand,
SP II describes the period of 1250–1450 in Eastern Europe as the era of post-Kievan
fragmentation, and draws a parallel with the contemporary collapse and fragmentation in
Capetian France. In fact, rather than being a single disintegrative phase, this period was a
complete cycle. During the first part of it the overall trend was integrative. Two huge empires
expanded, and at the peak, divided the whole of Eastern Europe between them: Lithuania and the
Golden Horde. Lithuania is an interesting example. After the fusion of Baltic and East Slavonic
ethnic elements, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania expanded to become the most extensive territorial
empire in Europe of that age. In the fourteenth century it became the true successor of Kievan
Rus’, both because of the territory it controlled (including Kiev itself) and because of its cultural
orientation (East-Slavonic language and Eastern Orthodox Christianity).
The lands that later became the heartland of modern Russia were during this period part
of the Golden Horde. A careful analysis by Sergey Nefedov (2002) has shown that the fourteenth
century was in fact the period of economic growth and population expansion in northern Rus’
(including Novgorod, for which we have very finely resolved archaeological data). Although we
have abundant textual evidence that the Black Death caused significant mortality in Russia in
1351–52, quantitative data suggest that this mortality shock had only fleeting effects on the
Russian trajectory. Thus, the density of leather shoe and cloth remains, amber beads, and
birchbark documents grew in each successive cultural layer during the fourteenth century, with
the exception of rather minor downtick in the period encompassing the epidemic of 1351–52. A
similar trajectory is indicated by the number of stone churches built. By the end of the fourteenth
century there are clear signs of overpopulation: collapsing real wages, numerous landless and
“horseless” peasants, very high land rents, and growth of peasant indebtedness (Nefedov 2002).
During the first half of the fifteenth century northern Russia experienced a demographicstructural crisis. The plagues in 1417–28 are described by chronicles in greater detail and in a
more emotionally charged language than the epidemics of the mid-fourteenth century. The crisis
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culminated in the civil wars during the reign of Basil II (1425–62). As a result of the crisis,
population declined very substantially both in Novgorod and Muscovite lands (Turchin and
Nefedov 2009:240–41). SP II (p.189) similarly notes that the most severe population losses
occurred not in the middle of the fourteenth century, but in the fifteenth century. Thus, the years
1250–1450 in Russia were a secular cycle, complete with an integrative and a disintegrative
phase.
Elsewhere SP II states that “in much of China – as in Southeast Asia and Europe – the
period c.1270 to 1450 saw a savage mix of wretched weather, plagues, famines, invasions and
depopulation” (p. 556). However, the dynamics were more complex then might be inferred from
this statement. The worst demographic catastrophe actually occurred before 1279, during the
Mongol conquest of China (c.1210–1279). The establishment of the Yüan (Mongol) Dynasty in
1271, on the other hand, brought a degree of internal peace and order to China. The population
probably grew until China was hit by the epidemics of the 1340s and then civil wars associated
with the Yüan-Ming transition. According to the estimates of Zhao and Xie (1988), between 1200
and 1250 Chinese population collapsed from over 100 million to c.55 million, increased during
the next century to c.85 million, and experienced the second decline (to c.65 million) during the
second half of the fourteenth century. Interestingly, the political dynamics in China during this
period were similar to those in Russia, but at variance with the Western European patterns.
Elsewhere I noted the remarkable synchrony between the Mongol conquest states established by
Khubilai and his successors in China, by the Jagataids in Central Asia, the Il-Khans in the Middle
East, and the Juchids in eastern Europe – they were all established in the middle thirteenth
century, lasted for about 100 years and collapsed in the middle of the fourteenth century (Turchin
2003b, pp. 192–3).
I wish to emphasize that this is a refinement of the argument in SP II. It appears that all
Eurasian regions went through a sequence of demographic-political cycles, but there is no need to
expect that these cycles should always be synchronized (a point that SP II also makes). Moreover,
I am substantially in agreement with the social forces that Lieberman focuses on as causes of
periodic state breakdowns: “economic growth could destabilize society by creating shortages of
land, offices, or currency” (p. 899). This is remarkably similar to the set of mechanisms
postulated by the demographic-structural theory: overpopulation, elite overproduction, and a
fiscal crisis of the state.
This observation also helps us understand why sometimes distant regions become
synchronized, as they increasingly did after 1300 (SP II, p. 49ff). The demographic-structural
forces cause long-term oscillations with integrative phases, characterized by political stability and
population growth, and disintegrative phases, characterized by political instability and population
stagnation or even decline (see Turchin and Nefedov 2009. These mechanisms act in an
endogenous manner, that is, dynamics in each polity are primarily determined internally by
interactions between its demographic, social, and political structures. Because in different regions
these oscillations were governed by a similar constellation of forces (as is repeatedly stressed by
Lieberman), cycle periods were also similar. Exogenous factors (acting on broader than regional
scales) – fluctuations of world climate, pulsing trade networks, pandemics, and such truly
Eurasia-wide phenomena as the Mongol conquest – sometimes brought oscillations in distant
regions in synchrony. However, such periods of broad synchrony did not last long. Variations in
cycle periods and factors acting locally (within world regions) eventually caused oscillations to
diverge and synchrony to be lost (until another Eurasia-wide influence re-synchronizes the
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system). The key point here is that oscillations are driven by internal mechanisms, not by external
shocks (Turchin and Hall 2003). External factors, however, play a role in imposing a degree of
synchrony on the global system.
“A similar constellation of forces” includes not only demographic-structural mechanisms
but also long-term factors of social evolution. In particular, one general pattern, documented in
SP II, is the progressive shortening of interregna – periods of state weakness and territorial
fragmentation. For example, the iterregnum between the Carolingian collapse and the Capetian
unification was more than two centuries long, whereas the post-Capetian collapse (the Hundred
Years War) was roughly a century long, and the post-Valois collapse (the Wars of Religion) was
yet shorter. Similarly, in China the longest period of imperial breakdown and provincial
independence occurred after the collapse of the Han Dynasty, and successive instances of state
weakness and territorial fragmentation were progressively shorter and less institutionally
disruptive.
Cultural evolution operates in a cumulative mode, and later polities profit from
administrative and ideological innovations achieved by their predecessors. Lieberman formalizes
this observation with a concept of “charter” states: first indigenous polities that provided the
political and cultural charter for later generations (p. 16). Examples include Angkor in central
mainland Southeast Asia, the Frankish Empire, and the Grand Principality of Kiev.
Although charter polities put an indelible imprint on later social evolution in their
respective regions, their institutions were not copied mindlessly. For example, Kievan Rus’ was
characterized by a highly cumbersome and conflict-prone method of princely succession: from
elder to younger brother and from uncle to nephew. Muscovy switched to the much more efficient
lineal succession, a development that independently occurred in Tran Vietnam and Capetian
France (p. 224). It seems reasonable to suppose the progressive shortening of interregna was a
result of accumulation of such cultural (in the broad sense) innovations as agrarian intensification,
market monetization, cumulative institutional experiments, disciplinary revolutions, and
movements of cultic reform.

THE EXPOSED ZONE AND THE PROTECTED RIMLANDS OF EURASIA
Another idea proposed by Victor Lieberman is the distinction between the “exposed zone” and
“protected rimlands” of Eurasia. The exposed zone was comprised of regions whose political
history was shaped substantially by the nomadic (and semi-nomadic) pastoralists of Inner Asia,
e.g., China and Iran. Before the modern period the polities of the exposed zone were in constant
contention with their nomadic neighbors. Conquest and establishment of ruling dynasties from
the steppe was frequent. These were also the world regions which were the most precocious in
civilizational development.
The protected zone was largely insulated from Inner Asian influences. Such protected
rimlands as Western Europe and Southeast Asia were located on the periphery of older
civilizations of the exposed zone. Protected areas absorbed institutional innovations, including
world religions, from the older civilizations and went through a process of secondary state
formation at a later date than the civilizations of the exposed one. In other words, first complex
societies arose in regions exposed to Inner Asian stimuli and later the polities in the protected
rimlands developed under the influence of the empires from the exposed zone.
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This idea is a substantial revision of the core/periphery model of Chase-Dunn and Hall.
In the view of Chase-Dunn and Hall, older imperial civilizations were the core because they had
greater population densities and sociopolitical inequality, more developed technology, and a
preponderance of military power. These complex societies dominated the periphery politically,
economically, and culturally – small-scale societies of hunter-gatherers, horticulturalists, and
swidden agriculturalists. Located geographically or institutionally between the two poles were
semiperipheries. There are many kinds of semiperipheries (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997, p. 78),
but one type that played a particularly important role in imperial formation is the marcher states
arising on steppe frontiers of agrarian civilizations (2001; Hall 1989, 2009). Chase-Dunn and Hall
further make a distinction between peripheral marcher states (nomad confederations) and
semiperipheral marcher states (in which nomads have recently become sedentary and gone
through class formation). In either case, state formation on steppe frontiers arises in response to
influences flowing from the older civilized core. A similar view of steppe polities was advanced
by Thomas Barfield (1989, 1994, 2001), who termed imperial steppe confederations of TurcoMongolian people as “shadow empires.”
In my view, neither of these models is entirely right, nor entirely wrong. Both views
imply linear causation, whereas an alternative way of thinking about these issues is to realize that
causation may involve feedback loops. In other words, in an interacting system each factor may
be both a cause, and an effect. More specifically, I have argued for a “mirror empires” model of
imperial formation on steppe frontiers (Turchin 2003a; 2009). This model proposes that
antagonistic interactions between nomadic pastoralists and settled agriculturalists result in an
autocatalytic process, which pressures both nomadic and farming polities to scale up polity size,
and thus military power.
Barfield (1989) earlier observed that steppe imperial confederations and Chinese empires
tended to rise simultaneously on both sides of the East Asian steppe frontier. From this pattern he
inferred that the causation flowed from agrarian empires to steppe imperial confederations. The
larger, and therefore, more powerful the agrarian empire was, the larger the steppe confederation
had to be in order to extract resources from the empire by raiding, tribute, unequal economic
exchange (trading on terms favorable to the nomads), or even raiding to force agrarian societies to
trade (Beckwith 2009). This is correct as far as it goes, but there was an important causal arrow
pointing in the opposite direction: the threat from the steppe was the catalyzing factor in the rise
of agrarian empires. If one-directional causation was right, we would expect the rise of steppe
imperial confederations to follow with time lag the rise of agrarian empires. Yet there is no such
empirical pattern. For example, the rise of the Gok-Turk Kaghanate (552 CE) preceded Sui
unification (581 CE) by a generation. Similarly, Ming unification (1368 CE), which followed the
Mongol conquest (finalized in 1279 CE), was clearly a nativist reaction against the alien Yüan
dynasty. If the nature of causation is a feedback loop, as I have argued, then we would expect a
rough degree of synchrony between the rises and falls of the two types of polities, and, due to
vagaries of the process and historical contingency, sometimes the agrarian one would get slightly
ahead, and sometimes the reverse would be true.
Turning next to the interaction between the exposed zone and the protected rimlands,
here the views of Lieberman and Chase-Dunn and Hall are substantially aligned. Primary locus of
state formation was in frontier regions of older civilizations. As repeatedly stressed by ChaseDunn and Hall (1997, p. 79), such frontier semiperipheries were areas where new institutional
forms were generated with the potential to transform system structures. I would add, however,
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that pressures for imperial formation worked on both sides of the frontier. As a result, the
nonstate and nomadic peoples (often called “barbarians” by agrarian state peoples) in contact
with an imperial frontier were frequently the next empire builder, such as the Germans on the
Roman frontier. But frontier regions of old empires could also give rise to a new empire, as
happened on the Danubean frontier, resulting in the rise of the Byzantine empire (Turchin 2006,
pp. 77-88). As noted in SP I this pattern of new polities arising on the frontiers of old empires
holds for Southeast Asia (see especially p. 151, but also pp. 122, 150, 237, 274, 342, 375).

A CULTURAL-EVOLUTIONARY REINTERPRETATION OF THE LIEBERMAN’S
THESIS
Recently I proposed that cultural evolution and, more specifically, multilevel selection can
provide a unifying conceptual framework for the diverse approaches to the rise of complex
societies and states coming from sociology, anthropology, and social biology (Turchin 2010). A
major mathematical result in multilevel selection, the Price equation, specifies the conditions
concerning the structure of cultural variation and selective pressures that promote evolution of
larger-scale societies. Specifically, large states should arise in regions where culturally very
different people are in contact, and where interpolity competition – warfare – is particularly
intense. Before the Age of Discovery cultural variation and warfare intensity were particularly
high in contact zones between nomadic pastoralists and settled agriculturalists. This was due not
only to the cultural chasm between the nomads and farmers, but also because novel cultural
elements could rapidly travel across the Great Steppe. Therefore, we expect that steppe frontiers
should be regions where imperial formation was particularly intense. Indeed, over 90 percent of
largest pre-modern empires arose on steppe frontiers (Turchin 2009, 2010).
This theoretical framework suggests a reinterpretation of Lieberman’s (2003; 2010)
contrast between exposed and protected zones, Chase-Dunn and Hall’s (1997) application of
world-system analysis to the premodern history, and earlier proposals by world historians on the
importance of marcher states (McNeill 1963). What follows is just a sketch – due both to space
limitations and because many of the details still need to be worked out.
A key technological development occurred in the early first millennium BCE in the
Eurasian steppe belt, when Iranic-speaking nomads combined horse riding and compound bow to
arrive at a “killer app” that gave them a preponderance of military power over settled
agriculturalists. The nomads used their new military power to raid and conquer the agrarian
polities of the exposed zone. Invasions of Cimmerians and Scythians into the Middle East
(Mesopotamia and Iran) began in the eighth century BCE, while the Hunnu (Xiongnu, Hsiungnu), impinged on northern China in the fifth century BCE.
The nomadic invasions placed the societies of the exposed zone under enormous
pressure. The result was a greatly accelerated rate of social evolution. One set of cultural
breakthroughs that occurred independently in the Middle East, North India, and North China was
the rise of new integrative ideologies such as Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. In
other words, the Axial Age may have been a direct consequence of the military revolution in the
Great Steppe (Jaspers 1953). The world religions were a key social technology that allowed new
empires, which arose in response to steppe pressures, to integrate ethnically diverse populations
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on a very large scale. SP II gives a wealth of examples illustrating the role of religion in
increasing state capacity and broadening the scale at which populations were integrated.
Each major exposed region (apart from eastern Europe, on which below) saw the rise of a
major empire during the Axial Age: the Median-Achaemenid Empire (625 BCE), the Mauryan
Empire (325 BCE), and the Qin-Han China (221 BCE). The rise of such mega-empires,
controlling millions of square kilometers of territory and populations of tens of millions, was a
significant evolutionary breakthrough, representing an order of magnitude increase over the scale
of polities that predated them. Interestingly, the temporal sequence of these unifications followed
(but with a time lag of about two-three centuries) the arrival of horse archers in each region. The
role of Scythians in the rise of the Median-Achaemenid Persia, and the Hunnu in the Qin-Han
unification appears to be relatively straightforward (evidence reviewed in Turchin 2009). In each
case, there was a concurrent rise of two “mirror polities” – an agrarian empire and a nomadic
imperial confederation (the Achaemenids and the Royal Scythians, the Han Chinese and the
Hunnu). The case of the Mauryan Empire is more complex. It probably formed under the
combined pressure of the Persians and the Sakas, with Alexander’s invasion as the final
triggering event. In general, as SP II also notes (p. 631ff), South Asian patterns are in some ways
intermediate between such a quintessentially exposed region as China and the protected rim. As a
result, external pressures for empire building in South Asia often came not directly from the Great
Steppe, but were mediated by polities mixing steppe and agrarian features.
Although SP II focuses primarily on the post-800 CE period, the interaction between the
steppe and the sown was a major engine of social evolution from a much earlier period, the Axial
Age (c.800–200 BCE), and perhaps even before (for the case of Egypt, see Turchin 2009). This
evolutionary “dynamo” affected (eventually) the whole of Afroeurasia, because the pressures
from steppe nomads were transformed and transmitted into the protected rimlands by the great
empires of the exposed zone. As empires repeatedly rose in the exposed zone, they expanded into
their agrarian hinterlands until checked by logistical limitations. The imperial frontiers in the
protected rimlands created their own interaction zones of high cultural variability and strong
inter-polity competition. In addition to direct military and political effects on the polities of the
protected zone, the great ancient empires (or “charter states” in the terminology of SP II) also
exerted other far-reaching effects. First, because they had powerful and wealthy upper classes
they created an enormous demand for prestige goods, whose effects extended far beyond the
imperial frontiers. Second, the military, administrative, and ideological innovations, which made
the functioning of these charter states (and their successors) possible, constituted an extremely
attractive cultural bundle that also diffused far beyond the imperial frontiers. As a consequence,
each major exposed region gave rise to a world-system: the Central System (with a core in the
Middle East), the Indic System, and the Sinic (East Asian) system. The rise and fall of empires
within each region caused these nested sets of political-military, prestige-goods, and information
networks to “pulse” (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997, p. 147).
In some cases the effect of empires of the exposed zone on secondary state formation was
very direct, as was the case in the China’s interactions with Korea and Vietnam. In other cases,
the effect was due to cultural diffusion that created “civilization/barbarism” frontiers. For
example, such a frontier formed in the Japanese isles during the first millennium as a result of
diffusion of rice, hieroglyphic writing, Confucianism and Buddhism from the mainland.
Similarly, Indic Civilization gradually diffused into South India, the western and central lowlands
of Southeast Asia, and into the Archipelago.
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One civilization/barbarism frontier formed during the first millennium BCE in the
Mediterranean (Turchin 2006: Chapter 6). Unlike the eastern end of the Mediterranean, its central
and western parts were never incorporated into the Achaemenid empire. However, by c.400 BCE
the literate urbanized culture of the Central World-System has diffused to most of the
Mediterranean littoral. Meanwhile, an aggressive “barbarian” culture of Celts had been spreading
from their homeland in western Europe. The clash between the Mediterranean and Celtic cultural
zones created a civilization/barbarism frontier in southeast Iberia, central Italy, and northern
Greece (Turchin 2006, Map 5). The great Mediterranean powers of the next two centuries –
Carthago, Rome, and Macedonia – arose not in the old imperial core, but on this frontier
(Macedon, in addition, was directly affected by the Achaemenid expansion).
Unlike the relatively fixed steppe frontiers, frontiers of secondary state formation can
continue to move outwards, as long as there is new territory to expand into. In Europe we observe
precisely this pattern of sequential imperial development, in which new empires arose on the
frontiers of previous ones. Thus, the Frankish empire arose on the Roman frontier along the
Rhine. In turn, such great European powers as France, Spain, Brandenbrug-Prussia and Austria,
arose on the Carolingian marches 1.
The spatial pattern of incidence of very large empires within Eurasia, thus, is that of a
dense “imperial belt” at the interface between the Great Steppe and agrarian regions, with
incidence of empires falling off rapidly as one travels away from this belt (Turchin 2009: Figure
1). The temporal pattern, similarly, is that of precocious imperial development in the steppefrontier belt followed by secondary empires arising on the outer frontiers of the first ones, then
tertiary imperial formation, and so on. The degree of regularity found in these patterns should not
be overstated, however. There are many other factors that affect imperial rise and fall (Turchin
2009:200-203). Each region has its idiosyncratic features, and contingency has played a very
large role in the historical development of any particular empire. As Lieberman states:
… I have been at pains to acknowledge differences in everything from
geographic inheritance to charter acculturation, demography, political
penetration, and cultural circulation. Such discrepancies are hardly surprising,
given the physical and cultural distances at play. What is truly extraordinary,
what demands explanation, is the coexistence of such particularities with ever
more insistent parallels (2010, p. 896).
One could hardly agree more.
One case illustrating the importance of contingency is eastern Europe/Russia. SP II
classifies Russia as a protected rimland, because the rise of its charter state (Principality of Kiev)
postdated the rise of charter polities of exposed regions by more than a millennium. Conversely,
Kiev was a contemporary of charter states in the protected rimlands (Pagan, Angkor, and
Carolingian empires). I argue, instead, that Russia is an exposed region, but it could start
developing as empire only after eastern European steppe frontier acquired deep agrarian
hinterlands.

1

For a PowerPoint presentation of dynamic maps showing metaethnic frontiers and evolution of states in
Europe during the two millennia CE, see http://cliodynamics.info/auxiliary/FEmaps.ppt.
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Prior to c.500 CE agriculture in eastern Europe was limited to the narrow belt of the
forest-steppe transitional zone (Christian 1998). Archaeological evidence suggests that huge
fortified settlements (gorodische) arose in this zone coincidentally with the formation of the
Royal Scythian imperial confederation. However, these developments did not lead to the rise of
an agrarian polity mirroring the Royal Scythians, probably because there was no agrarian
hinterland for it to expand into. The nascent agrarian polities lost the scaling-up race with the
nomads and were conquered by them. These agrarian people, paying tribute to the Royal
Scythians, were probably Herodotus’ Skythai geōrgoi (“Farmer Scythians”).
During the second half of the first milennium farming spread eastward and northward
into the zone of mixed deciduous and coniferous forests of what is now Russian heartland. At the
same time, a new nomadic confederation, Khazaria, unified the Pontic and Caspian steppes. The
Khazars subjugated some east Slavic groups (e.g., Polanians) and imposed tribute on others. In
other words, in the eighth century a typical steppe frontier formed in Eastern Europe between
Turkic nomads and Slavic farmers. The injection of a third ingredient, Scandinavian Varangians,
catalyzed the formation of the Principality of Kiev. After Kievan Rus’ destroyed Khazaria in the
tenth century, it had to contend with a sequence of other Turkic nomads, most notably, Pechenegs
and Qipchaks (Kumans). The Mongol-Tatar conquest caused as much devastation in Russia as in
China and Iran. Even after the collaspe of the Golden Horde, Muscovy found itself in a life and
death struggle with the Horde’s successor polities, the Kazan and Crimean Tatars. Judged by the
number of times that Russian capitals (Kiev, then Moscow) were devastated by steppe invaders,
Russia was clearly part of the exposed zone.
This critique of the misclassification of Russia is another “fine-tuning” of SP II’s thesis,
rather than its rejection (I should also note that my definition of exposed zone focuses solely on
the military impact of the nomads, whereas Lieberman uses additional criteria, developmental
chronology and physical scale, p. 97). Furthermore, there is no need to impose a stark dichotomy
between the exposed zone and the protected rimlands. I have already discussed the observation in
SP II that northern India was not quite as “exposed” as China. In addition, there is an off-shoot of
the Eurasian arid belt that extends down the Indian subcontinent, which historically served as a
conduit of steppe influences (Wink 1997, p. 82). The Hungarian plain played a similar role in
Europe, providing a base for nomadic raids that occasionally reached as far as France (by, for
example, the Attila’s Huns and later the Magyars). These observations suggest that a more
quantitative approach is in order. For example, as already mentioned above, we could quantify
steppe influences by the frequency of nomadic attacks on state capitals. Such an approach would
allow us to replace the stark exposed/protected dichotomy with a spectrum, ranging continuously
from “very exposed” to “very protected.”

EUROPEANS AS “WHITE INNER ASIANS”
So far my discussion has focused on the period when steppe mounted archers enjoyed a
preponderance of military power over the agrarian polities. However, between approximately
1500 and 1800 the nomads gradually lost their military superiority due to a combination of
developments, often referred to as the Rise of the West (for a recent review, see Goldstone 2009).
Perhaps the most novel idea in SP II is the observation that in some parts of Eurasia the
Europeans replaced nomads as “extraregional catalysts of early modern integration” (p. 827). I
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will expand on Lieberman’s novel idea, developing it beyond his intentions (his main emphasis is
on island Southeast Asia).
The “killer app” of the early modern Europeans was the ocean-going ship armed with
cannons (Cipolla 1965). Whereas horse-riding (or camel-riding) nomads could reach any “shore”
of the Eurasian arid belt, European ships had the ability to reach across huge distances to any
coastal region of the world. Similar to the nomads before them, the European exploration and
expansion created interaction zones of high cultural variation, which, I propose, we could
designate as “gunboat frontiers.”
Furthermore, Europeans, like Inner Asians, had the ability and willingness to destroy
whole societies. Incidence of genocide, ethnocide (typically through religious conversion), and
enslavement of large segments of population was common in European/native interaction zones.
SP II gives numerous examples of the appalling disregard for human life that characterized the
European conduct in archipelagic Southeast Asia. For example, to corner the market for Malukan
spices, the Dutch “in 1621 exterminated the population of Banda, the sole source for the nutmeg
and mace, replacing its people with slave labor under Dutch planters” (p. 843). In 1740 the Dutch
massacred Batavian Chinese (p.881), while in 1812 the British sacked Yogiakarta (p. 876).
Following the Spanish conquest, the population in some parts of the Philippines may have
declined by half (p. 833).
Finally, European arrival brought a host of indirect pressures on native societies
(Ferguson and Whitehead 1992). Warfare among native groups intensified as a result of conflicts
over access to trade for new goods, spread of new weapons, and a demand for slaves. Such
European influences spread far beyond the coastal zones directly affected by them. As an
example, diffusion of horse from Mexico to the Great Plains revolutionized warfare among the
Plains Indians (Hall 1989).
The arrival of Europeans, thus, put enormous pressures on native societies. Many of them
could not stand up under these pressures and crumbled. Others were conquered by Europeans.
Some, however, responded to the pressure by evolving into more cohesive and effective polities,
capable of resisting European domination. The degree to which the Europeans themselves
participated in the state building was highly variable.
One extreme is illustrated by such “European offshoots” as the United States, Australia,
and Argentina. The Atlantic coast of North America, for example, experienced massive
immigration of European settlers into areas where native populations were decimated first by
epidemics and later by settlers themselves. The result was a “civilization-barbarism” frontier,
which subsequently rolled away from the coastal areas.
In another scenario, the Europeans conquered other complex societies and replaced their
elites (elite replacement was also the most common outcome of nomadic conquest). Examples
include Mexico, Peru, India, and many cases in Africa and Southeast Asian archipelago.
Finally, the most subtle and interesting set of cases is when the European arrival aided
state-building indirectly, via military pressure and new cultural variants that they transmitted.
Examples include China and perhaps Japan. At the very least, both times that the gunboat frontier
impinged on Japan (following the first European contact with Japan in 1543 and the “opening up”
of Japan in 1854), it was followed by consolidation of state power (the establishment of the
Tokugawa Shogunate and the modernization of the Meiji Era).
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THE WAY FORWARD
The study of the origins and the dynamics of large-scale human societies (or states) has greatly
suffered from the problem of “balkanization.” Anthropologists have advanced both functionalist
(Haas 1982; Johnson and Earle 2000; Sanderson 1999; Service 1975) and conflict (Carneiro
1970; Webster 1975; Wright 1977) theories of the state. Historical sociologists have emphasized
their own models (Kiser and Linton 2002; for more general reviews see Mann 1986; Tilly 1990;
Turner 1995). World-system theorists have focused on interpolity interactions such as trade and
warfare as well as technological development (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1997; Rasler and Thompson
1989). Social biologists have approached it from the perspective of multi-level selection theory
(Richerson and Boyd 1998; Turchin 2010; Wilson 2002; 2007). Finally, world historians and
comparative civilizationists have searched for empirical patterns by sifting through huge amounts
of data on historical states and whole civilizations (SP I, SP II; McNeill 1963; Toynbee 1956).
Although asking similar questions, and sometimes proposing similar mechanisms, these
social scientists have worked largely in isolation from each other. Furthermore, from the worldhistorical point of view most results obtained by historical sociologists and political scientists are
highly parochial – the typical tendency is to test theories on the early modern European material,
and oftentimes just on England and France (this criticism, obviously, does not apply to SP II).
How can we overcome this balkanization? I think we need a two-pronged approach. First,
it would help to have a unifying theoretical framework that researchers working in different
disciplines could use to integrate their ideas and results. Such a framework could be based on
evolutionary theory, where evolution is understood in the broadest sense, certainly including
cultural and institutional evolution (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981;
Lumsden and Wilson 1981). In fact, an evolutionary approach is implicit in most approaches to
the origin of the state, and explicit in some (e.g., Carneiro 2003).
Second, and most important, we need to start testing theories empirically. SP II contains a
wealth of empirical information on a broad range of Eurasian societies. However, these data are
not in a form that could allow others to conduct statistical tests of various theories explaining the
evolution of the state. What is needed is a database that would bring together, in a systematic
form, what is currently known about the social and political organization of large-scale human
societies. Anthropologists have the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF) and the associated
standard cross-cultural sample (SCCS). They turned out to be a tremendously useful resource,
which generated hundreds (if not thousands) of publications, mostly in comparative anthropology
(Ember and Ember 2001), but more recently in all kinds of interdisciplinary studies (for example,
to look for correlations between cultures, genes, and languages). These databases are not suitable
for testing theories about the evolution of complex societies because they focus primarily on
small-scale societies. More importantly, they lack a diachronic component, which is crucial for
testing evolutionary, and therefore dynamic, theories.
If social scientists and historians can collaborate on constructing such a database, there is
no doubt in my mind that it will enormously advance our understanding of the evolution of largescale human organization. Furthermore, at stake are not only issues of academic concern. In the
long term, a general database to assess and refine theories of the evolution of the state will
inevitably have policy applications. As a more robust theory of organizational forms of largescale social integration is developed and tested with cross-cultural data, we will obtain a much
better toolkit for answering such questions as, how do we fix failed states? How can we end civil
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wars and evolve political structures for nonviolent methods of resolving conflicts? How can we
promote integration at the global level and stop interstate wars?
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Foster, John Bellamy, Brett Clark, and Richard York. 2010. The Ecological Rift:
Capitalism’s War on the Earth. New York: Monthly Review Press. 544 Pages, ISBN: 978-158367-218-1 Paper ($17.95).
Ecological degradation is the elephant in the room for many people; they are aware of its
presence yet would prefer to ignore it rather than be forced to consider both its severity and
possible remedies. This practiced ignorance occurs despite numerous problems, such as global
climate change, species extinction, deforestation, overfishing, and dramatic disasters such as the
recent oil “spill” from offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and the radiation releases from
nuclear power plants in post-tsunami Japan. This elephant is enormous, destructive, and cannot be
imagined away.
John Bellamy Foster, Brett Clark, and Richard York have been taking on the elephant for
years. Foster is renowned for his editorship at the Monthly Review and for his work in political
economy and as an environmental sociologist, having published popular books such as The
Vulnerable Planet. Clark and York are also well respected and broadly-published in the same
areas. Together, they are a formidable trio whose work is influential and innovative. Their
publication of The Ecological Rift was therefore a welcome event.
The book is quite large, with almost 450 pages of text and nearly 90 pages of footnotes,
many of the latter providing additional commentary along with the references. The range of
scholarship is extensive, with nods to luminaries such as Aristotle, Darwin, Epicurus, Gould,
Hegel, Lakatos, Lukács, and Marx, of course. The book contains a number of chapters that have
been adapted from or are “extensively rewritten” versions of previously published articles and
book chapters. Those quite familiar with the authors’ prior work will find The Ecological Rift to
be, shall I say, partially recycled from post-consumer content. To be sure, there is a wealth of new
material here. For example, the introductory chapter presents a cogent argument for the necessity
of overcoming the limitations of the social sciences and humanity’s harmful relationship with the
environment by entering a “Holoanthropocene” epoch of the “New Whole Human” (p. 49) and
there is a nice section on the ecology of consumption (Chapter 16). More broadly, the synthesis of
prior thought generates additional insights; therefore even the most ardent readers of Foster,
Clark, and York will be rewarded by acquiring a single volume that unites the disparate pieces.
For those unfamiliar with the work of Foster et al., the book presents an excellent single-source
culmination and expansion of an impressive and important line of sociological thought on the
political economy of the environment. Regardless of background, the book should be of interest
to a wide audience.
The main argument is that capitalism, and imperialism in its service, is irreparably and
inevitably destructive of the biosphere due to its operational necessity of expansion and its thirst
for cheap raw materials, both of which ignore or abuse the requirements for nature to survive.
This creates an “ecological rift” between the global political economy and the Earth and its
inhabitants since the life support system for the latter is being destroyed by the former. In the
absence of ecological revolution that replaces capitalism with a mode of production that is
aligned with natural laws—socialism—the current system will continue on its calamitous path
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until sustainable solutions are no longer possible and future generations face a bleak existence, if
any at all.
This is an ominous message, but one that is indeed warranted. Foster et al. present myriad
statistics and sources demonstrating the severity of the damage to the biosphere. Global climate
change receives a large part of the focus, but species loss, deforestation, diminishing fresh water
supplies, chemical pollution, and alteration of the nitrogen and phosphorous cycles are also
pointed to as indications of the perilous situation in which we currently live and the dim prospects
for the future. As they and others have argued, each of the known ecological problems are
alarming if considered on their own; taken together they are an overwhelming array of concerns.
And there are likely many more unknown threats. These problems likely have positive feedback
loops and tipping points, creating thresholds that, when crossed, can produce rapid accelerations
in the scale of known and unknown damages and become increasingly more difficult to remedy—
if they are not irreversible. Moreover, extant “solutions” create additional problems, such as the
application of chemical fertilizers to increase food production lead to dead zones in the water into
which the fertilizer drains. We are left trying to plug increasing numbers of holes in a dam that
should not have been built in the first place.
There are alternative standpoints on the severity and causes of ecological degradation,
and Foster et al. present and critique the well-known counterarguments. Most of those that they
take on are from the neoclassical economic school—what Foster et al. also call “mainstream” and
“orthodox” economics (see Chapter 3). Yale economist William Nordhaus, for example, is
targeted for what is argued to be the common position that since economic growth is the utmost
concern and climate change will have a minor impact on the economy, the latter should be
addressed with a similar minimal amount of expenditure. Foster et al. argue that Nordhaus’s
argument does not anticipate the true cost of ecological degradation because it uses a very limited
measurement of wealth—GDP—and discounts the future value of life while overestimating the
growth in the economy. Instead of this narrow monetary view, they argue for a holistic
accounting of wealth, which was present in classical economics, in which the biosphere was
incorporated in economic analysis and not externalized to the public or treated as another cost to
be minimized in the pursuit of profit. The divorce of nature from the economy, and also the more
general split of nature and society, is revisited in a number of the book’s sections as one of the
major problems with our social system. And since, Foster et al. argue, neoclassical economists
suffer as both the handmaidens of capitalism and from ecological ignorance, they fail to see the
problem or are unconcerned if they do. This is particularly problematic since economists have a
larger voice in social policy than other social and natural scientists.
Economics has been criticized for years by other social scientists, particularly
sociologists, for many of the same reasons that Foster et al. present. Economists create elegant
mathematical models that unfortunately do not explain reality very well. This is certainly a
problem when dealing with poverty and other social issues, but when pertaining to the viability of
the global life support system the limitations seem worth reemphasizing. Yet, they point out that
many disciplines, including sociology, suffer from the failure to integrate humanity with the nonhuman world in a dialectical manner. What is necessary is for a “realist constructivism”
perspective in which the relationship between the two is seen as mutually influential and
continually unfolding (p. 340-3).
As Foster et al. point out, one of the most troubling issues in neoclassical economics, and
similarly in modern accounting standards, is the undervaluation of the natural environment and
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the corresponding ability to underexpense its degradation. This is the externalization problem;
i.e., the ecological costs of private activity are accrued to the public, or at best, to the state for
cleanup. This is a significant issue for healthcare, as particulate emissions from fossil fuel
combustion are known to increase asthma rates, among other health problems due to low quality
environments. The oil “spill” in the Gulf and the ongoing nuclear disaster in Japan are only the
most well-known of recent ecological costs that will be primarily borne by the public and nature.
Foster et al. point to the loss of the distinction between value and wealth as the original sin here
by occluding the appreciation of nature as having a value beyond what it can command in the
marketplace. The “Lauderdale Paradox” is resurrected as indicative of the problem (Chapter 1).
Named for James Maitland, the eighth Earle of Lauderdale, the paradox is that public wealth,
which includes the natural environment, does not have exchange value in the absence of scarcity.
With scarcity of natural resources—which could occur, for example, from privatization of goods
such as water or from a decline in their availability through degradation or depletion—private
profit could occur but at the expense of public wealth. Lauderdale feared that this would occur
unless the public organized against what amount to private expropriations. While numerous
formerly public resources have been privatized, most noticeably water, the public outcry has been
in some cases relatively weak or in others ineffective against the more powerful corporations.
And the under- or non-valuation of environment and the ecological cost of operations and the
cleanup of damage facilitates capitalist expansion at the expense of the biosphere.
Another historical figure is resurrected in Foster et al.’s discussion of Jevons paradox. In
the mid-nineteenth century, the British economist William Stanley Jevons argued that increasing
efficiency in resource use, coal in Jevons case, would lead to increased consumption rather than
the decrease predicted by many economists. This paradox was due to the increased production
that could take place with more efficient—and thus cheaper—use; e.g., more iron and steel could
be manufactured in coal-fired plants. This same phenomenon is found in the paperless office
paradox explained in the text; i.e., electronic data management leads to an unexpected increase in
paper use. It is this paradox of development that forms the critique of modernization theory put
forth by Foster et al. Like neoclassical economics, modernization theory assumes that economic
growth is paramount to human success. Drawing upon Kuznet’s inverted quadratic curve of the
relationship between economic growth and income inequality, modernization theory’s ecological
component contends that economic growth may increase environmental degradation in its early
stages, but at a certain point it will generate technological solutions or ecological enlightenment
that will reduce the environmental impact. More growth is the solution, claim adherents to this
theory. Unfortunately, little empirical support exists for this contention, and when it does occur,
Jevons paradox holds so total resource use and degradation continue to increase.
As expected from Foster, the writings of Marx and Engels are drawn upon throughout the
book as the basis for much of the argument and the fundamental problems with capitalism. The
elimination of the distinction between Marx’s use value and exchange value forms the critique of
neoclassical economics as described above. Marx’s conceptualization of a metabolic rift between
humans and the environment is another centerpiece of the book, and one Foster was instrumental
in extracting from Marx’s writings. In short, Marx described the rupture that occurred, first as soil
was degraded under agricultural intensification and the application of chemical fertilizers, which
then continued to deteriorate as urbanization and industrialization created more pollution while
robbing the countryside—and the laborers in both the city and country—of the nutrients
necessary for sustainability. As an example of the metabolic rift due to capitalist imperialism, in
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Chapter 15 Foster et al. tell a fascinating story of the international trade in guano from Peru. The
guano, a rich fertilizer, was extracted by imported Chinese labor to meet the agricultural needs of
Britain and the United States. They link the War of the Pacific at least partially to this demand for
resources as a British-backed Chile and Peru fought for control of the islands containing guano.
Marx, along with Engels, argued that a system of associated producers was necessary to
end private property, capitalism as a mode of production, and restore harmony between humans
and nature. Foster et al. extend Marx’s call for revolution throughout the book. They provide an
“elementary triangle of ecology” (which they say follows Chávez’s “elementary triangle of
socialism”) necessary for a sustainable society. The three of tenants are: “1) social use, not
ownership, of nature; 2) rational regulation by associated producers of the metabolism between
human beings and nature; and 3) the satisfaction of communal needs—not only of present but
also future generations” (p. 115, 441). These components of a better society are relatively
common in ecologically-conscious socialist thought such as that of James O’Connor and Joel
Kovel. More specific means to address the metabolic rift are found in a concluding chapter on
ecological revolution. The state could take a more active role by subsidizing sustainability and
regulating degradation instead of supporting industries and practices that have created the mess,
which is clearly the historical practice of the United States through its military spending and
handouts to the oil, coal, industrial agriculture, and auto industries, among others. Internationally,
they call for “contraction and convergence” in which the rich polluting countries pay their
“ecological debt” by reducing their impact while facilitating sustainable development in the
poorer countries. Socialist, or socialistic, countries are leading the way, and movements that are
anti-capitalist and pro-environment can be found in many areas of the Global South. But Foster et
al. assert that it will take a multi-class and global movement in order to adequately address the
issues due to their severity for the planet. Moreover, they argue that socialism is the only viable
social formation because of its inherent ecological harmony.
There are some areas in which the book suffers. There is repetition throughout, which the
authors claim to have tried to minimize, but their effort was not entirely successful. The
arguments are also made forcefully and with passion, which, together with the repetition, suggests
a manifesto. Depending on the reader’s receptiveness to the message, it will likely be criticized as
an ideological tome or as a much-needed counter to the dominant discourse—and possibly both
simultaneously. To this critic, there is no doubt that the points they make are worth making and
they are made convincingly. Capitalism has had many centuries to convince us that its promise of
paradise would be realized. The reality has been much less pleasant for much of humanity and the
other inhabitants of the earth, and increasingly destructive for the planet itself. We do not know
the effects of socialism on a global scale, but we do know that our current system is
unsustainable. We urgently need to discuss and implement plans to change our trajectory. As a
contribution toward that end, and a fine piece of scholarship, this book is too important to ignore.
Kirk S. Lawrence
Research Assistant, Institute for Research on World-Systems
University of California, Riverside
kirk.lawrence@email.ucr.edu
http://www.irows.ucr.edu/kl/klhmpg.html
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Berezin, Mabel. 2009. Illiberal Politics in Neoliberal Times: Culture, Security and Populism in
the New Europe. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 324 Pages, ISBN 978-0521547840
Paperback ($36.00)
In the last several decades, France and Italy have witnessed the rise and relative success of
rightwing populist parties. In France, Jean-Marie Le Pen's National Front has routinely acquired
mayoralties and European Parliament representation; and although eventually losing, Le Pen
himself competed against Jacques Chirac in the April 2002, presidential run-off election. In Italy,
Gianfranco Fini's National Alliance has maintained a strong political presence that peaked in
1994 with Fini's inclusion in Silvio Berlusconi's coalition government. Thereafter, Fini has held
several national positions, including Minister of Foreign Affairs. Unsurprisingly, these
phenomena have attracted the attention of political and social scientists. Building on her previous
work on Italian interwar illiberalism, Mabel Berezin's "Illiberal Politics in Neoliberal Times"
engages with these most recent examples of rightwing European populism. By synchronically
comparing the electoral performance of the French National Front with the Italian National
Alliance, she couples the French National Front's success with the pressures of globalization and
Europeanization. Indeed, as the French rejection of the proposed European constitution in 2003
indicates, national autonomy concerns French citizens. Without these structural-cultural
insecurities, Berezin asserts that Le Pen could not have secured political success.
Pulling from both Jeffrey Alexander and William Sewell, Berezin focuses on the cultural
structures that direct the collective public evaluations of particular events. However, she departs
from Alexander's patented cultural determinism by underscoring how particular actors and social
processes can indeed shape civil discourse. In doing so, she includes "the 1997 Strasbourg
congress and the demonstrations against it, the 1998 regional elections and the World Cup
victory, the 2002 elections and the defeat of the European constitution in France, played against
the presence of the Italian willingness to absorb Gianfranco Fini into its legitimate politics" (57).
Methodologically, she accesses these events through French newspapers, National Front
publications and an occasional presence on the scene. Although she provides no systematic
statement on her selection process, three French daily periodicals largely govern her analysis: Le
Monde, Libération, and L'Humanité.
By focusing on events, Berezin asserts her ability to examine "structure and culture,
institutions and actions ... [since] events as actions in time and space are transparent" (12). In her
opinion, previous research has neglected culture and hence "fail[s] to account for why a hypernationalist movement should be the outcome of the fear of unemployment ... [when it] could as
easily trigger a reinvigorated European left" (44). Her analysis then centers on French national
identity. Berezin argues that France represents a "hegemonic consolidation regime," characterized
by both a strong state and a strong national identity. Such regimes are most vulnerable to
exogenous pressures, which jeopardize their "moral ontologies [or] collectively defined ways of
being in the world" (46). Globalization and Europeanization thus represent threats to both a
strong French state and a strong French identity. In response to them, Berezin argues that
undecided and non-partisan voters have turned to the National Front, that is, when "[the National
Front's] issues become French issues" (131).
Throughout its early years, Berezin presents the National Front as a marginalized party
that maintained support from only a small but loyal group. In fact, she notes the usual bloc of
right-wing supporters: the "non-urban," lower-middle class and xenophobic (100). This is not
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entirely surprising given Le Pen's earlier penchant for publicly belittling the Holocaust's
significance and scapegoating Turkish and other immigrants. However, as Le Pen has moderated
his extremist language, he has also devoted more general attention to French national autonomy.
What is more, he proved adept at constructing a strong French narrative out of seemingly
debilitating events. As Berezin shows, Le Pen rearranged the immigrant-led French World Cup
victory into a narrative on how immigrants could become respectable French citizens, that is, if
they followed the legal channels. This is to say nothing too about how well 9/11 and religious
fundamentalism factored into his platform.
The lion's share of Berezin's book focuses on the unanticipated results of the 2002
elections and the French rejection of a European constitution. Likewise, Berezin attributes both to
national insecurities. In 2002, "Contingent events, such as the attack on the World Trade Center,
combined with the push for a more expanded version of European integration" paved the way for
Le Pen's initial victory. Theoretically, Le Pen provided the only voice for anti-Europeanization.
However, Berezin infers that the national insecurity that facilitated Le Pen's success also
provoked a fresh one: the possibility that Le Pen could represent the French. Subsequently, the
"shock" of Le Pen's initial victory eventuated in a landslide victory for Chirac in their final runoff. Nonetheless, Le Pen's success signifies the importance that European integration holds for
French voters, as they later rejected a European constitution.
Although Berezin provides an interesting interpretation of the French National Front's
trajectory, I take issue with several components of her analysis. First, her emphasis on the
"transparency" of events betrays her own interpretive lens. While events assuredly involve
"actions in time and place," they are never without interpretation. In fact, there are several
alternative interpretations that we could generate based on the evidence she supplies. For
example, she herself supplies two interpretations of the National Front's trajectory all at once: the
National Front as marginalized-come-mainstream and the National Front as permanent fixture.
More concretely, she begins her analysis with the National Front's European parliamentary
success followed by a national legislative success and several mayoral victories. However, she
then depicts the National Front's 2002 presidential bid as a clear departure from its previous
showings. In 2002, Le Pen received 15% of the national vote. This is not inconsistent with their
earlier electoral performances - presidential or otherwise. To be fair, the National Front received a
short setback in 1998 with Bruno Megret's departure, Le Pen's main accessory. Still, this does not
radically offset an interpretation of the National Front as routinely securing a steady percentage of
votes.
Second, Berezin bases the popularity of rightwing populism on electoral outcomes alone.
Although she mentions protests and marches, these are confined to those orchestrated by political
parties. Moreover, with the exception of few quotes from periodicals, individuals are largely
absent. To be sure, she includes the voices of elite political actors and journalists. However, one
of Berezin's main conjectures is that French voters turned to the National Front due to insecurities
related to their national identity. Methodologically though, we have no evidence for why French
citizens voted the way they did. Last and briefly, this work could stand alone without the final
comparisons with Italian rightwing populism. Although the initial European setting is warranted,
her final comparisons feel underdeveloped.
Berezin's emphasis on globalization and Europeanization is timely and deserved.
Undoubtedly, both processes are altering the European political landscape. Yet, their role in the
National Front's success seems ambiguous. Without question, this event is also deserved of
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inquiry. However, it is clearly not as transparent as Berezin initially asserts. In addition, her
inclusion of culture does not go far past information gleaned from newspaper articles and
electoral outcomes. In doing so, Berezin interprets only a restricted set of French interpretations.
If we want to account for the National Front's 2002 voting bloc, why not approach them? If not,
the answer will remain cloaked by structural processes that may or may not impinge as
monolithically as Berezin suggests. Even now, Le Pen's 2002 success appears weighted by other
factors not the least of which includes left-wing fractures. In the end, she produces some
interesting hypotheses concerning the rise of alternative political parties and social movements.
As researchers, we can use them, but only as start points along the way.
Timothy M. Gill
University of Georgia
timgill1984@gmail.com

Roberto Patricio Korzeniewicz and Timothy Patrick Moran. 2009. Unveiling Inequality: A
World-Historical Perspective. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 192 pages. ISBN: 978-087154-483-4
The advent of globalization has urged many social scientists to explore how this process impacts
the pattern of global inequality. While many converge on the view about the universal rise of
intra-national income inequality across the world, some debate on whether global income
inequality, as a combination of intra-national and international inequalities, increases or decreases
under globalization. The authors of this book are keen participants of that debate, publishing
some of the most cited papers on the topic.
In Unveiling Inequality, Korzeniewicz and Moran move on to break new groundw in the
studies of global inequality. They take a longer historical view to examine how international and
intra-national inequalities change over the last two centuries, and how the two inequalities are
interrelated. Their first major argument is that both intra-national and international inequalities,
despite all the changes in recent decades, have been very stable over the long run. Second, intranational inequalities in individual countries are related to international inequality, as countries
with higher income tends to manifest low intra-national inequality, while low-income countries
tend to have higher inequality.
Backed by carefully compiled data and clearly constructed graphs and tables, the authors’
first major argument that intra-national inequalities remains stable in most countries is
compelling. It shows that the recent increase in intra-national inequality everywhere is in fact
minor change and looks more like trendless fluctuation from a long historical perspective. In
explaining such long-term stability, the authors employ the concept of equilibrium and outline
how institutional forces would act to restore the equilibrium when inequalities move away from
it. The equilibria of inequality vary from country to country, but they tend to cluster into two
types, that is, high inequality equilibria (HIE) and low inequality equilibria (LIE). Countries with
HIE manifest relatively high level of inequality (usually with gini more than 5) over a long period
of time. In contrast, countries with LIE manifest low level of inequality (usually with gini lower
than 0.35).
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Most countries with HIE are characterized by institutions that exclude large population
from property ownership and education in their early history of modern development. Plantations
in South America are examples of such institutions. Once these institutions and the corresponding
high inequality become entrenched, the countries concerned will find it very difficult to reduce
inequality, as any such attempts will be easily rolled back by the established elite who fight hard
to defend their ascribed privileges. In comparison, countries with LIE, mostly Western countries,
are usually endowed with relatively equitable property and political rights early on. Such an
institutional set up would induce the countries concerned to continuously expand its franchise and
establish a redistributive tax system that further reduces inequality. When the meritocratic
distribution of wealth is established as a norm, these countries will maintain its LIE for a long
time. Discussion about recent rise in inequality in OECD countries, for example, is somewhat
exaggerated. Despite all the attention to increase in inequality in selected European countries like
Britain, the average inequality among all European countries in fact remains more or less
unchanged in recent years (p. 11).
When it comes to why institutions accounting for HIE are mostly concentrated in lowincome countries and why institutions leading to LIE concentrated in high-income countries, the
authors take a step beyond the typical world-systemic explanation, according to which core
countries impose coercive mode of labor control, like plantations, on peripheral countries that
hindered growth and created high inequality. To Korzeniewicz and Moran, direct imposition of
coercive economic organizations accounted for only part of the HIE-LIE divide. More important
is a “relational mechanism” through which countries with LIE successfully shift its internal
competitive pressure to countries with HIE (p. 72).
An elaborate example of such mechanism is the case of migration. Historically, the
transfer of population from poor to rich countries has helped reduce income gap between
countries (p. 85). But when migrant workers increased competitive pressure among native
workers in high income countries and started to drag down wage level and enhance inequality,
such high income countries would adopt anti-immigration policies to reduce the competitive
pressure, maintain workers’ wage level, and contain inequality growth. But such measure, with
anti-immigration legislations in early-twentieth-century US as an example, “accentuated
competitive pressures in labor markets elsewhere in the world and in the process eliminated for
much of the twentieth century one possible mechanism for reducing the income gap between
countries” (p. 85).
The authors’ emphasis on migration continues in the book’s last section on the “three
paths of social mobility” in the global system. The three paths for an individual to improve his or
her own relative living standard in the world include upward mobility within the national system
of stratification, economic development of the nation to which the individual belongs, and
migration of the individual from his or her country of origin to a higher-income country. While
the first two paths have been discussed in many other works, bringing in the issue about
international migration as a remedy to high global inequality is both original and provocative.
One would expect more elaborate discussion about how far migration could reduce systemic
global inequality. Theoretically speaking, high international inequality largely could be
eliminated if all poor population in all poor countries migrate to high income countries and share
the relatively high wage there. But is that feasible? Where is the limit of international migration
as means of reducing global inequality?
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In sum, Unveiling Inequality is a succinct and incisive work that breaks new ground in
the study of global inequality, bringing our attention to the stability of and interconnectedness
between intra-national and international inequalities. It also opens up new area of inquiry
awaiting further research, such as the role of international migration in systemic reduction in
global inequality. All scholars, students, and practitioners concerned about global inequality and
dedicated to its reduction cannot afford to miss this volume.
Ho-fung Hung
Department of Sociology
Johns Hopkins University
hofung@jhu.edu

Darwin, John. 2009. The Empire Project: The Rise and Fall of the British World –System,
1830-1970. New York: Cambridge UP. 814 pages, ISBN 978-0-521-30208-1 Cloth ($39.00).
The Empire Project is John Darwin’s Fourth book on the subject of empire building and the
history of the world system (Britain and Decolonization, 1988; The End of the British Empire:
the Historical Debate, 1991; and After Tamerlane: The Global History of Empire since 1405,
2008) and is his most ambitious and comprehensive effort to date. The book is enormous both in
scope of history covered and in physical length, which is what one would expect from any
attempt to summarize and analyze the forces at work during the time period from 1830 to 1970.
Darwin’s previous works focused on similar issues but in this book, he has attempted to focus on
the interconnectedness of forces driving globalization over the 140-year time period covered in
the The Empire Project. Darwin puts forth the theory that there were many forces -- both
centrifugal and centripetal working simultaneously to both integrate and dismantle the British
Empire by Intra-empire and International political, economic forces along with major sociocultural events and trends.
Darwin analyzes, examines, and explores the history of the British Empire, its rise and
fall and its relationship to the developmental trajectory of the current world-system. Darwin’s
task is monumental as is his effort to highlight and advance his ideas about how and why the
British system developed, what forces kept it together, and subsequently pulled it apart. He
accomplishes this by not only focusing on what was happening in London (the center), but also
what was happening in the rest of the British world-system. One of the novel features of his most
recent historical treatment of the British Empire is Darwin’s comprehensive focus on the role of
international factors of colonial competition within continental Europe culminating in World War
I and II that impacted policies and events at the center and periphery of the empire system. While
other authors have focused on the international aspects of the British Empire, Darwin also focuses
a great deal of the book on the impact of “settler” nations such as New Zealand, Canada, South
Africa, and Australia as well the ascendancy of the United States on the direction and ultimate
demise of the British world-system. On top of these major areas of focus is his expert analysis of
role of the crown jewel of the Empire, India, along with the peripheral elements of the empire in
Africa, Asia and Asia Minor. Clearly, the comprehensive, integrated approach that Darwin
employs is the strength of this work and gives it a unique perspective on a highly unique,
complicated and complex subject.
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Darwin does a masterful job of filling in the detail of the specific histories of each area
and interweaving each of the historical regional narratives into a holistic history of the British
world-system and its relation to the rest of the world. He states his main point throughout the
book and re-iterates it in the conclusion:
The argument of this book has been that the fate of the world-system in which
the British Empire was embedded was largely determined by geopolitical forces
over which the British themselves had little control…Perhaps they might have
hoped to ride out the storm. But the strategic catastrophe of 1938 to 1942, and its
devastating impact on the central elements of their system, were together so
crushing that recovery (after 1945) was merely short-lived remission. Of course,
the British were not just victims of blind fate, benign or malign. They had taken a
hand in prompting the geopolitical changes from which they gained, although (as
at Trafalgar) perhaps more to ward off an imminent danger than to create a main
chance (pg. 649).
He uses a vast array of historical data and references to support his main theme analyzing nearly
every aspect of the British Empire focusing on the trends in free trade, international capital and
finance, changes in public opinion in all sectors of the empire as well as larger international
trends, and developments all around the world with particular attention on political and military
events in Europe.
The book has two main parts, each containing seven chapters. The first section focuses on
the early development of the British Empire and world-system until the beginning of the First
World War, which includes extensive analysis and description of the role of London as the head
of the beast and the Imperial possession as part of the larger body of the British world-system. He
also gives a detailed descriptive analysis of the impact of Edwardian and Victorian traditions and
ideologies that shaped the direction and impetus for empire building. Darwin spends much of the
first section of the book analyzing the actions of imperial agents in London, their relationships
with the public, the impact “settler” colonies on the development of a distinct “Britannic” culture
that kept the empire united and divided, but still a holistic entity. He also focuses on the other
parts of the Empire with particular emphasis on the impact that India and South Africa had on the
development of the global empire and how the British lost their tenuous grip on the colonies in
the center and periphery of the Empire. He examines the actions of leaders in each section of the
British Empire not just in London. He also hints at future issues of weakness and dissolutive
forces by using South Africa as “the weakest link.” Darwin balances this evidence by examining
what was occurring at the ground level in each of the major areas of the British world-system
especially in voting patterns, actions of local figures, and to a lesser extent the lives of those at the
grassroots level of the Empire.
In chapter three, Darwin discusses the major commercial elements and forces that were
crucial to the early development of the British system of ‘free trade’ and ‘global trade.’ He
examines the action of commercial enterprises all over the globe, the ideas of those involved, and
the attempts to use ‘jingoism’ in the popular political world to justify the continuation of the
imperial system to the general public in London and the rest of the Empire as well. This desire to
continue, maintain, and expand the Empire would take a toll on the people and regions of the
Empire in terms of national treasure, international standing and human life. These sacrifices were
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all justified and rationalized by many of the leaders of the Empire at the time, but fought against
by many others. Darwin returns repeatedly to the conflicting and countervailing forces that
shaped the trajectory of the Empire in the pre and post-World War I era. In particular, with South
Africa, Darwin challenges the idea that South Africa was a solid “British colony” by showing that
the British only controlled the coast and the ports while the interior was being contested by many
competing forces (Afrikaners, native populations and British settlers). Throughout the first
section he analyzes each area of the empire singularly and holistically then shows how each
contributed to the rise of the Empire until the start of World War I. Such attention to the
processes in the peripheral areas of the Empire has been rare.
In the second section of the book Darwin turns his attention to what he calls the “sinking
of the great liner,” the forces that led to the downfall of the British Empire and world-system.
Darwin weaves together an integrated narrative of the monumental events of World War I, the
depression, World War II, and de-colonization. He argues that it is possible to tie these events
together and show the slow and highly complex factors involved in the decline of the British
world-system. In chapters 12, 13, and 14 he highlights the growing concerns of the British people
and government over the slow evaporation of the empire brought about by forces beyond their
control. He also reveals an ambiguous almost contradictory feeling among many in the British
Empire (both in the core and periphery) that they lamented the death of the Empire, but were
reluctant to abandon the empire project completely. Among many in the Empire there was a sense
of pride and status that came with being a part of the empire project that they still valued despite
all the problems and issues that it caused for those involved. The spiraling economic issues that
surrounded the depression and Britain’s subsequent move from being the world’s dominant
creditor to a debtor nation and from the dominant player in international trade and finance to
losing that title to the United States and the Soviet Union. Via the “great liner” analogy the
British Empire was leaking fluid from all quarters. A myriad of centrifugal forces made it nearly
impossible for the leadership or the people of the Empire to stop it. On the surface the Empire
seemed to move in a linear manner from strength to weakness from integration and growth to
disillusionment and disintegration – Darwin makes it clear in his exploration of events that this
process of “empire building” was interspersed by periods of retrenchment and strengthening
followed by periods of intense evaporation of support from the people for the Empire, monetary
resources and the power that it brought as well as the shear number of possessions in the sphere
of influence that made up the British World-System.
Darwin more-or-less succeeds in his task, but there are some few issues that should have
been addressed. First, although he hints at exploring the meaning and ideologies behind the idea
of the “world-system” there is a lack of in-depth theoretical analysis when it comes to examining
the theories of modernization and world-systems/dependency theory. His arguments would have
been strengthened had there been a more robust discussion of the role the ideologies of
modernism and British cultural imperialism played in the development of the British Empire
project. Part of what allowed the British to accomplish what they did in their empire project was
due to British advances in both technological and economic development. These forces played
into the desire of those in the Empire to push forward, stay a part of and eventually to move away
from the British world-system. Darwin does this in some parts by using specific historical trends
and moments to illustrate how these ideologies were used to justify the expansion and
maintenance of the world-system. The lack of discussion of deeper theoretical issues is a
weakness in the work.
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Second, despite many descriptions, there could have been more on the impact of these
historical processes on day-to-day life of individuals. I wanted to read more about the
ethnographic details of the impacts and aspects of the British Empire. There seems to be an
imbalance in Darwin’s attention to major figures, like regional and national leaders, and their
actions as contrasted with examining what the people on the grassroots level were going through
and thought about the Empire. The book’s main arguments would have been strengthened if this
information had been included in greater in more detail.
Third, in some places the book tends to jump from one subject to another and can be hard
to follow. At the end of section one and the beginning of section two the jumps from India to the
settler nations to the Middle East to Asia to Africa can be difficult to follow. Still, the book is a
masterful presentation of a highly complex historical process. Darwin has created a seminal work
that will stand for many years as one of the best references on the British Empire and the
development of the world-system in general. For a reader who knows little of the history of this
era and subject matter this book is daunting. However, The Empire Project is a valuable narrative
of the British Empire.
Gary Maynard
Department of Sociology
SUNY@ Stony Brook

gmaynard@ic.sunysb.edu
Bedford, Kate. 2009. Developing Partnerships: Gender, Sexuality and the Reformed World
Bank. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 292 pages, ISBN 978-0-8166-6540-2
Paper, ISBN 978-0-8166-6539-6 Cloth.
Kate Bedford’s Developing Partnerships chronicles the shift in global governance from the
coercive imposition of neoliberal capitalism on the developing world through structural
adjustment programs to a more consensual and cultural means of ensuring neoliberalism’s global
hegemony. Through a careful analysis of the World Bank’s Gender and Development (GAD)
projects in Latin America and the Caribbean in the “post-Washington Consensus” era, Bedford
illustrates the primary role that gender and sexuality play in embedding neoliberal logic into the
cultural fabric of everyday lives in the global south. She demonstrates that it is through the
promotion of heteronormative partnerships that the World Bank attempts to stabilize economic
markets. As such, the book makes a compelling argument that links the promotion of normative
intimacy with shifts in the global political economy.
In response to world-wide critiques and protests against the impact of structural
adjustment on the economies and livelihoods of people in the global south, the World Bank
changed its development strategies in the 1990s to focus more on good governance, civil society,
social safety nets, poverty eradication, and equity. These new strategies of governance are much
more difficult to contest and have been adopted as the “new common sense of our times” (p. xx).
The World Bank’s GAD projects essentialize gender binaries, suggest that liberalization naturally
leads to a more equitable household division of labor, and promote normative families as the
“ultimate marker of good development” (p. 200). Bedford seeks to trouble and disrupt the
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hegemony of the gender and sexuality regimes being promoted through this post-Washington
Consensus.
Bedford argues that in its 1990s transition, the World Bank paid heed to the specifically
gendered effects of its 1980s neoliberal policies, namely the crisis of social reproduction
produced by the feminization of the labor market, which both overburdened women and led to a
“crisis of masculinity” amongst poor men in the global South who, the argument goes, were
increasingly driven toward violence and alcoholism with the loss of their identities as
breadwinners. The Bank seeks to resolve the tension between unpaid and paid labor through an
emphasis on loving partnerships and strong family values. Under this new model, women are
encouraged to enter the work force as a means of achieving autonomy and empowerment,
whereas men are encouraged to take up the unpaid social reproductive labor women no longer
have time to do. In this way, the family becomes a key mechanism for providing the social safety
nets seen as crucial for poverty alleviation, and relieves the state of responsibility, thereby
ensuring the continued privatization of social reproduction. Drawing on Nikolas Rose’s critique
of contemporary neoliberalism (Powers of Freedom, 1999, Cambridge), Bedford suggests that the
Bank’s GAD policies target women for entrepreneurialization and men for responsibilization – in
order to turn them both into citizens who will govern themselves in the wake of the state’s retreat.
Bedford argues that these new World Bank policies are deeply problematic because they
are based on unjust characterizations of both poor men and women living in developing countries
and because they sideline the important issue of child-care. Let me take each critique in turn.
First, assumptions that poor, “Third World” men “act out their wounded masculinity through
violence and drunkenness … echo colonial assumptions about lazy natives and barbaric brown
men” (p. 31). In addition, the many unemployed men who contribute to unpaid household labor
and the many absent husbands and fathers who migrate in search of work and contribute to the
household income through remittances are rendered invisible by the Bank’s assumptions of
masculinity in crisis. “Making groups legible requires turning those who do not fit the frame into
pathologies or anomalies that need to be transformed” (p. 85). In the chapter detailing the
ethnodevelopment loan given to rural indigenous and Afro-Ecuadorian communities in Ecuador,
Bedford illustrates the ways in which the Bank’s gender development projects often promote and
sustain racialized hierarchies. In addition, these projects make distinctions between appropriate
and inappropriate performances of indigeneity based on the extent to which communities are
willing to (or are perceived as willing to) assume the ideals of sharing and monogamous
partnerships.
The second primary critique Bedford makes of the Bank’s GAD projects is in reference
to the promotion of women’s employment as a means of achieving empowerment. In the chapter
focusing on Ecuador’s flower industry, Bedford uncovers a fundamental contradiction in the
Bank’s policy on women’s employment: “on the one hand regarding women as self-interested
autonomous actors enabled through wages to pursue their own erotic destinies, and on the other
regarding them as necessarily attached, by enduring love, to specific others with whom they will
altruistically share their income” (p. 109). And in the chapter mentioned above on the Ecuadorian
ethnodevelopment loan, Bedford shows how the Bank’s desire to prove that women’s
employment leads to empowerment requires Bank employees to ignore the fact that many
indigenous women were already working before the loans were introduced (p. 142).
Finally, Bedford points out that the Bank’s new GAD projects sideline the question of
child-care. Although the provision of child-care seems the most logical policy response to the
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crisis of social reproduction (and one which women in developing countries overwhelmingly
called for), such an initiative could not be supported by the Bank because it would require
governmental intervention and social spending. Husbands become the only agents available to
relieve women of their overburdened double duty because they do not cost the state a penny. In
addition, engaging in housework and child-care is supposed to make men more “responsible,”
thus shielding them from their proclivities toward alcoholism and violence. As such, the World
Bank “hails gender balance to intensify the privatization of social reproduction” (p. 203).
With all of these important critiques, it is somewhat surprising that Bedford overlooks
another crucial point. While the Bank congratulates itself for incorporating feminist critiques into
its post-Washington Consensus gender and development projects, these policies remain grounded
in a patriarchal logic which undervalues women’s labor. The Bank accepts the assumption that
women deserve to be paid less than men and that the low-wage jobs being created in many
developing countries (such as service work, call centers, or sweat shops) should be “women’s
work.” Bedford could have done more to demonstrate that the feminization of the labor market
has occurred, in part, because jobs stigmatized as feminine are underpaid and insecure.
Bedford’s methodological approach combines a discourse analysis of speeches and
World Bank reports, interviews with World Bank staff at regional and local levels, and case
studies of particular World Bank initiatives in Ecuador and Argentina. As such, she engages in
what David Mosse has termed an “ethnography of policy and practice” Cultivating Development,
2004, Pluto) examining institutional bureaucracies and practices, the knowledge-production
process, staff interactions with and interpretations of policy, and the ways in which these policies
are both enacted and contested. Also important is her attention to the World Bank as a knowledge
regime. In the second chapter, Bedford shows that the research that goes into World Bank reports
and policy documents is often heterogeneous and complex, but “as research travels up the internal
hierarchy of texts … this nuance tends to get lost, as the findings that resonate with certain
framings of the gender-policy problem become increasingly prominent” (p. 60). Given an object
of analysis as monolithic as the World Bank, Bedford proceeds with great skill and attentiveness,
paying heed to the “contingencies” and “frailties” of policy, while simultaneously unveiling
hidden assumptions and the operations of hegemony. Such a rich, careful, and multi-layered
methodological approach is worthy of emulation and significant in its findings.
In the conclusion, Bedford admits that she has attempted to combine a glass-half-full
reading of Bank policies that acknowledges the important ways in which feminists have had a
hand in transforming the Bank’s development approach as well as the creative ways that people
have used Bank loans to promote feminist projects with a glass-half-empty critique that “pays
attention to the dangers of the new common sense we are naturalizing about gender, sexuality,
class and race” (p. 213). While I appreciate the difficulties that arise from trying to maintain such
a tension throughout the book, there were several points in Bedford’s analysis that called for a
harsher critique of the economic impact of the Bank’s policies. The maddening contradiction that
really characterizes the so-called “reformed” World Bank is that while paying lip service to
poverty alleviation and equity, its bottom line is still the protection of free market liberalism
which promotes corporate profit through the super-exploitation of the poor and the steady
eradication of all social welfare. The subjectivities forged by the post-Washington Consensus
model of development which insist on both entrepreneurial and responsible citizenry allow for the
displacement of blame for poverty alleviation. Subjects of this new neoliberal regime are required
to assume certain disciplined behaviors in exchange for social safety nets and the price to pay for
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failure is destitution and neglect. In addition, the Bank’s new attempts to respond to the crisis of
social reproduction very deftly deflect attention away from the fact that few new jobs have been
created and existing jobs are both precarious and poorly remunerated. In fact, I would argue that
Bedford’s lack of attention to the Bank’s primary economic motivation serves to naturalize the
hegemony of neoliberalism, as if there really are no (longer) any alternatives.
That being said, Kate Bedford’s argument that neoliberalism’s global hegemony cannot
be fully understood without a lens focused specifically on gender and sexuality is an essential
contribution to the literature on international development, globalization, and neoliberal
macroeconomics.
Claire Laurier Decoteau
Department of Sociology
University of Illinois at Chicago
decoteau@uic.edu

Francis Shor. 2010. Dying Empire: U.S. Imperialism and Global Resistance. New York:
Routledge. 208 Pages, ISBN 978-0-415-77823-7 Paperback ($44.95).
[Editor’s note: this review was completed January 13, 2011].
Dying Empire is a timely and highly engaging book that may become essential reading for
scholars, students and practitioners struggling to make sense of the dramatic changes happening
before our eyes. Shor, a historian and long-time peace activist, draws from a wealth of cultural
knowledge and political experience to craft an analysis that places culture at the center of our
analysis of U.S. hegemonic decline. Shor stresses that those hoping to help make possible
alternatives to a world dominated by U.S. imperialism (or the chaos that will result from its
inability to implement its imperial project) must struggle first and foremost against the “imperial
culture” of the United States.
It is the imperial culture of the United States that makes it a “highly privatized space and
hyper-consumerism” where political activism of all kinds -- and perhaps especially radical
political activism -- is difficult if not impossible to sustain. Shor examines the racist and
patriarchal ideologies that have been used to justify the “civilizing mission” of the U.S. as
enacted around the world from before the Vietnam war to the Iraq war.
These same ideologies have helped mask the reality that the “American way of war” has
typically flaunted international law, thereby undermining U.S. moral leadership. This point is
particularly salient today as we hear of the latest Wikileaks releases of U.S. State Department
cables. What is often underplayed in mass media interpretations of these memos is the blatant
disregard U.S. officials have for international law — even as they demand that other states abide
by such laws. Such is the way of imperial culture.
Shor identifies three specific “counterhegemonic articulations”: the European model; the
post-colonial model, represented in Latin American leftist governments; and the post-modern
model reflected in the Zapatista movement and more recently in the World Social Forum process.
I found this classification interesting and useful for thinking about the state of contemporary
challenges to U.S. hegemony, although I was hoping for a bit more systematic engagement with
these different counterhegemonic streams throughout the book. Nevertheless, the key point of the
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book is to document and analyze the “post-modern” counterhegemonic struggle and to show both
its historical roots and the contradictory forces that have reduced its effectiveness so far.
Drawing from his direct participation in Central America peace and antimilitarist
activism and other social justice movements in the United States, Shor examines the ways
transborder activism in these movements helped foster new awareness and understandings of the
U.S. role in the world. At the same time, these movements’ location in the United States
complicated activists’ ability to recognize the fundamental connections between U.S. militarism
and interventionism and its economic policies, obstructing expressions of transnational solidarity.
Examining in particular the work of Habitat for Humanity and anti-sweatshop activism, Shor
argues that the strategic and political contradictions in these movements have "scarred
expressions of global solidarity while undermining the necessary struggle by those in an imperial
culture against the privileges and mystifications that define that culture" (p. 50). Imperial culture
stripped third world people of agency even in the minds of those who were committed to working
for a better world.
In the course of the book, it becomes clear that Shor’s major intention is to give voice and
recognition to the vibrant and persistent struggles in the global South against U.S. empire. By
doing so he challenges a key edifice of the imperial culture that requires the diminution of nonU.S., if not non-core, people in order to justify various forms of intervention -- ranging from
humanitarian assistance to aggression — all aimed at reinforcing U.S. hegemony.
Shor’s analysis helps make sense of the "paranoid togetherness" that characterizes the
“imperial enclosures” of the post 9/11 United States especially. Since imperialism is a desire to
control all, it necessarily generates fear both as a means of justifying the military expenditures
that empire requires or as a response when such control is impossible. To counter this tendency
towards fear, and the violence it generates, U.S. activists, teachers and scholars need to work
towards changing the “mental landscapes of enclosure” that are increasingly prevalent in U.S.
society. This point again is made particularly poignant as I write this review, amidst media
reports of the shootings of Arizona Congresswoman, Gillian Giffords, and her supporters.
The diminishing of citizenship, trivialization of electoral politics, and the civic enclosures
that fracture civil society in this country are key features of our imperial culture which have
obstructed sustained resistance to U.S. hegemony. Recognizing the effects of imperial culture on
activists is, Shor observes, vital to developing a sustained and relevant peace and justice
movement in this country.
But what will be more important to overcoming U.S. empire is not the conversion of U.S.
activists and publics to new ways of thinking about their country’s role in the world, but the
movements of resistance in the global South. Shor documents the various “counterpublics”
working to fundamentally transform social relations as a means of undoing U.S. empire and
making another world possible. He explores the various transnational organizations, campaigns,
and networks that have given shape to today’s alter-globalization or global justice movement,
demonstrating how these efforts have shaped the hybridized identities seen within this movement
as well as the movement’s understandings of political power and the role of the state and its
models for alternatives to globalized capitalism.
A highly notable contribution of Dying Empire is Shor’s successful demonstration of the
relationships between structural dynamics in the world-system — U.S. hegemony and hegemonic
decline — and various forms of cultural expression. He offers an extensive consideration of a
variety of cultural material ranging from works by Marge Piercy, James Baldwin, Bob Marley,
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among others. It is this feature of the book that many readers will find most appealing, and that
makes this text one that will be highly effective in undergraduate and graduate courses on
contemporary world politics and global social change.
Jackie Smith
Department of Sociology
Jsmith40@nd.edu
www.nd.edu/~jsmith40
[THROUGH JUNE 30, 2011—After June 30—Department of Sociology, University of
Pittsburgh]

Böröcz, József. 2010. The European Union and Global Social Change: A Critical
Geopolitical-Economic Analysis. 242 pages, 978-0-415-59517-9 (Paperback) ($39.95)
Sociologist József Böröcz’s new book not only carries to new heights his empirical investigations
into postsocialism and the eastern enlargement of the European Union—so far appearing only in
articles and in an electronic book—but also greatly advances a relational perspective in history,
that sees the former First, Second, and Third Worlds as mutually constitutive rather than as part
of a mono-hierarchical and mono-directional world-system. The book is far richer in empirical
and conceptual arguments than I can explore in the space of a short review; therefore, I will
restrict my summary and comments to its key thesis concerning the proper conceptualization of
the European Union.
The book is a long overdue corrective to the social science scholarship on the European
Union that treats this supranational organization’s history as a series of developments internal to
western Europe. 1 According to Böröcz, we will not understand the history of the European Union
unless we understand two things about western Europe: 1) that the smallness of its countries—in
terms of territory, population, and, primarily, economic output--had been a long-standing and
recurring obstacle to the region’s geopolitical influence; and 2) that colonizing overseas territories
was a strategy to overcome this problem. By making good use of “new economic sociology”—
employing concepts such as embeddedness, thick vs. thin ties; but also echoing Latour’s analysis
of “actor networks” and their logic, in which distance and size matter greatly—the author
demonstrates that “detached” empires led to a “segmental system of global governance” in which
west European polities were entirely shielded from the negative consequences of their states’
actions in the colonies. This would not have been possible in traditional contiguous empires. Such
a bifurcation of public space meant that different, if not diametrically opposed, political principles
dominated in the metropole and in the colonies, respectively, corroborating the argument of
postcolonial studies that western Europe’s democracy and, later, welfare state was conditional
upon its colonizing past.
With postwar decolonization, European integration and a new flexible politics of size
came to be adopted as the primary strategies for overcoming smallness. Through a creative
1

I am following the author’s principle in spelling and capitalizing the name of this region, which is
consistent with his intention to emphasize the geographical rather than the moral meaning associated with
the capitalized term “Western Europe.”
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statistical analysis, Böröcz shows that the EU and its continued expansion produces a
concentration of power and increase in inequality whose proportions exceed the rate expected
based just on the number of countries that joined. EU expansion matters for global social justice
not only because such a concentration of economic weight creates unfair advantages for non-EU
entities but also because the EU exercises a strategic flexibility in acting either as an N=1 or as an
N=27. For example, it reaps the benefits of having as many as 27 votes in the UN even though
often and increasingly those votes are “harmonized” and thus really represent only a single entity.
At the same time, the fact that the EU is not a single state (since it fails the Weberian test of
statehood on the criterion of the legitimate exercise of violence) means that the EU escapes the
accountability and expenses that accrue to traditional political authorities endowed with executive
power, and, more concretely, to the operation and maintenance of the army and the police—
institutions of legitimate violence that remain under the purview of NATO and individual
members states, respectively. Through these and other analytical moves, the EU emerges as a) the
political equivalent of a market monopoly abusing its economic weight; b) as a redistributive
form of authority, in Polanyi’s sense, thus creating clientelism rather than the “equality” and
“freedom” of market exchange; and c) as a complex and non-transparent assemblage of direct and
indirect relations of authority, in which the “dirtiest jobs” are subcontracted to actors far removed
from the visible and accountable centers of power. Consequently, this analysis undermines what
Böröcz calls the “moral geopolitics” of official EU discourse and of much of the mentioned
scholarship that paints the EU as a force of goodness in the world.
Let me now make a few comments by way of evaluation. While according to Böröcz the
absent executive power creates an advantage for the EU by affording it the kind of nimble, “leanand-mean” functioning that is a key condition of success in neoliberal conditions, I wonder how
he would explain recent attempts to establish an EU Presidency? Why pursue an EU executive
power, a unified foreign policy, and an EU Constitution, if there are greater benefits to operate
without them? This question already speaks to a larger concern: the conceptual relationship
between objective interests and agency. When writing about the strategies of size, the author
attributes agency either to west European public authorities (states or state-like entities) or to the
bourgeoisie—whether as emergent merchant class or as fully formed ruling class. When
describing another strategy to overcome size limitations, that he calls “rate-ist,” he attributes
agency to societies as a whole: “societies of western Europe also invented and implemented on a
global scale a geopolitical system in which, in addition to unit size, performance measured in
rates of accumulation is also a significant determinant of a unit’s welfare and a market of its
success” (52). Explaining the emergence and spread of capitalism as the result of geopolitical,
rather than domestic/indigenous interests is thoroughly consistent with world-systems theory, but
it doesn’t do away with a need to describe the mechanisms of change that transform objective
interests (in overcoming size limits) into successful action (colonizing and creating the EU) by a
class, a state, or a society. Engaging Timothy Mitchell’s analysis of “the object of development”
and the “making of the economy” or Donald MacKenzie’s arguments of the performative aspects
of economics might help bridge this gap.
Böröcz opens up exciting new directions for research on the European Union and
provides novel analytical and quantitative tools for social criticism. As such, the book will be
very useful to graduate students and, thanks to the clarity of its arguments and language, even to
advanced undergraduates in history and the social sciences. I anticipate that students of state and
postsocialism will also be inspired to carry out analogous inquiries into the relationships between
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the former Second and Third World. Overall, this is a must-read for students of globalization,
colonialism, and postsocialism, and it will certainly hold great appeal to scholars interested in
world-systems theory, economic sociology, postcolonial studies, and comparative-historical
methods.
Zsuzsa Gille
Department of Sociology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

gille@illinois.edu

